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1 Mission Sta_es Overview
1.1 Mission Sta_in_ Profile
The EOR configuration for the piloted mission is composed of three propulsive elements in
addition to the Crew Module: Primary Trans-Lunar Injection (PTLI), Lunar Braking
Module (LBM), and Earth Return Module. The precursor mission is also composed of
three propulsive elements in addition to its surface payloads: PTLI, LBM and the Payload
Landing Module (PLM). Please refer to Volume I, Section 5.1 and 5.2 for a break-up of
the different stages into the four launches. A quick summary: PTLI is on Launch 1 and 3
while the LBM, PLM, and surface payloads are on Launch 2 and another LBM, ERM, and
CM on Launch 4.
The NLS vehicle does not perform the circularization burn into a 200 km altitude for any of
the four launches. For Launches 1 and 3 the PTLI performs the circularization burn and
then raises its altitude to 275 km at the desired trajectory window where it will await
rendezvous with the piloted launch.
For Launches 2 and 4, the LBM performs both the circularization burn and the burn to
higher orbit. Once the vehicles have completed rendezvous, the Trans-Lunar Injection burn
is performed by two stages: the PTLI and the LBM. The PTLI separates from the stack
upon the completion of its burn. The LBM completes the burn and then performs any
midcourse corrections that are required during the 3 day transit. At which point the LBM
inserts the vehicle into LLO, and then performs the major descent bum before it is staged.
For the precursor mission the PLM performs the final descent and hover bum before
landing and deploying the habitat. A brief profile of the precursor mission along with
propulsive requirements for each stage is featured in Table 1-1.
However, for the piloted mission, the ERM performs the final descent and hover bum
before landing. After the 28 day lunar stay the ERM launches the CM into LLO and then
into the Earth transfer orbit. The ERM also performs any midcourse corrections on the
return trip. The ERM separates from the Crew Module (CM)just before reeentry into the
Earth's atmosphere and then the CM enters into the amaosphere. The piloted mission is
completed when the CM lands at Edwards Air Force Base. A brief profile of the piloted
mission along with propulsive requirements for each stage is also featured in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1: Mission Profile
Event
Circularization of Launches 1 & 3
Launches 1 & 3 bum to hi_her LEO
Circularization of Launches 2 & 4
Launches 2 & 4 bum to hi_her LEO
Earth Orbit Rendezvous
Trans-Lunar Injection
Trans-Lunar Injection
Midcourse Corrections
Lunar Brakin_ into LLO
Lunar Brakin_ to Moon
Location
200 km LEO
200-275 km LEO
200 km LEO
200-275 km LEO
275 km LEO
LEO
LEO
Midcourse
Prior to LLO
LLO to Moon
Pronulsive Staue(s)
• m
PTLI
PTLI
LBM
LBM
LBM & PTLI
PTLI
LBM
LBM
LBM
LBM
AV (m/s)
177
43
177
43
60
2460
680
120
1060
1700
Precursor Hover and Land Moon PLM 500
Piloted Hover Moon ERM 500
Lunar Launch Moon to LLO ERM 2200
LLO
Midcourse
ERM
ERM
CM
Earth Return Injection
Midcourse Corrections
Reentry Earth's Atmosphere
1060
120
100
1.2 Commonality of Precursor with Piloted Vehicle
The precursor mission is designed to be as modular as possible with the piloted mission for
developmental cost considerations. The first two stages of each, the PTLI and the LBM,
are exactly the same to drive down the cost. As shown in Table I-2, the velocity and
masses are identical for each stage. Volume I, Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4, details the PTLI
and LBM budgets.
Table lm2:
Provulsion Sta_e
• m
Commonalit_ between Precursor and Piloted
Precursor
AV (m/s) Mass (ku)
Piloted
AV (m/s) Mass (k_)
PTLI 2680 94,825 2680 94,825
LBM 3780 62,285 3780 62,285
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2 Launch Vehicle Descrintion
This chapter details the choice of launch vehicle for Project Columbiad, including
descriptions of each of the vehicle's components, the configurations to be used for the
precursor and piloted missions, launch facilities and schedules, and ascent trajectories.
2.1 Introduction - The National Launch System
Project Columbiad will utilize the National Launch System (NLS) as its launch vehicle.
The NLS, considered by many to be the next logical step in the continuing development of
a reliable American launch vehicle fleet, consists mostly of components derived from the
Space Transportation System (STS). The NLS maximizes the use of existing technology,
thereby minimizing development time and cost.
At the core of the NLS is a new engine derived from the Space Shuttle Main Engine
(SSME), known as the Space Transportation Main Engine (STME). Four STME's are
attached to the bottom of an extended External Tank (ET), also derived from the STS ET,
forming the core of the NLS vehicle. Attached to the core are anywhere from two to four
Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs). These SRBs can either be the Redesigned Solid Rocket
Motors (RSRMs) currently used for the Space Shuttle or, if the program is further funded,
Advanced Solid Rocket Motors (ASRMs). The ASRMs provide almost the same thrust
profile as the RSRMs, but fire for an additional l0 seconds.
The base configuration of the NLS originally examined for Project Columbiad uses two
ASRMs providing a capability of approximately 72 metric tons (rot) to low earth orbit
(LEO). For Project Columbiad, a capacity of 91 mt is required. While the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is considering the development of new
liquid rocket boosters to increase the payload capacity of the NLS, Project Columbiad
seeks to limit additional development costs by increasing the number of SRBs on the
vehicle.
Project Columbiad's piloted and precursor missions will each require two NLS launches,
with rendezvous and docking operations in LEO to integrate the vehicle for Trans-Lunar
Injection (TLI).
2.2 Launch Vehicle Configuration for Proiect Columbiad
This section discusses the components of the National Launch System and how they are
combined to form the complete launch vehicle.
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2.2.1 Launch Vehicle Components
This subsection describes the various components of the NLS, including the STMEs, core
structure, and SRBs.
2,2,1,1 Space Transportation Main Engines
The STME is currently under development by Rocketdyne, Pratt and Whitney, and Aerojet.
Like the SSME, the STME uses Liquid Oxygen (LO2) for oxidizer and Liquid Hydrogen
(LH2) for fuel, with an oxidizer to fuel ratio of 6:1. It provides 2650 kN of vacuum thrust
with a specific impulse (Isp) of 430.5 s for a bum time of 416.5 s.
As shown in Figure 2-1, the STME is approximately 3.7 m long by 2.1 m in diameter,
with an expansion ratio of 45:1. It has a dry weight of 3600 kg, and can be gimballed up
to 8.5 degrees in any direction from the nominal thrust direction. This ability provides
thrust vector control (TVC) and the use of load relief.
Finally, the STME can be throttled in single percent increments from 75% to 100%. The
engines will be throttled to 75% in the area where maximum dynamic pressure is
experienced and again near main engine cutoff (MECO) in order to reduce axial loading on
the NLS vehicle.
It is currently estimated that the STME will have reached 99% reliability with 50%
confidence testing by the time prototype flights are scheduled in 1998. [Colgrove, 1991]
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r
m
]_..at ab.._ |
I-" "-I
2.1 m
Figure 2-1
The Space Trmmportation Main Engine
2.2.1.2 (_or¢ Stmctur¢
The core structure of the NLS consists of a stretched version of a Space Shuttle ET. Its
LH2 tank is stretched approximately 1.5 m over the Space Shuttle version, so that the total
length of the core is 48.5 m (plus engine boattail and payload interface section), with a
diameter of 8.4 m.
The NLS Core Structure is shown in exploded view in Figure 2-2. Additional structural
stiffness has been provided to the intertank section by the use of a crossbeam. In addition,
the top cone of the Space Shuttle LO2 tank has been replaced with a more familiar barrel top
to accommodate the payload interface section above the tank. Finally, new feed lines are
provided from both tanks down to the aft boattail, where they connect with the four
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STMEs. As in theSpaceShuttle,theLO2tankisequippedwith bafflesto reducesloshing.
Suchbafflesarenotnecessaryin theLH2tankbecauseof thefuel'slow density.
Aft
Skirt
Intertank
Forward
Skirt
LH2 Tank '_fJJ_J' LO2 Tank
Figure 2-2
NI_ Core SWucture
Table 2-1 breaks down the mass of the core structure, including engine assembly. These
numbers are adapted from a NASA NLS Reference System Def'mition document [NASA,
1991].
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Table 2-1: NI_ Core Structure Mass Breakdown
Item Mass (kg)
Forward Structures 1538
LO2 Tank 6389
Intertank 6036
LH2 Tank 16592
Thermal Protection Sys. 1804
STME Assembly 14553
Feed System 4509
Pneumatic System 1453
Avionics 681
Attach & Separation 494
Subsystem Structure 1208
Thrust Structure 8349
Thrust Vector Control 1347
Contin_enc), 6514
Total Core Dr), Mass 71467
The fueled core vehicle carries a total of 766.4 mt of propellant; 109.5 mt of LH2 and
656.9 mt of LO2.
2.2.1.3 Solid Rocket Boosters
In all original considerations of the NLS, it was assumed that the SRBs used would be
ASRMs. It now seems likely that funding for the ASRMs will be canceled, necessitating
the use of Space Shuttle RSRMs. For this report, a description of both types of SRBs is
provided. Should funding for the ASRMs be reinstated in the future, they may prove to be
the better choice of SRB for Project Columbiad.
2.2.1.3.1 Redesigned Solid Rocket Motors
After the Challenger accident of 1986, the standard SRBs used for the Space Shuttle were
redesigned to solve the now-famous "O-ring" problem. These motors, known formally as
Redesigned Solid Rocket Motors (RSRMs), are now the standard for all Space Shuttle
flights. Supplied by the Morton Thiokol Corporation, they provide a vacuum thrust level
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of 11760kN with anIsp of 270.3secondsandabumtimeof 123seconds.TheRSRM
(withoutits nosecone)is 38.4m longwith amaximumdiameter(atthenozzle)of 3.88m.
Theboosteris assembledfrom four segmentsof solid fuel (insulatedwith asbestos),plus
thenoseconeandnozzlesections.Thenoseconeandthenozzlesectioneachcontainfour
separationmotorswhichhelpto pushtheASRMsawayfrom theNLSvehicleafterthe
solidshaveburnedout. In addition,thenoseconecontainsaparachutesothattheASRM
canberecoveredbyNASA trawlersafterjettison.
TheRSRMusesPolybutadiene-acrylicacid-actylonitrileterpolymer(PBAN) solid
propellant,weighingapproximately503.3mt. Theinertweightof themotorcase(made
from D6AC steel)andnozzletotals55.8mt,andtheseparationmotorsandrecovery
systemsweigh11.9mt. Therefore,thetotal launchweightof oneRSRMis approximately
571mt. [NASA, 1990] TheassembledRSRMis shownin Figure2-3on thefollowing
page.
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Separation
Motors (4)
Separation
Motors (4)
w_
[
Recovery
System
2-3
Solid Rocket Motor (HSRM)
2.2.1.3.2 Advanced Solid Rocket Motors
The Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM) looks almost identical to the RSRM (see
Figure 2-3), but has some interesting differences. The ASRM provides approximately
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11900kN of vacuumthrustwith anIspof 270.3s andabumtimeof 134s (comparedto
123sfor theRSRM). It hasthesamelengthandapproximatelythesamediameterasthe
RSRM (38.4m and3.81m, respectively).Thisboosterusesa threefuel segmentdesign,
with 548.1mt of Hydroxy-terminatedpolybutadiene(HTPB)solidpropellant.Themotor
is insulatedwith acombinationof Kevlarandglass.Theinertweightof themotorcase
(madefrom 9 Ni-4 Co-0.3C alloy)andnozzletotals52.9mt,andtheseparationmotors
andrecoverysystemsweigh10.7mt. Thetotallaunchweightof oneASRMaddsup to
approximately611.7mt. [NASA, 19901
2.2.2 Launch Vehicle Integration and Con_figuration
The complete NLS vehicle consists of 4 STMEs, 2 to 4 SRBs, the payload interface, and
the payload. The STMEs are arranged at the comers of a square on the bottom of the aft
boattail, as shown in Figure 2-4. The SRBs are attached to the NLS vehicle both at the
intertank section and at the top of the aft skirt. At SRB separation, the attach points are
severed with small explosive charges before the separation motors are fired.
2.2.2,1 Launch Vehicle Footprints and Payload Configurations
Figure 2-4 shows possible vehicle footprints with 2, 3, and 4 SRBs. The 3 SRB
configuration shown may be more difficult to achieve than the other two configurations for
two reasons. First, it yields an asymmetric thrust profile. Second, it reduces clearance
between the STMEs and the SRBs. It may be possible to reconfigure this model so that the
SRBs are located at the vertices of an equilateral triangle.
For reasons of payload capability and thrust symmetry, it was decided to use the 4 RSRM
configuration for Project Columbiad.
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5.95 m
STME
SRB
8.41 m
12.73 m
Feed lines
Figure 2-4
NI_ Vehicle Footprints
The NLS vehicle will be assembled vertically in one of the high bays in the Vehicle
Assembly Building (VAB) at Kennedy Space Center (KSC). The completed launch vehicle
is shown in Figure 2-5.
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Thegrayareasin Figure2-5representtheactualpayloadstacks.The stackfor thepiloted
missionis shownin Figure2-6,andtheprecursorstackis shownin Figure2-7.
22.5 m
NoseCone
6m
Primary
Trans-Lunar
Injection
Stage
(PTLI)
31.3 m
Crew
Module
(CM)
_ Earth
Return
Module
(ERM)
!
6m
Lunar
Braking
Module
(LBM)
Figure 2-6
Payload Stacks for Piloted Mission
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Figure 2.7
Payload Stacks for Precursor Mission
2.2.2.2 Fairings and Payload Interfaces
The fairing used on the launch vehicle depends on the payload. For both precursor
launches and the PTLI launch of the piloted mission will use a nose cone to provide an
aerodynamic profile for atmospheric flight. This nose cone is made of aluminum, 5 m tall
with a maximum diameter of 6 m. It weighs approximately 820 kg, and contains a small
explosive charge which separates the cone from the rest of the launch vehicle in the upper
atmosphere. [NASA, 1991] The separation system for the nose cone is the same as for the
payload interface, as explained below. (See Figures 2-8 and 2-9.) The piloted vehicle,
because of its biconic shape and due to abort considerations, will have no nose cone.
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Theinterfacesectionwill bea4.5mlongaluminumandcompositestiffenedstructure
connectingtheforwardskirt of thecorevehicleandtheaft sectionof thepayload.This
sectiontransitionsfrom the8.4m corediameterto the6 mpayloaddiameterandhousesthe
aft sectionof thePTLI (or LBM) enginesandlaunchvehicleinstrumentationring (Figure
2-8). Thealuminumskinwill havecompositestiffenedpanelsto supportthemassof the
payloadunderall axial, lateral, andtorsionalg-conditions.Thecompositestringerswill
decreasethemassof the interfacesectionwhich isnowestimatedat 1750kg.
-"_ Payload
Area
4.2m
LH2 Tank
Explosive Release
Transition
Section
Forward Skirt
Figure 2-8
NI_ Payload In_'fi_e
The upper section of the interface structure contains an explosive release ring within the
wall of the vehicle (Figure 2-9). When the core vehicle is staged from the payload section,
a small explosive charge is detonated which, in turn, causes expansion of the connection
ring and separation of the core vehicle. This method allows for a smooth separation with
minimum explosive force. Redundant systems may be employed as required.
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Figure 2-9
Explosive Separation System
The interface section also houses the launch vehicle guidance and instrumentation ring
which are jettisoned with the core vehicle. This ring is estimated to be 0.75 m tall with a
wall depth of 0.5 m. The total instrumentation weight and structure is estimated at 350 kg.
2.2.2.3 Payload Capabilities
Table 2-2 compares the capabilities of the three NLS configurations studied for Project
Columbiad. Each configuration has an engine out capability throughout the ascent, with an
additional payload capacity of about 3 mt if all engines function normally. In the event of
an engine failure, that engine's fuel is redistributed and burned among the remaining three
STMEs.
Table 2-2: NI_ Configuration Comparisons
# of SRBs Payload
2 ASRMs 72
3 ASRMs 83
4 RSRMs 91
(mt) Max axial _'s
4.0
4.0
4.0
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NoticethatTable2-2assumestheuseof akick motorfor orbitcircularizationafterMECO.
ForProjectColumbiad's4 RSRMconfiguration,nokick motorwill beused,sothe
payloadcapacityapproaches100mt. Thegrossvehiclelift-off weightfor this
configurationisapproximately3227mt,dependingonthespecificpayload.
2.2.3 Projected Reliability
Table 2-3 provides estimates of NLS reliability based on historical data of the systems from
which it is derived. The figures presented are for a 4 STME system, with a one engine-out
capability, and are taken from a 1991 presentation to the National Research Council. [L
Systems, 1991]
Table 2-3: Failure Probability of NLS Components
System Failure Probability
RSRM 0.010
STME (Benign) 0.000
STME (Catastrophic) 0.004
Stage Level 0.002
Engine-Out Control 0.002
Guidance 0.002
Other Subsystems 0.005
Total 0.025
Because the individual failure probabilities are so small, it was decided that a reasonable
estimate of the overaU probability can be obtained by summing them. Therefore, the
overall system reliability is estimated to be 97.5%. However, because data was limited, it
was estimated in the L Systems document that this figure may fall anywhere between 96%
to 98.5%.
Unfortunately, these numbers are for a "mature" system, i.e. more than 100 flights, well
into the 21st century, given the currently planned launch frequency. In fact, it is quite
possible that the system reliability would not break 90% before the tenth flight. Clearly,
the system would not be fully matured within the time frame of Project Columbiad. This
leads to two choices: delay the lunar mission until the NLS has been more thoroughly
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flight tested, or increase the number of ground-level tests until it hurts and hope to reduce
the risk of failure that way.
2.3 Launch Facilities: The Kennedy Space Center Launch Comnlex
The NLS vehicle will be assembled and launched from the Kennedy Space Center (KSC).
The vehicle will use modified Shuttle launch pads 39A and 39B as well as other complex
facilities. Other NASA centers involved with the launch and control of the mission are the
Johnson Space Center (JSC), the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), the White Sands
tracking and communications facility and other worldwide tracking stations.
2,3,1 Launch Complex 39: Possible Modifications
The NLS is a system based on existing Shuttle hardware and facilities. The NLS will
require minimal KSC launch complex modifications. It is important that the operations of
the NLS not hinder the Space Shuttle's capability. The capability for simultaneous Shuttle
assembly, testing and launching is currently possible and must be extended to the NLS for
the purposes of Project Columbiad.
Launch Complexes (LC) 39A and 39B were originally constructed for the Saturn V but are
currently being used for Shuttle launches. Some modifications were made to the pads to
support a vigorous Shuttle schedule.
The launch tower has been modified and a payload transfer structure constructed. This
structure swings into place for payload transfer, then swings back out before launch. The
transfer structure is used in place of the mobile access tower utilized for the Saturn V. This
structure is highly specialized for the Shuttle and would not help the NLS because the
payload is stacked, rather than side mounted, and will be integrated in the Vehicle
Assembly Building (VAB). This structure may be modified to support the NLS as an
access tower.
Figure 2-10 [Benson, 1978] shows LC 39A with the existing fuel storage and transfer
facilities, crawlerway and flame deflector. No modification to the power, fuel or
pressurization facilities at LC 39A will have to be done for NLS launches. Note that from
the top view of LC 39A, one can distinguish the areas where the ejection seats may be used
once the SRBs are ignited. The best orientation for the capsule is such that the ejection
seats fire straight back along the crawlerway which is free of structures and obstacles.
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Figure 2-I0
Launch Complex 39A
No structural modifications to the launch complex, mobile launch pads, or crawler would
be necessary as the weights of the current NLS configurations are commensurate with that
of the Saturn V. LC 39 modifications will include an extension of the fixed service
structure, modifications to the exhaust channel of the mobile launch pad, and
modifications to the Saturn V mobile access tower or extension of the payload transfer
structure for use as an access tower.
The fixed service structure at LC 39 will have to be reconstructed or extended for the NLS.
Figure 2-11 shows the necessary modifications to LC 39. The tower will be approximately
125 m tall with two stability arm locations, one at the current height for the Shuttle on the
pad, and one at the height of the NLS core on the pad. These arms are used to keep the
vehicle stable while fueling, and are released 60 seconds before launch. AU modifications
will be done in such a way as to allow for both Shuttle launches and launches of various
NLS configurations.
The vehicles are assembled on the mobile launch pad in the VAB. The mobile launch pad
is then moved to the launch complex via the crawlerway. These pads have built-in exhaust
channels and vehicle hold down points. The mobile pad for the NLS vehicle
configurations will have different hold down points and exhaust channels depending on the
configuration. The NLS four-booster configuration (NLS-4B) will have to have a pad very
similar to that used for the Saturn V vehicle. (See Figure 2-12.) The mobile launch pads
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used for the NLS will have one large exhaust channel for the extra SRBs as opposed to the
Shuttle's three exhaust channels.
Shuttle Stabilizing
Crane ,_
V .xxxxxx
A
...;.;.:.x
NLS Stabilizing Crane
Crew Access Way
Figure 2-11
Modifications to the LC 39 Fixed Service Structure
Current Shuttle Mobile Launch Pad
Shuttle hold down points
NLS Mobile Launch Pad Design
Main Engine and SRB Exhaust Channel
NLS hold down points
Main Engine Exhaust Channel
lii!!_i!ill_
SRB Exhaust Channel
Figure 2-12
Comparison of Shuttle and NLS Mobile Launch Pads
It may be necessary to reconstruct the mobile access tower used for the Saturn V vehicle.
This structure is pulled up to the pad after the vehicle is in place and is used as an access
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and service tower. The payload transfer structure may be modified and used in this way.
The location for ordnance and vehicle test points will drive the access tower design.
The Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) was constructed for the simultaneous checkout and
assembly of four Saturn V vehicles. It measures 160 m high, 156 m deep, and 205 m
wide [Bilstein, 1980]. The VAB is currently used for Space Shuttle assembly. It will be
possible to assemble two NLS vehicles without hindering the Shuttle assembly. Although
the VAB has expansion capability, no modifications will be necessary in the early stages of
the program.
2.3.2 Ground Facilities. Support. and Sa_fetv
Adjacent to the VAB is the Launch Control Center (LCC). This control center houses all of
the prelaunch, launch, and post launch automation, guidance, tracking, and telemetry
computers and personnel. The LCC is in direct and constant communication with the
Integrated Mission Control Center (IMCC) in Houston. The LCC retains vehicle and
launch control until the vehicle has cleared the tower (t=6 sec) at which point control is
turned over to the IMCC. The LCC continues to track, send guidance information, and
telemeter status information as a backup check.
The NLS will utilize the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). This system
uses two geostationary relay satellites 130 ° apart in longitude along with the White Sands
complex and other ground facilities allowing full communication, tracking and telemetry.
The NASA Communications Network (Nascom) managed by the Goddard Space Fight
Center (GSFC) forms the ground links between tracking stations, the IMCC, and the
LCC.
Launch personnel and launch complex safety is the task of the KSC Office of Safety,
Reliability, Quality Assurance and Protective Services. This office oversees the shipping,
receiving, testing, cleaning, assembly, fueling, transportation, and launch of the vehicle
and its payload. Dangerous work situations or equipment are reported to the safety office
and dealt with in a procedural manner. The safety office incorporates the Range Safety
Office (RSO).
The RSO deals with range safety at each stage of prelaunch, launch, and abort. First
during fueling and countdown the RSO dictates the necessary spacing distances for fuel
lines, fuel storage, equipment, personnel and observers. LC 39 range safety was
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designedfor acatastrophicexplosionof theSaturnV vehiclesuchthatnoneof the
facilities, fuel linesor groundstaffbunkerswouldbedamaged.A blast overpressure
studyfor theNLS wascompletedfor theLC 39 integrationaswell asfor abortsuccess
analysisfor anexplosionduringascent.Theresultsaresimilarto thosefor theSaturnV
butrevealamuchdiminishedliquid fuel risk asaresultof thesolidmotors.
TheanalysiswasdoneusingaTNT equivalentmodelfor theliquid fuel in theNLS
vehicle. Theoverpressurefrom TNT explosionsis well documentedandshowsthatthe
pressuredropsradiallyas1/r3. Thefollowing is abreakdownof theformulation [MIT,
1990].
NLS fuel mass(@ t--0) M = 766.4mt
TNT conversionfactor
(experimentallyderived)
C= 0.2
TNT potential energy E = 5413 KJ/kg
Pressure= (M x C x E)/r 3 (2-1)
The theory breaks down near the center of the blast but conforms to experimental
measurements up to about a 50 meter radius. The temperature at the core can reach 1600 °C
and 500 o C at the outer edges of the propagating blast front. A fully fueled Saturn V first
stage was detonated in New Mexico for the purposes of def'ming the safety range needed at
the launch site [Benson, 1978]. Detailed information about the test are not available, but
the results show that they had overestimated the blast pressure.
The plot on the next page (Figure 2-13) shows the blast pressure for the fully fueled NLS-
4B. This does not take into account the hazards from the SRB deflagration or from any
other fuel source on board. The blast pressure will decrease linearly with decreasing fuel
and atmospheric pressure and will reach zero at MECO.
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NI_ Blast Overpressure
After ignition, the range safety officer surveys top and side camera views of the launch
vehicle as it rises next to the tower. If the vehicle begins to drift into the tower the officer
will notify LCC who will then take proper measures. Once the tower is cleared, range
safety is responsible for jettisoned components and abort maneuvers.
During a normal flight the range safety officer will track the jettisoned SRBs and core
structure and predict their flight paths. The SRB splashdown area is cleared before launch
while the NLS core burns up over the Indian ocean. The RSO has set the requirement that
all powered stages of a vehicle must have destructive ordinance with double redundancy.
The range safety officer observes a real time trajectory plot superimposed on a destruct
zone. If the projected point of impact strays outside of the destruct zone, the safety officer
sends the detonation signal. Range problems may also arise in the case of an abort in
which the SRBs or core structure are jettisoned on a trajectory that places them in the
desmact zone. In this case, the range safety officer sends an arming signal to the receivers
on the vehicle which in turn initiates thrust termination, then the destruct signal [Benson,
1978].
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2.4 Piloted Mission Launch Events
This section describes events relating specifically to the two NLS launches for Project
Columbiad's piloted mission.
2,4,1 Launch Window and General Launch Schedule
One project goal of Columbiad is to enable a lunar landing at any location on the lunar
surface at any time of the year. However, once a particular landing site is specified, there
is only one available launch window each month (approximately). Depending on the
landing site, this window length may range from less than a day to over four days. This
must be included in the final determination of the launch schedule.
The piloted mission will require two launches to place the required amount of mass into
LEO. The Primary Trans-Lunar Injection stage (FILl) will be launched first into a 200 km
circular orbit. From that altitude, a Hohmann transfer will be performed, leaving the stage
in a 275 km circular orbit. The PTLI stage will remain in this orbit until rendezvous and
mating with the piloted payload. The piloted payload will be launched second, into the
same 200 km orbit, with the Hohmann transfer bum time chosen for closest approach to
the PTLI stage at 275 kin.
As with the precursor mission, the delay between these two launches is flexible. The
minimum wait would be the time for one orbit of the PTLI stage, to insure it has achieved
the required 275 km circular orbit. In the event that a stable orbit for the PTLI stage is not
achieved within the mission window to the Moon, the piloted launch can be delayed until
the next launch window opens. The PTLI stage would maintain its 275 km circular orbit
for the duration of this delay. This schedule is shown in Table 2-4 below.
Table 2-4: Piloted Launch Order, Delays, and Considerations
Launch Order Pa_,load Dela), of Launch Considerations
1 PTLI stage (none) Maintain orbit
2 Piloted 90 rain - 1 month Launch Window
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2.4.2 Vehicle Assembly
The processing and assembling process for the piloted mission will closely follow that
which is used by the Space Shuttle program, as will the precursor mission. The payload
processing will be the same for the precursor payload and for both PTLI stacks. The
Payload Processing Room (PPR) can be used for checkout and preparation of the crew
capsule, and the entire vehicle will be assembled in the VAB.
The assembly of the launch vehicle occurs as its components arrive at the VAB. The SRBs
will be stacked and aligned on the mobile launch platform, before they are attached to the
NLS core vehicle. The piloted payload will then be stacked onto the vehicle and all
interfaces connected and checked. The installation of ordnance devices (explosive bolts,
separation and range safety charges) occurs at the pad. Using the Space Shuttle program as
a guide, vehicle assembly should take place in 40 working hours. The move to the launch
pad, making all connections, fueling, checkout, and launch should take a minimum of 24
working hours. The system should be capable of launch within two hours after the filling
of the propellant tanks is started. [Kaplan, 1978]
2,4,3 Launch Sequence
Once the vehicle is secured on the launch pad, initial systems checks will be made. Upon
completion, the final countdown will be ready to start and will follow the timetable shown
in Table 2-5, adapted from the Space Shuttle program. [Joels, 1982] Launch Control is at
KSC and Mission Control is at JSC. The sequence for launching the PTLI stage is exactly
the same, omitting crew-specific events in the countdown.
Table 2-5: Piloted Launch Sequeat_
T'_
(rakeoff minus hr:min:sec)
T- 5:00:00
T - 4:30:00
T- 2:50:00
T- 1:50:00
Event
Be_n final countdown
Begin filling liquid-oxygen tank in NLS
Core & Pa),load Sta[[es
Begin filling liquid-hydrogen tank in Core &
Pa),load Sta_es
Enter crew capsule
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T- 1:30:00
T- 1:25:00
T- 1:20:00
T- 1:10:00
T- 1:05:00
T - 0:51:00
T - 0:50:00
T - 0:32:00
T - 0:30:00
T - 0:25:00
T- 0:21:00
T - 0:20:00
T - 0:19:00
T - 0:15:00
T - 0:09:00
T - 0:09:00
T- 0:07:00
T - 0:06:00
T - 0:05:00
T - 0:04:30
T - 0:03:00
T - 0:02:55
T- 0:02:00
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Communication-link checks with Launch
Control
Communication-link checks with Mission
Control
Abort adviso_ check
Capsule hatch closure
Cabin leak check
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) preflight
ali_mment
Water-boiler and nitrogen supply preactivate
Primary avionics software system/backup
fli[_ht s_,stem (BFS) transfer prep
Ground crew secures tower and retires to
fall-back area
Crew cabin vent
Voice check
Weather update
Close vent valves
Load flight plan into computers
Load flight plan into BFS
Abort Check
1 minute hold to prep for final phase of
countdown
Resume countdown
Go for launch
All access arms retract
Auxiliar_ power unit (APU) prestart
Sm_rt APUs
Capsule switches to internal power
STMEs _imbal to launch positions
NLS oxygen vents close
Liquid-ox_,gen tanks begins pressurizing
All s_,stems confi_tre for liftoff
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T - 0:01:57
T - 0:00:25
T - 0:00:03.8
T - 0:00:03.46
T - 0:00:00
T + 0:00:02.64
T + 0:00:03
T + 0:00:06
T + 0:00:06
T + 0:00:30
NLS hydrogen vents close
Liquid-h),dro_en tank pressures build
SRB APUs start
Countdown management switches to
onboard computers
Computers command STMEs to start
STMEs be_in to i_nite in sequence
Check STME pressure
Check STME status
2.64 second timer for SRB i_:nition starts
SRBs i_aite
Lift-off
Launch tower cleared
Roll and pitch maneuvers be_in
Roll maneuver completed
2.4.4 Launch Abort Modes
A general discussion at the launch abort modes was presented in Volume 1, as well as an
in-depth discussion of the ejection seats which will be housed in the crew capsule and abort
modes throughout the piloted mission. This subchapter will discuss the specific abort
modes relating to the launch of the piloted mission.
There are six abort modes for the piloted mission launch. "Piloted mission launch" is
defined as the time from the crew's entrance into the capsule until the post-MECO orbital
insertion bum. The abort modes are as follows, and are discussed in subsequent sections:
[Baker, 1985]
1. Re,donOant-$¢t-Launch Sequencer: from initial crew occupation up until SRB ignition.
2. $RB-P0wcr¢41 Flight Ejection: from SRB ignition up to when the vehicle reaches
36,500 m altitude (from launch until about T + 0:00:82).
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3. Capsule Release and Ejection: for a time period beginning with the decline of the SRB
thrust profile (approximately T + 0:01:17) to a predetermined trajectory point when there is
enough energy and propellant to insure the success of abort mode number 4.
4. Trans-Atlantic Abort:: where there is insufficient propellant to insure the success of
abort mode number 5. This can consist of either a capsule landing or an ejection.
5. Abort-Once-Around: where insufficient propellant remains to push on into an orbit.
6. Abort -To-Orbit: when sufficient propellant remains to send the capsule into orbit.
There is no scheduled abort mode for the 35 seconds between reaching 36,500m altitude
and when the SRBs bum out. (See Volume I, Section 5.4.4.4) This is the time between
abort mode numbers 2 and 3. There is not sufficient thrust in the Earth Return Module
(ERM) to release the capsule from the NLS stack during this interval.
2.4.4.1 Redundant-Set-Launch Sequencer Abort
This type of abort will be used on the pad as long as the SRBs have not experienced
ignition. It calls for cessation of the launch countdown, and for the crew to egress from the
capsule via the access arm to the slide wire escape system mounted to the service structure.
This is the same slide wire system currently used in the Space Shuttle system. It is
illustrated in Figure 2-14 below. [Kaplan, 1978] There are five slide wires with one escape
basket per wire. Each basket can hold up to two crew members, but the capsule's crew of
four would only need to use four of the five wires with one person per basket. The basket
slides into an arresting net after 35 seconds of travel. The astronauts can then enter a
protective bunker.
Computer diagnosis of the launch vehicle is important during this abort mode. It occurs
during a relatively brief time period where correct diagnosis and subsequent STME
shutdown can save the mission before the SRBs ignite, thus forcing a launch in non-
optimal conditions. This period of rapid, computerized, pre-SRB ignition diagnosis is
extremely useful and vital to building mission success and operational reliability.
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Figure 2-14
Slide Wire Escape for RSLS Abort
2.4.4.2 Booster Powered Flight E_iection Mode
This mode is to be used prior to the vehicle attaining 36,500 m altitude, while the SRBs are
firing. The BPFE mode calls for the use of the ejection seats and the recovery of the crew
at sea (except in the case of an on-the-pad ejection). Details for the use of the seats can be
found in Volume 1.
2.4.4.3 Capsule Release and E_iection Mode
After the 35 second abort-delay period but before a Trans-Atlantic Abort, the CRE mode is
employed. The Earth Return Module contains the only propulsion system capable of
"pushing" the crew capsule off the NLS stack and thus causing a capsule release. With the
SRBs firing, the ERM cannot generate enough thrust to do this. However, as soon as the
thrust-to-weight ratio drops below 2.53 (six seconds before SRB burnout), the ERM will
have enough thrust to perform this abort. In the CRE mode, the crew remains in the
capsule until conditions are appropriate for ejection. Crew recovery is made at sea. The
crew may elect not to remain in the capsule for landing due to uncertainty about the
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structuralintegrityof thecapsuleonimpactwith thewater.Ejectionseatswill beusedin
thisevent.
2.4.4.4 Trans-Atlantic Abort Mode
This is a capsule release abort where the capsule lands at a secondary Space Shuttle landing
site in Banjul, The Gambia. (This site is only eight kilometers off of the nominal launch
ground track.) Ejection seats may also be used as required. This is very similar to the
Space Shuttle TAA mode.
2,4,4,5 Abort-Once-Around Mode
This abort mode is also derived from the Space Shuttle program. If there is enough
propellant to do an AOA but not enough for an Abort-To-Orbit (Mode 6) this mode is
enacted. Like the Space Shuttle, it calls for a landing at Edwards AFB, in California.
Other possible landing sites include White Sands, New Mexico and KSC, Florida.
2,4,4,6 A1;_ort-to-Orbit Mode
Because the launch vehicle and all stages of the payload have single engine-out capabilities,
it is possible to reach the nominal 200 km orbit after an engine failure, if all other critical
systems are functioning nominally.
2.5 Precursor Mission Launch Events
This section describes the events specifically related to the two NLS launches for the
precursor mission.
2.5.1 Launch Window and General Launch Schedule
The precursor mission will require two launches to place the required amount of mass into
LEO. The Primary Trans-Lunar Injection stage (VFLI) will be launched in the same
manner as for the piloted mission, remaining in a 275 km circular orbit for rendezvous and
docking with the precursor payload. The precursor payload will be launched in a similar
manner as the piloted payload, with transfer m the 275 km orbit determined to facilitate
rendezvous operations.
Since the fuel boil-off rate for the PTLI stage is not a driving factor, the delay between
these two launches is flexible. As in the piloted mission, the delay could run from 90
minutes (one orbit) to one month. See Table 2-6 on the following page.
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Table 2-6: Precursor Launch Order, Delays, and Considerations
i Launch Order
1
2
Pa_,load Delay, of Launch
PTLI stage (none)
Precursor 90 men - 1 month
Considerations
Maintain orbit
Launch Window
2.5.2 Vehicle Assembl_v
The processing and assembling process for the precursor payload will closely follow that
which is used by the Space Shuttle program at the present time. Figure 2-15 illustrates the
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) payload processing flow used for the Space Shuttle. For the
precursor payload, the process will be the same as in the figure, with the following
exception: after a horizontal checkout of the precursor payload, it will move directly from
the Horizontal Payload Processing Facility to the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB). A
vertical checkout option for the precursor payload would require transporting the payload
from the Vertical Processing Facility to either the VAB or directly to the launch pad (LC 39
A/B).
!
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TheNLS launchvehicleitself will be assembled in the VAB, in the same way as for the
piloted mission.
2.5.3 Launch Sequence
The launch sequence for the precursor mission is practicaily identical to the piloted mission.
Refer to Table 2-5 for the detailed launch sequence.
2.5.4 Launch Abort Modes
The abort modes available to the precursor mission consist of a subset of the abort modes
for the piloted mission. The two main goals of the precursor mission abort sequences are
(1) range safety, and (2) sating of spacecraft components, where possible. If spacecraft
components can be preserved and safely placed on the lunar surface or left in Earth orbit for
subsequent usage, the abort mode selected will reflect this decision. For all other
circumstances, spacecraft components will be destroyed, deorbited, or placed in a benign
trajectory to ensure range safety and/or minimize any orbital debris hazard.
The three abort modes available for the launch of the precursor mission are: (1)
Redundant-Set-Launch-Sequencer abort, where the countdown is halted before SRB
ignition, (2) Abort-to-Orbit, with single engine failure, and (3) destruction of the launch
vehicle and its payload by the Range Safety Officer, in case the vehicle's trajectory takes it
over populated areas.
2.6 Ascent Traiectorv
The NLS capability and trajectory analysis was done using a planar trajectory model over a
non-rotating, spherical earth. (Rotational effects were considered by changing the initial
conditions to reflect an easterly velocity,) The thrust, component weights, and total vehicle
weight was modeled using Shuttle thrust profiles, g limits and a constant fuel flow rates.
The analysis assumed a constant pitch rate after clearing the tower at t=6.0 sec. until a pitch
of 0 ° was reached, A coefficient of drag based on Shuttle values was used with a vehicle
cross sectional area of 100.8 m 2 . Temperature and gravity were assumed to be constant.
The equations of motion, as presented in Griffin and French, [Griffin, 1991] are as
follows:
dV/dt = (T cosot - D) / m - g sin7
V d_//dt = (T sinot + L) / m- (g - V 2 / r) cost
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ds/dt= (R/r) V cosy (2-4)
dr/dt = dh/dt = V siny (2-5)
D = 1/2pV 2 SCD (2-6)
where: V = Inertial velocity
R = Earth Radius
h = Height above surface
r = Radius from earth center
s = Down-range travel
y = Flight path angle
T = Thrust @ time = t
m = mass @ time = t
D = Drag force
CD = Drag force
p = Atmospheric density
S = Drag reference area
ot = Thrust vector angle
Table 2-7 shows the results of the ascent analysis for a 91 mt payload to be placed in an
elliptical orbit with eccentricity of 0.045 at MECO. This orbit will allow the vehicle to
coast to its initial orbital altitude of 200 km where the circularization bum will take place.
This analysis assumes that the ascent trajectory specified will place the vehicle in the 200
km elliptical orbit. The NLS analysis gives a baseline trajectory from which loading,
velocity, and trajectory information can be obtained.
The NLS will follow a similar launch profile to the Shuttle. SRB burnout and staging will
occur at 123 sec. Main Engine Cut Off (MECO) will occur at t--416.5 sec, at an altitude of
127 km. The first circularization bum will take place at approximately t=967.5 sec after
launch at an altitude of 200 km. Later, at a time determined by ground control, an
additional bum sequence is performed, leaving the vehicle in a circular orbit at an altitude of
275 km.
2.6.1 Sequence of Events
Table 2-7 on the next page is a chronology of ascent events for the NLS vehicle. The ascent
is similar to the Shuttle's. [Suit, 1992]
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Table 2-7: NI_ Ascent Event Sequence
Time Altitude (km) Event
t =-3 sec 0
t= 2.64 sec 0
t= 3sec 0
t= 6 sec 0.126
t= 45 sec 11.3
t= 64 sec 23.4
t= 123 sec 86
t= 134 sec 98
t= 401 sec 128.4
t= 416.5 sec 128.4
t= 432 sec 131
t= 967.4 sec 198
t= 1000 sec 200
Space Transportation Main Engines (STME)
ignite
SRB's ignite
Lift-off
Tower cleared, start constant pitch rate
trajectory
STME's throttle back to 75% for max. Q
STME's throttle back to 100%
SRB burnout
SRB's jettisoned
STME's throttle back to 75% to remain in g
limit
MECO, Elliptical orbit with e = 0.045
Core stage and nose cone jettisoned
Circularization bum starts
Circularization burn complete
2.6.2 Altitude, Downrange. and Pitch Pro_file
Figure 2-16 on the following page shows a plot of launch vehicle altitude vs. downrange
distance through MECO. After MECO, the core vehicle burns up over the Indian Ocean
while the SRBs are retrieved in the Atlantic. The SRBs free-fall to an altitude of 4.6 km
where the nose cone is ejected and the drogue and parachute are pulled out. The SRB's
splash down at about a velocity of approximately 88 m/s and a down range distance of 150
km. [Kaplan, 1978].
Figure 2-17 gives the pitch profde of the NLS vehicle. The pitch pmf'de is determined by
MECO altitude, vehicle orientation, and weather conditions. In most cases the sole factor
driving pitch variation is the wind. Mean wind data is available for each month at KSC.
The pitch profile used by the guidance system is a result of these mean winds, the type and
size of the payload, and the final vehicle orientation. For this analysis, a constant pitch
rate trajectory was used. This trajectory can be modified subject to atmospheric conditions
at launch, and to obtain the necessary elliptical orbit at MECO.
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2.6.3 Modified Pitch Guidance
Most launch vehicles currently employ a standard pitch profile that is derived from the
mean winds of the month of launch. Weather balloon measurements hours before launch
probe for adverse or unexpected wind conditions. A new system employing a laser
Doppler velocimeter will be able to take real time wind measurements as the vehicle is
ascending through the winds. This system called Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
works similar to a wind shear detection device on an aircraft (Figure 2-18). The laser
ranges the winds up to 20 km by measuring the light rays reflected from particles in the air.
This wind profile is fed directly into the guidance system of the NLS and allows gimballing
of the engines and thrust vectoring for load relief and trajectory optimization. This system
is currently being tested simultaneously with Shuttle launches at KSC. [Suit, 1992]
LIDAR First Sta(]e
Guidance
• Real time wind measurements
• Reduces or elliminates gust
and windshear loads.
• Optimizes launch trajectory
• Expands Launch Window
Laser Doppler Velocimeter
obtains wind profile up to 20km
Gust
Figure 2-18
LIDAR Modified Guidance for Lateral Load Alleviation and Trgiectory
_tion
2.6.4 Orbital Insertion and Circularization
Orbital insertion will be accomplished by using the PTLI stage or the LBM stage,
depending on the mission.
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At MECO,thevehicleis in anellipticalorbit with an eccentricity of 0.045 with apogee at
200 km altitude. The insertion burn will be performed near apogee, at 967.4 sec into the
flight, for 37 sec with the PILl or 73 sec with the LBM, leaving the vehicle in a final
circular orbit of 200 km. Figure 2-19 shows the total u'ajectory to LEO as well as the SRB
and core vehicle trajectories. The SRBs are recoverable approximately 150 km downrange.
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Figure 2-19
Total NI_ Tr_ectory to LEO
2.6.5 Orbital Degradation
Depending on the cross sectional area of a vehicle in orbit, it will experience an altitude
degradation similar to that shown in Figure 2-20, derived from Space Shuttle data. For the
PTLI stage with a circular cross sectional area of 28.3 m 2 (6 m diameter) oriented along
the flight path, it will lose approximately 0.25 km of altitude per day [NASA, 1982].
Rendezvous, docking, and trans-lunar injection should be done within a week so that the
PTLI stage will be in the proper orbit. This rendezvous process would normally be
completed as quickly as possible but in the case of unforeseen problems it would be
beneficial to have the station-keeping capability in reaction control system (RCS) clusters
on the PTLI stage without using its propellant. The PTLI fuel burn-off will ultimately
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determinethemaximumallowableorbit staytimebeforethemissionmustbescrappedfor
lackof trans-lunarfuel.
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Figure 2-20
TLI Orbital Degradation with Time
2,_,¢} Instrumentation Interfaces
The NLS instrumentation system includes hardware for guidance, communication,
power, staging, and subsystem notification. All instrumentation systems will be
connected to the ground via an umbilical line so that all up testing can be accomplished on
the ground. Existing instrumentation packages and units will be integrated on the
instrumentation ring of the NLS. Antennas may originate from other areas of the vehicle
and redundant features will be utilized as required.
Communications during launches are extremely important. The communications system
must provide for the reception of commands and tracking data from and allow the
transmission of status data to ground control. During the launch phase, either DSN or
TDRSS may be used. The modules of the spacecraft will have stub antennae installed for
use in near-earth operations. These low-gain antennae will be used up to LEO.
2.6.7 Vehicle Induced Launch Environment
The vehicle induced launch environment includes thermal deviations, acoustical vibrations,
and acceleration loading.
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Thelaunchenvironmentwill onlyraisethetemperatureof thepayloadabout2.5° C. The
vehiclewill haveno thermalcontroloptionsbesidespassiveinsulation.
Duringpoweredascent,engineexhaustnoiseandaerodynamicallygeneratedvibrationwill
subjectthevehicletorandomperturbationswhile in theatmosphere.Thesefluctuating
pressurescausestructuralvibrationsdependenton theloadtransfermembersconnectedto
thepayload.Noactivevibrationdampingorrelief isavailableon thevehicle, sothe
payloadmustbedesignedto withstandthesefluctuations[NASA, 1982].Shuttletestdata
is plottedin figure2-21.
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Figure 2-21
Launch Induced Acoustical Vibrations
Figure 2-22 shows the thrust-to-weight prof'lle, and thus the loading on the NLS launch
vehicle. The maximum axial loading is approximately 3.8 g's and the maximum lateral
loading is approximately 2.3 g's. Structures will be designed with a factor of safety of
1.4.
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3. Primary Trans-Lunar Injection Stage
The mission of the Primary Trans-Lunar Injection (VI'LI) stage is to place its payload on a
trajectory toward the Moon. The stage provides the initial boost from low Earth orbit for
both the precursor and the piloted lunar missions. Mission analysis shows that the
propellant mass required for the entire Trans-Lunar Injection burn outweighs the lift
capability of the launch vehicle. Therefore, the PTLI stage provides the initial part of the
trans-lunar injection burn, and the Lunar Braking Module (LBM) completes the burn.
Since this stage cannot provide the entire AV needed, it is called the 'Primary' Trans-Lunar
Injection stage.
3.1 Sta_,e Reouirements and Onerations
This section describes the mission requirements and profile for the Primary Trans-Lunar
Injection stage.
3.1.1 Requirements
For mission success, the PTLI stage must meet several requirements. The driver in the
PTLI stage design is the launch vehicle capacity. A systems level analysis taking into
consideration the launch vehicle limitations produced the following requirements for the
PTLI stage:
• To deliver 2530 m/sec AV for a 90 metric ton payload.
• To stay within the loading limits.
• To dock with the payload in low Earth orbit.
• To maintain orbit for two launch windows (one month).
• To provide the initial part of the orbital insertion bum.
Within the scope of these basic requirements, the PTLI stage maximizes the propellant
capacity to orbit.
3.1.2 Budgets
This section details breakdowns in mass, power, and propellant allocations for the PTLI
stage.
3.1.2.1 AV Budget
The PTLI stage must perform five major independent bums and several small
stationkeeping burns. Table 3-1 on the next page lists the AV's for the different bums.
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Table 3-1: PTLI operations with AV's, Burn Times, and Propellant Usage
Operation AV Engines Bum Times Fuel Used
Orbital Insertion 177 m/s Main 36.6 sec 3,848 kg
Orbit Change (apogee) 22.04 m/s RCS 1048 sec 673.3 kg
(perigee) 21.98 rn/s RCS 1038 sec 666.7 kg
Drag recovery 1.21 m/s RCS 244.6 sec 39.3 kg
Orbit Keeping 25 m/s RCS variable 810 kg
Trans-Lunar Injection 2,530 m/s Main 759.5 sec 79,745 kg
3.1.2.2 Propellant Budget and Storage
Propellant calculations used the ideal rocket equation and took into account the mission
AV's listed in Table 3-1, the engine characteristics listed in Table 3-2, and several other
factors that increase the necessary propellant volume. The main propellant includes an
extra 1.65% of propellant. This figure includes a projected boiloff of 0.20% over the one
month orbital stay and an extra 1.45% propellant that will be unusable because the
propellant cannot be completely drawn out of the tanks. The RCS propellant has only a
1.5% margin for unusable fuel. Table 3-3 lists several propellant characteristics used for
the tank design.
Table 3-2: PTLI Engine Characteristics
l_ogine Name Number Specific Impulse
RL10A-4 5 449 sec
R4-D 16 312 sec
Mass Flow
105 kg/sec
0.1606 kg/sec/engine
Table 3-3: PTLI PropeIlant Characteristics
propellant
Liquid Oxygen
Liquid Hydrogen
MMH (hydrazine)
Nitrogen Tetroxide
Mass Density Volume Pressure
71,924 kg 1230 kg/m 3 61.40 m 3 296 kPa
13,076 kg 71.0 kg/m 3 193.39 m 3 197 kPa
844 kg 878.8 kg/m 3 1.0 m 3 1516 kPa
1,391 kg 1447 kg/m 3 1.0 m 3 1516 kPa
Since it is storable at room temperature, the reaction control engine propellant will be
loaded during launch preparations several days before the actual launch. The cryogenic
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propellantwill beaddedjustprior to liftoff, asthepropellantwill beginto boil off
immediately.Dueto theextensiveinsulationon thecryogenictanks,however,only asmall
percentageof thepropellantwill evaporatewhilethevehiclesitson thepad.
3.1.2.3 Mass Budget
The launch vehicle capacity sets the mass requirements on the FILl. The launch vehicle
places 100 metric tons onto an orbital trajectory. The PTLI stage must meet this 100 ton
limit wbile meeting the mission requirements stated above. Table 3-4 provides a system
level breakdown of the masses on the PTLI stage both at liftoff and before the Trans-Lunar
Injection burn.
Table 3-4: PTU Mass breakdown
(a) At Launch
Subsystem Mass
Structures 6,550 kg
Communications 149 kg
Guidance 28 kg
Power 519 kg
Insulation 1,662 kg
Propulsion 1,550 kg
Propellant (Main) 85,000 kg
(RCS) 2,235 kg
Nose Cone 820 kg
Total 98,513 kg
(b) Before Trans-Lunar Injection
After Orbital Insertion
Subsystem Mass
Structures 6,550 kg
Communications 149 kg
Guidance 28 kg
Power 519 kg
Insulation 1,662 kg
Propulsion 1,550 kg
Propellant (Main) 81,152 kg
(RCS) 2,235 kg
Total 93,845 kg
3.1.2.4 Power Budget
Several subsystems require power during flight. As the PTLI stage is autonomous for a
significant portion of its designed operability, the PTLI stage contains its own power
source for all systems. Guidance, communications and control equipment uses 978 W of
power continuously during the entire 40 day lifetime of the PTLI stage. Engine burns
require large amounts of power over short periods of time to actuate valves and provide
ignition. Main engine ignition uses 1,905 W of power for startup and only 1,500 W of
power to shut down. Each RCS engine needs 50 W of power over the duration of the
operation. The current power design allows for 6 main engine operations, although only
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two areplanned.Poweris availableto operate4 RCSthrustersatatimefor atotalburnof
3,500sec. Figure3-1displaysanominalpowerversustimecurvefor theentire40day
flight. Thepowerspikesfor themainengineoperationlastonly afew seconds.
Power (W)
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2,883
2,478
1,1 78
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n II [I_[I__LF
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4
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___,,. Time
TLI Burn and Termination
Figm"e 8-1
Power Required by PTLI vs. Time
3.1.3 Mission Profile
3.1.3.1 Launch
During the launch phase, the PTLI stage performs several maneuvers. Precisely 432 sec
after lift-off, several seconds after engine cut-off, the launch vehicle will separate from the
PTLI stage using an explosive ring. Seconds after the launch vehicle separates, the PTLI
stage also jettisons the nose cone and the four shrouds covering the RCS jets. Upon
reaching apogee, the PTLI stage fires its five main engines for orbital insertion. The orbital
insertion burn last 36.6 seconds and provides 177 m/s Av. The orbital insertion burn uses
3,848 kg of main propellant. The onboard guidance system and ground tracking will
determine the actual orbit of the PTLI stage after orbit is achieved.
_.1._,2 Orbital Operations
After reaching orbit, the PTLI stage performs several small orbit changing maneuvers.
After establishing its orbit, the PTLI stage uses four of its RCS engines to raise its orbit
from 200 km to 275 km altitude. This orbit change reduces the altitude loss due to drag on
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thestagefrom 13 km per month to 2 km per month. The transfer orbit is a Hohmann
ellipse, requiring 22.04 m/sec Av for the perigee bum, and 21.98 m/sec Av at apogee. The
stage will orbit at 275 km altitude until the payload arrives. In the event that the payload
takes one month, the FriLl stage requires an additional 1.21 m/sec Av from the RCS
system to retum to the 275 km orbit.
The PTLI stage will reach orbit several hours to several days before either the precursor
payload or the staffed vehicle. During its orbital stay, the PTLI experiences a gravity
gradient and several other sources of drag. These forces, although small, will pull the
PTLI stage out of its preassigned orientation and orbit. To maintain the proper attitude, the
PTLI stage will use its RCS system when necessary. The RCS system provides up to 25
m/sec Av for attitude control.
3.1.3.3 Rendezvous
The PTLI stage remains stationary during docking. No propellant is budgeted for the
rendezvous. Nevertheless some of the orbit keeping fuel might be available if necessary.
After completing the rendezvous, it is necessary to confirm the interfaces between the PTLI
stage and the LBM stage.
3,1.3.4 Primary_ Trans-Lunar Iniection Burn
After docking and orientating the vehicle in the right direction, the PILl stage will begin
the Trans-Lunar Injection burn. All five main engines will fire for 759.5 sec, using 80 tons
of the main propellant. Either at the end of the 759.5 sec or in the event of multiple engine
failures (the stage has an engine out capability), a command will turn off the main engines.
Propellant remaining in the tanks at this time will propel the stage during its termination
flight.
3.1.3.5 Stalin Termination
After separation from the LBM, the PTLI is on an elliptical orbit that returns it to the Earth.
Firing the RCS system against the velocity vector at apogee should land the stage in the
Earth's atmosphere. Additionally, when the PTLI stage regains communications with
Earth, ground controllers will mack the vehicle and guide it into the Earth's atmosphere.
All remaining propellant can be used for the necessary course corrections. If the stage does
not completely bum in the atmosphere, the fragments will enter the Pacific Ocean.
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3.1.4 Abort Options
Abort options involving the PTLI stage are almost identical between the piloted mission and
the precursor mission.
3.1.4.1 Earth Orbit Abor_
During the piloted mission, a return-to-earth abort mode exists any time prior to the
Primary Trans-Lunar Injection stage burn. This abort is accomplished using the propulsion
system of the Earth Return Module; the PILl stage is then deorbited using its own primary
or secondary propulsion system.
For the precursor mission, the PTLI stage may be deorbited using the primary or secondary
propulsion systems in the event of a decision to abort the precursor mission and accept the
loss of the propulsive stage. The PTLI possesses a nominal 48-day on-orbit stay duration.
Remaining elements of the spacecraft stack may be deorbited or left in orbit as dictated by
safety criteria or mission requirements.
3.1.4.2 Trans-Lunar In_iegtion Abort
The Primary Trans-Lunar Injection stage possesses a single engine-out capability (4 out of
5 engines operable) for the entire length of the F'TLI burn.
3.2 Sta_,e Design
3.2.1 Stage Configuration
The PTLI stage is configured like any classic rocket. Figure 3-2 shows a general layout of
the PTLI and its subsystems.
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Schematic of the PTLI
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3,2,1,1 propulsive System
3.2.1.1.1 Main Engines
The main engine system consists of five RL10A-4 engines, a liquid oxygen tank, a liquid
hydrogen tank, helium pressurant gas, and piping. Four RL10A-4 engines are mounted in
a symmetric on the bottom of the stage in a square pattern, with the fifth engine placed in
the center of the square and the stage. The engines mount directly to a truss, 1.5 m apart to
allow for the 4* gimballing of the nozzle cones as shown in Figure 3-3. The five RL10A-4
engines are mounted 1.5 meters apart. The liquid oxygen tank is mounted directly above
the truss, followed by the liquid hydrogen tank. The tanks are filled on the launch pad via
fill/drain systems above each tank. A helium supply above each tank pressurizes the tank
prior to operation.
If a main engine fails, the thrust is kept symmetric by shutting off the opposite engine. If
the center engine fails, no additional engines are shut down. Symmetric thrust insures that
no torques are induced on the PTLI. Gimbaling cannot align the thrust through the center
of mass until some propellant has been expended. Therefore, the shutdown option must be
used instead of gimballing to account for engine failure.
Figm_ 8-8
Bomml view of P'IIJ Stage
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3.2.1.1.2 RCS Engine8
The RCS system contains 16 R4-D engines with propellant tanks and piping. The RCS
engines are mounted in groups of four on the sides of the vehicle 90 ° apart. One engine
points in each main direction tangential to the stage. The groups are mounted just below
the top level of the oxygen tank. This placement aligns the RCS jets with the stage's center
of mass. The monomethylhydrazine (MMH) and the nitrogen tetroxide are loaded into the
tanks several days prior to launch. The RCS propellant tanks are situated between the
hydrogen and oxygen tanks on one side of the stage. Figure 3-4 gives a cross-sectional
view of the area between the liquid oxygen tank and the liquid hydrogen tank, showing the
placement of the RCS system and the fuel cells. Piping runs in both directions around the
stage allowing for a single level of redundancy.
Fuel Cells
Power and
communications
lines.
Figure 3-4
Cross-section showing RCS placement
The power subsystem consists of secondary liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks, a
fuel cell and a distribution bus. The tanks and the fuel cell, like the RCS systems, sit
between the main oxygen and hydrogen tanks (see Figure 3-4). Two transmission lines,
135" apart, provide for a singly redundancy.
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3.2.1.3 Structures
The structural subsystem consists of an engine support truss, tank supports and the exterior
casing. The support truss is one meter in length, allowing for placement of the main
propellant piping inside the truss. Supports from the side walls hold the tanks in place.
Since the supports add a load to the structure at the point of attachment equal to the mass of
the tank, structures placed the oxygen tank below the hydrogen tank.
3.2.1.4 GNC and Communications
The control components reside either above the hydrogen tank or in a more appropriate
place depending on the mission. Earth sensors are placed on the same side of both ends of
the PTLI stage. A sun sensor is mounted along with the top Earth sensor, along with one
of the eight antennas for the PTLI stage. The other antennas ring the circumference of the
stage, providing for communications with the stage regardless of orientation.
3,2.2 Vehicle Interfaces
This section documents the interfaces for the PTLI.
_,2,2,1 Launch Vehicle
Figure 3-5 shows how the PTLI connects to the launch vehicle.
I Power Interface
I Mechanical Interface
_] Data Interface
PTLI
Launch
Vehicle
Figure 3-5
PTLI Interf_e with Launch Vehicle
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ThemechanicalinterfacebetweenthePTLIandthelaunchvehicleconsistsof anexplosive
ring which isattachedto thetopof thetrusslocatedatthe lowerendof thePTLI.
3.2.2.2 Nose Con_
Figure 3-6 shows how the PTLI connects to the launch nose cone.
I Power Interface
Mechanical Interface
Data Interface
!
PTLI
Figure 3-6
PTLI/Nose Cone Interface
The mechanical interface between the PTLI and the nose cone consists of explosive bolts.
3.2.2.3 Lunar Braking Module
Figure 3-7 on the next page shows how the PTLI connects to the Lunar Braking Module.
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3.22.3.1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interface between the PTLI and LBM consists of docking latches for
rendezvous and docking. For stage separation, the interface has explosive bolts between
the PTLI and LBM.
3.2.2.3.2 Data Interface
The data interface betweem the PTLI and LBM will transmit information to the CM which
monitors the status of the tanks and engines.
3.2.2.4 PTLI Stage Dockin_ Latch System
The design of the docking latch system shown in Figure 3-8 is based on a scaled-up
version of a design proposed for shuttle docking with the space station.
The docking system consists primarily of four pairs of latches spaced equally around the
circumference of each PTLI stage. During the docking maneuver, four-inch long, f'm-like
guides slide into slots in the upper stage (piloted or habitat cluster). These guides can
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accommodatelateralmisalignmentsof 8cm androll/pitch/yawmisalignmentsof 5 degrees,
reducingtherequirementsof theRCSthrustersystem.A massof 50kg perpatchor 400
kg perPTLI assemblyis estimated.
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of Docking Lat_.
After the initial alignment, electromechanical actuators perform a 30 cm stroke to clamp the
mating and docking rings together. During docking, each latch is subjected to 500 N of
equivalent axial loading. During the translunar injection maneuver, the axial loads are
carried by the hull of the PTLI stage.
3.3 Subsystem Design
This section gives greater depth about subsystems on the PTLI.
3.3.1. Structural Design
A summary of the PTLI structural design is included here as a service to the reader. For
those interested in the methods of the design or desire to understand the structural trade-off
that were involved in the choice of this structural configuration you are referred to section
2.1.4 and 2.2.1 in Volume II.
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The geometrical description and masses are summarized in Tables 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7.
Table 3--5: PTLI Hydrogen Tank Design
Hydrogen Tank
Hydrogen Mass
Hydrogen Volume
Hydrogen Tank Volume
13076.92
184.18
193.39
Hydrogen Tank Radius
Hydrogen Tank Cap Radius
Hydrogen Tank Cap Volume
Hydrogen Tank Main Volume
Hydrogen Tank Main Height
2.80
1.40
45.98
147.41
5.99
Hydrogen Tank Cap Eccentricity
Hydrogen Tank Cap Area
Hydrogen Tank Body Area
Hydrogen Tank Area
0.87
57.39
105.30
162.69
Hydrogen Tank Wall Thickness
Hydrogen Tank Structure Mass
0.0011
257.12
Hydrogen Tank Coating Thickness
Hydrogen Tank Coating Mass
0.0010
1236.44
Hydrogen Tank Height
Hydrogen Tank Insulation Mass
Hydrogen Tank Mass
8.79
1757.05
I493.56
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Table 3--6: PTLI Oxygen Tank Design
Oxygen Tank
Oxygen Mass
Oxygen Volume
Oxygen Tank Volume
Oxygen Tank Radius
Oxygen Tank Cap Radius
Oxygen Tank Cap Volume
Oxygen Tank Main Volume
Oxygen Tank Main Height
Oxygen Tank Cap Eccentricity
Oxygen Tank Cap Area
Oxygen Tank Body Area
Oxygen Tank Area
Oxygen Tank Wall Thickness
Oxygen Tank Structure Mass
Oxygen Tank Coating Thickness
Oxygen Tank Coating Mass
Oxygen Tank Height
Oxygen Tank Insulation Mass
Ox),_en Tank Mass
71923.08
58.47
61.40
2.80
1.40
45.98
15.42
0.63
0.87
57.39
11.02
68.41
0.0014
144.92
0.0010
519.91
3.43
738.81
664.82
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Table 3-7: IrrLI Configuration SummAry
Configuration
Stage Radius
Total Height 16.46
Insulation Mass 2496
Casing Mass
Rocket Truss Mass
Tank Mass
Structural Mass
3835
557
2158
65501
Engine Mass
Stage Dry Mass
Stage Wet Mass
Vehicle Wet Mass
835
9881
94881
181211
Structural Mass Fraction
Structural Fuel Fraction
7%
7.7%
3.3.2 Propulsion
3.3.2.1 Primary_ Propulsion System
The primary propulsion system of PTLI Stage is shown in Figure 3-9 on the next page. It
consists of five RL10A-4 engines rated at 92,518 N nominal thrust and operating each at a
5.5:1 mixture ratio of oxidizer to fuel. The net positive suction head (NPSH) required by
the engine turbopumps is provided by pressurizing the vehicle propellant tanks with helium
gas stored at 272 atm. Propellants are delivered to the main engine turbopumps through
feed ducts from the vehicle propellant tanks. The feed ducts contain flex joints to
accomodate engine gimbaling and are overwrapped with a three-layer, double aluminized
Kapton radiation shield.
The primary propulsion engines run on a bipropeUant combination of liquid oxygen
oxidizer and liquid hydrogen fuel. Both propellant tanks are cylindrical with semi-spherical
endcaps, and are constructed of a thin steel core overwrapped with pre-stressed graphite
composite fibers and a 20 cm layer of aluminized Kapton insulation. The oxidizer tank is
3.43 m tall and 5.6 m in diameter; the fuel tank is 8.79 m tall and 5.6 m in diameter.
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PTLI Primary Propulsion System
Pneumatically actuated prevalves located at the propellant tank outlets provide series
redundant backup for the engine inlet shutof valves. A parallel set of pyro valves and
solenoid valves upstream of the pneumatic actuation control solenoid valves provides two-
failure tolerance against inadvertent opening of the engine inlet shutoff valves. The pyro
valves will be fired open after the PTLI stage is deployed a safe distance from the launch
vehicle upper stage. The system also has manual fill and drain valves to load propellant and
pressurant gas into the system, as well as additional manual valves for system leak
checking on both sides of the pyro-isolation valves and regulators. Check valves insure
that the fuel and oxidizer can never mix anywhere in the system, except in the engine.
Finally, pressure transducers, filters, temperature sensors, and line and component heaters
are provided to ensure proper subsystem operation. A mass distribution of the entire
propulsion system is given in Table 3-8.
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Table 3-8: Mass Distribution of PTLI Primary Propulsion System
COMPONENT
Empty Fuel Tank
Fuel Mass
Empty Oxidizer Tanks
Oxidizer Mass
Empty Helium Tanks
Helium Mass
Monitoring equipment
Propellant lines
Valves
Engine mass (5 RL10A-4 engines)
TOTAL FUELED WEIGHT
MASS [kg]
1,493
12,763
664
70,474
164
152
20 (estimated)
26 (estimated)
42
840
86,638 kg
3.3.2.2 Reaction Control System
The reaction control system of the PTLI stage consists of two redundant subsystems
configured as shown in Figure 3-10 on the next page. Each subsystem consists of 8 R-4D
thrusters operating on a 1.65 mixture ratio of oxidizer to fuel and fed by two propellant
tanks. The thrusters are divided into quadruple clusters which are placed along the
periphery of the spacecraft, making a total of 16 thrusters and four propellant tanks for the
complete system.
The system utilizes a bipropellant combination of nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer and
monometylhydrazine fuel. The propellants are stored in separate spherical tanks of
identical size; each tank is 0.76 m in diameter. Both tanks are constructed of a thin steel
core overwrapped with pre-stressed graphite composite fibers; no thermal insulation
material is required. Propellants are equipped with a Teflon diaphragm positive expulsion
device which insures efficient tank evacuation.
A pressurant tank stores helium at about 272 atm, and a quad redundant regulator coupled
with a burst disk and relief valve regulates flow. Together, they insure a 15 atm feed
pressure to the propellant tanks, even after any single regulator failure. There are burst
disks and pyrotechnically actuated squib valves to isolate propellants from the engine (and
high pressure gas from the propellant tanks) until the system is ready for operation. This
system also has manual f'dl and drain valves to load propellant and pressurant gas into the
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PTLI Secondary Propulsion System
system, as well as additional manual valves for system leak checking on both sides of the
pyro-isolation valves and regulators. Check valves insure that the fuel and oxidizer can
never mix anywhere in the system, except in the engine. Finally, pressure transducers,
filters, temperature sensors, and line and component heaters are provided to ensure proper
I
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subsystemoperation.A massdistributionof reaction control system components is given
in Table 3-9.
Table 3-9:. Mass Distribution of PTLI Secondary Propulsion System
COMPONENT
Empty Fuel Tanks
Fuel Mass
Empty Oxidizer Tanks
Oxidizer Mass
Empty Helium Tanks
Helium Mass
Monitoring equipment
Propellant lines
Valves
Engine mass (16 R4-D engines)
TOTAL FUELED WEIGHT
MASS [kg]
20
192
20
317
6
2
20 (estimated)
26 (estimated)
62
60
725 k_
3.3,3 Power and Thermal Control
This section describes some energy considerations in the PTLI stage.
3.3.3.1 PTLI Power Supply
The PTLI stage has many of the power needs which the other propulsion stages share in
common. It needs electrical power for engine gimbal actuators, engine valves, sensors,
explosive bolts, RCS startup, RL-10 ignition, communications, and GNC. As was
mentioned the PTLI receives its own on-board power supply. This power supply consists
of the fuel cells of choice, alkaline cells (see SLURPP fuel cell trade study) and the
reactants for the fuel cells, LOX and LH2, which will be placed in the separate cryogenic
reactant storage tanks of the stage.
It has been estimated that the above power needs sum to about 978W continuous for the
performance time duration of the stage, 40 days. Thus the net energy requirement for the
power plant is 938.88 kW-hrs. This can be supplied with 368.7 kg of reactants and
19.6 kg worth of fuel cell hardware. The reactants break down as 327.7 kg 02 and
40.96 kg H2, or .287 m 3 of 02 and .577 m 3 of H2. The volume of the necessary fuel cell
apparatus is estimated to be .0244 m 3.
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ThePTLI hasapairof sphericalfuel cellreactantankswhichareseparatefrom the
propellantstoragetanks. Thereactantsarecryogenicallystoredat690000Pa(100psia)
which is theminimuminputpressurefor thefuel cellsandpumpedoutof thetankviaa
Heliumgasfeedsystem. Storageof theabovevolumesof reactantsrequiresaLOX tank
of radius.409m,dry massof 32kg, andanLH2tankof radius.516m,dry massof 51
kg.
ThePTLI stageof thePrecursorMissionis identicalto thePTLI stageof thePiloted
Mission.
3.3.3.2 PTLI Thermal C9n_91
The primary thermal control concerns on the propulsion stages are the cryogenic storage
systems, the RL-10 engines, and the stage interior. The RL-10's are regeneratively cooled
and have maximum rated bum times; therefore it is not necessary to provide an additional
thermal control system for the engines. Thermal control of the stage interior is maintained
passively through the applications of a reflective outer coating of silverized aluminum.
Insulation for the PTLI stage is designed to allow 0.175% fuel boiloff over a period of 40
days. Although the nominal duration of the PTLI stage's flight is only one tenth of this, it
was decided to allow an extra month lest we miss the launch window for our second launch
in a given manned flight.
The radius of the hydrogen tank outer surface are set at 2.8 m for a height of 6.0 m, with
ellipsoidal endcaps of minor axis length 1.4 m. The radius and minor axis of the oxgen
tanks are the same, although the cylindrical part of the LOX tanks is 0.6 m high.
Two hundred and forty-three layers of aluminized mylar are required to insulate the
hydrogen tank, representing a total thickness of 17.44 cm, while the oxygen tank requires
only 132 layers totalling 9.47 cm thickness. The total mass of the insulation is 1662.39
kilograms.
3.3.4 Guidance and Navigation System
For the EOR mission profile, the TLI stage will be launched separately, and must remain in
orbit for at most 30 days before rendezvous and docking with the CM and ERM stages. In
order to keep the TLI stage properly oriented for docking, a degree of attitude determination
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andcontrolis necessary.SincetheTLI stageisalonein LEO only,horizonsensors,sun
sensorsandgyroscopesaresufficientfor attitudedetermination.Usingtwohorizonsensor
with a sunsensorandtheIMU designedfor theCM providestherequiredlevelsof
redundancyfor missionsuccess.Processingof theattitudedatawill bedoneon the
ground,andcommandswill berelayedto thePTLI stageto makeattitudecorrections.
Thehorizonsensors houldbemountedwith thescanningheadsonoppositesidesof the
stagefor bothredundancyandprecision.By subtractingtheresultsof oneCESfrom the
other,biasandaltitudeerrorscanbeeliminated.Theoutputof theelectronicsof these
sensorsmustthenbe sent to telemetry antennae to be downloaded to the earth. The sun
sensor should be located on the outside of the PTLI stage, so that it is facing the sun.
By using the IMU designed for the CM and PLM, modularity is increased. Instead of
powering all six gyroscopes, five of the six may be powered to meet the two levels of
redundancy requirement for mission success. The IMU must be aligned with the spacecraft
coordinate system, as outlined in Chapter 5 of Volume II.
Theses navigation aids ensure proper placement in the 6653km orbit. Once the chase
vehicle is in the 6653km the docking sequences can begin.
Orbital Requirements
The orbital requirement is that the chase vehicle be placed on the parking orbit within the
docking zone of the PTLI. The PTLI must launch to an altitude of 275km. This altitude
ensures minimum AV's for rendezvous. It is also sufficiently above the atmosphere to
avoid major orbit degradation.
Docking Configuration
The docking configuration includes a laser radar, video camera, visual target, and retro-
reflectors. The radar system can determine range and range-rate fairly easily from any one
of the passive reflectors. Altitude can be determined by differences in range to each
reflector. Once the TV is close enough to the CV, if the field-of-view (FOV) is not great
enough to encompass all three relfectors, angular orientation can be computed using just
one retro-reflector.
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Figure 3-11
LADAR and Video Docking System
Figure 3-11 shows the physical configurration of the mating vehicles. The laser has a
steerable beam allowing it a 40* FOV. This will enable the laser to "see" the retro-reflectors
up to a distance of 6.5m. The precision with which LADAR is able to determine the agular
orientation is given by equation 3-1.
AR= arcsin{ dl_R--),AR = _ for small angles (3-1)
where AR is the angular resolution, RR is range resolution, and d is the distance between
retro-reflectors, 4.5m. So, for a respectable RR of +_5cm, AR will be 0.022* which is well
under the 0.25* docking requirement.
The retro-reflector array is set in an equilateral-triangle with one of the vertices doubled up.
In this configuration the LADAR can determine the proper orientation of the target vehicle
such that the docking mechanisms interface correctly. Once the the chase vehicle is within
the 6.5m range only one retro-reflectors is in view of the LADAR. At this time the vehicle
is close enough that it can use INS. At the same time, the LADAR can track one of the
retro-reflectors thus constantly calculating its relative attitude. Once the the vehicle is
within several decimeters there is enough slop in the docking mechanism to mildly thrust
the chase vehicle into the berthing interface.
Though it is useful to have range readings with a visual system, Brody explains that they
are not imperative to successful pilot docking [Brody, 1987, Brody, 1990]. Adkins
analyses different methods of augmenting the conventional display to increase the
"intuitivenes" of docking the CV; in addition he covers some different visual markings
systems which can yield accuracies better than those specified Vol. I1, 5.3.3.1.1.
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It has been decided to use autonomous docking in all rendezvous sequences since it will be
a proven technology on the Precursor mission. Nevertheless, piloted docking could be
performed very accurately, and thus will make a good back-up system for the automated
docking.
3.3,5 Communications and Control System
The communications system on the PTLI stage consists of a low gain antenna system for
use in tracking the PTLI and verifying its status from launch through docking operations.
Details of the communications system on the PTLI stage are found in Volume II sections
4.2.1.
3.3.6 Status
The PTLI is the first major propulsion unit specifically designed by Project Columbiad.
Because the majority of the stage is propulsion and tankage. Monitoring the status of the
engines and the tanks, as well as the guidance system is of utmost importance. Once the
injection bum is finished, the astronauts are on a minimum of a three day trip. A full
system checkout must occur before the bum commences to ensure that the mission is
viable.
3.3.6.1 Guidance
A typical guidance system on the kick stage which is still commanded by the crew capsule
can include the following items:
sun sensors(2)
earth sensors(2)
RCS
telemetry and command radar
small guidance computer
These items are constantly in need of checking for temperature and accuracy. There are
self-checking routines built in and results can be compared to earth's to ensure accuracy
and precision.
3.3.6.2 Prooulsion
The monitoring of an engine and the accompanying tanks requires the placement of
temperature, pressure, and power sensors at all critical spots. Especially important as well
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areaccuratemeasurements of mass flow and fill percentage. The chamber temperature
should be carefully measured because it can indicate a catastrophic failure about to happen.
The RL-10 comes with attachments for monitors, and the tanks must be montiored for
pressure, temperature, and fill level. In a propulsion system, the purpose of status is to
predict and prevent catastrophic failures. Since propulsion is so vital to the sucess of the
mission the monitoring must be complete, although not necessarily complex.
3,3,7 Subsystem Interfaces
Figure 3-12 graphically describes the interfaces between subsystems, showing power
lines, data lines, and other pertinent information.
l Power Interface
I Mechanical Interface
Data Interface
Power
l
Figure 3-12
PTLI Subsystem Interfaces
3.3.7.1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interfaces consist of structural trusses that attach the tanks to outer shell.
3.3.7.2 Power Interface
The power interface supplies power from the fuel cells to propulsion subsystems, GNC
subsystems, and C3 subsystems.
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4. Lunar Brakin_ Module
4.1 Stage Requirements and Operations
4.1.1 Requirements
The Lunar Braking Module (LBM) is the second stage of Project Columbiad following the
Primary Trans-Lunar Injection Module (PTLI) as the f'u'st stage. The LBM is responsible
for (1) final orbital insertion (2) upper orbital boost (3) completing trans-lunar injection
after the PTLI has been exhausted (4) performing corrective bums during lunar transit
(5) inserting the vehicle into lunar orbit and (6) providing most of the energy to brake from
lunar orbit to lunar landing. Once these tasks have been completed, the LBM is jettisoned
from the vehicle and crashes onto the surface of the Moon. Figure 4-1 gives a graphical
summary of these tasks.
Lunar Orbital Insertion
and Lunar Braking
Orbital Boost
to 275km
Mid-Course
Corrections
TLI
Completion
//
Earth Orbital
Insertion at
200km
]P_cure 4-1
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The LBM is used in both the piloted and precursor missions and attaches either payload to
its nose. The LBM performs the same mission for a payload of either the Earth Return
Module (ERM) and Crew Module (CM) for the piloted mission, or the Payload Landing
Module (PLM) for the precursor mission. The base of the LBM attaches to the launch
vehicle during launch. Once the vehicle stages from the launch vehicle, the LBM completes
low Earth orbital insertion. Next, the LBM rendezvous with the PTLI. Upon docking, the
base of the LBM is mated to the nose of the PTLI. Once the PTLI has f'mished its mission
requirements, the vehicle stages and the LBM assumes primary propulsive responsibilities
for the mission.
The mission of the LBM is to propel the ERM/CM or PLM from near Earth to 600 m over
the Moon's surface. The LBM consists of little more than propellants and engines inside a
shell. The LBM has primary and secondary propulsion systems, a propulsion control
system, a propellant feed system, and a status/monitoring system. Three RL10A-4 engines
provide the primary means of propulsion for the entire stage. These engines burn liquid
Oxygen and Hydrogen. The propulsion control system gimbals the main engines, opens
and closes the valves when the engines start and stop, and adjusts the propellant mass rates
for engine throttling. The propellant feed system consists of the lines and valves that lead
from the propellant tanks to the engines. The status/monitoring system monitors the
condition of the fuel and hardware. This status system consists solely of sensors. All
LBM sensor data is fed to the Crew Module or Habitat computers for monitoring and
interpretation. The power for the LBM is derived from another stage to which it is
connected: the ERM in the piloted mission and the PLM in the precursor mission. Since
the LBM is attached to other modules during its entire lifetime, it lacks inherent
communications or guidance equipment; all of those functions are performed by either the
ERM/CM package or the PLM/Habitat package.
4.1.2 Budgets
This section provides a budgetary breakdown of pertinent quantities for the Lunar Braking
Module.
4.1.2.1 AV Budget
Table 4-1 shows the AV required and bum times for each phase of the LBM's operation.
The RL10A-4 engines are throttlable, restartable, and gimbalable to attain the performance
mandated by this thrusting prof'de. The engines are rated to burn for more than 4000
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seconds,providingperformancewell beyondthescopeof theLBM mission. A graphic
displayof theseburnsis shownearlierin Figure4-1.
Table 4-1:RL10A4 Engine Burns for LBM
Mission Phase AV Required (m/s)
LEO Circularization at 200km 177
Upper Orbit Boost to 275km 44
Second Portion of Trans-Lunar Injection 680
Mid-Course Corrections in Transit 120
Entry into Low Lunar Orbit 1060
Lunar Braking(done with LLO entry) 1700
Total 3781
Bum Time (sec)
58
14
181
33 total
253
297
836
4.1.2.2 Mass Budget
Table 4-2 on the following page summarizes the major components of the LBM and some
of their salient characteristics. The propellant masses have margins: 1) 1.5% of extra
propellant is carried. 2) 0.2% of extra propellant is provided for anticipated cryogenic
boiloff for four days using 18cm of Kapton insulation for hydrogen fuel tanks and 9cm for
oxygen fuel tanks. While this thickness of insulation is more massive than the amount of
fuel it stops from boiling off, the thick insulation allows more flexibility with scheduling
and launch windows since it minimizes the propellant boiloff rate. The 0.2% factor was
chosen so that the vehicle could stay in orbit for a month without compromising
performance, and could stay much longer by delving into the extra propellant margin.
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Table 4-2: Mass Breakdown for LBM
Component Mass(kg)
Casing 2535
Propellant Tanks 1538
Tank Insulation 1800
Rocket Truss 267
LOX 47007
LH 8547
3 RL10A-4 Main Engines 504
6 Actuators 60
Helium Pressurization Tanks 20
Valves, piping, etc. 50
Staging Equipment. Wiring. etc. 120
LBM Total Dry Mass 6894
LBM Total Wet Mass 62448
4.1.2.3 Power B0dget
The LBM has no inherent power of its own. It draws all of its power from the ERM or
PLM. The stage has relatively small power requirements as summarized in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3: Power Allocation for IBM
Component P0wcr
RL 10A-4 Engine Startup/Valves/Shutdown 1500W
Docking Radar and Cameras 250W
Scnsor_ 20W
Power Required (continuous) 20W
Power Required (peak) 1670W
3"(25V, 20A)
Table 4-4 breaks down volume considerations. The most important factor is the height of
the module. If the total launching vehicle is too high, lateral forces and the structural
response to these loads will cause additional unwanted problems. For a more detailed
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explanationof this criteria, see the launch vehicle Section 2.2 in Volume 11I. The
propellant tanks include a 5% volume margin to minimize problems with not being able to
fill the tanks completely.
Table 4-4: Volume Apportionment in LBM
Component Volume (n_3)
3 RL10A-4 Main Engines (2.29m long* 1.2m diam.) 8.27
LOX, Tank, Insulation (3.28m long*5.4m diam. 2/1 end caps) 50
LH, Tank, Insulation (6.47m long*6.0m diam. 2/1 end caps) 149
Helium Pressurization Tanks XXX
Valves, piping, etc. 0.5
Data and Power Lines 0.15
Sensors 0.25
LBM Total 2 0 8
iLBM Maximum 340
4,1,3 Mission Profile
Figure 4-2 summarizes the time sequence of the LBM propellant bums. The LBM stages
from the launch vehicle and nose cone 432 seconds after leaving the pad. Stagings occurs
at 131km above the Earth's surface. At 967 seconds after launch, the vehicle reaches
aposilon. The LBM burns 58 seconds to circularize its orbit at 200km. The LBM then
boosts to a higher orbit of 275km. Rendezvous and docking maneuvers commence with
the PTLI where the LBM's primary and the ERM/PLM's secondary propulsion systems are
used sporadically. Once mating with the PTLI is finished, the PTLI begins trans-lunar
injection. Then the vehicle stages and the LBM completes the injection. The trans-lunar
flight requires three days, during which the primary and secondary propulsion systems fire
occasionally to remain on course. When the vehicle arrives near the Moon, the LBM bums
a final time for 550 seconds to slow enough not only to come into lunar orbit, but also
brake lunar orbital velocity.
The LBM stages from the rest of the vehicle 600m above the lunar surface and falls to the
lunar surface. The ERM or PLM completes the landing. The safety of the lunar base is
insured by staging the LBM about one kilometer downrange of where the base is.
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A morethoroughdescriptionof themissiontrajectoryandstagebumscanbefoundin
Section5.3of VolumeI. Figure4-2 is abumtimelinefor theLBM showingthe
sequence,spacing,anddurationof eachburn.
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LBM Burn Timeline
4.1.4 Abort O_vtions
The LBM supports abort options for both the precursor and piloted missions. For the
precursor mission, successful aborts result in the delivery of the payload to the lunar
surface. For the piloted mission, a successful abort results in the completion of the planned
mission and/or ensures crew survival.
4.1.4.1 Trans-Lunar Injection Abort
The Lunar Braking Module possesses a single engine-out capability (2 out of 3 engines
operable) for its portion of the trans-lunar injection burn.
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4.1.4.2 Trans-Lunar Abort (Piloted Mission)
During Trans-Lunar coast, several abort modes are available depending upon the timing,
nature, and severity of the emergency. A direct return abort can be initiated at any time
during the outbound leg. The primary propulsion systems of the LBM supports this abort
mode. The LBM fires to cancel the forward velocity of the spacecraft and place the vehicle
on a return trajectory. A second abort mode (Near Lunar Abort) delays the initiation of an
abort propulsive burn until the spacecraft is within the vicinity of the Moon (3 days out
from Earth). Near the Moon, while behind the visible face, the primary propulsion system
of the LBM burns to place the spacecraft onto an earth-return trajectory. This abort mode
places less demanding requirements upon the spacecraft propulsion and guidance systems,
and would be used if the extra transit time needed to complete such an abort were deemed
available.
4.1.4.3 Lunar Orbit Insertion Abort
The Lunar Braking Module possesses a single engine-out capability (2 out of 3 engines
operable) during the Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI) burn. In the event of a decision to abort
landing operations at this point, the ERM (along with the remaining propulsive capability of
the LBM, if needed) injects the spacecraft into an Earth-return trajectory using the Near
Lunar Abort mode (piloted mission only).
4.1.4.4 Descent Abort
The LBM is capable of completing its descent propulsion burn with a single engine-out
failure, although the fuel reserve available (in the ERM/PLM) for final hover is minimized,
decreasing the time available for last minute flightpath corrections.
4.2 Sta_e Design
4.2.1 Configuratiott
The Lunar Braking Module is cylindrically shaped, 6m in diameter and 13.25m long. The
LBM contains a liquid Hydrogen tank, a liquid Oxygen tank, three RL10A-4 engines, and
structure. Both propellant tanks are in the shape of a cylinder with two to one end caps.
The end caps are four times as wide as they are high. The LOX tank is 3.28m long and
2.7m in diameter including 0.2m of Kapton insulation. The LH2 tank is 6.47m long and
3.0m in diameter also including 0.2m of insulation. The three RL10A-4 main engines are
in a cluster. The outer 0.2m of the tank surfaces is Kapton cryogenic insulation. The
RL10 engines are mounted 4 ° off the PLM's cylindrical axis. This off-centering choice is
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made to align the thrust closer to the center of mass. The line from the center of mass to the
RL10A-4 engines is near 5° off the cylindrical axis. The 4 ° parameter allows the engines to
thrust along the cylindrical axis at maximum gimbaling. If an engine is out, there is a -3 ° to
+5 ° gimbaling capability around the center of mass. Thrusting through the center of mass
puts the thrust 5 ° off the cylindrical axis. This 5 ° parameter lowers the thrust of the PLM
by cos(5 °) to 99.6% of ideal in the case of an engine out. Helium tanks pressurize the
Hydrogen and Oxygen tanks. The RL10A-4 engines from the PLM/ERM fit into an
interstitial space above the Oxygen tank. The modules fit together in this fashion to
incorporate the nozzle protection skirt into the LBM. Grooves in the skin of the LBM
accommodate the landing struts from the ERM/PLM. Grooves are also cut at the top of the
LBM for the RCS exhaust from the PLM and ERM. Since the LBM has no RCS units, the
ERM/PLM must. To generate a thrust rearward, the ERM/PLM must thrust into the LBM.
To avoid problems burning holes in the hydrogen tank, ducts are provide to divert the
exhaust around the LBM. This configuration is shown in Figure 4-3 on the next page.
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Figure 4-3
Internal Confisuration of LBM
4.2.2 Vehicle Intfrfacef
This section documents the interfaces for the LBM, including mechanical and data
interfaces, and power interface where appropriate.
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4.2.2.1 Launch Vehicle
Power Interface
Mechanical Interface
[_ Data Interface
Launch
Vehicle
Figure 4-4
LBM/Launch Vehicle Interface
4.2.2.1.1 Mechanical lnteff_ ace
The mechanical interface between the LBM and the launch vehicle consists of an explosive
skirt which is attached to the top of the truss located at the lower end of the LBM. The skirt
spacer adapts the 6m LBM diameter to the 8m launch vehicle diameter.
4.2.2.1.2 Data Interface
The data interface between the LBM and the launch vehicle is to monitor launch vehicle
status.
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4,2,2,2 Prim_,ry Trans-Lunar In_iection Stage
Lee.ra__l
l Power Interface
Mechanical Interface
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PTLI
Figure4.5
LBM/PTLI Inteffae_
4,2,2,2,1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interface between the LBM and PTLI consists of docking latches for
rendezvous and docking. For stage separation, the interface has explosive bolts.
4,2,2,2.2 Data Interface
The data interface between the LBM and PTLI is to transmit information to the CM which
monitors the status of the tanks and engines.
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4,2,2,3 Earth Return Module
Power Interface
Mechanical Interface
_] Data Interface
Figure 4-6
LBM/ERlVl Interface
4,2,2,;_,1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interface between the LBM and ERM consists of explosive bolts for stage
separation.
4,2,_.3.2 Power Interace
The power interface between the LBM and ERM connects the fuel cells in the ERM to all
subsystems in LBM.
4,2,2.3.3 Data Interface
The data interface is a database between the LBM and ERM which transmits LBM status to
the computers in the CM.
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4.2.2.4 Payload Landing Modul_
tagral
j Power Interface
I Mechanical Interface
Data Interface
Figure 4-7
LBM/PLM Interface
42.2.4.1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interface between the LBM and PLM consists of explosive bolts for stage
separation.
4.2.2.4.2 Power Inteff_ a¢¢
The power interface between the LBM and PLM connects the fuel cells in the PLM to all
subsystems in LBM.
4.2.2.4.3 Data Interface
The data interface is a database between the LBM and PLM which transmits LBM status to
the computers in the Habitat. The data link also provides a connection between the LBM
and PLM for command and engine control.
4.3 Subsystem Design
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4.3.1. LBM Structural Design
A summary of the LBM structural design is included here as a service to the reader. For
those interested in the methods of the design or desire to understand the structural trade-off
that were involved in the choice of this structural configuration you are referred to section
2.1.4 and 2.2.2 in Volume II.
The geometrical description and masses are summarized below in Tabees 4-4, 4-5, and
4-6.
Table 4--4: LBM Hydrogen Tank I_sign Parameters
Hydrogen Tank
Hydrogen Mass 8553.85
Hydrogen Volume 120.48
Hydrogen Tank Volume 126.50
Hydrogen Tank Radius 2.80
Hydrogen Tank Cap Radius 1.40
Hydrogen Tank Cap Volume 45.98
Hydrogen Tank Main Volume 80.52
Hydrogen Tank Main Height 3.27
Hydrogen Tank Cap Eccentricity 0.87
Hydrogen Tank Cap Area 57.39
Hydrogen Tank Body Area 57.52
Hydrogen Tank Area 114.91
Hydrogen Tank Wall Thickness 0.0010
Hydrogen Tank Structure Mass 178.29
Hydrogen Tank Coating Thickness 0.0010
Hydrogen Tank Coating Mass 873.32
Hydrogen Tank Height 6.07
Hydrogen Tank Insulation Mass 1241.04
Hydro[en Tank Mass 1051.61
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Table 4-5: LBM Oxygen Tank Design Parameters
Oxygen Tank
Oxygen Mass
Oxygen Volume
Oxygen Tank Volume
Oxygen Tank Radius
Oxygen Tank Cap Radius
Oxygen Tank Cap Volume
Oxygen Tank Main Volume
Oxygen Tank Main Height
Oxygen Tank Cap Eccentricity
Oxygen Tank Cap Area
Oxygen Tank Body Area
Oxygen Tank Area
Oxygen Tank Wall Thickness
Oxygen Tank Structure Mass
Oxygen Tank Coating Thickness
Oxygen Tank Coating Mass
Oxygen Tank Height
Oxygen Tank Insulation Mass
Oxygen Tank Mass
47046.15
38.25
40.1_
2.5(
1.25
32.72
7.44
0.38
0.87
45.75
5.95
51.70
0.0012
93.13
0.0010
392.94
2.88
558.39
486.08
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Table 4--6: LBM Configuration Sllmmftry
Configuration
Stage Radius
Total Height
Casing Height
3
13.20
10.95
Insulation Mass 1799
Casing Mass
Rocket Truss Mass
Tank Mass
Structural Mass
2345
267
1538
4150
Engine Mass
Stage Dry Mass
Stage Wet Mass
Vehicle Wet Mass
501
6450
62050
90871
Structural Mass Fraction
Structural Fuel Fraction
7%
7.5%
4.3.2 Propulsiotl
4.3.2.1 Primary_ Propulsion System
The primary propulsion system of LBM stage is shown in Figure 4-8. It consists of three
RL10A-4 engines rated at 92,518 N nominal thrust and operating each at a 5.5:1 mixture
ratio of oxidizer to fuel. The net positive suction head (NPSH) required by the engine
turbopumps is provided by pressurizing the vehicle propellant tanks with helium gas at
272 atm. Propellants are delivered to the main engine turbopumps through feed ducts from
the vehicle propellant tanks. The feed ducts contain flex joints to accomodate engine
gimbaling and are overwrapped with a three-layer, double aluminized Kapton radiation
shield.
The primary propulsion engines run on a bipropellant combination of liquid oxygen
oxidizer and liquid hydrogen fuel. Both propellant tanks are cylindrical with semi-spherical
endcaps, and are constructed of a thin steel core overwrapped with pre-stressed graphite
composite fibers and a 20 cm layer of aluminized Kapton insulation. The oxidizer tank is
2.88 m tall and 5 m in diameter; the fuel tank is 6.07 m tall and 5.6 m in diameter.
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Pneumaticallyactuatedprevalveslocatedatthepropellantank outlets provide series
redundant backup for the engine inlet shutof valves. A parallel set of pyro valves and
solenoid valves upstream of the pneumatic actuation control solenoid valves provides two-
failure tolerance against inadvertent opening of the engine inlet shutoff valves. The pyro
valves will be fired open after the LBM stage is deployed a safe distance from the PTLI
stage. The system also has manual fill and drain valves to load propellant and pressurant
gas into the system, as well as additional manual valves for system leak checking on both
sides of the pyro-isolation valves and regulators. Check valves insure that the fuel and
oxidizer can never mix anywhere in the system, except in the engine. Finally, pressure
transducers, filters, temperature sensors, and line and component heaters are provided to
ensure proper subsystem operation. A mass distribution of the entire primary propulsion
system is given in Table 4-7.
Table 4-7: Mass Distribution of LBM Primary Propulsion System
COMPONENT
Empty Fuel Tank
Fuel Mass
Empty Oxidizer Tanks
Oxidizer Mass
Empty Helium Tanks
Helium Mass
Monitoring equipment
Propellant lines
Valves
Engine mass (3 RL10A-4 engines)
ITOTAL FUELED WEIGHT
MASS [kg]
1,051
8,518
486
47,036
109
102
20 (estimated)
26 (estimated)
39
504
57,891 k_
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Figure 4-8
LBM Primary Propulsion System
4,_.2.2 Reaction Control System
The reaction control system of the LBM stage consists of two redundant subsystems
configured as shown in Figure 4-9. Each subsystem consists of 8 R-4D thrusters
operating on a 1.65:1 mixture ratio of oxidizer to fuel and fed by two propellant tanks. The
thrusters are divided into quadruple clusters which are placed along the periphery of the
spacecraft, making a total of 16 thrusters and four propellant tanks for the complete system.
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Thesystemutilizesabipropellantcombinationof nitrogentetroxideoxidizerand
monometylhydrazinefuel. Thepropellantsarestoredin separatesphericaltanksof
identicalsize;eachtankis0.76m indiameter.Bothtanksareconstructedof athin steel
coreoverwrappedwithpre-stressedgraphitecompositefibers;nothermalinsulation
materialis required.PropellantsareequippedwithaTeflondiaphragmpositiveexpulsion
devicewhich insuresefficienttankevacuation.
A pressuranttankstoresheliumatabout272atm,andaquadredundantregulator--
coupledwith a burstdiskandrelief valve-- regulatesflow. Together,they insurea 15atm
feedpressureto thepropellanttanks,evenafteranysingleregulatorfailure. Thereare
burstdisksandpyrotechnicallyactuatedsquibvalvesto isolatepropellantsfrom theengine
(andhighpressuregasfrom thepropellantanks)until thesystemis readyfor operation.
This systemalsohasmanualfill anddrainvalvesto loadpropellantandpressurantgasinto
thesystem,aswell asadditionalmanualvalvesfor systemleakcheckingonbothsidesof
thepyro-isolationvalvesandregulators.Checkvalvesinsurethatthefuel andoxidizercan
nevermix anywherein thesystem,exceptin theengine.Finally,pressuretransducers,
filters, temperaturesensors,andlineandcomponentheatersareprovidedto ensureproper
subsystemoperation.A massdisrtibutionof reactioncontrolsystemcomponentsis given
in Table4-8.
Table 4-8: Mass Distribution of LBM Secondary Propulsion System
COMPONENT
Empty Fuel Tanks
Fuel Mass
Empty Oxidizer Tanks
Oxidizer Mass
Empty Helium Tanks
Helium Mass
Monitoring equipment
Propellant lines
Valves
Engine mass (16 R4-D engines)
TOTAL FUELED WEIGHT
MASS [kg]
20
192
20
317
6
2
20 (estimated)
26 (estimated)
62
60
725 k[
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Figure 4-9
LBM Secondary Propulsion System
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4.3.3 Power and Thermal Control
4.3.3.1 LBM Power Supply
The LBM has many of the same propulsion stage needs as the PTLI. It is estimated to
require 1 kW of power over the 4 day duration of its use. The LBM of the Precursor
Mission will draw its power from the fuel cell system of SLURPP on board the PLM stage
immediately above the LBM. The LBM of the Piloted Mission draws its power from the
ERM stage immediately above the LBM. The LBM's of the two missions are identical.
The LBM power can be supplied by adding 37.7 kg of reactant to the PLM propellant tanks
and by using 6.8 kg of the SLURPP fuel cells, or by adding 37.7 kg of reactant to the
ERM fuel cell reactant tanks and by using 6.8 kg of the ERM fuel cells. The additional
reactant breaks down as 33.5 kg 02 and 4.18 kg H2, or as .029 m 3 of 02 and .059 m 3 of
H2.
4.3.3.2 LBM Thermal Control
The primary thermal control concerns on the propulsion stages are the cryogenic storage
systems, the RL-10 engines, and the stage interior. The RL-10's are regeneratively cooled
and have maximum rated bum times; therefore it is not necessary to provide an additional
thermal control system for the engines. Thermal control of the stage interior is maintained
passively through the applications of a reflective outer coating of silverized aluminum.
The cryogenic systems are thoroughly described in section 6.3.
Insulation for the LBM stage is designed to allow 0.175% fuel mass boiloff over a period
of 4 days.
The radius of the hydrogen tank outer surface are set at 2.8 m for a height of 3.27 m, with
ellipsoidal endcaps of minor axis length 1.4 m. The radius and minor axis of the oxygen
tanks are the same, although the cylindrical part of the LOX tanks is 0.38 m high.
One hundred and ninety-four layers of aluminized mylar are required to insulate the
hydrogen tank, representing a total thickness of 13.92 cm, while the oxygen tank requires
only 124 layers totalling 8.90 cm thickness. The total mass of the insulation is 958.97
kilograms.
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4.3.4 Communications and Control System
Information from sensors required to be relayed to status monitoring systems will interface
with the databus of the ERM and CM stages which will, in turn, relay the necessary
information to Earth and onboard status monitoring systems.
4.3.5 Status
The LBM has many of the same requirements as the PTLI. Before beginning the final
braking bum, it is important to have a complete update of the status for every system
onboard and to have examined the systems on the moon. Before the burn, this is the last
easy abort possiblity. Now abort is a tricky issue and any major propulsive failure makes it
impossible.
4.3.6 Subsystem Interfaces
M ower Interface
I Mechanical Interface
Data Interface
Figure 4-10
LBM Subsystem Interfaces
The mechanical interfaces in the LBM serve two purposes. There are structural truss that
attach the tanks to the outer shell and also propulsion lines that feed propellant to the
engines.
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5. Earth Return Module
5.1 Stage Requirements and Ooerations
5,1,1 Requirements
The Earth Return Module (ERM) must adhere to a set of predetermined requirements in
order to successfully perform its mission. These requirements fall into three different
categories: transportation requirements, configuration requirements, and support
requirements.
The transportation requirements deal with what maneuvers the propulsion system of the
ERM must perform. The primary requirement in this category is that the ERM must
provide a means of transporting the Crew Module (CM) from the Moon to the Earth. The
ERM must also provide a means of hovering and landing the CM onto the lunar surface,
and must be able propel the CM from the surface of the Moon to lunar orbit and a
subsequent trans-Earth injection traj_tory. These maneuvers will be presented in greater
detail in the section regarding the Mission Profile.
The configuration requirements deal with the physical volume and mass requirements that
the ERM must satisfy. The current design of the launch system imposes a maximum of six
meters on the diameter of the ERM. In addition, there has been alloted a maximum height
of 12.1 meters for the ERM in their configuration of the fourth launch. The current height
of the ERM design calls for a height of 9.97 meters. Because there will be no fairing
between the ERM and the CM, an extra requirement has been imposed upon the
configuration of that interface so that the aerodynamic loads imposed upon the ERM-CM
interface during launch will be reduced: the last meter of the ERM must taper from 6 meters
to 3.56 meters, the diameter of the CM. Functionally, the ERM must be modular to a
certain degree, promoting ease of maintenance and reusability, and it must possess the
ability to land on the Moon (i.e. landing gear). The mass requirement of the ERM is
presently 26,210 kg, the number calculated by Systems. However, this is more of a goal
than a requirement, as the top-level requirement is that the entire fourth launch must weigh
under 91 metric tonnes. The configuration requirements of the ERM are summarized
visually in Figure 5-1.
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1.0m
12.1 m v I
Weight Goal: 26,210 kg
3.56 m
Figure 5-1
ERM Configuration Requirements
The support requirements deal with what components aboard the ERM must be designed to
support other aspects of the mission. First of all, the power system aboard the ERM must
be able to handle most of the power requirements of the CM and the LBM in addition to the
power requirements of the ERM itself. Second, the ERM must contain enough storage
space so as to accommodate extra supplies and components for the manned mission
(payload). Finally, the ERM must be able to have enough mass and volume capacity to
contain components that would otherwise be on other modules (like the CM) but should be
placed on the ERM because of volume constraints or better location.
5.1.2 Buduets
There are five resources that must be budgeted properly if the ERM is to complete its
mission without the need for refueling. These are the delta-vee (velocity change) budget,
the propellant budget, the power budget, the mass budget, and the volume budget.
The AV budget consists of the different velocity changes that must be executed by the ERM
during its mission. The details of these maneuvers are contained within the Mission Profile
section, and the numbers are contained in Table 5-1.
The propellant budget consists of how much propellant of each type is needed to perform
the maneuvers stated in the velocity change budget. This budget is extremely important
because it has a large bearing on the weight of the ERM due to the large amount of
propellant involved. The propellant for the main engines consists of liquid hydrogen
(LH2) as a fuel and liquid oxygen (LOX) as an oxidizer, and the propellant for the Reaction
Control System consists of MMH as a fuel and N204 as an oxidizer. Note that the
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numbersgivenin Table5-1consistof theentirepropellantweightrequired,thatthe
propellantmassesincludeanextra2%to accountfor boil-off, andthat the Lift-off to LLO
and LLO to TEl burn numbers have been combined into figures for a single burn.
Table 5-1: AV and Propellant Budgets
Maneuver
Lunar Land.
Lift-off to LLO
LLO to TEl
Midcourse Adj.
Burn By
Main Engines
Main Engines
Main Engines
Main Engines
AV (m/s) Duration (s) Propel. (kg)
500 55 3551.24
2200 212 13627.58
1060 incl. above incl. above
240 short pulses 956
The power budget details the power alloted to each component of the ERM, including the
Crew Module and the LBM. The power budget introduces an additional complication in
that the power requirements of the system vary with respect to time. As a result of this, in
addition to tabulating the power needs of each component, seen in Table 5-2, a power-time
curve has been provided (Figure 5-2). Note that the totals of the power budget already
contain margins of safety (2-5%).
Table 5-2: Power Budget
Component
Star Trackers
Subs_'stem
GNC
Number
3
Power (W)
5 each
Sun Sensor GNC 1 2
Radar Altimeters GNC 3 100 each
Antenna Beacons
Main Engine Burn
RCS Burn
Crew Module
GNC
Propulsion
Propulsion
Crew Capsules
Prop. Sta_es
Prop. Sta_es
Structures
Status
LBM
Explosive Bolts
2 20 each
3 35 each
16 10 each
Landing; Gear
Monitorin_
1 4767 Max.
1 478 Max.
4 100
150
10
TOTAL (Max): 6127 Watts
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0
Peak Power: 6127 W
Total Work: 781 KW'hr
Earth
Launch
RL-10
/_ring
RCS
Flushes Lunar Firing
J Landing 1
0 24 48 72 96 120 144
3 Days to Moon 3 Days to Earth
Time (hours)
Figure 5-2
Power-Time Curve
An important thing to notice about the power-time curve in Figure 5-2 is that it consists of a
series of spikes that characterize engine firings, etc., combined with the constant loads
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imposedby theCM. Therefore,thepowersystemof theERM mustbeableto providea
steadypowerflow andpossessenoughreservepowerto handletheoccasionalspikes.
Themassandvolume budgets determine the actual mass and configuration of the vehicle,
and they also reveal whether or not the present design has met the specifications detailed in
the Requirements section.
The primary physical properties of the ERM are as follows:
• Diameter = 6m
• Current Length = 9.97m
• Current Volume = 280.865m3
• Mass of Structure and Payload (calculated) = 8285.74 kg
• Mass of Propellant (calculated) = 18134.8 kg
• Total Mass (calculated) = 26420.54 kg
The mass and volume of each individual component of the ERM are contained within Table
5-3. Note that the mass and volume figures are totals for all components present, complete
with margins.
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Table 5-3: Mass and Volume Budget
Component iSu bs_stem Number Mass (k_)
Star Trackers GNC 4 100.0
iVolume (m3)
0.400
Sun Sensor GNC 1 1.0 0.001
Radar Alt. GNC 3 90.0 0.300
Antenna Beac. GNC 2 6.0 0.020
Main Engines
RCS
LH2
LOX
Tanks & Misc
Insulation
Power System
Outer Structure
Propulsion 3 504.0 63.62
Propulsion 16 1139.74 1.46
Prop./STP 1 2576.8 37.4
Prop./STP 1 14602 13.214
Propulsion 2 678 95.52
Propulsion 1 823 see 'Tanks'
PTC 1 467 13.416
STP 1 1666 thin skin
Internal Struct. STP 1 267 28.274
STP 3 500 outsideLandin_ Gear
Payload
TOTAL:
Surface Pay.
i
3000
26420.54
27.245
280.865
Note: Figures for 'Tanks & Misc.' include pipelines, valves, pressurization system, and
main tanks. Figures for LH2 and LOX include propellant only. Figures for 'RCS' and
'Power System' contain amounts for the entire subsystem.
5,1,3 Mission Profile
The Mission Profile of the ERM consists of four operations: initial separation from the
Lunar Braking Module (LBM), hovering and landing on the lunar surface, launch from the
lunar surface, and subsequent trans-Earth injection. Completion of these operations are
what dictates the requirements on the subsystems of the ERM.
5.1.3.1 Separation from LBM
Prior to separation from the LBM, the ERM will execute 3 to 5 RCS bums for midcourse
corrections. The separation of the ERM from the LBM will take place while the vehicle is
descending from LLO to the lunar surface. At an altitude of about 2800 m, a signal from
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theCM will activatetheexplosiveboltssituatedin theLBM-ERM interface,andthe
connectionwill besevered.TheLBM will executeamainenginebum(seeLBM section
for details)to bring it awayfromtheERM,whereit will landonthemoonat acalculated
1,697m awayfrom whereit wasstaged.TheERM will thenbeginthehoveringmaneuver
thatwill landit ontothelunarsurface.Theoperationis visuallydetailedin Figure5-3.
ERM
Separates
From LBM
_LBM
LBM
Executes
Burn and
Falls to
Moon
, ' nil[ " , .....
_i.... I IIII II ii ii L
..................................... L.......................................... U_U............ _ ............................................................. JL ........................
Figure 5-3
Separation From LBM
5.1.3.2 Hover/Landing
After the ERM-LBM separation, the ERM will begin its hovering maneuver. The ERM
descends the final distance to the lunar surface on a slanted trajectory. This path insures
that the landing site and lunar habitat are not jeopardized by the LBM falling to the surface.
The radar altimeter will be activated and the main engines will execute a bum of a 55
second duration that will comprise a AV of about 500 m/s. This should be sufficient to
land the ERM onto the lunar surface. At about 25m above the lunar surface the landing
gear will be deployed. Position adjustment will be accomplished by gimbaling the main
engines, and the desired landing position of the ERM will be determined through the use of
the antenna beacons aboard the ERM. This operation is represented in Figure 5-4 on the
following page. After the ERM has landed, it will proceed to power down and shut off all
non-essential systems.
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Figure 5-4
ERM Hover/Landing
5.1.3.3 Launch from Lunar Surface
Before the launch from the lunar surface occurs, the ERM will power up to full capacity
(see Figure 5-2 for exact details). After all systems have checked out, a main engine bum
with a AV of 2200 m/s will be executed and the landing gear will be jettisoned. This will
launch the ERM from the surface and put it into LLO again. When LLO is reached, the
ERM will wait for the nearest launch window to the Earth and then execute a main engine
bum with a AV of 1060 m/s. The combined duration of these two burns is 212 seconds.
This operation is represented in Figure 5-5.
ERM
_ frOmMoonLaUnches
_Z
Landing
Gear
Jettisoned
Figure 5-5
Launch From Lunar Surface
5.1.3.4 Trans-Earth In_iection
The trans-Earth injection maneuver is accomplished by the bum stated in the section above.
During the transit time to the Earth, positioning will be accomplished through the use of
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threestartrackersanda sunsensor,andadjustmentswill bemadewith threeRCSburns
madeat appropriatetimesalongthetrip. Justbefore(about20minutes)thevehiclereaches
Earth'satmosphere,theERM will bejettisonedfromtheCM throughtheuseof explosive
bolts,andtheERM will executeanRCSbumto bring it awayfrom theCM, andwill burn
up in theEarth'satmosphere.Thisoperationis representedin Figure5-6.
ERM
Begins
Trans-Earth
Injection
ERM
Jettisoned
from
CM
Figure 5-6
Trans-Earth Injection
Each of these operations is performed without the need for crew interaction, with the
exception of the lunar landing, which is detailed in the section on the Crew Capsule.
5,1,4 Abort Options
The ERM supports abort options for the piloted mission. A successful abort results in the
completion of the planned mission and/or ensures crew survival.
5.1.4.1 Descent Abort
The ERM is double engine-out failure tolerant (1 out of 3 engines operable) for landing;
however, two engines must be operable to complete an abort to lunar orbit. An abort to
lunar orbit (vs. an abort to the lunar surface with degraded performance) will be
accomplished when the failure is such that a stay on the lunar surface is not desirable.
Aborts to lunar orbit are available at any time during the landing sequence, and are initiated
by jettisoning the LBM and igniting the primary propulsion system of the ERM to complete
orbital injection.
5.1.4.2 Surface Abort
Following landing on the lunar surface, an immediate abort (i.e., accomplished within a
matter of minutes) to lunar orbit can be initiated within the first 3 hours after touchdown.
After 3 hours, the ERM is powered down and a maximum of 24 hours is required before
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anabort to lunar orbit canbecompleted.Aborts to lunarorbit areavailableat any time
during the nominal 28-day mission stay.
_, 1.4.3 A_ent Abort
During the ascent bum, the ERM is single engine-out capable (2 out of 3 engines operable).
A double engine-out abort is possible only during the final phase of the insertion burn.
_, 1.4.4 Trans-Earth In_iection Abort
The ERM is double engine-out capable (1 out of 3 engines operable) during the Trans-Earth
Injection (TEI) burn.
5.2 Sta_e Design
5.2.1 Configuration
The general configuration of the Earth Return Module is presented in Figure 5-6.
Payload Bay
GNC/Power
•-7.... i.:.:
Propulsion Misc.
6.00m
_ 1.00m0.50m
2.88m
1.84m
0.50m
1.00m
2.25m
Figure 5-6
General Stage Configuration
Total:
9.97m
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This structurebeginsattheaft endof theERM with spacefor thethreeRL-10engines.
Thisopenspaceis surroundedby athickstructure/shroudthatholdstheERM to theLBM
andcontainsthelinesfor powerandstatus.In addition,thespaceallowsroomfor the
mainenginesto gimbalthenecessaryamount(4°). Thissectionof theERM alsocontains
theERM-LBM interfaceandthelandinggearsetup,shownin Figure5-7. At present,there
areonly two linesleadingto theLBM: statusand power. As stated above, these will be
linked to the LBM by running the lines either through or on the edge of the connecting
shroud. This interface will also contain explosive bolts that will be used when the LBM is
staged. As for the landing gear, it is supported by four slots in the ERM. Each landing leg
is about 4.2m long. Two meters of this length is slotted into the ERM, while the rest
extends over into LBM slots immediately aft of the ERM ones. During landing operations,
the landing gear deploy by sliding down about lm and locking, suspending the bottom of
the ERM about 2-3m off of the ground. More information on the landing gear can be
found in Section 5.3.1 on ERM structures.
Status
Line _
Power
Line
RL-10
Engine
Landing
Gear 0.25m
6.0m
Figure 5-7
Aft Interfa_ding Gear
The main propulsion system, shown in detail in Figure 5-8, consists of three types of tanks
and piping. The heaviest tank, the LOX tank, has been placed below the larger LH2 tank
to increase the stability of the ERM during landing. Each tank is supported by an internal
truss system, with the tanks of the RCS system supported by the same truss as the LOX
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tank. Linesrun from theheliumtanksto theLOX andLH2 tankstopressurizethem,and
theLOX andLH2 linesrun to fill valvesandthecombustionchambersof themain
engines.It is importantto notethatthemainoutletof theLH2 tankrunsthroughthecenter
of theLOX tank. Thiswasdesignedto minimizepropellantlossdueto travelthrough
pipes.An additionalheliumtankhasbeenplacedin thelowerpiping sectionof theERM to
pressurizethefuelenteringthecombustionchamberandfacilitatestoppingandrestarting
theengines.Moredetailson theindividualcomponentscanbefoundin thesectionon
ERMpropulsion.Thepiping schematicfor theReactionControlSystemhasnotbeen
includedwith Figure5-8asit wasdeemedto betoounwieldyto fit into thecurrent
diagrammingformat. However,thetwopropellantanks(MMH andN204) arelocatedon
eithersideof theLOX tank,with thepressurizationtank(notshown)in thesameposition
90° from the other two tanks out of the page. The RCS engine combination consists of
sixteen engines. These are arranged in clusters of four with one cluster in each cardinal
direction. This gives the ERM as much maneuverability and redundancy as possible. A
complete schematic of the RCS system can be also be found in the section concerning ERM
propulsion. Each tank that requires cryogenic storage has also been insulated. This
insulation is, on the average, 20cm thick and is wrapped on the outside of every cryogenic
tank and pipe.
The engines are mounted 0.55m off the centerline, and at an angle 6.5 ° off the cylindrical
axis. The engines are off axis to thrust through the vehicle's center of mass in case one or
more engines fail. The 6.5 ° parameter degrades performance by cos(6.5 °) to 99.4% of
ideal. If all engines are thrusting, each is gimbaled -4 ° to 2.5 ° off of the cylindrical axis.
The nominal 2.5 ° off degrades performance to 99.9% of ideal.
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Main Propulsion Configuration
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Followingthepropulsionsystemon the ERM comes the space alloted for the power system
and GNC. This is depicted in Figure 5-9. Of the GNC components, the radar altimeter
and the antenna beacons are arranged around the outside edge of the ERM because their
functions involve interaction with the outside environment. The Star Trackers will be
located at all four cardinal directions, like the RCS, and the Sun Sensors will be located as
shown in Figure 5-9. The power system is located in the center of the ERM, and is
I
1
I
Radar
Altimeter
Antenna
Beacon Conduit
Sun
Sensor
|
/
Trackers
I
0.5m
A
6.0m
2_
Figure 5-9
Power/GNC Configuration
composed of a H2 tank, an 02 tank, and a catalyst chamber. Running from the edge of the
ERM to the power system is conduit provided for maintenance purposes. The power
system is connected to all other systems by a series a power lines that will be run along the
outer wall of the ERM. More detail on the power cells can be found in the section
concerning ERM power.
After the Power/GNC section of the ERM is the payload bay and the forward interface.
Depicted in Figure 5-10, the payload bay consists of a open area with a support column in
the middle. This open area has been designed to hold a maximum capacity of 27 cubic
meters and a maximum mass of 2300 kg. A sliding door has been provided to load and
unload the payload. Opposite the door are the power, status, and GNC lines that interface
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with theCM. TheseareshieldedbyashroudthatoverlapstheCM-ERM interface.
Finally,thereexiststhephysicalconnectiontotheERM, whichis composedof a seriesof
clampsandis terminatedbyfour explosivebolts.
Power
Status Line GNC
Line Line
39 (
Expiosiv PayloadBoi
Area _
Support
Column
Payload
Doors
|.OOm
To CM
T
I
3.56m
0.56m
Figure 5-10
Payload Bay Configuration
6.00m
5,2.2 Vehicle Interfaces
This section documents the interfaces for the ERM.
.5.2.2.1 Lunar Braking Module
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i Power Interface
Mechanical Interface
Data Interface
Figure 5-11
ERM/LBM Interface
5.2.2.1.1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interface between the LBM and ERM consists of explosive bolts for stage
separation.
5.2.2.1.2 Data Interface
The data interface is a database between the LBM and ERM which transmits LBM status to
the computers in the CM.
5.2.2.1.3 Power Interface
The power interface between the LBM and ERM connects the fuel cells in the ERM to all
subsystems in the LBM.
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5.2.2.2 Crew Module
[_ Power Interface
Mechanical Interface
Data Interface
Figure 5-12
ERM/CM Interface
5.2.2.2.1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interface between the ERM and CM consists of explosive bolts for stage
separation.
5.2.2.2.2 Data lnteff_ ace
The data interface between the ERM and CM will transmit information to the CM which
monitors the status of all other stages and transmit data for GNC.
5.2.2.2.3 Power Interface
The power interface between the ERM and CM will provide power for the CM from the
fuel cells in the ERM.
5.3 Subsystem Design
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5.3.1. Structural Design
A summary of the ERM structural design is included here as a service to the reader. For
those interested in the methods of the design or desire to understand the structural trade-off
that were involved in the choice of this structural configuration you are referred to section
2.1.4 and 2.2.1 in Volume II.
The geometrical description and masses are summarized below in Tables 5-4, 5-5, and 5-6.
Table 5-4: EPM Hydrogen Tank Design Parameters
!Hydrogen Tank
Hydrogen Mass
Hydrogen Volume
Hydrogen Tank Volume
Hydrogen Tank Radius
Hydrogen Tank Cap Radius
Hydrogen Tank Cap Volume
Hydrogen Tank Main Volume
Hydrogen Tank Main Height
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Tank Cap Eccentricity
Tank Cap Area
Tank Body Area
Tank Area
Hydrogen Tank Wall Thickness
Hydrogen Tank Structure Mass
Hydrogen Tank Coating Thickness
Hydrogen Tank Coating Mass
Hydrogen Tank Height
Hydrogen Tank Insulation Mass
Hydrogen Tank Mass
2723.08
38.35
40.27!
2.50
1.25 I
32.72[
7.55 I
0.381
0.87
45.75
6.04
51.79
0.0009
70.18
0.0010
393.61
2.88
559.34
463.78
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Table 5--5: ERM Oxygen Tank Design Parameters
Oxygen Tank
Oxygen Mass 14976.92
Oxygen Volume 12.18
Oxygen Tank Volume 12.79
Oxygen Tank Radius 1.82
Oxygen Tank Cap Radius 0.91
Oxygen Tank Cap Volume 12.63
Oxygen Tank Main Volume 0.16
Oxygen Tank Main Height 0.02
Oxygen Tank Cap Eccentricity 0.87
Oxygen Tank Cap Area 24.25
Oxygen Tank Body Area 0.17
Oxygen Tank Area 24.42
Oxygen Tank Wall Thickness 0.0008
Oxygen Tank Structure Mass 28.98
Oxygen Tank Coating Thickness 0.0010
Oxygen Tank Coating Mass 185.62
Oxygen Tank Height
Oxygen Tank Insulation Mass
Oxygen Tank Mass
1.84
263.77
214.59
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Table 5-.6: ERM Configuration Summary
Configuration
Stage Radius
Total Height
3
8.97
Insulation Mass 823
Casing Mass
Rocket Truss Mass
Tank Mass
Landing Legs
Structural Mass
1952
267
678
1200
4097
Engine Mass
Stage Dry Mass
Stage Wet Mass
Vehicle Wet Mass
501
5421
23121
28821
Structural Mass Fraction
Structural Fuel Fraction
18%
23.1%
5.3.2 Propulsion
5.3.2.1 Primary_ Propulsion System
The primary propulsion system of ERM stage is shown in Figure 5-13 on the following
page. It consists of three RL10A-4 engines rated at 92,518 N nominal thrust and operating
each at a 5.5:1 mixture ratio of oxidizer to fuel. The net positive suction head (NPSH)
required by the engine turbopumps is provided by pressurizing the vehicle propellant tanks
with helium gas at 272 atm. Propellants are delivered to the main engine turbopumps
through feed ducts from the vehicle propellant tanks. The feed ducts contain flex joints to
accomodate engine gimbaling and are overwrapped with a three-layer, double aluminized
Kapton radiation shield.
The primary propulsion engines run on a bipropellant combination of liquid oxigen oxidizer
and liquid hydrogen fuel. Both propellant tanks are cylindrical with semi-spherical
endcaps, and are constructed of a thin steel core overwrapped with pre-stressed graphite
composite fibers and a 20 cm layer of aluminized Kapton insulation. The oxidizer tank is
1.84 m tall and 3.64 m in diameter; the fuel tank is 2.88 m tall and 5 m in diameter.
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Pneumaticallyactuatedprevalveslocatedat thepropellantankoutletsprovideseries
redundantbackupfor theengineinlet shuttofvalves.A parallelsetof pyrovalvesand
solenoidvalvesupstreamof thepneumaticactuationcontrolsolenoidvalvesprovidestwo-
failuretoleranceagainstinadvertentopeningof theengineinlet shutoffvalves.Thepyro
valveswill befaredopenaftertheERMstageisdeployedasafedistancefrom theLBM
stage.Thesystemalsohasmanualfill anddrainvalvesto loadpropellantandpressurant
gasinto thesystem,aswell asadditionalmanualvalvesfor systemleakcheckingonboth
sidesof thepyro-isolationvalvesandregulators.Checkvalvesinsurethatthefuel and
oxidizercannevermix anywherein thesystem,exceptin theengine.Finally,pressure
transducers,filters, temperaturesensors,andline andcomponentheatersareprovidedto
ensurepropersubsystemoperation.A massdistributionof theentirepropulsionsystemis
giveninTable5-7.
Table 5-7: Mass Distribution of LBM Primary Propulsion System
COMPONENT
Empty Fuel Tank
Fuel Mass
Empty Oxidizer Tanks
Oxidizer Mass
Empty Helium Tanks
Helium Mass
Monitoring equipment
Propellant lines
Valves
Engine mass (3 RLIOA-4 engines)
TOTAL FUELED WEIGHT
MASS [kg]
463
2,707
214
14,949
35
32
20 (estimated)
26 (estimated)
39
504
18,989 k[
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Figure 5-13
ERM Primary Propulsion Syste_
5,3,2,2 Reaction Conlrol System
The reaction control system of the LBM stage consists of two redundant subsystems
configured as shown in Figure 5-14. Each subsystem consists of 8 R-4D thrusters
operating on a 1.65 mixture ratio of oxidizer to fuel and fed by two propellant tanks. The
thrusters are divided into quadruple clusters which are placed along the periphery of the
spacecraft, making a total of 16 thrusters and four propellant tanks for the complete system.
The system utilizes a bipropellant combination of nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer and
monometylhydrazine fuel. The propellants are stored in separate spherical tanks of
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identicalsize;eachtankis 1.96m in diameter.Bothtanksareconstructedof athin steel
coreoverwrappedwith prestrssedgraphitecompositefibers;nothermalinsulationmaterial
is required.Propellantsareequippedwith aTeflondiaphragmpositiveexpulsiondevice
which insureseficienttankevacuation.
A pressuranttankstoresheliumat about272atm,andaquadredundantregulator--
coupledwith aburstdiskandreliefvalve-- regulatesflow. Together,they insurea 15atm
feedpressureto thepropellanttanks,evenafteranysingleregulatorfailure. Thereare
burstdisksandpyrotechnicallyactuatedsquibvalvesto isolatepropellantsfrom theengine
(andhighpressuregasfrom thepropellantanks)until thesystemis readyfor operation.
Thissystemalsohasmanualfill anddrainvalvesto loadpropellantandpressurantgasinto
thesystem,aswell asadditionalmanualvalvesfor systemleakcheckingonbothsidesof
thepyro-isolationvalvesandregulators.Checkvalvesinsurethatthefuel andoxidizercan
nevermix anywherein thesystem,exceptin theengine.Finally,pressuretransducers,
filters, temperaturesensors,andlineandcomponentheatersareprovidedto ensureproper
subsystemoperation.A massdistributionof reactioncontrolsystemcomponentsis given
in Table5-8.
Table 5-8: Mass Distribution of the ERM Secondary Propulsion System
COMPONENT
Empty Fuel Tanks
Fuel Mass
Empty Oxidizer Tanks
Oxidizer Mass
Empty Helium Tanks
Helium Mass
Monitoring equipment
Propellant lines
Valves
Engine mass (16 R4-D engines)
TOTAL FUELED WEIGHT
MASS [kg]
42
944
42
1557
11
20
20 (estimated)
26 (estimated)
62
60
2784 k s
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5.3.3 Power atcd Thermal Control
5.3.3.1 ERM Power Supply
The ERM will be the primary power stage of the upper three stages of the Piloted Vehicle.
The power-time profile of the ERM calls for 6062 W for the first 3.1 days. Then while the
ERM is on the lunar surface for 28 days it will use about 1000 W of power. The latter part
of the profile has the ERM use 6062 W for another 3.1 days. Therefore the total power
consumption for the ERM module comes out to be approximately 6062 W for 6.2 days.
The ERM must also supply power to the LBM and the CM during much of the mission
(Note the additional power requirements in each of those sections).
The given power consumption of the ERM can be supplied by placing 306 kg of reactant
mass in the ERM reactant tanks and 33.9 kg worth of fuel cell mass in the ERM vehicle.
The reactant breaks down as 272.5 kg O2 and 34.1 kg H2, or as 0.239 m 3 of 02 and
0.480 m 3 of H2.
The ERM has a pair of spherical fuel cell reactant tanks which are separate from the
propellant storage tanks. The reactants are cryogenically stored at 690000 Pa (100 psia)
which is the minimum input pressure for the fuel cells and pumped out of the tank via a
Helium gas feed system. Storage of the above volumes of reactants requires a LOX tank
of radius 0.385 m, dry mass of 28 kg, and an LH2 tank of radius 0.490 m, dry mass of
46 kg.
5.3.3.2 ERM Thermal Control
The primary thermal control concerns on the propulsion stages are the cryogenic storage
systems, the RL-10 engines, and the stage interior. The RL-10's are regeneratively cooled
and have maximum rated bum times; therefore it is not necessary to provide an additional
thermal control system for the engines. Thermal control of the stage interior is maintained
passively through the applications of a reflective outer coating of silverized aluminum.
The cryogenic systems are thoroughly described in section 6.3.
The spherical cryogenic reactant tanks for the ERM fuel cell system are wrapped in layers
of Mylar insulation to hold a. 175% boiloff rate over 34 days. The LH2 tank receives 268
layers, while the LOX tank receives 133 layers, and the total insulation mass is 51.78
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kg.Insulationfor theERM stageis designedto allow 0.175% fuel mass boiloff over a
period of 34 days.
The radius of the hydrogen tank outer surface are set at 2.5 m for a height of 0.38 m, with
ellipsoidal endcaps of minor axis length 1.25 m. The oxygen tank is an ellipsoid of major
axis radii measuring 1.82 m and minor axis radius 0.92 m.
Two hundred and forty-six layers of aluminized mylar are required to insulate the hydrogen
tank, representing a total thickness of 17.65 cm, while the oxygen tank requires only 133
layers totalling 9.54 cm thickness. The total mass of the insulation is 526.75 kilograms.
5.3.4 Sensors in Earth Return Module
In order to minimize the components in the crew module (CM), the four star trackers and
sun sensor will be placed in the Earth Return Module (ERM). For redundancy, three star
trackers will be used, with one sun sensor to provide coarse spacecraft alignment. A more
detailed discussion of the selection process for the components is in Volume II, Chapter 5.
5.3.4.1 Location of Sensors
The four CT-601 Solid State Star Trackers must be positioned on the ERM so that star
trackers can locate the catalog stars stored in the ephemeris. The sun sensor must be
positioned so that it faces the sun. The star trackers must also be shielded from the sun, as
in the alignment shown in ???(Figure 5-x+3)???. This set up means that the spacecraft will
have to fly "upside-down" for either the trip to or return from the moon in order to keep the
star trackers pointed away from the sun. Because the spacecraft must be rolled for thermal
control, at most, only two of the star trackers will be operating at a single time. The only
additional requirement on the ERM is that an interface exist between the star trackers and
the main guidance computer in the CM, so that the star tracker updates may be used.
5,3.4.2 Radar Altimeters
There are three radar altimeters. These are placed 120" apart around the surface of the
ERM, sunk into the walls. These three measurement devices provide range data in the
vicinity of the lunar surface. Using doppler shift techniques, it is also possible to obtain
surface closing velocity. All three used together can increase accuracy, though each
individual component is designed to provide adequate accuracy in isolation.
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5.3.4.3 Antenna Beacons
There are three antenna beacons. They are placed in the guidance area of the module.
These units are connected to receiver and transmitter antennae located in the
communications area which allow the antenna beacons to send/receive signals.
5.3.5 Communications and Co_lrol System
The high gain antennas and pointing system for the piloted mission communications system
are located on the ERM due to a limited space on the CM. The high gain system will not be
used during reentry, so it will not be missed when the ERM is ejected from the CM.
Details on the communication system are described in Volume II sections 4.2.3 and 4.3.2.
5.3.6 Status
The ERM again is mainly a propulsive stage and resembles the PTLI. Here the issue of
abort is nonsensical. The ERM must be patched, glued, or wired together to withstand the
return to earth.
5.3.7 Subsystem Interfaces
i Power Interface
I Mechanical Interface
[_ Data Interface
/ \
Figure 5-15
ERM Subsystem
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5.3.7.1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interfaces consist of structural trusses which attach the tanks to outer shell.
5.3.7.2 Power Interface
The power interface supplies power from the fuel cells to propulsion subsystems, GNC
subsystems, and C3 subsystems.
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6 Crew Module
The crew members of Project Columbiad will embark upon their journey to the Moon in a
single, reusable capsule. This capsule, known as the Crew Module (CM), contains all
crew systems; command, communication, and control systems; guidance navigation and
control systems; as well as a sealed fuel cell capable of powering all onboard systems
during the last two hours of reentry and landing. The CM has a biconic design which
employs deployable wings, drogue chutes, and a parafoil to land the astronauts safely on a
runway.
The CM has fully redundant systems to support various abort modes at many points during
Project Columbiad's mission. All operations within the CM are monitored at all times by
Status with all information fully displayed to both the crew members and the ground-based
mission control. Landings, both on the Moon and the Earth, are preprogrammed with the
capability for fly-by-wire over-ride for land point selection by the crew members.
6.1 Module Budget
Weight drives the design of any space vehicle, be it inhabited or uninhabited. Reduction of
weight increases deliverable payload and decreases required propellant, structural mass,
and launch and operation costs. Unfortunately, reducing weight also means reducing the
amount of equipment carried aboard the spacecraft--creating the paradox of all spacecraft
budget analysis:
• If you increase a vehicle's weight you decrease its payload and range, but
• If you decrease it's weight you reduce its mission capabilities and duration.
The Project Columbiad Systems integration team came up with a final CM mass limit of
5600 kg, a very tight restriction which the Crew Module had stay under while including all
life support, communications, navigation, power and structural mass. In order to find an
equitable tradeoff between mass reductions and included equipment, every subsystem on-
board the vehicle followed a tight budget--bringing only what was absolutely necessary to
satisfy all mission requirements safely and reliably. Only after repeated budget iterations
was a budget found that satisfied all mission groups, from structures and propulsion to
crew systems and guidance and control.
The following iteration procedure was used in the design of the capsule:
1. Inquire mass, power, and dimensions of all components (both standard
and redundant) desired by each subsystem involved with the capsule.
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2. Obtainthetotalpowerfigure requiredandfind themassandvolumeof
thesepowerunitsfrom PTC.
3. Give this total massand volume number to Structuresto find total
structuralmass.
4. Checkif totalmass,volume,andpowerfalls within requirementssetby
SystemsEngineering.If it doesnot...
5. Look at mass,volume,andpowerfor eachgroup. Reducethis number
andassignit asthebudgetfor thatgroup. Now thesubsystemsgroupswill
startcuttingoutthingsthatarenotabsolutelynecessary.
6. Now return to number1, repeatingprocedureuntil thefinal numbers
satisfySystems'requirementsor cannotbeloweredanyfurther. If thefinal
numberscannotsatisfy Systems'requirements,therequirementsmust be
altered.
Thisprocessis evenmoreexactingfor thiscapsuledesignbecauseof theaerodynamic
requirementsimposeduponthecapsule.TheCM'sbiconicdesignmustcapableof
reenteringtheEarth'satmosphereatveryhighvelocity,andlandingonarunwaylike an
airplane.Thisbiconicshapeenforcesstrictvolumespecifications,basedon thediameters
supportedbythelaunchvehiclesandthemaximumweightthatcanbedeliveredby
propulsion.
6.1.1 Final Crew Module Budget
After many iterations, a CM structural shell with the following dimensions was selected:
• External volume of 46.2 m 3.
• Overall length of 7.84 m.
• Maximum diameter of 3.56 m.
Within this shell, the final budgets for the individual subsystems on-board the CM are
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Table 6-1: General Budget for CM
Icrew
CCC
GNC
Systems
WEIGHT VOLUME
1155.2 16.79
223.77 0.13
35 0.08
Structures
Power
Miscellaneous:
Abort Systems
Status
RCS
2275
21.6
130.8
378.04
0
429.09
2.00
0.04
0.19
2.12
0
0.7
MAX
POWER
2610
2182
175
150
N/A
N/A
0
100
100
TOTAL 4648.50 22.05 5317
5578.20Margins
N/A: Not Applicable
Heat Shield
26.46
has mass of 732kg
5848.7
The breakdown and layout of the general sections and individual subsystems are describe
sections 6.2 through 6.8 of this chapter.
¢},1,2 Budget Margins and Considerations
It is painfully obvious that all wiring, equipment racks, piping, cabinets and wasted volume
cannot be completely enumerated. Also, some of the dimensions and volume estimates of
the various components within the crew capsule are estimates from out-of-date textbooks,
NASA design projects, and industry summaries. To account for these sources of error and
to specify the size of a system which would operate in a spacecraft of this size, many of the
subsystems have estimated the mass, power, and size requirements of various components.
To compensate for these unavoidable errors, two things were done. First, all layouts have
been drawn with three dimensional views (with cutaways) using Clads Cad TM to specify
exact dimensions in metric units. Second, an error margin of +20% has been includes in
the general CM budget. This gives a total mass of the CM (without the heat shield) of 5578
kg with the 20% margin, just shy of the 5600 kg limit imposed by Systems.
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6.2 Crew Module Layout
Four drivers guided the layout of the Crew Module:
•Required volume and geometry of the habitable crew station
•Volumetric efficiency of the biconic design along its long axis
• Structural requirements for the shell and doors needed for integrity
•Geometric wing, body, and center of gravity requirements for successful
aerodynamically assisted reentry.
The main objective behind designing the layout of the CM crewstations was satisfying the
operational requirements of the various crew stations. The crew stations must be
functional, yet uncluttered. This layout and operational style was achieved by breaking
down the S/C functions into computer-aided tasks and monitorings. The use of computer
tasking enables the pilots to act as supervisory managers rather than simple manual
controllers. The on-board computer controls make S/C operation simpler and more efficient
by creating easily assimilated graphic interfaces which do not overwhelm the pilots with
excessive data and S/C complexities.
The habitable volume inside the CM was created with chair and component spacing to
allow the crew to engage in all required activities. Pilots can walk between port and
starboard seats, dress and undress, climb into hanging sleeping bags, and reach all
intrumentation and controls easily. Adequate ceiling spacing exists to allow the crew to
easily enter and leave the S/C during lunar landing with the aid of a pulley system which
conducts the suited crew members along the 15 m climb from the doors to the surface.
The CM was designed to survive the launch, injection, braking, landing and reentry loads
experienced through the mission. The adherence of the design to these structural
considerations limited the amount of weight and space that can be dedicated to other
systems within the CM. Therefore, it was important to minimize the weight and volumetric
contribution of the supporting structure to include all other systems in the S/C design and
meet the launch weight requirements. A semi-monocoque design was used as opposed to a
monocoque design for the structure, because of its greater strength to weight ratio.
Finally, the mass centroid of the CM is at the same location as the design aerodynamic
centroid for stable operation during reentry. The mass centroid calculation is provided in
Section 6.2.4.
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6.2.1 Basic Layout
The CM biconic shape is 7.84 m long and has a 3.56 m maximum diameter. The inner
layout is divided into three general sections: the nose section, the mid section, and the aft
section. These sections are shown in Figure 6-1 (a) and (b).
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Figure 6-1 (a)
CommAnd Module Layout
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23,4
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TOP VIEW 2 of 2
NOSE SECTION MID SECTION AFT SECTION
1 RCS Engines and Fuel 6 Ejection Seat and Guide Rails 10 Crew Support Systems
2 Parasail Systems 7 Escape/Egress Hatches 11 Wings and Deployment Systems
3 GNC and CCC Systems 8 Habitable Area 12 CM Reentry Power Systems
4 Instrument Panel 9 Landing Gear 13 RCS Engines and Fuel
5 Crew Support Systems LiOH System 14 Drogue Chute System
Figure 6-I (b)
Command Module Layout
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6.2.1.1 Nose Section
The main systems for guidance, navigation and control and command, control and
communications are located in the nose section. These systems are supplied with power
and thermal control facilities. Power is routed to the nose section from the main power
interface with the ERM, which includes all power for the CM journey, except for the last
two hours of Earth reentry. Data from the high-gain antennas and sun and star trackers
located on the ERM is also transmitted through a connecting data bus. Pipes leading from
the nose section convect heat away from the nose, maintaining a range of operational
temperatures for the components. The parafoil system is also located in the nose section
and is used in tandem with the drogue chutes during the descent to the Earth's surface.
Also, the Negative Pitch RCS Engines and their N204 oxidizer, Mono-methyl Hydrazine
fuel, and Helium pressurization tanks are located in the nose section.
6.2.1.2 Mid S¢¢_i0n
The Mid Section consists primarily of the habitable volume, the accessible crew support
systems, and the crew monitored control panel.
6.2.1.2.1 Habitable Volume Systems
The habitable volume sections consist of the crew living area, including two sleepers, the
four ejection seat units with guide rails, the main flight control panel, and the accessible
crew support systems needed during the transits to and from the Moon. These accessible
systems are located in the front, back, and on the base of the mid section. Also in the mid
section are the two hatches which are blown off in the case of an abort. The rear hatch also
serves as the main egress from the CM. This hatch system is discussed further in section
6.2.5.1.
6.2.1.2.2 Control Panels
Figure 6-2 shows a simplified view of the control panel. The layout of the control panel
for the CM is greatly simplified by a computer display, and a joystick and keyboard system
which provides a user-friendly approach to controlling and monitoring all the on-board
systems. There are four main control panel sections: the left panel (mission commander's
side), the right panel (the co-pilots side), the overhead panel, and the center console panel.
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1 CRT Displays
2 LCD Displays
3 Keyboard and Mouse-assisted Plotter
4 LiOH Cartridge Insert Area
5 Circuit Breakers
6 Video Cameras
Figure 6-2
Control Panel Layout
On the mission commander's side (left panel), there are two computer displays, a
keyboard, a mouse/target plotting system, and a vertical control joystick for hovering.
There are also the circuit breakers for powering the system up and down. All
communications and GNC, video displays, warning displays, crew life support systems
monitoring, heating control systems monitoring, wing deployment and retraction controls,
and the controls for detaching the drogues are accessible to the mission commander through
the mouse, keyboard and displays system provided. The computer display systems allow
the mission commander to obtain useful information and status as well as suggested
solutions to problems through a menu system.
The pilot's side (right panel) is identical to the mission commander's panel, allowing for all
mission commander's responsibilities to be completed by the pilot at any time. This
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redundancyinsuresthatno lossof controloccursdueto therestof thecrewbeing
inaccessibleto themaincontrolsandcommunicationsystemsof theS/C.
On theoverheadpaneltherearethelightingcontrols,theonboardcomputersystem
instrumentsandthefuelpurgecontrols.
Thecontrolpaneloperationsareexplainedin detailin section6.2.8.
6.2.1.2.3 Equipment Cabinets and Storage
Equipment cabinets provide space, power connections, and cooling to all on-board
instruments and equipment on the CM. The cabinets also provide protection for the
equipment against g-shocks and other severe loads. This is done by the use of rubber
dampers at the connection points of the S/C to the cabinet.
Storage lockers similar to those used on the STS Orbiter are located in the rear of the mid
section, and provide storage for the crew support systems needed for the lunar mission.
These systems include the IVA suits, needed tools, equipment, food, utensils, and
apparatus. The storage lockers are equipped with restraints as well as door latches needed
to prevent the stored materials from forcing themselves out of the locker during CM
maneuvers.
6.2.1.3 Aft Section
In the aft section there are the main crew support systems for the CM, the positive pitch,
left and right yaw, left and right roll RCS Engines and fuel tanks, the drogue chute system,
the on-board power system needed for the CM during reentry, the deployable wing
systems. The rest of the power systems needed for the CM during the lunar mission are
located in the ERM. Detailed layout of this section is located in section 6.2.2. of this
volume.
6.2.2 Subsystem, Layout
Each subsystem is layed out based on intra-system interfaces required by each subsystem.
In addition these designs must efficiently fill all volume constrains, allowing adequate
spacing for wiring, thermal piping, and securement to the CM. The added layout constraint
of placing components in easily accessable locations has been imposed on all components
which require crew maintainance and direct monitoring.
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6.2.2.1 Crew Support Systems Layout in the CM
The crew systems components required the most ergonomic placement, due to their
continuous interaction with life onboard the CM. Also, the atmosphere and thermal control
systems must have open ports along the walls of the main cabin order to process the CM
atmosphere. Crew Capsules has made other considerations in Crew Systems layout
design to improve living conditions, roa__king it easier to for the astronauts to perform all
mission duties effectively. Such considerations include:
•Placing the hygiene station along side of the commode and near the biomedical/
first aid station.
•Placing the blowers of the thermal and atmospheric control systems behind the
astonauts but far above the commode.
•Placing the lithium hydroxide spare cartridge door below the control panel,
between the front two crew members.
•Placing hooks for the 1VA helmets above the astronauts, and hooks for the IVA
suites in the rear corridor of the main section.
•Providing easily accessible storage cabinets for all supplies, emergency equipment
and scientific equipment.
Placing the hygiene station near the commode and biomedical station improves overall
capsule hygiene and reduces proliferation of bacteria and odors. The location of the
blowers creates circulation patterns which reduce spread of odors during use of the
commode, and creates a gentle breeze which alleviates some symptoms of space sickness.
Also, the sliding door operation of the commode increase habitable volume. The easily
accessable location of the LiOH cartridges allows the mission commander or pilot to change
the cartridges, when notified by the compuer on the control panel, without leaving their
station. The IVA helmet hooks allow the astronauts to remove their IVA helmets for
increased visibility and comfort, but keeps the helmets quickly accessable in case of
emergency. The IVA suit hooks provide a place for the suits during sleeping and commode
use. The cabinets provide easily accessable food, clothing, and shoe storage, as well as
quit access to emergency safety balls and the IVA backpacks.
These features are demonstrated in the multi-layered, cross-sectional views of the Crew
Systems layout in Figure 6-3 (a) through (g).
i
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BOTI'OM LEVEL TOP VIEW 1 of 7
1 Humidity Control 8 Commode 15 Toiletries
2 Thermal Control System 9 Hygiene Station 16 Tools and Cleaning Equipment
3 Mass Spectrometer 10 Water Tank 17 Extra Shoes and Clothing
4 Two Gas Bread-board Control I1 Nitrogen Tank 18 Over-garments
5 Lithium Hydroxide System 12 Oxygen Tank 19 Rescue Ball
6 Biomedical Station 13 IVA Backpacks 20 Sleeper
7 Water Pump 14 Food 21 Fires Suppression and Detection
Figure 6-3 (a)
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MIDDLE LEVEL TOP VIEW 2 of 7
1 Humidity Control 8 Commode
2 Thermal Control System 9 Hygiene Station
3 Mass Spectrometer I0 Water Tank
4 Two Gas Bread-board Control 11 Nitrogen Tank
5 Lithium Hydroxide System 12 Oxygen Tank
6 Biomedical Station 13 IVA Backpacks
7 Water Pump 14 Food
15 Toiletries
16 Tools and Cleaning Equipment
17 Extra Shoes and Clothing
18 Over-garments
19 Rescue Ball
20 Sleeper
21 Fires Suppression and Detection
a-a (b)
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C10 11 10 19 3
TOP LEVEL TOP VIEW 3 of 7
1 Humidity Control 8 Commode
2 Thermal Control System 9 Hygiene Station
3 Mass Spectrometer 10 Water Tank
4 Two Gas Bread-board Control 11 Nitrogen Tank
5 Lithium Hydroxide System 12 Oxygen Tank
6 Biomedical Station 13 IVA Backpacks
7 Water Pump 14 Food
15 Toiletries
16 Tools and Cleaning Equipment
17 Extra Shoes and Clothing
18 Over-garments
19 Rescue Ball
20 Sleeper
21 Fires Suppression and Detection
Hgu_ 6-3 (c)
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REAR PANEL SECTION D-D
2 3 19
J
4 13 15 17 8 18 9 16
4
REAR PANEL VIEW 4 of 7
1 Humidity Control
2 Thermal Control System
3 Mass Spectrometer
4 Two Gas Bread-board Control
5 Lithium Hydroxide System
6 Biomedical Station
7 Water Pump
8 Commode
9 Hygiene Station
10 Water Tank
11 Nitrogen Tank
12 Oxygen Tank
13 IVA Backpacks
14 Food
15 Toiletries
16 Tools and Cleaning Equipment
17 Extra Shoes and Clothing
18 Over-garments
19 Rescue Ball
20 Sleeper
21 Fires Suppression and Detection
l gure (d)
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REAR SECTIQN E-E
12 11
PEA}{ VIEW 5 of 7
1 Humidity Control
2 Thermal Control System
3 Mass Spectrometer
4 Two Gas Bread-board Control
5 Lithium Hydroxide System
6 Biomedical Station
7 Water Pump
8 Commode
9 Hygiene Station
I0 Water Tank
11 Nitrogen Tank
12 Oxygen Tank
13 IVA Backpacks
14 Food
15 Toiletries
16 Tools and Cleaning Equipment
17 Extra Shoes and Clothing
18 Over-garments
19 Rescue Ball
20 Sleeper
21 Fires Suppression and Detection
Figure 6-3 (e)
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RIGHT SIDE VIEW 6 of 7
1 Humidity Control 8 Commode
2 Thermal Control System 9 Hygiene Station
3 Mass Spectrometer 10 Water Tank
4 Two Gas Bread-board Control 11 Nitrogen Tank
5 Lithium Hydroxide System 12 Oxygen Tank
6 Biomedical Station 13 IVA Backpacks
7 Water Pump 14 Food
15 Toiletries
16 Tools and Cleaning Equipment
17 Extra Shoes and Clothing
18 Over-garments
19 Rescue Ball
20 Sleeper
21 Fires Suppression and Detection
l gure 6.3 (f)
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LEFT SIDE VIEW 7 of 7
1 Humidity Control 8 Commode 15 Toiletries
2 Thermal Control System 9 Hygiene Station 16 Tools and Cleaning Equipment
3 Mass Spectrometer 10 Water Tank 17 Extra Shoes and Clothing
4 Two Gas Bread-board Control 11 Nitrogen Tank 18 Over-garments
5 Lithium Hydroxide System 12 Oxygen Tank 19 Rescue Ball
6 Biomedical Station 13 IVA Backpacks 20 Sleeper
7 Water Pump 14 Food 21 Fires Suppression and Detection
Figure 6-3 (g)
Crew Systems Layout in CM
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Placementof theoxygen,nitrogen,andwatertanksalongwith othercrewsystems
componentsprovidesacrewsystems'centerof gravity which helpsachieveanoverall
centerof gravitywhichsatisfiesaerodynamicstructuralrestraints.
6.2.2.2 C3 Systems and GNC Systems Layout in the CM
As shown below, the components for GNC and C3 are located in the nose section of the
CM, flush with the edge of the control panel:
GNC/CCC
Main Section
Cameras
RL_IZ_R2K__/_
Figure 6-4
Location of Main GNC/CCC Systems
This allows the C3/GNC components to be easilty interfaced with the pilot control panel.
These components are linked with the low-gain antennas and cameras mounted externally
on the CM, and linked through the data bus, to the C3/GNC equipment onboard the ERM.
Intra-systems interfaces are described in sections 6.4 and 6.5 of this chapter. A layout of
these components which satisfies the intra-system interface requirements is shown in
Figure 6-5.
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Side
y
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I
, t
III
1 Transmitter (2)
2 Odetics Tape OHSR
3 Fairchild Solid State
4 Receiver (2)
5 Universal Demodulator (3)
6 High Data Rate MODEM (3)
7 HP GaAs Computer (3)
8 Inertial Navigation System
9 Global Position Sensor (2)
4 5 6 7 8 9
I
Rear
Figure 6-5
Layout for C3/GNC Components
Additional GNC equipment, including keyboards, liquid crystal displays, cathode ray
tubes, and joysticks are located on the control panel.
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6.2.2.3 Reaction Control Systems Layout in the CM
Figure 6-6 (a) through (f) shows the component placement of the RD-4 RCS engines. The
CM design requires 8 of the 12 RCS engines shown, and 400kg of fuel is prvided for
corrections during the descent. The RCS system displayed provides for positive and
negative pitch, right and left yaw, and right and left roll corrections in the CM trajectory
during its reentry into the Earth's atmosphere. The pitch correction engines are shown but
are not part of the needed design. The biconic shape has been determined to be pitch stable
during reentry. The RCS engines are linked to the data bus network on the CM and operate
autonomously to keep the CM yaw, pitch and roll stable during the descent.
3 4
+ Pitch
_+ Yaw
+ Roll (clockwise)
/
m
J
2
/ ,\\
I
12 11 10 9 8 7 6
FRQNT VIEW 1 of 6
1 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
2 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
3 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
4 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
5 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
6 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
7 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
8 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
9 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
10 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
11 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
12 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
Figure 6-6 (a)
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RIGHT SIDE VIEW 2 of 6
1 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
2 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
3 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
4 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
5 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
6 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
7 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
8 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
9 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
10 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
I I Negative Pitch RCS Engine
12 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
_g'u_ 6-6 (b)
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)
46 5 3,9 1 2, 12
TOP VIEW 3 of 6
1 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
2 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
3 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
4 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
5 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
6 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
7 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
8 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
9 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
10 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
I I Negative Pitch RCS Engine
12 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
Figure 6-6 (e)
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+ Pitch
+ Yaw
+ Roll (clockwise)
12
I
11 10 8 7 6
FRONT EXTERIOR VIEW 5 of 6
1 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
2 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
3 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
4 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
5 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
6 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
7 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
8 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
9 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
10 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
11 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
12 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
Figu_ 6.6 (d)
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RIGHT SIDE EXTERIOR VIEW 5 of 6
1 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
2 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
3 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
4 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
5 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
6 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
7 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
8 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
9 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
10 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
11 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
12 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
Figure 6-6 (e)
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TOP EXTERIOR VIEW 6 of 6
1 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
2 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
3 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
4 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
5 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
6 Counterclockwise Roll RCS Engine
7 Negative Yaw RCS Engine
8 Positive Pitch RCS Engine
9 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
10 Positive Yaw RCS Engine
11 Negative Pitch RCS Engine
12 Clockwise Roll RCS Engine
Figure 6-6 (f)
RC_ Engine Locations on the Crew Module
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6,2,3 Interfaces with the Crew Module
The modules that the CM interfaces with are the ERM (Earth Return Module) and the
Biocan.
6.2.3.1 ERM Interface with the Crew Module
There are three ways in which the CM interfaces with the ERM: 1) through the power and
support systems, 2) through the data bus systems for sensing, controlling, transmitting,
and recieving to the Earth and the other modules, and 3) through the physical connection
between the two modules which exists until right before the CM prepares to reenter into the
Earth's atmosphere. Figure 6-7 shows the CM/ERM interface.
6.2.3.1.1 Crew Support and Power Systems
The CM and the ERM remain attached for the entirety of the lunar mission. They separate
right before the CM reenters to land while the ERM burns up on its own reentry. Since they
remained attached for all this time, it is beneficial to divert some of the CM's support
systems to the ERM without complicating either of the designs. The current design of the
ERM includes additional space for 2000 kg of payload. This will be used for delivering
additional crew support systems (mostly consumables) needed during the stay on the
Moon. Designing the ERM to store these consumables needed while on the Moon for the
first mission allows for its design to be used to deliver those consumables needed for the
next return mission to the lunar habitat. This approach is easier and costs less than leaving
these systems on the Biocan launch and having to design an extra module to deliver this
needed payload for the next mission, thereby improving the expandability of the project
overall.
These specific support systems can be stored in the ERM: water, oxygen, nitrogen, food,
clothing, tools and scientific experiments and equipment.
The current design has most of the power systems for the CM located in the ERM.
Removing these power systems from the CM make it less self sustaining, but removing
these systems also reduces the overall reentry weight.
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Power Connection /
Crew Module
ERM
RIGHT SIDE VIEW
Figure 6-7
Diagram of the CM/ERM Interface
, i
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6.2.3.1.2 Data Bus Connection
Along with the crew support and power system interfaces that can exist between the CM
and the ERM, there exist the necessary sensing and controlling connections to the systems
from the TLI (Trans-lunar Injection) stage, the LBM (Lunar Braking Module) stage, and
the ERM stage to the CM. These connections allow the crew to conduct a self-check on all
of the systems on the different modules and correct any problems that they can.
All sensors, actuators, engines and other components are linked to the main data bus. The
main flight control panel is also linked to the data bus, and allows for the crew to perform a
system override or mission abort if neeeded.
6.2.3.2 Habitat Interface with the Crew M_;l_le
Although the crew will live in a habitat throughout the 28 day lunar stay, the CM must be
kept idle and maintainanced often in order to assure that the lunar stay may be aborted at
any time.
6.2.3.2.1 Servicine. the Crew Module
v
The habitat could have been designed to store support systems that the for CM that the crew
would use for the return mission. These support systems (such as consumables for crew
and power for the instruments) could have been secured in the habitat and brought over into
the CM when needed. The advantage of having the CM depend on the Biocan for support
sytems for the transit back to Earth is that launched weight of the CM is less, making it
easier to meet the 6000 kg payload to lunar surface requirement, but the disadvantage is that
in the case of an abort via to the lunar surface, these needed support systems for the crew to
return to earth will never be obtained from the habitat. That would endanger the feasibility
of an important abort mode, so the interfacing of power an d consumables for the return
flight between the CM and habitat will not be implemented in the design of this lunar
mission.
The only possible things that can be stored on the Biocan without endangering the mission
are those systems that the crew will specifically use while on the lunar surface that cannot
be readily stored in the ERM, such as the crew members' hardsuits for the stay on the
surface. If these systems become unattainable due to a failure of operation of the habitat,
then the crew still has the ability to make it back to the earth safely.
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6.2.4 Centriod Calculations _for the CM
As mentioned, one of the key drivers in designing the CM layout was obtaining a mass
centroid which would satisfy the aerodynamic requirements for a successful landing.
Throughout the entire stage of designing the layout of the each subsystem and their
respective components, the mass centroid of the CM and the individual subsystems was
continuously updated. If a current layout did not meet the centroid requirements, as well as
all other layout design requirements, it was eliminated and the design iteration process
continued.
6.2.4.1 Mass Centroid Requirements
The analysis of lift coefficients of the biconic CM revealed that the mass centroid should lie
along the longest axis of the spacecraft, approximately 1/2 of a chord length past the
leading edge of the deployable wings. For the CM shell of the selected geometry this
would place the mass centroid at approximately 3 meters away from the back of the
spacecraft. It was enforced that this centroid requirement was a minimum value needed in
order for the wings to function as designed; although it was also stressed that the centroid
could not be too far from the wings' leading edges or else the spacecraft would descend at
too steep of an angle. Therefore, a centroid design goal (along the long axis of the CM, or
the x direction) of 3.0 to 3.5 meters away from the back of the CM was established.
Original centroid goals of the other two axes of the CM were 0 m away from the centerline
of the spacecraft. However, the roll stability of the CM during initial reentry, before the
wings were deployed, was a concern. If dynamic instability caused the CM to roll over,
exposing its unprotected top to the searing heat of reentry, the craft would "burn up." To
account for this possibility, an attempt was made to design the overall layout so that the
centroid along the bottom to top center line axis (the z-direction) of the CM would be
slightly negative. In this case, the CM would act as a pendulum: it the craft rolled a few
degrees a moment would be created in the opposite direction, returning the CM to its
original orientation. It was decided that the centroid in the z-axis could not be positive
because the CM would act as an inverted pendulum, naturally inclined to turn over after a
small displacement. It was also decided that the CM centroid along the starboard to port
axis (the y-direction) should also be zero, so not as to induce any natural inclinations to
freely roll, before the wings were deployed.
i
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6.2.4.2 Method of Mass Centoid Determination
The first step in determining the mass centroid was to define an orthogonal set of axes
based at an origin point on the body. The axis directions were defined as:
•X-Direction: along the longest center-line of the CM, with positive direction
running from aft to fore.
•Y-Direction: along the starboard to port center-line of the CM, with positive
direction running for starboard to port.
•Z-Direction: along the bottom to top center-line of the CM, with positive direction
runnnig upward.
The origin of the CM was defined as the point in the center of the maximum diameter
(where the CM interfaces with the ERM) at the intersection point of the diameter. The
origin point was set on the back inner wall of the CM.
The second step was representing all of the subsystems and their components as point
bodies. This was done by representing each component as a rectangle, cube, sphere, or
prism of approximate shape and dimensions or approximate volume, whichever was
available. Each or these shapes were fitted into the inner volume of the CM, based on
where each part was supposed to be located in order to interface with other parts and the
crew members, as well as satisfying the volume and centroid limitations. In section 6.2.2
of this chapter, diagrams showing the placement of components for Crew Systems;
Guidance, Navigation, and Control; and Command, Control, and Communications were
displayed. Figure 6-8 shows an exact diagram, depicting the location of all components
within the CM (with the exception of the control panel and the main CCC/GNC bay).
These compnents were exactly fitted into the inner volume of the CM using the Clads
computer-aided-drafting program. Clads CAD TM is able to give the center coordinates of
each depicted shape of exact dimensions. These coordinates were then used to represent
the point mass representation of each component. This same procedure was used for
enlarged drawings of the main CCC/GNC bay and the control panel.
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/Figure 6-8 (a)
Right Side and Top Cut-away Views of CM
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Figure _8 (b)
Panel Views of the Components within the CM
Note: Claris CAD representation of components within the CM. X-axis lies
along longest center-line of the CM; Y-axis along the starboard to port
center-line; Z-axis from the bottom to top center line. Orign lies at center of
maximum diameter on inner wall. All dimension and object centers
recorded by Claris CAD. Centroid is marked on Top and Right Side views.
For control panel and CCC/GNC components, please see figures 6-2 and 6-4.
Coordinates of centroid location is (x,y,z) = (3.14, 0.00, -0.02) meters.
The above representations are used to demonstrate that all components fit within the volume
constraint.
6.2.4.3 Mass Centoid Results
i - -
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In order to represent the centroids of the capsule, the CM was first divided up by sub-
system. Below are tables representing the centroid calculations of the Crew Systems,
GNC/CCC, Control Panel, and RCS subsystem components.
Table 6-2 (a): Crew Systems Centroid of Mass
I
Component/Sub-system
Main Cabin
Sleeper 1
Sleeper 2
Fire Suppression and
Detection
Lighting
A_r_ Top Section (_,)
Humidity Control
Thermal Control
Water 1
Water 2
Mass Spectrometer
2-Gas Breadboard Control
Biomed Equipment
Nitrogen 1
Nitrogen 2
Nitrogen 3
water pump
Commode
Oxygen 1
Oxygen 2
Oxygen 3
Hygiene Station
Ssc_io_ (B)
Mass
(kg)
16
16
25
4
55
70
60.17
60.17
18.2
22.7
22.98
42.25
42.25
42.25
10
46
35.3067
35.3067
35.3067
20
Vol(m^3
)
0.6
0.6
0.05
0.01
0.255
0.65
0.06
0.06
0.25
0.2
0.08
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.008
0.24
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.03
X
4.55
4.55
4.3
4.3
2.378
2.375
0.76
0.76
2.378
2.67
2.73
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.24
2.625
0.91
0.91
1.77
2.73
Position
Y
0.7
-0.7
0
0
-0.5
0
0.8
-0.8
0.5
0
0.56
0
0.82
-0.82
-0.5
0
0.5
-0.5
0
0.585
(m)
Z
-0.24
-0.24
0
0
0.745
0.53
0.87
0.87
0.745
0.04
0.18
0.54
0.54
0.54
1.04
-0.66
-0.72
-0.72
-0.72
-0.24
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S_orags
backpacks
Food
Toiletries
Tools, cleaning equipment
shoes & clothing
Over-garments
Rescue-ball
Fore Section (C)
LiOH (Main)
TOTALS
32
22
3
29.5
22.4
45.4
2
20
855.19
0.3
0,2
0.03
0.11
0.2
0.13
0,128
0.2
6.79
2.67
3,255
2,36
2.67
2,63
2.36
2.78
6.165
-0.82
0
-0.68
1
-0.7
0.68
0
-0.3
-0.01
-1,15
-0.66
-0.04
-0.66
-0.66
1.22
-0.57
I Cx is Cy is Czis I2.16 0.01 0.09
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Table 6-2 (b) : GNC/CCC Main Bay Centroid of Mass
Component/Sub-system
HP GaAs Computer 1
HP GaAs Computer 2
HP GaAs Computer 3
Odetics Tape OHSR
Fairchild Solid State
Universal Demodulator 1
Universal Demodulator 2
Universal Demodulator 3
High Data Rate Modem 1
High Data Rate Modem 2
High Data Rate Modem 3
Transmitter 1
Transmitter 2
Receiver 1
Receiver 2
INS
GPS 1
GPS 2
TOTALS
Mass (kg)
25
25
25
45.4
6.17
20.4
20.4
20.4
10
10
10
1
1
1
1
10
10
10
251.77
Volume
(m^31
0.00303
0.00303
0.00303
0.0708
0.00684
0.00068826
0.00068826 I
0.00068826!
0.00068826;
0.00068826
0.00068826
0.004
0.004
0.004 I
0.004
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.14
X
6.1735
6.1735
6.1735
6.35
6.35
6.1581
6.1581
6.1581
6.1581
6.1581
6.1581
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.18
6.18
6.18
Position (m)
Y Z
0 0.15
-0.22 0.15!
0.22 0.15
0 0.23
0 0.441
0 0.2965
-0.22! 0.2965
0.22 0.2965
0 0.2954
-0.22 0.2954
0.22 0.29541
-0.58 0.47
0.58 0.47
-0.38! 0.47
0.38 0.47
0 0.46
0.53 0.22
-0.53 0.22
I Cx is: Cy is: Czis: I
6.20 m 0.00 m 0.25 m
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Table 6-2 (c) : RCS Mass Centroid
II
Component/Sub-system
RD-4 #1
RD-4 #2
RD-4 #3
RD-4 #4
RD-4 #5
RD-4 #6
RD-4 #7
RD-4 #8
TOTALS
Mass (kg)
3.63
3.63
3.63
3.63
3.63
3.63
3.63
3.63
29.04
Volume
Im^31
0.0475
0.0475
0.0475
0.0475
0.0475
0.0475
0.0475
0.0475
0.33
X
7.025
7.025
0.45
0.45
1.52
1.52
1.52
1.52
Position (m)
Y Z
0.5 -0.05
-0.05 -0.05
1.36 0.15
-1.36 0.15
1.3 0.55
-1.3 -0.55
1.3 O.55
-1.3 -0.55
I Cx is: Cy is: Czis: I
2.63 m 0.00 m 0.03 m
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Table 6-2 (d) : Control Panel Mass Centroid
Instrument
Joystick 1
Joystick 2
CRT1
CRT2
LCD1
LCD2
Keyboard 1
Keyboard 2
Camera 1
Camera 2
Camera 3
Camera 4
TOTALS
Mass (kg) Volume
(m^3}
1 0.003
1 0.003
1 0 0.0553
1 0 0.0553
3 0.00277
3 0.00277
3 0.00629
3 0.00629
4 0.002
4 0.002
4 0.002
4 0.002
50 0.14
Position
X Y
5.07 0.74
5.07 -0.74
6.285 0.62
6.285 -0.62
5.95 1.3
5.95 -1.3
5.849 1.3
5.849 -1.3
4.9 0.4
4.9 -0.4
8.7 0.2
8.7 -0.2 !
(m)
Z
-0.68
-0.68
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
-0.1
-0.1
-0.218
-0.218
1.05
1.05
Cx is: Cy is: Cz is: [6.31 0 0.25
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Table 6-2 (e) : Overal CM Centroid of Mass
Component/Sub-system Mass (kg) Volume X
(m"3 I
Mission Commander 75 2.5 4.9
Pilot 75 2.5 4.9
Mission Specialist 1 75 2.5 3.62
Mission Specialist 2 75 2.5 3.62
Ejection Seat 1 94.51 0.53 4.9 I
Ejection Seat 2 94.51 0.53 4.9
Ejection Seat 3 94.51 0.53 3.62
Ejection Seat 4 94.51 0.53 3.62
Crew Systems 855.19 6.79 2.16
CCC/GNC Main Section 251.77 0.14 6.2
Instrument Panel 50 0.14 6.31
Structural Shell 1 800 n/a 2.9
Heat Shield 732 n/a 3.24
Wing (Starboard) 1 60 0.7 1.1
Wing (port) 160 0.7 1.1
Landing Gear 1 4 5 0.11 4.62
Landing Gear 2 5 5 0.11 1.52
Landing Gear 3 5 5 0.11 1.52
Drogue Chutes 20.41187 0.19 0.26
Parafoil 45.8 0.57 6.2
O/F/Pressurization Aft 200 ? ? 0.4
O/F/Pressurization Fore 200 ? ? 7.24
RCS Engines 29.09 0.33 2.63
Power Systems 21.6 0.0414 0.15
TOTALS 5358.902 22.05
Position
Y Z
0.74 -0.1 8
-0.74 -0.18 ]
0.74 -0.1 8
-0.74 -0.18
0.74 -0.68
0.74 -0.68
-0.74 -0.68i
-0.74 -0.68
0.01 0.09
0 0.25
0 0.25
0 0.23
0 -0.64
-0.54 0
0.54 0
0.3 -1.08
-0.3 -1.12
0 -1.12
0 0.66
0 0.4
0 1.4
0 0
0 0.03
0 -1.41
I Cxis: Cyis: Czis: I
3.14 0 -0.02
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The resulting mass centroid of the CM total layout, (Cx,Cy,Cz) = (3.14 m, 0 m, -0.02 m),
satisfies all mass properties requirements.
6.2.5 Abort System Design and Implementation
An ejection seat system was chosen as the method of launch escape for the Project
Columbiad crew capsule. Ejection seats were chosen over a launch escape tower system
because of easier capsule integration in the biconic design, lower cost, lower weight,
proven reliability, reduced developmental risk, reusability, maintainability, and post-reentry
escape availability.
The CM will require the implementation of four Mk-14 NACES ejection seats. These
ejection seat units include the parachute, guide rails for a stable exiting of the CM,
deployable pitot tubes to determine the ejection parameters, a survival kit located under the
seat, a flotation device, drogue chutes for stability after the seat leaves the guide rails, and
restraints for the crew members' legs and arms to avoid injury. The unit is autonomously
controlled after ejection, has some crew support systems such as oxygen, flares, and high
visibility communication systems. The seats will be attached to the base of the CM, and
seats and rails will be oriented such that the units do not run the risk of colliding after
ejection. The crew members will wear IVA (Inter Vehicular Activity) suits while they are
strapped in to their seats. These suits can withstand depressurization as well as provide
anti-G protection for the crew member. In the case of an abort before the launch vehicle
reaches an altitude of 36 km, all four ejection seat units can be activated from both the
Mission Commander's seat and Ground Control.
The Mk-14 ejection seat units have many advantages. The ejection seat units weight more
than a regular g-couch unit would, but they provide an abort mode option for reentry as
well as launch. This extra option greatly improves the chances of the crew's survival for
the mission. The cost of development integrating the Mk-14 ejection seats into the CM is
significantly less than the amount of funding needed to develop a launch escape tower, and
the units are fairly self-sustaining and are a proven successful technology.
The disadvantage in using the ejection seats is that there is a brief window in the mission
profile while the SRB's (Solid Rocket Boosters) are burning and there is no scheduled
abort mode - the CM has passed the 36 km altitude limit on the operation of the ejection
seats and the ERM module cannot provide enough thrust to push away from the SRB stack
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until theboostersstopburning.Designingto makethiswindowshorterwill improvethe
survivabilityof thecrewduringthisperiod.
6.2.5.1. Crew E_iection Seat Subsystem Description
The ejection system chosen for Project Columbiad is the Martin-Baker Mk-14 Navy
Aircrew Common Ejection Seat (NACES) Update II version (see Figure 3-10). This state-
of-the-art escape system is currently installed in the F/A-18 Hornet, F-14D Tomcat, and T-
45 Goshawk airframes. A major feature of this seat is the incorporation of a
microprocessor-based electronic sequencing system. The seat is qualified for operation
between 0 and 308 m/s equivalent airspeed (0 to 600 KEAS) and all altitudes under 36 km
(120,000 ft) with the incorporation of a full-pressure suit as standard flight equipment. A
single Mk-14 seat weighs 87 kg and displaces a volume of 135 x 51 x 77 cm (0.53 m3).
The Mk-14 Update I seat is currently in full production, and the Update II version is
expected to enter production within the next 2-3 years; available estimates indicate that a
complete escape system can be purchased and installed for a cost on the order of $500,000.
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Figure 6-9
Mk-14 NACES Update H Ejection Seat
The Mk-14 NACES ejection seat provides improved performance over other ejection seat
designs by incorporating several new and innovative design features. A quick-acting
ribbon drogue is deployed as the seat leaves the guide rails to stabilize the seat in the pitch
and yaw axes. Deployable pitot heads are ballistically deployed outboard following
spacecraft egress. These devices sense the ejection conditions to enable the sequencer to
determine the ejection parameters. A microprocessor controlled electronic sequencer
matches pitot information with the preprogrammed tables and selects the appropriate mode
of operation to suit the ejection conditions. Additionally, the seat electronic sequencer
operation is enhanced by interconnection with the spacecraft databus, allowing electronic
decision-making and mode selection to begin prior to pitot deployment. All post-ejection
functions are electrically commanded by the sequencer which is powered by redundant
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long-lasting thermal batteries. The main-canopydeploymentdrogue and personnel
parachutearedeployedby a small tractor-rocketextractionsystemwhich deploys the
canopyin a reefedconditionprior to mainopening. This systemin particular (i.e., the
chutedeployment system)offers an improvedpad ejection capability for the Project
Columbiadastronauts.
Passivearm andleg restraintsareincorporatedinto the Mk-14 Update II seat to prevent
limb flailing and injuries at high speed. The crewmember services (anti-G, oxygen, air
ventilation and communications) are routed via a single action disconnect block for
seat/crewmember separation upon ejection. The single-point parachute harness and
parachute are integral with the seat, obviating the need for a separate harness to be carded
on the astronaut's pressure suit. Main canopy disconnect, survival kit deployment, and
liferaft inflation are automatically initiated using the Seawater Activated Release System
(SEAWARS) should the astronaut experience an ocean landing. A weight/item breakdown
for individually-carried and seat-mounted survival kit items is included in Table 6-3. Given
these preliminary estimates, the following survival equipment budgets are recommended:
1.5 kg/person for pressure suit-mounted survival equipment; 2.2 kg/person for liferaft-
related gear; 4.0 kg/person for seat-mounted survival equipment. Pressure suit-mounted
survival equipment is designed to ensure a minimum of 6 hrs. survival time, while the
liferaft and seat-mounted gear extends survival time in excess of 24 hours. Previous
NASA studies have indicated that 24 hours is the maximum response time which Air
Force/Navy Search and Rescue forces feel is necessary to locate downed crewmembers in
the event of a contingency abort. In addition, all survival equipment meets current NASA
requirements for emergency spacecraft ditching along projected launch ground tracks
(worst case environment: water temp. = 4.4°C, air temp. = 5.6°C, 1 foot waves (chop),
and constant spray).
The Mk-14 ejection seat is modular in construction and easy to maintain. Depot-level
maintenance for the NACES system is required only on a 3-year + basis.
The ejection sequence is initiated following a determination that a hazardous situation
exists. Initiation is either commanded via electronic signal from the Range Safety Officer
or by manual activation by the Mission Commander or other crewmember (a decision by
the Mission Commander to eject will eject all other crewmembers automatically). The seat-
mounted center pull handle fires redundant ejection initiator cartridges which activate the
mechanical and electrical ejection mechanisms. Further ejection operations, including
i i i i '1
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rocket motor firing, attitude adjustment, drogue deployment, seat/crewmember separation,
main canopy deployment, and recovery are automatic.
Table 6-3: Survival Kit Equipment Budget
Pressure Suit Mounted
Strobe Light - SDU-5/E
Pen Gun Flare Set
Day/Night Flare - Mk- 13/Mk- 124
Signal Mirror
Drinking Water - (2) 4 oz.
Leatherman Tool (modified)
Medical Kit (bandage, anti-bacterial agent, sunblock)
Whistle
Chemlites (2) - 1 ultrahigh intensity
0.21 kg
0.20 kg
0.19 kg
0.05 kg
0.34 kg
0.14 kg
0.20 kg
0.03 kg
0.10 kg
1.46 kg
Seat Mounted
Navy LRU-18/U Liferaft with NASA Spray Shield 2.10 kg
2.10 kg
Seat Mounted Survival Kit
Emergency Locater Transponder - URT-33
Day/Night Flare - Mk-13/Mk-124
Radar Reflector - Balloon Type
Signal Panel/Survival Blanket
Dye Marker (2)
Chemlites (2) - 12 hr type
Drinking Water - (5) 4 oz.
Reflective Strip - (2) for Raft
First Aid Kit - General Purpose SRU-31/P (modified)
Water Storage Bag - Sealable 5 qt. capacity
Water Purification Tablets
Hood & Mittens
Extra Batteries - (1) for each device
Magnesium Fire Starter
Sun Block - Odorless
Raft Repair Kit
Compass - Improved SILVA 27 Type
Sunglasses
Head Netting
Saw - Wire Type
Bailing Sponge
Cord - (50 ft) 500 lb Test
Tropical Ration Bar (2)
0.34 kg
0.19 kg
0.08 kg
0.11 kg
0.20 kg
0.10 kg
0.85 kg
0.05 kg
0.45 kg
0.23 kg
0.03 kg
0.28 kg
0.12 kg
0.08 kg
0.06 kg
0.20 kg
0.08 kg
0.11 kg
0.03 kg
0.06 kg
0.05 kg
0.10 kg
0.15 kg
3.95 kg
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6.2.5.2 Escape Hatch Design
To incorporate an ejection seat abort system into the CM design, escape hatches using
explosive bolts to separate themselves from the module are needed. The CM also needs a
egress hatch for the crew to enter the vehicle as well as exit onto the lunar surface. The
design of these escape hatches and the egress can be combined into one system for the CM
design. It can also be considered as two separate systems.
The two design options that were investigated for a combined egress/escape system are 1) a
single hatch design and 2) a two hatch design. In the single hatch design, the one hatch
serves as the egress and the escape hatch, and all four crew members eject out of the one
hatch. In the two hatch design, one of the hatches serves as an escape hatch and the main
egress, and two crew members eject out of each hatch. There was only one design option
using a separate egress and escape system. This is the "hatch within a hatch" design. This
uses a single hatch as an egress, which is contained within a large panel of the CM shell.
This large panel can be blown off during an ejection seat abort, and all four crew members
eject out of the one hatch.
The two hatch design was chosen to be implemented into the CM design along with the
ejection seat units. It is shown in Figure 6-10 (a) through (d). The two hatch design does
not endanger the structural integrity of the ship as the larger hatches of the other designs
would. It also does not completely expose the habitable volume inside the CM in the event
that the rear egress hatch will be left open, reducing the level of contamination in the
habitable volume of the CM. The hydraulic or motorized systems to open the rear egress
hatch are smaller than those needed for a larger single hatch design, and in general, the two
hatch design is lighter and simpler.
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/
RIGHT SIDE VIEW 1 of 3
1 Ejection Seat Unit and Guide Rails
2 Front Escape Hatch
3 Rear Egess/Escape Hatch
Figure 6-10 (a)
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TOP VIEW 2 of 3
1 Ejection Seat Unit and Guide Rails
2 Front Escape Hatch
3 Rear Egess/Escape Hatch
Figure 6-10 (b)
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FRONT VIEW 3 of 3
1 Ejection Seat Unit andGuide Rails
2 Front Escape Hatch
3 Rear Egess/Escape Hatch
Figure 6-10 (c)
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Rear Egress/Escape Hatch
__-I_ 2.56m
l .86m
SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW
I,12m
i._z_.
.24m
SIDE VIEW
1.02m
Front Escape Hatch
2.56m
FRONT VIEW
.y
.16m
1.34m
Figure 6-10(d)
Two Hatch Design
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The egress assistance system for the CM uses an automated pulley to raise and lift the crew
to and from the lunar surface, This system provides the ability to lift an injured crew
member directly into the CM where a ladder assisted system could not. The ERM is 9.97 m
high with a diameter of 6 m. The base of the egress hatch is 3 m above that height. Since
there exists the risk of falling and experiencing life threatening casualties, using an
automated pulley is the safest method of assisting the crew up and down the 12.97 m
distance. A fold-up ladder kept in the habitat could serve as an alternate method of returning
to the CM interior. The egress assistance system using the automated pulley is specified in
Section 6.2.6.
Figure 6-10 shows the the CM two hatch design. The front hatch over the ejection seats of
the mission commander and co-pilot serves only as an escape hatch. It releases from the
CM using explosive bolts. The rear hatch over the other two crew member's seats serves as
an escape hatch and an egress hatch to the surface. The automated pulley attachable to the
rear hatch is stored in an accessible crew support systems storage bay, The hatches provide
a lm wide clearance for each of the crew member ejection seat units.
The design does not require a large increase in the structural mass of the CM. The distance
between the two panels is 0.25m. In this space there is a main ring support which helps the
overall structural integrity of the design, and enables the CM to survive the launch loads
without failing. The STS Orbiter uses a similar system for the mission commander and co-
pilot seats. The rear hatch also provides for ample space to egress from the CM both on the
Moon and the Earth.
6.2.6 Egress System Des_n
6.2.6.1 Crewmember Lunar Surface E_m'ess
6.2.6.1.1 Lunar Surface Egress System Description
The Lunar Surface Egress System (LSES) consists of a harness and winch system with a
1.5 meter long deployable boom integral to the crew hatch. The system will be driven by
two independently powered electric motors each capable of lowering or lifting 250 kg to or
from the surface. The winches will be controllable remotely through the Crew Module's
data and control bus, or directly with a deployable control box (DCB) connected via
electronic cable to the winch switches. Two Kevlar cables will be used to lower the
astronauts. See Figure 6-11 for a depiction of the LSES.
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Control Box
Deployable Hatch
Boom _ _ / Electric
j Winches
_ J _ Crew Module
._1¢__ / _ Hull
Figure 6-11
Lunar Surface Egress System
6.2.6.1.2 Exit From Ca_osule
When exiting the capsule on the lunar surface it will be necessary to evacuate the cabin
atmosphere. This will be done by opening a pressure release valve located on the crew
hatch. This procedure requires that the astronauts don the full IVA suit, including the
helmet, environmental control unit, and overgarment. All exiting astronauts must also put
on their Lunar Egress Harnesses (LEHs).
Once the cabin has been evacuated, the hatch will open upwards and latch into place. The
crewmember who is currently exiting the CM will attach both cables and the DCB to his or
her LEH. Once this is done and checked, the crewmember will sit on the edge of the hatch
and activate the deployable LSES boom. As the boom deploys the astronaut will be gently
suspended out from the CM. When the boom has fully deployed and suspended the
crewmember beyond the ERM, the crewmember will activate the winches via the DCB and
begin the descent. Upon reaching the lunar surface, the crewmember will shut off the
winches, detach the DCB from the LEH, detach the LEH from the cables, and signal "all
clear". The next crewmember to exit will retract the cables and the deployable boom and
repeat the procedure.
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6.2.6.1.3 System Disposition During Stay
When aH landing operations have been completed, the LSES will be signaled via the CM
control and data bus to retract the cables, DCB, and boom, and seal the hatch.
6.2.6.1.4 Return to Capsule
When it is necessary for the crewmembers to return to the CM, the LSES will be signalled
via the CM control and data bus to open the hatch, extend the boom, and lower the cables
and DCB.
The first crewmember to return to the CM will attach both cables to his or her LEH, check
the attachments, and attach the DCB to the LEH. The crewmember will then activate the
winches and begin the ascent. Once the hatch is reached, the crewmember will activate the
deployable boom and slowly approach the edge of the hatch. When the boom has fully
retracted, the crewmember will safely enter the CM and detach the cables and DCB from
the LEH. This crewmember will then deploy the boom and lower the cables and DCB to
the next crewmember.
Once all crewmembers have returned to the capsule, the boom will be stowed, the hatch
sealed, and the cabin repressurized. The crewmembers will then be able to remove their
helmets and breathe normally.
6.2.6.1.5 Redundancies and Safe_ Features
The LSES is a very important system. As such, all components except the deployable
boom structure will be redundant or have replacements available. The winch motors will
each be capable of lifting 250 kg, and each kevlar cable will be tested to at least 1000 kg.
Both motors and cables will be attached to the same spindle, and will thus be operable in
any combination. The motors will each be powered and controlled separately and with
triple redundancy. An emergency braking system will also be included.
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6.2.6.2 ERM Payload Lunar Surface D_liv_ry
6.2.6.2.1 Lunar Surface Delivery_ System Descr(otion
The Lunar Surface Delivery System (LSDS) consists of an autonomous multiple cable and
winch system with a one meter long deployable boom integral to the payload hatch. The
system will be actuated by two small independently powered electric motors. The motors
will be controllable remotely through the Crew Module's data and control bus. Kevlar
cables will be used to lower the payload units. See Figure 6-12 for a depiction of the
LSDS.
Brake and
Spindle
Assembly
Payload
Container
Deployable
Boom
Payload
Bay Hatch
I"
Container
Retrieval
System
ERM
Hull
Figure 6-12
Lunar Surface Delivery System
6.2.6.2.2 Payload Stowing System Description
A Payload Stowing System (PSS) will also be used to help in delivery of the payload. The
PSS consists of ten payload containers, each weighing no more than 250 kg, attached to
guiderails which are integral to the ERM payload bay floor. The rails and payload
containers will allow for easy removal of the payload from the ERM payload bay. Each
payload container will be no more than 0.5 meters high and 1 meter in width and depth.
See Figure 6-13 for a depiction of the PSS.
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Figure 6-13
Payload Stowing System
6.2.6.2.3 Procedure_for Deliv¢_
When the LSDS is fh'st activated by the crew, the payload hatch will open and the launch
tie-downs on the payload containers will release. A Container Retrieval System (CRS) will
allow the electric motors to pull the fit-st payload container into position at the edge of the
hatch by winding an attached cable around a cable spindle. The spindle will be moved into
place on the LSDS boom, and a mechanical brake will attach to the spindle. The LSDS
boom will then deploy out from the ERM, suspending the payload container over the lunar
surface. A control system will slowly release pressure on the brake until the payload
container begins to descend to the lunar surface. The control system will maintain a slow
rate of descent until the container reaches the surface.
Once the container reaches the surface, the LSDS will await a signal from the crew. Once
the crew signals "all clear" the LSDS will release the spindle and cable from the boom,
allowing it to fall to the surface. The LSDS boom will then retract, and the CRS will pull
the next container into position. The LSDS will await a "start" signal from the crew before
beginning the process again. This process will continue until all payload has been
delivered to the lunar surface.
6.2,6,3 Crewmember Terrestrial Egress Procedure
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Uponlandingon theEarth's surface the capsule will remain sealed for approximately 20
minutes to allow for cooling and give time for outgassed gases to dissipate. A surface
vehicle will then roll into position, and the hatch will open. A boom from the surface
vehicle equipped with a personnel holder will be lowered into the hatch to remove the crew.
In the event of a fire or other accident on the ground, the ejection seats will be utilized.
6.2.7 Reentry Procedure
6.2.7.1 Detachment from ERM
See Volume 1, Sections 5.1.3.4 and 5.2.2.2 and Volume 3, Section 6.2.2.1 for
information regarding the interfaces of the CM and ERM and how detachment occurs. See
also Volume 1, Section 5.3.7.2 for the CM mission profile upon reentry of the Earth's
atmosphere.
6.2.7.2 RCS Stage
The Reaction Control System on the CM will maintain its stability once it has detached
from the ERM and before the stabilizing fins are deployed. See Section 6.2.1 for details
about the location, masses, and thrusts of the RCS on the CM.
6.2.7.3 Stabilizing Fin Stage
A description of the stability, L/D, and wings of the Crew Module can be found in Volume
II, section 2.2.4.
6.2.7.4 Drogue Decelerator
The primary function of the drogue parachute is to decelerate the craft to a dynamic
pressure of 2390 N/m 2 at an altitude of 3000 m. At this location the dynamic pressure is
low enough to deploy the primary recovery system, the parafoil.
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6.2.7.4.1 Requirements for the Droeue Decelerator
The following requirements have been established for the drogue parachute:
1. Decelerate the reentry vehicle to a dynamic pressure of 2390 pascals at 3000 m (a
velocity of 72 m/s).
2. Have G-loads under 3.0g.
6.2.7.4.2 Drogue Decelerator O.otions
The decelerator drogues studied were: conical ribbon parachute, hemispherical ribbon
parachute, and baUute. Table 6-4 gives the basic characteristics for each parachute: the
mach number range and the coefficient of drag and opening force [Minnesota 91].
Table 6-4: Drogue Characteristics
TYPE
Conical Ribbon
Hemispherical
Ribbon
Ballute
Mach Range
0.1 - 2.0
1.0 - 3.0
0.8 - 4.0
Cd
0.50 - 0.55
0.30 - 0.46
0.51 - 1.20
Cx
1.05- 1.30
1.00- 1.30
1.20
The study of these decelerators resulted in the choice of the conical ribbon design based
upon its high coefficient of drag ~ .5 and its effectiveness at the lower mach number range
of parafoil deployment (M = .22). The ballute parachute offers higher drag but is not
effective at low velocities.
6.2.7.4.3 Drogue Design
Using the design method outlined in the "Recovery Systems Design Guide" the following
bi-conic ribbon parachute was designed. Table 6-5 gives the pertinent parameters.
i ii
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Table 6-5: Bi-conic Ribbon Pm'ac_ute Design
Design Parameter Value
Diameter, Dc 4.48 m
Vent Diameter, Dv 0.30 m
Line length, le 6.33 m
Height, hp 3.5 m
Number of Gores 24
Component
Horizontal Ribbons
Suspension Lines
Material
MIL-T-5608 E III
MIL-T-5608 E VI
Weight
20.0 k[
5.6 k_
Total 25.6 kg
The decelerator is reefed prior to the full deployment. The reefed area has diameter of 1.5
m with a total area of 6.9 m 2. The reefed drogue is deployed at 27,000 m at a velocity over
340 m/s. The reefed stage lasts for 55 seconds. The stage is disreefed once the expected
loading of the full drogue is less than lg. The drogue has a total area of 63.37 m 2 once
fully deployed. See Figure 6-14.
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Figure 6-14
Construction of Drogue Pm-ac_ute
[Ewing, Bixby,Knacke, December 1978]
6.2,7,4,4 Drogue Performance
The performance of the drogue parachute is shown in Figures 6-15 and 6-16.
The reefing behavior can be observed by the initial deceleration of the craft as shown in
Figure 6-15. Once disreefed, the craft is decelerated to 72 m/s at 3000 m. The entire
process takes 550 seconds as displayed in Figure 6-16.
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Altitude vs Velocity for the Drogue Decelerator
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6.2.7.5 Parafoil Stage
Figure 6-16
Altitude vs Time
6.2.75.1 Overall Shape and Dimensions
The Ram-Air Parafoil (RAP) is a hybrid of a parachute and an airfoil and will be used in the
last stage of reentry to Earth - the final 3000 m until touchdown. The parafoil is stored and
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deployed exactly like a conventional parachute and when fully deployed looks like a low
aspect ratio wing. It is made entirely of fabric, containing no rigid, plastic members. A
frontal and profile view of a general parafoil are shown in Figure 6-17.
I
F ° [
Rib Air
Inlet
Flare
FRONTAL VIEW
FILE
7"
Figure 6-17
General Parafoil Design
As shown in Figure 6-17 Frontal View, fabric ribs divide the parafoil into many box-type
airfoil-shaped compartments, called cells. These exist spanwise across the parafoil and
transmit air pressure between them by numerous openings in the ribs. To allow the ram air
pressure to expand and maintain the shape of the parafoil, the leading edge is open along
the entire span as seen in Figure 6-17 Profde. Pressure equilibrium is maintained by the
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parafoilcellsatall times, which creates a very stable and reliable system. Although
parafoils do not utilize all the material as lifting surfaces, this negative aspect is overridden
by the excellent aerodynamic shape.
The basic RAP configuration used for Project Columbiad is displayed in Figure 6-18. It
has a total wing planform area of 568.5 m 2 when fully deployed and is disreefed in three
stages. In other words, it will expand up and outwards at three different points before the
final area is achieved. With a chord of 16.86m and a final span of 33.72m, its final aspect
ratio will be 2.
16.86m
33.72m
20.24m
17.7m
12.65m
Figure 6-18
Parafoil Configuration
For a more detailed breakdown of the three disreefing stages, their dimensions and
characteristics, see Table 6-7 in Section 6.2.7.5.3.
6.2.7.5.2 Airfoil Shape Design
The airfoil chosen for our RAP was a modified NACA 2210 airfoil. It is an extremely
efficient airfoil which was chosen for its outstanding aerodynamic characteristics. For
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moreinformationabouttheNACA 2210seeVolume2, Section2.2.4.1.3.
NACA 2210with actualdimensionsis shown in Figure6-19.
L
.85m
The modified
16.86m
Figure 6-19
Modified NACA 2210 Airfoil
The leading edge was opened to allow for the ram air pressurization which is essential for
the parafoil to inflate and maintain inflation. The opening of .56m in height and .85m in
length along the span was based on the ratios of existing parafoils. The loss of
aerodynamic efficiency was accounted for in the aerodynamic characteristics of the NACA
2210, although the accuracy of these numbers is an area which needs more investigation if
the design is to be implemented. Table 6-6 below shows the modified aerodynamics
coefficients.
Table 6-6: Modified NACA 2210 Characteristics
alpha = 0 °
CL = .210
CM = -0.035
CD = 0.00611
IJD = 34.46
6.2.7.5.3 De_oloymcnt/Reefing
Initial deployment of the parafoil requires a small, 1 m pilot chute which is shot out once
the storage container is opened. Since the parafoil is stored in a .57m 2 volume in the front
of the CM, one of the main cables of the parafoil must be connected to the rear of the CM.
This is required to dissipate the large loads which the structure will experience once the first
stage of the parafoil inflates. In addition, the connection to the rear of the CM is needed to
prevent the CM from overrotating from it's nose-down drogue parachute configuration to
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thehorizontalparafoilconfiguration.SeeFigure6-20belowwhichshowstheparafoil
releaseprocedure.
_drogue
  ohu,. I
chute S
Figure 6-20
Initial Parafoil Release Procedure
After the drogue chute has decelerated the CM to 73 m/s at a height of 3048 m, a small
hatch in the front of the CM is shot off, followed by a pilot chute which pulis out the
parafoil. Since the CM is nose-down at this point, the two main cables of the parafoil
comes into the picture. One of the main cables has been led outside the CM to a ring near
its rear and then back into the parafoil storage container for the duration of the mission.
When the parafoil is pulled out, the cable becomes taught and allows the force to be divided
among the back and front of the CM. See Figure 6-21 below for a visualization of this
loop-like layout.
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cable run along
and looped on
outside of CM
loop through
which cable is
run on CM
cable stored in CM
until pulled taught
by pilot chute chute hatch(blown off
st 3048 m)
Figure 6-21
Parafoil Cable Deployment Detail
The parafoil becomes centered above the middle of the CM because the fast main cable,
which lined the outside of the CM, and the second main cable stored in the CM are of equal
length. As the f'ast stage of the parafoil becomes inflated, the two cables become taught
and prevent "parafoil pitchover" due to the airfoil lift and do not allow the momentum of the
CM rear to cause overrotation. During the rotation, the drogue chute and pilot chute are
released by pyrotechnic cutters and the CM attains the necessary angle for the parafoil
stage.
Since it would be quite difficult to deploy a 568.5m 2 parachute in one stage without
creating enormous loads and g-forces, we must inflate the parafoil in stages. Using a
parafoil technique known as mid-span reefing, the outside cells are inflated first, followed
by the middle cells as seen in Figure 6-22 below.
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!6.22
Mid-Span Reefing Technique
In the deployment of the first stage, the outer cells are able to inflate due to the ram air
pressure while the second and third stage cells are folded and stored in the middle of the
first stage inflated cells. They are laced into place to the adjacent inflated cells and once a
pyrotechnic cutter severs the locking ties, the stowed cells are released and are able to
inflate. Thus, two disreef commands will occur during the deployment of the parafoil.
Exact dimensions, reefing ratios, and load factors for each of the three stages are given
below in Table 6-7.
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Table 6-7: Deploymen_ Data
Delta Area (m 2)
Total Area (m 2)
Delta Span (m)
Total Span (m)
Chord (m)
Aspect Ratio
Delta Cells
Total Cells
Reefing Ratio
Load Factors (N)
Delta Gore Length(m)
Total Gore Length(m)
1st STAGE 2nd STAGE 3rd STAGE FULL OPEN
142.2 142.1 284.2 -
142.2 284.3 568.5 568.5
8.43 11.8 13.49 -
8.43 20.23 33.72 33.72
16.86 16.86 16.86 16.86
.5 1.2 2.0 2.0
6 8 I0 -
6 14 24 24
.25 .25 .5 1.0
93741.7 42332.6 37502.9 -
12.65 17.7 20.24 -
12.65 30.35 50.58 50.58
As seen from above, the chord remains constant because both inflated and stowed ceils are
the same length. But the aspect ratio changes from .5 to 1.2 to 2 for the fully inflated
parafoil because the span is increasing with each stage. The total number of cells inflated is
24, another characteristic which was based on ratios from existing parafoil designs. It is
also worthwhile to note that the initial stage takes the greatest load, nearly 10,000 N, while
the second and third stage experience loads near 4,000 N. Thus, the gores (tethers
connecting the parafoil to the CM) must be able to withstand a maximum of more than
10,000 N at any single time and a constant force of more than 4,000 N for the duration of
the parafoil use.
Although not shown on any tables, there are a few other important characteristics of the
parafoil which need to be mentioned. Firstly, the parafoil is designed to have 48 gores, a
number which will allow the huge deployment loads to be absorbed by the CM. Secondly,
the parafoil must be stored in the CM for the duration of the flight, so the volume and mass
are minimized as much as possible. A total parafoil weight (including gores) of 45.84 kg
will be compacted into a .57m 2 compartment in the front end of the CM.
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6.2.7.5.4 Trajectory_
The initial deployment of the parafoil's first stage will occur at an altitude of 3048 m where
the vertical velocity of the CM will be 72.85 m/s. Within the next 44.5s, the parafoirs
second and third stages will be inflated to achieve full wing planform area. Thus, at an
altitude of 1829 m, the parafoil will be at full capacity, with an lift-to-drag ratio of 13.57.
A complete list of trajectory data is shown in Table 6-8.
Table 0-8: Trajectory Data
EVENT
Deploy Parafoil
Disreef 2nd Stage
Disreef 3rd Stage
Flap Release
Full Glide
Flare Maneuver
Touchdown
ELAPSED ALTITUDE VERT.VEL. HORIZ. VEL.
TIME (s) (m) (m/s) (m/s)
0.0 3048 72.86 0.0
5.6 2743 36.58 107.82
26.6 2134 21.34 72.39
44.5 1829 12.80 43.43
59.9 1676 7.04 65.15
419.6 31 2.11 39.09
436.5 0 1.50 20.24
The maneuvers following the disreefing to full area are based on the University of
Minnesota report, under the assumption that all parafoils follow essentially the same
manuever procedure when landing on the Earth. Upon touchdown, the parafoil is detached
with pyrotechnic cutters so the landing gear can use its brakes to safely bring the CM to a
stop.
6.2.7.5.5 Guidance and Control
The parafoil control system is based mostly on the deflection of the trailing edge. Support
cables led along the trailing edge gores can be reeled in by use of electric motors, causing a
flap deflection of up to 20 °. This deflection is incurred upon the 4.21m (one quarter of the
chord) at the rear of the parafoil and is displayed in Figure 6-23.
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Length corresponds
toll/4 chord
20.0 degree
maximum
deflection
Gores
(48 total)
Load bar/
Connecting Point
Support cables
to CM
Figure 6-23
Parafofl Control System
Much like the ailerons of a wing, the trailing edge is divided into two parts and the
deflection can be performed on either or both sides of the trailing edge. This allows turn
control and easy stabilization for the parafoil. Of course, since the trailing edge can be
pulled down a maximum of 20*, we must have a short layer of fabric which is folded up
along the quarter chord point and can be extended when the flap is pulled down. This can
be seen in Figure 6-24.
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4.21m
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(either or both
sides can be
deflected)
Gores reeled
in for flap
deflection
Figure 6-24
Trailing Edge Deflection Detail
Both the flap release and flare manuevers specified in the trajectory procedure of Section
6.2.7.5.4 utilize the trailing edge deflection capability. The flaps are at 20* deflection
during the disreef staging because "parafoil pitchover" can be caused by a sudden burst of
lift and this configuration will reduce the seriousness of this problem. The lift produced by
the flap deflection will ease the rapid increase of lift as the cells begin to fill with air and the
parafoil takes shape. As more of the parafoil is inflated, the lift increases and the flap
deflection is decreased to 10° to lessen the lift it is producing. Shortly after the third stage
is completed, the flap deflection should be gradually decreased to 0* in order to decrease
the drag caused by the flaps. This is denoted by "Flap Release" on Table 6-y+2 in Section
6.2.7.5.4. Once the flaps are at 0° deflection, the stage is denoted by "Full Glide."
i ,, i
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The flaps are once again used during the flare manuever shortly before touchdown. The
flare will reduce the vertical velocity to 1.5 m/s, a reasonable landing speed for the CM's
landing gear system and the horizontal velocity of 20.24 m/s. Even more importantly, the
flare manuever will orient the CM into an acceptable position for landing. The flare is
achieved by deflecting the flaps while using a pyrotechnic cutter to release a lazyleg cable.
This lazyleg causes the cable length to the gore center to be increased, which takes the
potential energy of the CM tail to rotate and push the nose upward. Below in Figure 6-25,
the flare maneuver procedure is pictured.
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iLazyleg
Pyrotechnic Cutter
/Flare Release
Figure 6-25
Flare Maneuver Detail
The amount of flap deflection depends upon the effect of the lazyleg, an issue which needs
more investigation if this is to be used. Based on the University of Minnesota report, this
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flare technique is a representation of an existing parafoil procedure used immediately before
touchdown. The final landing configuration is shown below in Figure 6-26.
Post-Flare
i
t
!
!
I
I
I
I
I
Figure 6-26
Touchdown Configuration
6.2.8 Instrument and Control Panel
The Instrument and Control Panel (ICP) design is intended to provide timely and quickly
understood information to allow for easy control of the spacecraft, efficient
troubleshooting, and psychological relief for the astronauts. This is accomplished through
display of real-time video images of the exterior of the spacecraft, quickly interpreted data
on the status of the spacecraft systems, and efficient interfaces with the control and data bus
of the spacecraft.
The ICP layout includes two identical control panels, one for each of the two on-duty
crewmembers. The individual ICPs integrate two display screens: a cathode-ray tube
Multi-Role Screen and a liquid crystal display Secondary Data Display. In addition there
are various interfaces, including control balls and interface keys for cursor control and
menu selection, a keyboard for data entry, and a camera control unit (CCU) for controlling
the exterior cameras. See Figure 6-27 for a diagram of the ICP layout.
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Figure 6-27
Ins/rument and Control Panel Layout
6.2.8.1 Display System
6.2.8.1.1 Multi-Role Screen
The Multi-Role Screen (MRS) will serve as an integrated video and data display during
most modes of operation. It will be capable of clearly displaying high-definition color
video, and will serve as the main control panel for the commander. The video signal will
be supplied by the activated external camera. Status data will be overlaid across the top and
bottom of the screen.
6.2.8.1.2 Secondary Data Screen
The Secondary Data Screen (SDS) will display more detailed textual and graphical status
information, and will be the main display used for ta'oubleshooting and during command,
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control,andcommunicationsinterfacing.It will beableto display256colorswith high
resolutiongraphicsfor easeof datainterpretation.
6.2.8.1.3 Normal Mode Data l_,avolll
During normal mode operations the MRS configuration will consist of a video display of
the activated camera with a brief summary of spacecraft status overlaid around the outside
of the screen. The information across the top of the screen will be relatively rudimentary,
consisting of a color-coded graphical representation of the relative status of each system
(critical failure, poor, stable, and no failures corresponding to red, orange, yellow, and
green). This is to give a quick, at-a-glance synopsis of all systems in order to allow the
commander to have a feel for the overall status of the spacecraft and respond to problems
quickly.
The bottom part of the screen will display mission level information, such as a clock,
elapsed time, mission milestones, selected camera, and reminders of crew duties. A small
data and query entry window will also be provided for status checks.
The SDS will be divided in three sections. The largest window will be a data retrieval
window capable of displaying specific information about failures and subsystem status. A
smaller window will keep a running list of failures or problems which the computer has
taken care of without crew input, and a similarly sized window will show a prioritized list
of failures or possible problems that require action by the crew.
6.2.8.1.4 Maneuver Mode Data Layout
During maneuvers the MRS will still display video images from the activated camera and
graphical status bars across the top of the screen. However, the bottom of the screen will
be devoted to various instrument readings such as orientation, rates, altitude, velocities,
and fuel consumption in order to aid the pilot in whatever maneuver is being performed.
The SDS will be broken up into four equally large sections, three of them the same as the
normal mode display, and the fourth devoted to additional control information.
6.2.8.15 Launch Mode Data Layout
During launch the MRS will be entirely devoted to graphical and textual representations of
crew, stage, and capsule status, with no video display. The SDS will have a Normal Mode
Configuration.
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6.2.8.1.6 Dis_olay Contingencies and Redundancies
Each side of the ICP will be separately and redundantly powered and connected to the CM
data and command bus. Each side will be controlled separately by the crewmember at that
station. The MRS will be capable of displaying all information displayed by the SDS, and
the SDS will be capable of displaying all textual and graphical information displayed by the
MRS. The SDS will not be capable of displaying video images.
6.2.8.2 Data Interfaces
For the most part, human interface with the computer will be performed through the use of
controller balls. A cursor on the screens will be controlled by the controller balls, and a
button above the controller balls will elicit a menu from the specific site chosen on the
screen. However, a keyboard will also be provided for more complicated or detailed
interfacing. Several macro interface keys will be installed around the MRS and SDS for
quick access to specific information and quick action in the case of emergency.
6.2.8.3 Visual Data Collection System
The Visual Data Collection System (VDCS) will provide clear external images to the crew
for landing, inspection of exterior systems, docking, and psychological relief. It will do
this through the use of two pairs of high definition cameras, one pair located in the nose of
the CM, and the other located in the belly of the craft. The video images will be displayed
on the Multi-Role Screen of the Instrument and Control Panel.
The cameras will be controlled via a joystick and activation keys to the left of the MRS.
Each camera pair will have a full field of view except where blocked by the hull of the CM.
The cameras will be recessed into the spacecraft body during launch and reentry in order to
protect them (and the spacecraft) from heating and undue aerodynamic stress. During all
other parts of the mission (including landing), the cameras will be deployed and active.
Each camera will be powered separately to decrease the chance of total system failure.
During the stay on the lunar surface, the cameras can be remotely controlled to allow
mission control additional images of astronaut activities on the lunar surface.
6.2.8.4 Flight Controls
Since most control of the Crew Module will be automatic, the flight controls are relatively
rudimentary, and consist of a joystick integrated into the right arm rest of each front seat, a
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slidecontrolintegratedinto theleft armrest,andvariousbuttonsandswitcheslocated
aroundtheMRSandon thekeyboard.
Duringlandingon thelunarsurface,thejoystickwill beusedto markalandingsiteon the
videodisplayof theMRSchosenbythecommander.Theguidancesystemwill thentake
controlof thedescent.
During landingon theEarth'ssurface,thejoystickwill beusedto fly theCM like an
aircraft,andtheslidecontrolwill beusedasanadditionalcontrolfor theparafoil. The
guidanceandcontrolsystemwill dealwithcontrolduringreentryandmaintenanceof
stabilityduringflight.
6.3 Crew Systems
The crew module must provide the basic necessities of life and other necessary equipment
for the astronauts. The crew systems requirements include a 99% reliability. This
reliability will be achieved by having a system with a 99% reliability or by providing three
levels of redundancy in the systems [Shea, 1992]. The systems that require redundancies
have an individual 95% reliability and when three systems are connected in parallel then the
net reliability will be the desired 99%. Crew systems also has established a factor of safety
of 1.5 for all consumables. These two aspects, reliability and safety factor, affect the crew
systems' drivers. The drivers are mass, volume, and power requirements.
Crew systems includes crew provisions, environmental control for the crew module, and
other equipment. The budgets for these systems are presented in Table 6-9 to provide a
total. Each system is completely broken-down in this section and further budget specifics
are provided.
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Table 6-9 .'Total Budget of Crew Systems For The Crew Module
STstem
Crew Module Provisions
Crew Module Environmental Control'
Crew Module Bioinstrumentation
Crew Module Spacesuits
Other Crew Module Equipment
TOTALS !
i
Mass (k[_) Volume (m3) Power (watts)
588.82 11.67 0
468.94 5.923 2309.8
22.98 0.08 100
120.3 2.255 0
33.5 0.12 200
1234.54 20.048 2609.8 '
i
6.3.1 Crew Provisions
The analysis for the required crew provisions for the crew module follows the same
methods as the habitat. Refer to section 7.1 of Volume II for the methods used to obtain
the mass, volume, and power budgets. However, there are differences between the crew
module and the habitat. The crew module supplies were based on provisions for six days
with a factor of safety of 1.5. Thus, the supply of clothing, food, oxygen, nitrogen,
drinking water, wash water, and toiletries are based on six days. Other things to note are
the medical kit and hygiene station [Joels, 1982]. Also, the pressurized volume of the crew
module is 15m 3, this is used in determining the mass of cabin oxygen and nitrogen needed
(Subsection 7.2.1.2 of Volume II).
Table 6-10 provides the consumables for a four person mission for six days with a factor
of safety of 1.5 built-in. This factor of safety and the two extra cabin atmosphere supplies
(in case of depressurization) provide more consumables than required for a four person -
six day mission if everything goes as planned. The oxygen and nitrogen provide enough
for thirteen days due to the extra supplies in reserve for repressurization atmosphere.
However, the drinking water only lasts nine days since it only has a factor of safety of 1.5
and no reserve supplies.
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Table 6-10:. Crew Module Provisions
Crew Provisions total
Crew of four
Clothing
Shoes
Dress (1 week)
Sleepers
Food (dry weight)
Medical kit
Oxygen
Daily Supply
Cabin Atmosphere
EVA
Nitrogen
Daily Supply
Cabin Atmosphere
Drinking water
Wash water
Hygiene station
Toiletries
588.82
300
°
4
18.4
32
22
8
32.75
19.17
3.77
11.67
10
0.2
1.2
0.2
0.01
21.6
9.45
60.48
34.2
20 0.03
3 0.03
6.3.2 Environmental Control
The crew module utilizes a completely non-regenerative environmental control system.
Trade analyses easily show that it is less costly, in terms of mass, to take all the supplies
that you need for a six day mission rather than to use regenerative equipment (ie. as in the
habitat). Utilizing supplies on a once through basis also is less costly since no additional
cost of equipment development is incurred. Basically, the only cost is the mass to the
lunar surface and back to the Earth.
Figure 6-28 is a diagram of the crew module's environmental control and waste
management system. Table 6-11 contains the total budgets for the system. This system is
based on the trade and selection analysis given in Subchapter 7.2 of Volume II and is
described in full in the following sections.
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Figure 6-28
Crew Module Environmental Control and Waste lVlanagement System
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Table 6-11: Crew Module Environmental Control Total Budget
Environmental Control
Total
Tanks
Oxygen - three
Nitrogen - three
Water - two
Waste Management
Commode
Water Management
Humidity control
Piping, etc.
Aim. Purification
LiOH system
Thermal Control
I Atmosphere Support +
Mass spectrometer
Breadboard 2-gas control
Tubing, etc.
Fire Suppression and
System
Control
Detection
Mass (kgl Volume Im31 Power (wattsI
468.94 5.923 2309.8
48 1.59
95.7 0.81
36.34 O.128
46 0.24 340
55 0.255 725.2
14 1 -
20 0.2 20
70 0.65 1000.7
18.2 0.1 100
22.7 0.2 100
18 0.7 -
25 0.05 23.9
I
The power levels given in Table 6-11 are just the required level for each component. The
total given is just a sum of these levels. Subsection 6.3.2.4 contains a power profile for
crew systems' part of the crew module.
6.3.2.1 Atmosphere
The general composition of the crew module atmosphere is identical to the atmosphere of
the habitat. Section 7.2.1 of Volume II contains the engineering of the atmosphere and the
reasons for choosing the following characteristics.
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Total Pressure = 0.34 atm
Nominal Partial Pressures =
Oxygen = 0.218 atm
Nitrogen = 0.122 atm
Carbon Dioxide < 0.0102 atm
Water Vapor = 0.0082 atm to 0.0184 atm
Temperature = 17.8 ° to 27.2 ° C
Mixture (by volume) = 64% oxygen and 36% nitrogen
Carbon dioxide will be removed from the crew module's atmosphere by use of a lithium
hydroxide (LiOH) system similar to the Space Shuttle [Joels, 1982 and Pearson, 1971].
The system has lithium hydroxide cartridges which adsorb the carbon dioxide out of the
air. The chemical equation (Equation 6-I) is
CO2 + 2LiOH ==---> Li2CO3 + H20 (6-1)
The carbon dioxide reacts with the lithium hydroxide to produce lithium carbonate and
water vapor which are both waste products. The waste is stored in the cartridges. These
cartridges must be replaced every 12 hours during operation. The estimates for the system
are 20 kg and 0.2 m 3 (Table 6-11).
6.3.2.2 W_r
The crew module does not recycle water by any method (Section 7.2.2 of Volume II). The
amount of water needed is provided in Table 6-10. Information on the water tanks and the
entire system is provided in Table 6-11.
6.3.2.3 Waste
The Columbiad Crew Module will include one Allied-Signal commode unit for the disposal
of human waste, wipes, and potentially other soft disposable items (see Volume II section
7.2.3 for details). In addition to this unit, the capsule will have a location for the storage of
garbage materials such as food packaging remmants and used personal hygiene items
(dental floss, tissue paper, etc.). This storage area will be supplied with passive air
fresheners to eliminate cabin odor. There will be an extensive effort placed on minimizing
disposable food packaging. Freeze dried foods will be wrapped in cellophane and eaten on
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reusable,multi-compartmentplastictrays.Thecellophaneisverycompactableandwill
contributevery little to garbagevolume.In addition,beveragepowderswill bestoredin
largerstoragetubesinsteadof individualpacketstoreducewastefulwrappers.Cupswill
bereusable.
Thewastemanagementequipmentwill alsoincludeahandheldvacuumcapableof intaking
smallliquid andsolidspills. Vacuumcontainmentbagswill behighly resistanto volatile
contentsto preventreleakage.Hence,full bagscanbeplacedinsidethegarbagestorage
bin for later,morepermanentdisposal.
TheCrewModuleEnvironmentalControlSystemincludesanair filter systemto reduce
atmosphereparticulatecountto healthylevels. Thesystemalsoincludesamass
spectrometerwhichwill beableto detecttracelevelsof predeterminedexpectedtoxins
whichwill beperiodicallymonitoredby crewandmissioncontrol.
6.3.2.4 Power
Table 6- I 1 provided the power levels for the various components of the environmental
control system and lighting for the crew module. However, these are just values and do
not provide a power profile. All of these systems run continuously except for the
commode. The total power that these systems require is 2169.8 watts. The commode runs
an average of 14 times per day for the four-person crew. The commode requires 340 watts
of power for a duration of 20 seconds each time it is in operation [Shewfelt]. Another
aspect of crew systems is bioinstrumentation (Section 6.3.4). In terms of power, the
bioinstrumentation requires 100 watts of power for the first two hours of launch or
landing. There are four instances of this: launch from the Earth, landing on the Moon,
launch from the Moon, and landing on the Earth. Figure 6-29 shows crew systems
launch/land daily power profile for the crew module. The commode's power is shown as
spikes and the bioinstrumentation as an initial hump. The profile is in terms of a 24-hour
period, however, "hour zero" is not necessarily equal to 12:00 a.m.. Figure 6-30 is similar
but shows crew systems non-launch/land daily power profile for the crew module.
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Crew Systems Laun_d Daily Power Profile For Crew Module
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6.3.2.5 Fire Suppression and Dct¢¢ti0n
Fire is a grave danger is space. Possible causes are overheating of electronic equipment and
astronaut error. The system implemented in the crew module is very similar to the Space
Shuttle's current system. The technology is based on work done at AiResearch [Shewfelt,
1992]. The module contains six smoke detectors, three fire detectors, and three f'tre
extinguishers (one of which is built into the system, two of which are portable). The
system mass is 25 kg and volume is 0.05 m 3 (Table 6-11).
6.3.3 Crew Garments and IVA Suit
6.3.3.1 Crew Shirtsleeve and Undergarments
Columbiad crewmembers shall wear a variety of undergarments to remain comfortable both
within the IVA pressure suit as well as during non-critical Earth-Moon transit phases when
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theIVA suitsaredoffed. This includesasetof Capelleneunderwearto providewarmth
anda layeragainstoutersuitfriction irritation. ForlongtermIVA suitwear,particularly
duringthelaunch,reentry,andcapsule-to-habitattransferphases,thecrewwill alsodona
FecalCollectionSystemsimilarto thosewornonApollomissions.Thisgarmentis
essentiallya setof highlyabsorbentunderwear,necessaryonly in emergencies.During
Earth-Moontransit,crewmemberswill donShuttlemulti-pocketedpantsandflight jackets
whichprovidecomfort,warmth,andarehighly functional,aswell aslightweighttennis
shoes.
6.3.3.2 IVA Pressure Suit
The IVA suit chosen is a modified off-the-shelf Air Force full pressure suit, a similar
system of which was emplaced on initial Space Shuttle test flights. The Columbiad IVA
suit will act as an emergency pressure suit in the event of high altitude ejection, an
environment suit in case of water landing, a full pressure suit in the event of cabin
depressurization, and finally, the pressure suit by which the crew will transfer back and
forth from the capsule to habitat. The Air Force suit, used for high-altitude TR-1, U-2, and
SR-71 flights, will be modified by adding medical monitoring equipment, a higher rated
pressure bladder, and anti-g protection for the highest launch and reentry loads as well as
for possible high load abort options. The suit outer skin will be a high visibility orange
color to ensure the astronauts can be found quickly in the event of post-launch or reentry
ejection. The helmet will also include an extra protective visor, guarding the wearer's eyes
from exposure to high intensity sunlight on the lunar surface.
The IVA suit consists of a torso assembly, a separate helmet, gloves, urine collection
system, an anti-g suit, a cooling garment, and the monitoring equipment. The suit has
separate breathing and ventilation gas inlets, each with independent plumbing and ducting
systems. The suit is supplied through umbilicals from either the under seat mounted life
support unit or the portable life support system (PLSS) for the capsule-to-habitat and
habitat-to-capsule transfer phases. The regulated oxygen system converts the 5860 kPa
oxygen to the 414 to 620 kPa oxygen required for pressure suit and g-suit operation. The
suit, therefore continues to be supplied following ejection and initial descent before man-
seat separation.
6.3.3.3 IVA Suit Over_arment and PLSS
v
The garment will most likely be designed according to a relatively recent NASA layup
design study [Kosmo,Dawn, 1988]. The outer layer will consist of a layer known
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commerciallyasOrthofabricwhichis a layupof Gore-Tex,Nomex,andKevlaryams.
Thisprovidesabrasionresistanceaswell asanouterthermalayer. Attachedto theinside
of theOrthofabricisagrid of electricallyconductivefiberswhichaidindissipatingstatic
discharges,andalsoachemicalcontaminantscontrolbarrier,probablyathin silicone
coating.This is particularlyimportantwhenincloseproximity topropulsionunitswith
potentialfuel leaks.Beneaththissectionwill lie multiplelayersof alternatingaluminized
Mylar or Kaptonandnon-wovenDacronasalow thermalconductivespacer.Thelayup
furtherincludesaradiationattenuatinglayerof atungsten-loadedpolymericelastomeranda
final layerof micrometeoroidprotectionin theformof "rip-stop"nylon.
Theovergarmentwill havenopressurecapabilityandsowill notbesubjectto ballooning.
This IVA suitovergarmentmustfit closelyoverthefull pressuresuitto allowpass-through
of supplyumbilical linesandto reducebunchingattheshouldersfrom PLSSstraps.The
suitwill alsoincludeathermalover-helmetshroudandmittensto allowsomelevelof
dexteritywhile thegarmentis donned.
Finally, apair of highlyprotectiveoverbootssimilarin designto thoseusedonApollo suits
will completetheprotectivecoveringfor theIVA suits.Thesearespeciallydesignedto
drasticallyreducethepossibilityof severeabrasionandpuncturingwhichcouldleadto suit
decompression.TheApollo [Kosmo,1988]overbootswereconstructedprimarily of
stainlesssteelwovenfabric (Chromel-R)with thetongueareaof thebootmadefrom
teflon-coatedBetacloth (fiberglass).Insideof theChromel-Rfabricconsistedof two
layersof Kaptonandfive layersof aluminizedMylar film separatedbyfour layersof non-
wovenDacronandalinerof teflon-coatedBetacloth. Theinnermostsolewasfinally
coveredwith twolayersof Nomexfelt toprovideanextrathermalbarrier. A rib structure
on thesolesprovidedincreasedthermalinsulationqualities,to providelateralrigidity, and
to providetractiononthelunar surface.Theverybottomof thesolewascoveredwith a
layerof siliconerubberto addgrip to theboots.TheColumbiadbootswill undoubtedlybe
veryclosein designto thoseof theApollo missions.
TheIVA TransferPLSSunit is aminiaturizedversionof PLSSunitsusedonApollo, with
severalmodifications.It will be inbackpackform with strapsandwaistbeltlongenoughto
goovertheIVA suitovergarment.All suppliesfrom thePLSSentertheIVA suitvia two
umbilicals. Thesystemsuppliesthespacesuitwith a 100%oxygensupplyat0.34atm. It
will provideonly 4 hoursof nominaloxygensupplyaswell as1/2hourworthof
emergencyoxygen.Thiscapacityshouldbesufficientto allowfour astronautsto complete
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thehabitatsetupincludingcabinpressurizationandthermalcontrolstabilizationnecessary
to eliminatePLSSdependence.Unlike theEVA PLSS,exhaledair isprocessedthrougha
lithium hydroxidecartridgesysteminsteadof thelargermolecularsievesystem.As in the
CrewModule,thecartridgesmustbereplacedastheyturn into lithium carbonate.In
addition,thePLSSis integratedwith a liquidcoolinggarmento provideacomfortable
temperaturefor theworkingastronaut.Theworkingfluid is transportedto thepack,and
sublimated,releasingtheheatto aradiatorandouterspace.Finally,thebackpackincludes
abatterywhich suppliesall mechanicalsystems uchaspumpswith power. Thesystemis
compatiblewith thePLSSrechargesystemincludedon thelunarhabitat(seesection
8.1.3.5).
6.3.4 Bioinstrumentation
In order to monitor and maintain crew health, a multichannel electrocardiogram, MK-I
Exerciser and First Aid Kit will be supplied on the crew capsule.
Electrocardiogram. Data on heart electrical activity of each crew member will be
obtained via electrodes worn under flight clothing. ECG monitoring will be necessary
only when rapid variations in g-loading induce stress on the human cardiovascular system.
In program Columbiad, continuous ECG monitoring of crew will occur during:
• earth and lunar launch
• earth and lunar re-entry
• earth and lunar landing
• the first hour after launch and re-entry
(see Volume II: Section 7.5.1)
MK-I Exerciser. Almost immediately after lunar landing, astronauts must perform
strenuous EVA activities to set up the lunar habitat. Decreases in muscle strength needed
during the weightlessness of earth to moon transit necessitates the use of the MK-I
exerciser on the crew capsule. This isokinetic device has been shown to be effective in
maintaining arm strength by providing a resistive force which counters the force applied by
the user. The low volume and mass of the MK-I makes this item suitable for crew capsule
use. (see Volume II: Section 7.5.2)
First Aid Kit. Minor injuries and inflight illness will be treated with equipment and
pharmaceuticals included in a first aid kit. Medications will only be supplied for the short
duration of capsule habitation. (see Volume II: Section 7.5.3)
i
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Characteristicsof thesethreeitemsareprovidedin Table6-12.
Table 6.12: Crew Capsule Bioinstrumentation
Parameter
Number Supplied
Dimensions
Height (m)
Depth (m)
l_,¢n_th (m)
Volume (m 3)
Mass Per Item (k_)
Multichannel ECG
1
0.14
0.39
0.46
0.03
9.00
MK-I Exerciser
2
0.20
0.52
0.20
0.02
5.49
First Aid Kit
1
0.39
0.13
0.26
0.01
3.00
Power Per Item (W) 100 ..........
Cost Per Item ($) 5000.00 75.00 75.00
Supplier Siemens-Burdick NASA 7_r..eMedical
6.3.5 Other Equipment
Subchapter 7.7 in Volume II provided the additional equipment and selection for the crew
module. Table 6-13 provides the budgets for this additional equipment.
Table 6-13: Additional Crew System Equipment for The Crew Module
I
I Mass (kQ) Volume Im3)
Other Equipment TOTAL 33.5 0.12
Lighting 4 0.01
Tools_ cleanin_ equipment 29.5 0.11
Power Iwatts)
200
200
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6.4 Guidance. Navigation. and Control Systems for the CM
6.4.1 Installation o_f IMU
The IMU is that discussed in Section 5.2.3 of Volume II. It must be installed in the
command module so that the gyros and accelerometers are aligned with the spacecraft
coordinates. The location of the IMU in the spacecraft is not critical, but if it is located
away from the center of mass, rotations that occur in translational manuvers must be
subtracted from the input data. In this case, the location of the IMU with respect to the
center of mass is very important.
6.4.2 Storage o_f Ephemeris
The ephemeris, which consists of a star catalog and the desired state vector versus time,
must be stored on the CM, either onboard or on the ground. The ephemeris is used to
supply the star trackers with information on what stars are visible when the spacecraft is in
a certain position. The ephemeris is orbit dependent, and requires that the actual trajectory
follows the planned trajectory very closely.
6.5 Structures
The following is a highlight of the crew capsule configuration and structural design the is
described in detail in Volume II - section 2.2.4.
6.5.1. Sizing and Configuration
The final geometrical configuration of the crew capsule is shown in figures 6-31 and 6-32.
Table 6-14 summarizes the dimensions of the biconic crew capsule with a 45m 3 inside
volume.
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3.56 m
Figure 6-31
Crew Capsule - Side View - Dimensioned
7.62 53 °
Figure 6-32
Crew Capsule - Top View- Dimensioned
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Table 6-14: SnmmAry of Geometric Configuration
Geometric Configuration
Maximum Diameter 3.55
Total Area 86.89
Total Volume 46.22
Extended Width 7.19
Total Length 7.85
6.5.2. Structural Design and Loading
By using the structural design process described in Volume II section 2.1.3, the crew
capsule was designed using a solid monocoque structure, and the conversion factors were
used for determining the mass of a semi-monocoque design with the same structural state.
For the structural design we need to know the maximum loads experienced by the vehicle.
Since during launch it is enclosed in an aerodynamic fairing, it experiences only the 3.5g's
acceleration and no aerodynamic loads. However, during reentry it experiences 1g
acceleration plus the aerodynamic pressure. According to Figure 6-33 the maximum
dynamic pressure is about 8,000 Pa. This, in addition to a 3.5g acceleration load
experienced during launch, are the design loads for the Crew Capsule.
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After several design iterations, a 1.5cm solid aluminum structure resulted in satisfactory
stresses and deflections. This configuration is very capable of carrying the applied loads. It
is under-stressed to allow for increases in the un-modeled internal mass of the crew
capsule.
The 1.5cm aluminum skin thickness produces about a 3600kg total structure weight. This
is shown in Table 6-15.
Table 6-15: Skin Thickness and Weight for a Solid Monocoque Aluminum
Structure
Solid Aluminum Weight
Skin Thickness 0.015
Aluminum Total Weight 3610.23
As was shown in section 2.1.3, the weight of a semi-monocoque structure that induces the
same stresses and deflections as a solid monocoque one, is about 50% of the weight and
about 2.5x as thick of the monocoque structure. If our Crew Capsule weight based on a
solid aluminum structure is 3600kg, our semi-monocoque structure will weigh
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approximately1800kg.With theweightof thewings,andwing deploymentsystem,the
final structuralweightis 2000kg.
6.6 Thermal Control Systems for the CM
6.6.1 Heat Shield Design
The crew capsule uses three types of radiative insulation. They are summarized in Table 6-
16. They are listed in order of descending tolerance to heat flux. Also listed in Table 6-16
is the required thickness.
Table 6-16: Insulation Materials
Material
Lockheed Insulation
Fibrous Refractory Composite
Insulation
Tailorable Advanced Blanket
Insulation
Abbreviation Density Thickness
LI-2200 353 0.063
FRCI 388 0.058
TABI 258 0.0127
Table 6-17 summarizes the insulation covering of the crew capsule. The heat shield is
broken down by area, and is listed according to the amount of insulation covering each
section. For instance the entire nose needs to be covered with LI-2200 since it experiences
the maximum heating and LI-2200 is the only insulation that can withstand that
environment.
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Table 6-17: Calculation of Heat Shield Coverage and Weights
Location Area Material Weight
Nose Surface 3.3277 LI-2200 74.00
Wing % Heat Shield
Wing Leading Edge
Wing Surface
Frontal Cone % Heat Shield
Frontal Cone Lower Surface
Frontal Cone Upper Surface
Main Cone % Heat Shield
Main Cone Lower Surface
Main Cone Upper Surface
Boat Tail % Heat Shield
Boat Tail Lower Surface
Boat Tail Upper Surface
Removable Material Weight
Support Structure Weight
Attachment Mechanism Weight
Removable Shield Weight
Weight Remaining w/Vehicle
Total Weight of Removable
0.25
1.5090 LI-2200 33.56
4.5269 FRCI 101.87
0.25
3.7120 FRCI 83.54
11.1361 TABI 36.49
0.2
8.9725 FRCI 201.92
35.8901 TABI 117.60
0.2
2.3557 FRCI 53.01
9.4229 TABI 30.87
412.47
254.40
25.44
692.31
320.39
1012.70
Total Integrated Shield Weight 732.86
The heat shield will be permanently attached to the crew capsule. Therefore, the total
weight of the heat shield is 732kg.
6.6.2 Heat Pit_e System in the CM
6.6.3 Thermal Insulation in the CM
While in outer space and on the lunar surface, it will be necessary to provide additional
thermal control for the Command Module. This will in part be provided by the standard
reflective coating on the outside of the craft; however, insulation will also be required in
order to maintain the interior of the crew capsule at habitable temperatures. It is also worth
noting that this insulation must keep too much heat from escaping during the 14 days that
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thecapsuleis on thedarksideof themoon,aswell asprotectingit from solarradiation
during therestof themission.
Double-quiltedfibreglasscloth,with adensityof 83 kg/m3, will be used for this purpose.
This blanket should be 6 centimeters thick; it will cover 26.08 square meters of area,
occupying a total volume of 1.3 cubic meters and having a mass of 110 kilograms. This
should limit the interior capsule temperatures to a range between 17.8 and 22.7 degrees
Celsius.
Although a nylon screen insulation could serve a similar purpose while weighing slightly
less and occupying far less space, fibreglass cloth has been selected on the basis of its
flexibility, which allows it to conform more smoothly to the interior contours of the
Command Module.
6.7 Power Systems in the CM
The CM has been designed for a seven day mission, allowing 3.5 days for the journey to
the moon and 3.5 days for the return to Earth. This mission plan allow for a consumables
design margin of 0.6 days for the longest mission time, a launch to a lunar pole and back.
For most of its trip, the CM will be powered by cells on board the ERM, via the connection
of a power bus. However, for the last two hours of its journey, during the Earth reentry,
the CM will be powered by an onboard power cell. During this last two hours: the
following power will be needed.
•Maximum applied wattage of 4877 W.
•Total work of 9.49 KW'hr.
This power and work is distributed among Crew Systems, CCC, GNC, Status, onboard
RCS, and Structures, as shown in the Figure 6-34.
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Crew Systems requires 2170 W of power at constant application to run all atmospheric and
thermal control systems. An additional 340W of power, applied for 20 seconds is needed
to run the commode. Crew systems has budgeted 14 uses of the commode per mission
day, but no uses of the commode are allowed during the last 2 hours of approach and
reentry. For the first two hours after Earth launch, and during the last two hours of Earth
approach and reentry, however, crew systems needs an addition 100 W for biomedical
monitoring of the crew members' life signs.
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Command,control,andcommunicationsneedsaconstantsourceof 2182W to runall
computers,modems,demodulators,receivers,transmitters,anddatastorage.These
systemswill continueto runduringthelasttwo hoursof themission,continuoslyupdating
theinformationgivento theastronauts.
GNC alsorequirescontinuouspowerusagethroughtheentiremission. All onboard
sensors,monitors, navigationaids,andcontroldevicesrequireatotal of 175W.
Thestatusmonitoringbothin theform of onboardinformationandtelemetryinformation
beamedbackto missioncontrolrequiresacontinuouslOOWof poweratall times.
Structuresrequiresnopowerthroughouthemission,expectfor four burstsof power
duringreentry. Two burstsof 150W,appliedfor 10secondswill berequiredto deploythe
wingsandlower thelandinggears.Two small100Wspikesof 1secondarerequiredto
deployboth thedroguechutesandtheparafoil.
TheCM will rely on theERM's,theLBM's, andthePTLI'sRCSsystemsthroughall but
thelast twohoursof themission.At this timetheCM is conservativelybudgetedfor 20
minutesof continuousoperationof its RD-4engines,fh'ingin burstsof two of its eight
enginesat onetime,requitingamaximumof 100W.
The onboardpowersystemto supplythispowerfor thelast twohoursweighs21.6kg and
hasthedimensionsof 30cmx 30cmx 46cm. Thissystemis locatedbehindtheLOX tanks
attherearcenterof theCM.
6.8 Command Module Mission Profile
6.8.1 Launch Pad
6.8.1.1 Pre-engine ignition
The Crew Module is the "nerve center" of Project Columbiad. It is the vehicle in which the
four crew members will be transported from the Earth to the lunar habitat and back. In the
effort to minimize cost, complexity, and weight, the CM must be a concise and complete
living environment in addition to the systems control center for the entire launch system.
For this reason, there are thousands of interfaces and systems which must maintain a high
level of performance, reliability, and safety. Once the launch vehicle has been transported
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to the launchpad,theCrewModuleis avital partof thespacecraftandgoesthroughmany
pre-ignitionchecks.As thelaunchvehiclesitson thepad,theastronautsit with their
backsto thegroundin their softIVA spacesuits.Groundcontrolperformsmultiple
systemschecks,completewith everythingfrom structuralto statustesting.Theyare
hookedup to ECGsfrom beforethelaunchuntil rendezvouswith thePTLI stage(see
Section6.3for moreinformation)whichmonitorthecrew's life characteristicsfor thefu'st
few hoursof flight. In thecaseof anabort,thecrewwill evacuatetheareawith aslidewire
egresssystembasedontheSpaceShuttle.After exiting the CM and crossing the egress
catwalk, multiple slidewire baskets bring them to safety.
6.8.1.2 Post-engine ignition
Immediately following ignition, the launch vehicle will actually remain on the pad for a few
seconds, during which an abort situation requiring ejection is highly risky. This is due to
the fact that a reasonably large explosion may injure or kill the astronauts while they are
descending in their parachutes.
6.8.2 Earth Surface to Orbit
Next, a fully automated sequence of ignitions ensue as the astronauts sit back and enjoy the
ride into Earth orbit. The first abort mode stage is the ejection seats which will be initiated
by the Mission Commander or by the Range Safety Officer from ground control. This
abort choice can only be utilized until the spacecraft reaches an equivalent airspeed of 308
m/s and occurs through two hatches, one above each pair of seats. Once far enough away
from the vehicle, the crew then undergoes a completely automatic procedure with the
parachutes.
In terms of abort options, there is currently a short window after ejection into the Earth's
atmosphere is possible during which there is no abort mode. Since the SRB's are pushing
the entire structure at a very rapid climb rate, the Earth Return Module cannot provide
enough thrust to propel away from the boosters in case of emergency. Once the SRB' s
bum out, then the abort mode of choice is to fire the ERM rockets and then follow one of
numerous paths to a safe recovery zone. These include Trans-Atlantic Abort (TAL),
Abort-Once-Around (AOA), and Abort-to-Orbit (ATO) and are detailed in the Abort section
of the Propulsion chapter. If all goes well and abort is avoided, then the astronauts will
maintain a course into LEO where they will once again test systems and check to make sure
all is working properly for the trans-lunar injection.
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6.8.3 Trans-Lunar Injection
The trip between Earth and the Moon takes approximately three days, during which the
astronauts have a fairly easy job. They will be confined to a very small area (total of 1.8 m
per crew member) and thus cannot perform any large experiments or be expected to
perform any significant tasks. They will eat, sleep eight hours a day, go to the bathroom as
necessary, and maintain status, all the while trying to fight boredom and other
psychological problems. The only major procedure which the crew must perform during
this phase is the changing of the lithium hydroxide cartridges every 12 hours. The addition
of a small window to the CM will hopefully alleviate some of the harmful mental effects of
living in a box with three other people for three days.
During the three days, they will be allowed to remove their soft suit helmets but will most
likely remain in their body suits because of safety issues and space constraints. Abort
mode choices in this stage all involved the f'u'ing of the ERM, so that the CM will merely
follow a specified path to Earth.
6.8.4 Lunar Descent and Landing
Since the mission is direct flight, there will be no transit to lunar orbit, so near the end of
PTLI bum the astronauts will return to the chairs in full IVA suits. Much like launch from
Earth, they will have their backs facing down to prevent g-loading problems. The Lunar
Braking Module will slow the capsule down near the surface and after this stage is
jettisoned, the ERM will be used to hover to the surface. The lunar descent maneuvers are
completely autonomous while the ERM hovering and landing are to a certain extent
manually handled. With the use of two sets of redundant cameras, the Mission
Commander will use a stick control to choose the ERM/CM's landing site and it will come
to a soft rest on the lunar surface. The stick will only tell the computers on board where the
MC desires to go and will then automatically provide all the RCS reactions accordingly.
This type of automation will not allow the spacecraft to go unstable or perform a maneuver
which would go beyond acceptable limits. This computer redundant system is similar to
many aircraft and spacecraft today in which manual control is used with automatic
procedures and overrides.
6.8.5 Lunar StqV
6.8.5.1 First Three Hours
After the spacecraft lands and the engines are turned off, the astronauts must run through a
series of system checks for both the CM and the lunar habitat. Once all is deemed safe and
I II I
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operational,twoof theastronautswill addanEVA overgarmentandbootsovertheir IVA,
attachaPortableLife SupportSystemto theirsuits,andthenpreparefor ajourneyto the
habitat.Thehatchwill hydraulicallyopenandapulleysystemwill bepushedoutsothat
crewmemberscaneasilydescendto thesurface.SeeSection6.2.6for moredetailsabout
theegresssystemdesign.Thefirst twoastronautswill descendandwalk to thehabitatto
puton theirEVA hardsuits.Meanwhile,theremainingtwocrewmembersin theCM will
closethehatchandawaitthereturnof thefast twowhowill bringthemtheirEVA hard
suits,locatedin thehabitat.Abortduringthistimecanbeaccomplishedwithin minutes
becauseall systemsarestill atfull powerandonly theERMneedsto befired to leavethe
surface.
6.8.5.2 Remainder of Stay
Once in the hard suits, the four astronauts will work in teams to perform many initial
checks of the habitat and other necessary procedures. One of these will be to connect a
long umbilical from the habitat to the CM, so that during the 28 days, the CM can be
maintained using power from the habitat and the CM's systems can be monitored from the
lunar surface. Of course, the CM will have enough power of its own to run for the month-
long stay, but this will only be used as a backup mode in case of umbilical or habitat
failure. After all the astronauts are safely in the habitat, the pulley system will be retracted
and the hatch will be closed by way of remote control. Systems on board the CM are
powered down and the environment is repressurized with nitrogen gas for the duration of
the stay. This will be achieved by turning the oxygen valve off and leaving the nitrogen
valve on, creating an environment that will help preserve the systems on board the CM for
the remainder of the stay. Through the umbilical, any of the systems can be monitored and
adjusted. When the astronauts are ready to leave the Moon, they will begin to power up the
systems 24 hours in advance and exchange the nitrogen with a habitable atmosphere. For
the purpose of powering up the systems, a 4-6 hour window is required for an abort to
lunar orbit, a choice available at any time during the lunar stay.
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6.8.6 Lunar Ascent
Before entering the CM, the astronauts get into their IVA softsuits with anti-abrasive shell
and return to the landing site. With the help of the pulley system, the four will return safely
to the CM and perform numerous system checks. Prior to ignition, the astronauts remove
the anti-abrasive layer, seat themselves with backs facing down, and prepare for liftoff.
Procedure is similar to the launch pad process, except there are significantly fewer systems
to worry about. The ERM fires and the spacecraft is lifted away from the Moon.
6.8.7 Earth Return Stage
Much like the PTLI stage, the astronauts may eat, sleep, go to the bathroom, remove their
helmets and do anything to pass the time. They must change the lithium hydroxide
cartridges and perform any necessary repairs. Naturally, they will still have to monitor
their course to make sure the computer navigation systems are performing their job.
6.8.8 Descent into the Earth'_ A.tmo$ph¢r¢
6.8.8.1 Ballistic Trajectory
See Section 6.2.7 for specific information regarding the CM's stages and maneuvers
during reentry.
6.8.8.2 Drogu_/Parafoil Deceleration
During the parachute stages, the crew will only be monitoring the systems to make sure all
is well. Commands involving the drogue chute release and parafoil disreefing are not the
responsibility of the crew and are completely autonomous. Using the joysticks, the crew
will be able to control the parafoil so that landing is somewhat crew-controlled. Similar to
the CM/ERM landing on the lunar surface, the system will not allow the parafoil to go
unstable and will actually perform the maneuvers while the crew only tells is where it wants
to go. See Section 6.2.7.4 and 6.2.7.5 for details about the drogue chute and parafoil.
6,8.8,3 L_nding
The CM will hit the Earth at a vertical velocity of 1.5 m/s and a horizontal velocity of 20
m/s under a crew-guided system. With Edwards Air Force Base in California as the
primary landing site, both White Sands, New Mexico and Hawaii are being investigated as
secondary landing sites. Once touchdown occurs, the parafoil is released by pyrotechnic
cutters and the landing gear brakes decelerate the CM to a stop. The crew have been safely
returned to Earth.
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6.9 Crew Member Roles
The crew will consist of four members with the following designations: Commander, Co-
pilot, Medical Specialist, and Maintenance Specialist. These designations are not exclusive;
however, they supersede any auxiliary roles the crewmembers may play with regard to
other aspects of the mission in the case of crisis.
6.9.1 Chain o_f Command
The Commander is in local control of the mission, followed by the Co-pilot, Medical
Specialist, and Maintenance Specialist. All cogent crew members are expected to provide
information to the crewmember-in-charge; however, that individual is ultimately
responsible for making the local and emergency decisions regarding the mission. The
chain of command will be followed in the case of incapacitating injuries or death of the
commander.
6.9.1,1 The Commander
The Commander is in local control of the mission. The Commander will make all final
decisions regarding mission success not requiring approval of Ground Control, or in the
absence of contact with ground control. The Commander is the primary pilot for the
mission, and will perform these duties if able. The Commander will be the last to leave the
CM on the lunar surface, first to return upon departure.
6.9.1.2 The Co-pilg_
The Co-pilot is the second-in-command and as such must be able to land the CM on the
Moon and Earth in the absence of the Commander.
6.9.1.3 The Medical Specialist
The Medical Specialist must have expertise in the treatment of trauma in order to reduce the
risk of crewmember incapacitation or death in case of injury.
6.9.1,4 The Maintenance Specialist
The Maintenance Specialist must have expertise in the maintenance of the vital systems of
the Crew Module in order to increase the fault tolerance of the spacecraft and assist in crisis
management.
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6.9.2 Duty Shifts
6.9.2.1 Regular (Transit) Duty Shifts
During transit between the Earth and the Moon, the crew will be split into two duty pairs:
the Commander and the Maintenance Specialist, and the Co-pilot and the Medical
Specialist. The on-duty crew may not sleep, and are responsible for dealing with any
problems that may occur during their shift. Each duty shift will be 12 hours long.
Crewmembers on duty will sit in the forward most seats at the Instrument and Control
Panel.
6.9.2.2 Maneuver Shifts
During shifts which contain maneuvers (ie. launch, landing, or docking) the forward most
seats will be occupied by the Commander and Co-pilot, and all crewmembers will be on
duty.
6.9.3 Mutual Training
All crewmembers will receive moderate training in all disciplines, including piloting of the
spacecraft. However, for the purposes of each mission, each crewmember will have a
specific responsibility, and will have a high level of expertise in that area.
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7. Payload Landing, Module
v
7.1 Stage Requirements and Operations
7.1.1 Requirements
The Payload Landing Module (PLM) is responsible for landing and deploying the
precursor payload on the Moon.
The PLM activates 600m above the lunar surface. First, the PLM distances itself from the
LBM. Next, the PLM controls the mission's descent to the surface. Once near the lunar
surface, the PLM gently lands the payload in a vertical orientation. Once the mission has
landed, the PLM topples itself, and sets itself down in a horizontal orientation. Finally,
subsystems are deployed to initiate unpiloted lunar operations.
7.1.2 Budgets
The PLM stage has weight, volume, power, and propellant constraints. Each component
requires a portion form each of these budgets. Table 7-1 shows the mass breakdown in the
PLM stage.
Table 7-1: Mass Breakdown for PLM
Component
Structure
Wall Structure
Rocket Truss
Struts and Bracing
Propellant Insulation
Propellant Tanks
Joints, fittings, trusses to hold components
Gang Plank
Habitat Support Legs
Main Propulsion System
13 RL10A-4 Main Engines
LOX
LH
M_(kg)
2460
227
500
726
362
350
160
292
504
8826
1276
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HeliumPressurization
Actuatorsfor gimballing
Valves,piping,etc.
RCS Propulsion System
16 R4-D RCS Engines
MMH & Tanks
N204 & Tanks
Helium Pressurization
Valves, piping, etc.
Deployment Engine System
3 Star 48[I'E-M-236 Solid Rockets
2 XLR- 132 Deployment Engines
MMH & Tank
N204 & Tank
Helium Pressurization
Valves, piping, etc.
Subsystems
GNC Suite
C3 Antennae
Fuel Cells
SLURPP Components (reliquifaction,converters,etc.)
Auxiliary PV Arrays
Water Bladder
Sensors
Data and Power Lines
Cargo
SLURPP PV Arrays
SLURPP Array Structure and Motors
Lunar Rover
Regolith Bagger
Regolith Bag Conveyor Belt
Regolith Support Structure
.Habitat
Total
211
60
5O
58
202
327
8
88
48
108
28
46
1
20
61
41
306
592
5O
20
20
10
274
200
950
1500
1000
3038
9429
33508+
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Table7-2 showsa volumebreakdown.TheCargoBayof thePLM is 2.5mlong and3m
in diameter,allowingfor amaximumof 71m3of cargocardedin thePLM. Thisspaceis
allotedto thelunarrover,regolithbagger,SLURPPPV arrays,regolithconveyor,and
miscellaneouscargo. Additionalvolumeis availableinsidethehabitatif thecargoexceeds
this limit.
Table 7-2: Volume Allotment for PLM
Com_nonen_
Main Propulsion System
3 RL10A-4 Main Engines (2.29m long* 1.2m diam.)
LOX
LH
LOX Insulation
LH Insulation
Helium Pressurization
Valves, piping, etc.
RCS Propulsion System
12 R4-D RCS Engines (0.56m long*0.28m diam.)
N204
Valves, piping, etc.
Deployment Engine System
3 Star 48/TE-M-236 Solid Rockets(0.324m long)
2 XLR-132 Deployment Engines(1.2m long*0.6m diam.)
MMH Tank
N204 Tank
Valves, piping, etc.
Subsystems
GNC Suite
C 3 Antennae(2 unmbella dishes*3m diam.)
Fuel Cells
SLURPP Components (reliquifaction,converters,etc.)
Auxiliary PV Arrays
Water Bladder
Volume (rn_L__.
8.27
7.74
17.92
6.73
10.35
0.15
0.5
0.06
0.13
0.5
0.1
0.68
0.32
0.03
0.2
0.2
0.2
XXX
XXX
1.5
6.47
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Sensors 0.25
DataandPowerLines 0.15
Cargo
SLURPP PV Arrays 14.94
Lunar Rover 15.6
Regolith Bagger 20
iRegolith (_gnveyor 12
_Total 126+
PLM Maximum 252
Table 7-3 shows power requirements the PLM must provide for. The engine starts and the
landing radar only draw power for a short period. The only significant power consumer is
the computers aboard the habitat which must always be running.
Table 7-3: Power Allocation for LBM
Component Power
RL10A-4 Engine Startup/Valves/Shutdown
R4-D Engine Startup/Valves/Shutdown
Navigation Equipment
Landing Altimeter Radar
Commmunications Antennae
Computer Equipment in Habitat
Sensors
1500W
150W
37W
100W
93W
2129W
20W
3"(25V, 20A)
6"(25V, 1A)
Power Required (continuous) 2279W
Power Required (peak) 3929W
The propellant tanks in the PLM contain both fuel for propulsive purposes and power
purposes. The two systems share the same storage facilities in the PLM. Table 7-4
summarizes the breakdown of the cryogenic propellant carried by the PLM.
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Table 7-4: Cryogenic Propellant Allocation in PLM
Mission
Power for LBM, PLM, Habitat during flight
Hovering and Landing (AV = 500 m/s)
SLURPP Energy Storage for Lunar Night
Total
Mass LH (kg) Mass LOX(kg)
6 46
551 3031
719 _749
1276 8826
7.1.3 Mission Profile
7.1.3.1 Staging from LBM
The LBM positions the precursor lander 600m from the lunar surface. At this point,
explosive bolts fire between the stages and the LBM is discarded. Simultaneously, the
PLM main engines start, and thrust to distance the PLM from the LBM stage. The PLM
follows a slanted trajectory such that it lands lkm downrange of staging. This condition
insures that the LBM does not careen into the lunar habitat.
7.1.3.2 Hover and Landing
The PLM starts by thrusting to distance itself from the discarded LBM so that it does not
interfere with the landing site or sequence. Then the PLM allows the precursor lander to
slowly progress toward the surface. Once the flight has neared the surface, the PLM
provides enough thrust to hover until an appropriate landing site is confirmed. Ideally, a
landing site is already chosen and maneuvered to during descent. However, final
corrections still may be needed so the hover option and sufficient fuel is provided. Once,
the flight is above the targeted landing site, the PLM lowers the flight the f'mal distance and
allows the flight to touch down as gently as possible. Throughout the flight, the PLM is
responsible for keeping the flight in a vertical position since this attitude allows for proper
descent braking and landing on the landing struts located at the base of the vehicle. A
rough sketch of the landing sequence is shown in Figure 7-1 on the next two pages.
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1) Lunar Braking Module (LBM)
burns to Brake Lunar Orbital
Velocity of Vehicle
2) The Precursor stages
from the LBM above the Lunar
surface. The Payload Landing
Module (PLM) ignites to
finish braking and landing.
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3) The PLM orients the Precursor
parallel to the lunar surface. The
PLM allows the Precursor to
slowly descend the remaining
distance from the Moon.
r
rl
hi
• 0
4) A final landing site is selected,
the Precursor hovers above it, and
touches down softly on the Moon.
Figure 7.1
_r T_dln E Sequence
7.1.3.3 Tip-over
Once the precursor lander has touched down upon the lunar surface, the PLM is
responsible for positioning the precursor payload and setting up the habitat as much as
possible before personnel arrive. The power, thermal, biological, and structural systems
must be checked out as operational before the staffed mission will launch. The bulk of this
condition is that the habitat must be reoriented from vertical to horizontal so that the
astronauts can enter the habitat and don hardsuits before setup work is performed. The
mechanism by which the precursor mission is reoriented is: 1) An impulse from solid
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rocketsto tip theprecursorlanderto anunstableposition.2) A controlledangular
reorientationto horizontalby liquidrockets.
ThreetailoredStar48/TE-M-236arethesolid impulserockets.Theenginesbumfor 6.5
seconds,allowing thecenterof massof theprecursorlanderto crossthestabilityregion
6.9secondsaftertherocketswerestarted.Theanglefor instabilityis near0.4radiansor
25°. At thispoint thePLM hasanangularvelocityof 0.12radians/sec.,giving theendof
thePLM avelocity of 2.35m/sor 5mph.
Two XLR-132liquid rocketscontrolthereorientationto horizontalandthesoftlanding
criteria. OncethePLM hastoppledandispitchingtowardthelunarsurface,theliquid
motorsbeginto burn. Theliquid motorsperformathrottledburnfor 9.3secondsto keep
thePLM at thesameangularvelocity. At theendof the9.3seconds,thePLM'scylindrical
axisis 25° abovetheplaneof thelunarsurface.At thisangle,theenginesbumfull borefor
another7.4 seconds,allowingthePLM to touchdownon thelunarsurfacewith noangular
velocity. Thedeploymentsequenceis summarizedinFigure7-2on thefollowing two
pages.
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1) The Precursor starts
the deployment sequence
in vertical position
I
!
2) Four Habitat Levelling
Legs extend in anticipation
of horizontal deployment.
7
3) Three Star 48 Solid
Rocket Motors fire to give
a tipping impulse to the
Precursor.
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4) Two XLR-132 Liquid
Rocket Motors fire to keep
the rotation rate of the
Precursor constant.
5) The liquid rockets
increase to full thrust to
decrease the rotational
velocity to zero when the
levelling struts touch the
lunar surface.
6) Once the Precursor has
set down horizontally, the
antennae reorient and the
auxilliary solar panels
deploy.
Figure 7-2
Precursor Deployment Sequence
7.1.3.4 Payload Deployment
Once the precursor lander has been reoriented, the PLM must deploy its auxiliary solar
panels. These auxiliary panels are included to provide power for surface operations before
personnel arrive. The constant power flux into the PV arrays runs the habitat and
communications, allowing the SLURPP fuel energy to remain at full capacity. The two
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solarpanelsarefoldedin anaccordionfashionintoeithersideof thePLM. To openthe
panels,theirdeploymenthatchesopen,andpreloadedspringforcesin thestructureof the
panelsnaturallyallowsthemto unfold. Figure7-3displaysthephotovoltaic(PV) arrays
deploying.
1) Solar panel packed in
accordion configuration
2) Extending
bar open folds
2 Solar Panels
10 Folds per Panel
Folds ffi 2m X 0.5m
20m 2 Surface Area
3) Folds lock at
full extension
i i!1 i ..............
::;:::i:i:!,i:::::::::,::iii :!:!:_:ii_i:i:_
Top View of Deployed Panel
• Bar can rotate to orient Panel to Sun
• Panels are PV on top and Radiative on Bottom
Figure 7-3
PV Array Deployment
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7.1.3.5 Cargo Extraction from the PLM
The PLM cargo remains packaged in its Cargo Bay until personnel arrive on the Moon.
The cargo is removed sequentially. First, the exit hatch is opened, and a rgang plank is
positioned to facilitate egress. The lunar rover emerges first. It is pulled out partially, and
its nose section is flipped out. Next, it is rolled completely out so that the rear section can
be flipped out. These actions configure the rover for lunar duties.
The next cargo to be extracted from the PLM is the external SLURPP units. The PLM
permanently houses the fuel cells, liquifiers, water bladder, Hydrogen dryer, and power
conversion equipment. The SLURPP equipment to be removed and configured are the PV
arrays, their structural and motor equipment, and cabling to the PLM.
The last major pieces of cargo in the PLM are the regolith bagger and conveyor. Both are
packaged as parts and must be assembled. They are not configured in the PLM to be more
volumetrically efficient. The astronauts assemble them after setting up the PV arrays.
7.1.4 Abort Options
The PLM supports abort options for the precursor mission. A successful abort results in 1)
range/lunar landing zone safety, and 2) safing of spacecraft components, where possible.
Safing during this phase of the mission implies the safe landing of the habitat module on
the lunar surface. Ideally, landing of the habitat will occur in the primary landing zone; in
the event that this is not possible, any safe landing of the habitat will potentially constitute
a successful abort.
The PLM is double engine-out failure tolerant (1 out of 3 engines operable) for landing.
7.2 Stage Design
7.2.1 Configuration
7.2.1.1 External Configuration
The PLM is a cylindrical module measuring 6m in diameter and 9.25m high. The
PLM/habitat system measures 20m high. The landing gear of the PLM extend the module
another 2.24m further, but they tuck into the LBM and do not extend total height. See
Section 4.1.1 of this Volume for a description of the space allotted in the LBM. The PLM
attaches at its base to the LBM. The PLM attaches at its top to the lunar habitat. The PLM
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and lunar habitat are structurally integrated into one piece. A schematic of the undeployed
PLM can be seen in Figure 7-4 showing its integration with other parts of the precursor
vehicle.
Habitat
I_ 6m --JI- I
ICargo Bay I
Aux. Solar Panel/
Thermal Radiator
Deployment Hatch
J
v
m m _ _ m N
Hatch to 1
Deploy
Rover
Propellant Bay I
T
2.5m
5.5m
PLM Engine
Nozzles Encased
by Skirt
Landing Gear
Flush on Side
of LBM
RCS Engines
-- B
1.25m
T
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The PLM is divided into 4 sections. The lower 1.5m of the PLM is the RL10A-4 engine
nozzles that are shrouded by a skirt that is discarding during staging from the LBM. This
space also contains two of the habitat levelling struts and the four landing struts. The three
landing struts spaced evenly around the cylinder. They measure 4.24m in length,
extending from the end of the PLM rocket truss and overlapping the LBM. The next
section is the Propellant Bay. The Propellant Bay houses the main engines except for their
nozzles, the cryogenic fuel tanks, the lower RCS suite, guidance sensors, the Hydrogen
dryer, reliquifaction units, and fuel cells. The Cargo Bay stores precursor payload
including the Solar Lunar Power Plant (SLURPP) photovoltaic (PV) solar array units and
cabling, the lunar excursion vehicle, the regolith bagger and conveyor, and miscellaneous
cargo. The Cargo Bay has a side hatch measuring 2.25m by 2m to allow the payload to be
removed and configured. After the Cargo Bay is the lunar habitat. The final section of the
PLM at the other end of the habitat is the Nose Section. The Nose Section is affixed to the
end of the habitat and resides under the nose cone during launch. The Nose Section
includes the upper RCS suite, two of the habitat levelling struts, and the deployment
engines. This basic layout of the lower portion of the PLM before staging was shown in
Figure 7-4.
The PLM external configuration changes slightly for deployment. The deployed
configuration of the PLM is seen from the side in Figure 7-5. First, the nose cone on the
habitat is shed from the mission once it attains orbit. Second, the landing struts are opened
and the RL10 nozzles are exposed when the PLM stages from the LBM and the nozzle
skirt. The landing struts open to a 45 ° angle from the cylindrical axis, and are supported by
bracing members. The deployed PLM lands vertically with its cylindrical axis parallel to
the lunar surface. The PLM rests on the four landing struts; the RL10A-4 main engines
remain 0.5m above the lunar surface. Footpads bearing spikes reside on the base of the
struts for better stability on uncertain lunar terrain.
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Aux. Solar
Panel/Thermal
Radiator
Deployment
Hatch
i RCS
Engines
I Hatch to_
Deploy |
Rover J
7-5
Bracing
Member
Deployed
Landing Gear
tpad
RL10A-4
Engine
Cluster
Side View of Deployed PLM
Figure 7-6 exposes additional details of the PLM by showing a bottom view of the
deployed configuration. The equal spacing of the landing struts spaces them every 90 °
around the PLM. The bracing members add stability and strength to the struts for landing
on uneven lunar soil. The RL10A-4 engines are also mounted 50 off the PLM's cylindrical
axis. This off-centering choice is made to align the thrust closer to the center of mass. The
line from the center of mass to the RL10A-4 engines is near 7° off the cylindrical axis. The
5° parameter allows the engine to gimbal from -2° to +6 ° from the center of mass instead of
the symmetric +4 ° for an ideally oriented engine. If one or two engines fail, the remaining
ones can gimba1-2 ° to +6 °. When all three engines are working, they are gimballed 4° to be
only 1° off of the centerline. This 1° drops the thrust of the PLM by cos(1 °) to 99.98% of
ideal. If an engine is shutdown, the thrust of the PLM drops by cos(5 °) to 99.6% of ideal.
The bottom of the PLM also has two of the four habitat support legs. The other two are in
the Nose Section on the other end of the habitat.
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Footpad
Landing Gear
RCS Engines
Support
Legs
Each RL10A-4
Engine tipped off
central axis by 5 °
Figure 7-6
Bottom View of PLM with Deployed Struts
7.2.1.2 Internal Configuration
The general internal configuration of the PLM is summarized in Figure 7-7.
The Propellant Bay contains many subsystems. The rocket support truss, the RCS
engines, RCS tanks and piping, the engine portion of the RL10A-4s, the Helium
pressurization tanks, and guidance sensors are are all in the base of the Propellant Bay seen
in Figure 7-9 as the Lower RCS suite cross-section. The rocket support truss distrubutes
the loads from engine thrusts, landing gear, and the launch vehicle evenly to the structure.
The truss also provides a surface to gimbal the RL10A-4 engines from. The cryogenic
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fuelsof HydrogenandOxygenareeachstoredinapair of sphericaltanks,makingacluster
of four tanks. Thediameterof eachHydrogentanksis3.00m,including20cmof Kapton
cryogenicinsulationaroundtheentiresphere.Thediameterof theOxygentanksis 2.4m
includingthesame20cmofinsulationastheHydrogen.Ringingthepropellanttanksare
SLURPPsubsystemsincludingreliquifiers,aHydrogendryer,fuel cells,andauxiliary
solarpanels/radiators.Thereisa wallseparatingthePropellantandCargoBays. The
CargoBay containsequipmentfor surfaceoperationsincludingthelunarrover,SLURPP
PV arrayequipment,andtheregolithbaggerandconveyor.Thewaterbladderthat stores
thewatermadebythefuel cellsrestsin thebottomof theCargoBaybeneaththerover
floor. Thewateris savedto beconvertedbackintoelementalform usingenergyfrom the
PV arrays.TheHydrogentanksandOxygentanksfeedboththeSLURPPfuel cellsand
theRL10A-4mainengines.
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Upper RCS Suite
Support
Legs
Nose Cone
(discarded after launch)
,ment
LRMs
Deployment
SRMs 6m
Additional
Cargo Overhead,
Water Bladder
Below
Conveyo
Pieces
lib..-
V
Subsystems
LOX/LH Helium
Pressurization
Tanks
Lower
RCS Suite
Lunar Habitat
LOX LH Tank LOX
Tank Tank
Support
Legs
Sun, Star
Sensors
10m
2.5m
i
3.5m
±
lm
m
lm
m
1.25m
Figure 7-7
Internal Top View of PLM
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Figure 7-8 exposes another angle of the PLM, and clarifies the spatial relation of the
subsystems further.
Auxiliary Solar Additional
RCS Suite Panel/Thermal . Cargo
Radiators
m
V
/\
V
/\
\/
/\
\/
/\
/\
]
Water Bladder
Figure 7-8
Internal Side View of PI2_I
Bagger Wheel
Base
Habitat
Airlock
Floor
The lower Reaction Control System (RCS) suite resides at the base of the Propellant Bay.
It consists of eight thrusters: two redundant pairs aligned along the cylindrical axis and the
other four in the parallel plane. The RCS system is positioned around the main engines.
The entire lower RCS suite is in the general shape of a pineapple ring. The RCS thrusters
are spaced in triples to provide movement in the x-direction, y-direction, and rotation
around the z-axis (cylindrical axis). The six thrusters are fed by tanks of Monomethyl
Hydrazine and Nitrogen Tetroxide. Each tank has its own Helium pressurization tank.
These eight thrusters work in conjunction with the eight in the upper RCS suite at the end
of the habitat for spacecraft control during the entirety of flight. The upper RCS suite has
an identical thruster arrangement. The RCS suite also houses some additional components:
Helium tanks for pressurizing the main fuel tanks, sun sensors, star sensors, an altitude
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radar for guidance, and two struts for levelling the habitat once it is deployed. Figure 7-9
clarifies the volume apportionment in the RCS ring that encircles the RL-10 engines.
Sun Sensor
RCS Thrusters MMH Tank
LH2 Helium Tank
LOX Helium
Landing _ _ Tank
Altimeter f II1 • I\
Radar RL10A-4
'_iil I C___- I-_" Engines
_ _ IlL _ Legs
Tanks
Star Sensors N204 Tank
Figure 7-9
Cross-Section of RCS Suite
Above the RCS suite in the Propellant Bay, subsystems are placed around the propellant
tank cluster. The SLURPP fuel cells are housed to either side of the lower Hydrogen tank
toward the Cargo Bay end. These cells provide power to each mission module during
flight as well as providing full power to the surface mission. The reliquifaction units and
the Hydrogen dryer are in line with the fuel cells, but further down in the PLM. Further
around the perimeter, above the Oxygen tanks are a symmetric pair of Auxiliary Solar
Panels. These solar panels gather energy to perform environment control for the habitat
and to run the reliquifaction units that keep the SLURPP fuels from boiling away. These
solar panels provide enough power so that the fuel energy of SLURPP is not squandered.
Once personnel arrive, the main solar panels will be deployed and energy will be available
to support additional lunar missions. The back side of the solar panels are lined with
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radiative materials for thermal control. A cross-section of the Propellant Bay of the PLM is
shown in Figure 7-10.
Auxiliary Solar Panel/
Thermal Radiators
LH Dryer,
LOX Reliquifier,
and Fuel Cells
LH Reliquifier
and Fuel Cells
Figure 7-10
Cr_vSecfion of PLM Propellant Bay
The Cargo Bay stores a variety of equipment: a lunar rover, a regolith bagger, a regolith
conveyor, regolith support structure, SLURPP PV arrays, and array support structure.
The parts of this cargo that do not fit in the Cargo Bay are stored inside the habitat. The
lunar rover sits on a floor in the Cargo Bay so that it can readily roll out through the side
hatch to the lunar surface. A gangway is provided for the rover to roll from the hatch down
to the surface and for the astronauts to remove the rest of the cargo. The floor covers over
a water bladder that rests on the bottom of the Cargo Bay. When the fuel cells provide
power, they combine Oxygen and Hydrogen to for water. The water is stored in the
bladder until solar energy can be utilized to perform hydrolysis and split the water back into
its elementary components. Behind the rover are the main components of the coonveyor
belt. Above the rover is the wheel base of the regolith bagger. Above and around these
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maincargopiecesareaddditionalcargo,mainlytheregolithsupportstructure.This
volumetricarrangementcouldbepartiallyseenin Figures7-7and7-8. Figure7-11
illustratesthecross-sectionof theCargoBay.
Misc. Cargo: Conveyor parts,
Bagger Parts, Regolith Suppport
Structure, PV Arrays, Array
Support and Motors, etc. Regolith Bagger
Wheel Base
1.4m
2m
Conveyor
Components
Floor Exit Hatch
1.6m
Figure 7-11
Cross-Section of PLM Cargo Bay
The last active part of the PLM is the Nose Section containing the upper RCS suite, two
habitat support struts, the communications antennae, and the deployment engines. Both the
solid and liquid deployment rockets are affixed to the habitat by truss structures. The two
struts, along with the two identical struts on the other end of the PLM allow the habitat to
remain above treacherous terrain such as rocks and keep it orientated properly. The upper
RCS suite is identical to the lower RCS suite in thruster configuration. Figure 7-12
provides an end view of the Deployment Module and the spatial relation of the major
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components on that end of the habitat. A more detailed description of the deployment
procedure can be found in Section 7.1.3.3.
Star 48/TE-M-236
Solid Rocket Cluster
to tip over Payload
Regolith _
Shielding N_
C3
Antennae
Stowed
Antennae
2m
1.2m
XLR-132 Liquid
Rockets rotate
Payload to
Horizontal
Habitat Support
RCS System Struts
Figure 7-12
View of l)eplo_ent Package
Figure 7-13 is a side view of the Deployment Package. The figure shows the relation of
the Nose Section to the habitat and how it fits inside the launch nose cone.
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C3 Antennae
per RCS Suite
Tip-over SRMs
I Habitat I Nose Cone(discarded
after launch)
Deployment LRMs
1m _,4 Positioning Struts
)
Figure 7-13
Side View of Deployment Package
Once the PLM has reoriented to a horizontal position, a few additional components are
deployed. The Auxiliary Solar Panels/Thermal Radiators extend through hatches in the
side of the PLM. The solar panels are parallel to the lunar surface, but can swivel to orient
to the solar radiation. The communications antennae reorient to face the Earth. The three
landing struts hang off the side of the PLM after they transfer support duties to the levelling
struts. When personnel arrive, the exit hatch is opened and the exit ramp is positioned to
facilitate removal of the PLM cargo. Cargo removal is discussed in Section 7.1.3.5.
These changes in external configuration of the PLM are shown in Figure 7-14.
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Figure 7-14
External Deployed PLM Configuration
7.2.2 Vehicle Interfaces
This section documents the interfaces for the PLM.
7.2.2.1 Lunar Braking Module
t,c,gr_
I Power Interface
i Mech_ical Interface
_ Data Interface
Figure 7-15
PLM/LBM Interface
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7.2.2.1.1 Mechanical Inteff_ ace
The mechanical interface between the LBM and PLM consists of explosive bolts for stage
separation. The landing struts on the PLM nestle into grooves down the side of the LBM.
To make the struts flush with the LBM skin, they are recessed and have covers that keep
the LBM skin continuous.
7.2.2.1.2 Data Interface
The data interface is a database between the LBM and PLM which transmits LBM status to
the computers in the Habitat. The data link also provides a connection between the LBM
and PLM for command and engine control.
7.2.2.1.3 Power Inteff_ ace
The power interface between the LBM and PLM connects the fuel cells in the PLM to all
subsystems in LBM.
7,2,2,2 Habitat
Habitat
Figure 7-16
PLM/Hnbitat Interface
The interfaces for the PLM and the habitat are not shown in the figure to emphasize that the
PLM and the habitat are contained in the same shell.
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7.2.2.2.1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interface between the PLM and the habitat consists of an airlock since the
PLM will not be pressurized but also needs to be accessible by the crew.
7.2.2 2.2 Data Inteff_ ace
The data interface consists of a fiber optic database that connects the PLM to the main
computers in the habitat. The database will monitor the power, control, and status of the
PLM and habitat.
7,2,2,2,3 Power Interface
The power interface between the PLM and the habitat will supply power from the fuel cells
in the PLM to all subsystems.
7.2.2.3 Nose Cone
The interface between the PLM and the nose cone is described in Figure 7-15. The
interfaces for the PLM and the nose cone are not shown in the figure to emphasize that the
PLM and the nose cone are contained in the same shell.
7.2.2.3.1 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interface consists of explosive bolts to separate the nose cone from the
habitat before the stack is tipped over.
7,2.2.3.2 Data Interface
The data interface will transmit the command of the deployment engines.
7.3 Subsystem Design
7,¢7.1 PLM Configuration
The Payload Landing Module, or PLM, will take the lunar habitat and all necessary set-up
equipment down to the lunar surface after the LBM is ejected (Figure 7-17). The main
body of the PLM itself is a semi-monocoque cylinder. This Primary Hull is designed to
take the brunt of the axial and lateral launch accelerations, as well as the bending stresses
after the structure is deployed horizontally.
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Figure 7-17
PLM Stage---Cutaway View (landing)
The PLM has two sets of support structures to buffer it from the lunar surface. The landing
gear is composed of 4 landing legs which deploy just before LBM separation. These legs
provide stability and cushion the impact at touchdown. After the PLM has landed, it will tilt
to a horizontal position (Figure 7-18). In this deployed state, the vehicle will rest on four
support legs, which will serve as a permanent supports for the lifetime of the lunar base.
Figure 7-18
PLM Stage---Cutaway View (deployed)
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Theremainderof thePLM stagestructuresareinternalandaregroupedinto threesections
for discussion(Figure7-19).At thebaseof thePLMis thePropulsionSectionwherethe
rocketmotorsandpropellanttanksarcattachedto theRocketTruss.Abovethis sectionis
thecargobayusedfor storingthesolararrays,lunarrover,regolithsupportstructure,and
variousothersuppliesandmachinesnecessaryfor set-upof the lunarbase.At thetopof
thePLM reststheBioCanlunarhabitat,wherethecrewwill live for the28-daymission.
Cargo
-.,_Propulsion _ Bay -,.-_,_---BioCan Lunar Habitat --,,_
I
Landing Gear Support Legs
Figure 7-19
PLM Stage--Internal Structures
7,3,1,1 PLM Primary_ Hull
Load Criteria
The PLM stage is expected to withstand launch accelerations of up to 3.5g axially and 2.5
laterally. In its horizontal position after deployment, the stage must endure the bending
loads due to its own weight as well as the regolith shielding which will cover it.
Configuration
The main body of the PLM itself is a semi-monocoque cylinder or radius 6m and length
19m. This Primary Hull is designed to take the brunt of the axial and lateral launch
accelerations, as well as the long-term bending stresses once the structure is deployed
horizontally. There are 12 stringers and 18 frames in the design (Figure 7-20). The frames
make up the largest portion of the total framwork mass, due to the large stresses induced by
lateral accelerations and regolith shielding. Specifications are given in Table 7-4.
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frames
• graphite/epoxy composite
• rectangular beam (lOcm x 2.8cm)
• 18 count
• 1416 kg (total)
stringers
° graphite/epoxy composite
• square beam (3cm x 3cm)
12 count
• 306 kg (total)
Figure 7-2O
PLM stage--Framework
The framework is covered with thin, curved skin panels. These bolt-on panels are
removable to allow access to the BioCan pressure vessel and other internal structures for
inspection and repair. The major portion of the skin is composed of 0.5 mm composite
panels. The primary forces on these panels are aerodynamic. The portion of the skin which
will support regolith above the BioCan is composed of reinforced aluminum panels, 2mm
thick (Figure 7-21). Along the bottom edge of this reinforced section are several horizontal
slots. These slots are important in the assembly of the Regolith Support Structure, to be
discussed later in this chapter. Table 7-5 at the end of this section contains a summary of
the Primary Hull statistics.
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Normal
Reinforced
Total
Skin Panels
• 1.12m axial width
• 1.57m radial width
• 3.Ore radius of curvature
Material Thickness
graphite/epoxy composite 0.5 mm
aluminum 2.0 mm
Figure 7-21
PLM stage--Skin Panels
(cross-section view)
Count Weight
177 232 kg
27 263 kg
204 495 kg
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Summary Specifications
Table 7-5: r Hull "
PLM Bodyz
Body Diameter 610 m Stringers'
(graphite/epoxy
Body Radius ......... 3-[-O-m:- Stringer Cross Section square
Propellant Section Height 5.69 m
.................................................................................................Cargo Bay Height 2150--m L-
r--
BioCan Height ii.00 m
..............................................
Stringer outer radius 0.030 m
Stringer inner radius ..........0-1-0-30-m
Number of Stringers 12
illiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiilllliliil...................................
Panelsz Frames,
(graphite/epoxy
Panel axial width 1.119 m Frame Cross Section Type rectangula
r
Panel radial width 1.571 m Frame height 0.i0 m
Panel radius of curvature 3.0 m Frame width .........O?O2-8m-
Normal Panels (graphite/epoxy Number of Frames 18
Number of Normal Panels 177
Normal Panel Thickness 0-i0005 m -"
Reinforced Panels (aluminum 2024-
T36)
Number of Reinforced Panels
Rei£f0rced Panels Thickness
27
0.002 m
........Total Number of Panels-.........."" ......"-.......--_ ..............204-----;--_ ::..............:......... : ; ....
MASS _STIMATES
Mass of Stringers 294 kg
Mass of Frames 1,429 kg
Mass of Panels 495 kg
Lander Body Mass Subtotal 1,968 kg
Joints & fittings allowance 25%
Primary Hull Mass(empty) 2,460 kg
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7.3.1.2 Ground Support
7.3.1.2.1 Landing Legs
Load Criteria
The landing gear for both the Precursor and Piloted landing vehicles is identical. The legs
are required to support the entire weight of the vehicle (about 26 metric tons) under a
landing shock of 0.6 g. The horizontal velocity component is expected to be negligible at
touchdown. The craft is expected to be reasonably stable, yet for the case of the Precursor
mission, it is desired to topple the PLM by a set of solid rocket motors at deployment time.
Therefore, two of the landing legs are expected to support the entire weight of the vehicle
for a brief period during deployment. In addition, the soft, uncertain lunar regolith
necessitates some sort of landing feet to prevent excessive sinking of the legs into the
surface.
Configuration
The quality of stability of a landing gear configuration with a circular spread can be
expressed by its effective base radius, or the length of the moment arm generated by the
landing legs in the direction most susceptible to toppling (Figure 7-22). The effective base
radius is determined by the number, length, and angle of the landing legs. The tripod and
four-leg configuration were considered most seriously for this project. The four-leg
configuration was chosen over the tripod because of its favorable mass to effective base
radius ratio.
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Eachlandingleg makesanangleof 45oto thesurface.Theanglewaschosenasatrade-off
betweenthelargerangleswith largebendingmomentsandsmallerangleswith less
stability.
Configuration
-'_- ---_- • 4 legs, 45 ° angle to surface
• + 23.2 ° static atablllty
• 497 kg (total)
_-_'_ Landing Leg
\-. • oraphlte/eDoxy comDoslte
_ • l:-beam (2_cm x 5cm_)
. 4.24m length
k _LJl_ Hydraulic Shock
_L]_ Absorber
/
Support Strut _ _ Pivot Joint
• graphite/epoxy composite _ _'_ /
• hollow cylindrical beam
(5cm diameter, 3cm thick)
• lm length
Footpad
• 0.8m Diameter
F'igm'e 7-23
l_mding Gear Gonfiguration
Each landing leg consists of a main beam, support strut, and footpad (Figure 7-23). The
main beam is a composite I-beam, equipped with a hydraulic shock absorber to cushion
impact at touchdown. The I-beam configuration was chosen to more efficiently react the
large bending moments in the vertical direction. The hydraulic shock absorber was chosen
over a crushable balsa shock absorber used in the Apollo moon missions due to its
reusability. If the initial landing site proves unsatisfactory for some reason, it may be
possible to use the remaining fuel on board to relocate. The footpad is attached to the main
beam via a pivot joint, which allows the footpad to accept any surface angle upon landing.
This pivoting is also necessary to accomodate the toppling motion of the PLM during
deployment. The joint is spring-centered to prevent awkward footpad angles upon initial
contact with the surface. The support strut acts to reduce the moment arm of the main beam
at its connection with the Rocket Truss. Its construction is a hollow cylindrical composite
beam. A screw-action motor pushes the support slrut outwards to deploy the landing leg
(Figure 7-24). The support strut is much smaller and lighter than the main beam since it is
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notexpectedto seelargemoments,butonly axialloads.Thesizesandmassesof the
variouscomponentsaregiveninTable7-6attheendof thissection.
landing gear undeployed landing gear deployed
Figure 7-24
Landing Gear Deployment
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Summary Specifications
Table 7-6: Landing Gear Geometry & Mass Estimate
GEOMETRY
Leg Length 4.24 m
Leg Angle 45 °
Ground Clearance 2.00 m
Support Bar length 1.00 m
Stage radius 3.00 m
Effective base radius 4.24 m
Footpad thickness 0.03 m
Footpad radius 0.40 m
Number of Legs 4
MASS ESTIMATE
Footpad mass 22.5 kg
Support bar 0.7 kg
mass
Mass of Main 45.8 kg
beam
Joints & 35%
Fittings
Motors & Misc I00 kg
Total
Landing
Gear Mass
497 kg
STABILITY
Center of 9.9m above
Mass surface
Stable 23 .2 °
An_le (de_)
7.3.1.2.2 Support Legs
Load Criteria
The Support legs keep the entire PLM structure from touching the lunar surface in order to
prevent thermal conduction and also to level the structure and provide a comfortable living
environment for the crew. During the deployment procedure, these legs must carry the
entire weight of the PLM through the landing shock experienced after toppling. For the
lifetime of the habitat, these legs must carry not only the weight of the entire stage, but also
the weight of the lunar regolith shielding which will cover the habitat. These items will be
discussed in more detail in the next section, Regolith Support Structure.
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Configuration
Casing._
motorized, screw-out deployment
• manual crank backup
pport Leg
• graphite/epoxy composite
• hollow cylindrical beam "----)
• 3.1 m length
• 20cm diameter !
• 0.5cm thickness JL
\Footpad
• graphite/epoxy composite
• 0.8 diameter footprint
Figure 7-25
Support Leg Configuration
There are four support legs on the PLM stage (Figure 7-25). Each is a hollow, cylindrical
beam made of graphite/epoxy composite. These four legs extend out of their casings by
mechanical screw-action motors to full length shortly before toppling deployment. Each leg
can also be deployed by manual cranking as a redundant backup in case of motor failure. At
maximum extension, the ground clearance on a hard surface is one meter. At the end of
each leg is composite footpad with a 0.8 diameter footprint. After making sure that the hull
will not be breached by underlying rocks, the PLM will be slightly lowered to make crew
access and regolith shield construction easier. Table 7-7 presents a summary of the support
leg specifications.
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Summary Specifications
Table 7-7: Support Lel[ Geometry & Mass Estimate
GEOMETRY number of legs 4 MASS ESTIMATE
body radius 3.00m Leg outer 0.100m Single leg mass
radius
distance from 2.87m Leg inner 0.095m Foot mass
center radius
distance from 2.12m Foot Radius 0.4m Leg mass subtotal
bottom (4 legs)
in-case allowance 0.50m Foot Thickness 0.02m Casing/Extension
Motor Allowance
ground clearance 1.00m
Leg length 3.12m
14.23kg
14.98kg
117 kg
150%
Total Support Leg
Mass
292 kg
7.3.1.3 Propulsion Section
Load Criteria
The propulsion section must transfer the thrust from the three RL-10 rocket engines to the
rest of the vehicle and store the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen propellants to be used in
the engines. In addition, the propellant tanks will be used to store the fuel for the fuel cells
which will power the lunar base while the solar cells are ineffective during the 14-day lunar
night. The propellant tanks will be under 340,000 Pa of internal presssure in addition to the
dynamic pressure of the contents during launch acceleration.
Configuration
The propellant tanks are mounted on the top of the Rocket Truss. The two hydrogen tanks
and two oxygen tanks are mounted side by side. The configuration of 4 spherical tanks
side-by-side was chosen to reduce the height of the vehicle. The hydrogen tanks decide the
height of this propellant section because of their greater size (Figure 7-26 & Table 7-8).
Each tank is a graphite/epoxy composite pressure vessel with a wall thickness is 0.5 mm.
The tanks are covered externally with insulation for the cryogenic contents. This thickness
is 16.3 cm for the hydrogen tanks and 10 cm for the oxygen tanks. A half millimeter of
steel lining on the interior of the tanks prevents the cryogenic contents from reacting
adversely with the composite tank walls.
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liquid oxygen
tanks
graphite/epo..xy composite
2.1m olameter
64 kg (each)
cryogeniC< _ ./.
insulatio _-- _-_-:
10 cm thickness
internal steel lining --, . : '
half millimeter thickness "_- _
| ---'--- | liquid hy,drogen
.IL JL, tanKs
graphite/epoxy composite
2.um oiameter
117 kg (each)
Figure 7-26
PLM Propellant Tanks
Summary Specifications
_{_on
Configuration Oxygen Tanks , - ,, Hydrogen Tank s ...........
Tank Mass 362 k( Oxygen Volume 7.495J Hydrogen Volume 18.7817
Tank Truss, 350 k¢ Oxygen Tank Geometry -sp-heric-a-J Hydrogen Tank spherical
k_!______F___in_s_ ..................................................................... G_9_Y .......................................................
Tanks
Engine Mass 501 k¢ Oxygen Tank Radius 0.963( Hydrogen Tank Radius 1.308_
Section Dry 192
Mass k{
Oxygen Tank Wall 0.0005 _ Hydrogen Tank Wall 0.0005
Thickness _ Thickness
................................................................... _?_o_--j--.Total Section ...... 5_-7( _-" Oxygen Tank Insulation -H}drog;n--Tank ............ 0.i63
Height Thickness Insulation Thickness
......... ]-- - ...... " ydr; ;n--ste;1L n{n o.ooo 
......................... ] .................... |_]..Thi __9 S s ............. | ......... J Thickness ..................
Oxygen Tank Mass 64 k¢ Hydrogen Tank Mass ll7""kc
.............................................................._=_,__!_i_ ..............................................................._i__!___ ................................................
Oxygen Tank Insulation 57 kc Hydrogen Tank 172 k_
_ _ Mass , • , Insulation Mass ,
................................... Oxygen--Tank--Mas-s ......................12-I k_-IHydrogen Tank Mass 289 kg
w/fittings & insulation lw/fittings &insulation
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7.3,1,4 Cargo Bay
The cargo bay is a vacancy located between the BioCan pressure vessel and the propellant
tanks of the PLM stage. The structural components of this section consist mainly of fitting
and shelves to store the solar panels, regolith support structure, lunar rover, and
construction machinery during the flight. No new calculations are performed specifically
for this section, but two features need to be mentioned briefly--the access hatch and the
gangplank.
7.3.1.4.1 Hatch
An access hatch exists on the side of the PLM stage to facilitate unloading of the cargo bay.
This section is not pressurized, so the hatch need not be airtight. However, once deployed
in the horizontal position, stress concentrationd can arise in the primary hull near the hatch
when in is opened. This necessitates a "beefing up" of the frame surrounding the hatch to
compensate.
The hatch for the cargo bay is shaped identically to the wall section that is replaces. The
hatch opens by sliding up and away on two side rails, much like a typical garage door.
7.3.1.4.2 Gangway
The crew will need a convenient way to get large, heavy objects in and out of the cargo
bay. A gangplank has been chosen for this purpose. The lunar rover will drive down the
gangplank, and the solar arrays and regolith support structure will also be carded across its
length. In the interests of modularity, and because the expected loads are about the same
order of magnitude, this gangplank is identical to one of the regolith support structure
panels, discussed in Section 2.2.5.6, Regolith Support Structure. The gangplank must be
located at an easily accessible location from the outside of the PLM, since the internal
airlock of the BioCan may not be openable until the cargo bay is sufficiently unloaded to
allow the airlock door to swing outward into the cargo bay. The gangplank slides out from
the side of the PLM hull just under the cargo bay hatch.
7.3.1.5 BioCan Lunar Habitat
Load Criteria
The structure for the BioCan lunar habitat is expected to endure a 35000 Pa internal
atmospheric pressure. It is also expected to endure the axial loads and lateral accelerations
of launch on its walls and internal structures. It is not expected to experience the bending
stresses present after deployment to the horizontal position, since most of these forces are
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takenby thePLM PrimaryHull. A certaindegreeof thermalprotectionis neededin order
to protectthehabitatfrom theextremesof thelunarenvironment.
Configuration
_- 11m ,'-
:i'm= 9m lm
0'_
3
BioCan Lunar Habitat
• 35,000 Pa cylindrical pressure vessel
• Aluminum
• 3:1 elliptical endcaps
• dual airlocks
• vacuum cavity insulated
Figure 7-27
BioCan Configuration
A configuration having at least two exit hatches is necessary in case of fire or other
emergency. The cylindrical payload area of the launch vehicle puts constraints on the shape
and size of the structure. A cylindrical configuration was chosen for the habitat section of
the PLM stage (Figure 7-27). The cylinder body has a radius of 2.9 m and attaches to the
inside of the frames of the Primary Hull. The BioCan itself is primarily an aluminum
pressure vessel with wall thickness of 2mm. The elliptical endcaps have a 3:1 ratio, and
extend another meter past the nine meter cylindrical body on each side. From the end of
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each endcap, the total length of the BioCan is 11 meters. A rectangular airlock exists on
each side, situated in the endcaps. Table 7-9 at the end of this section shows the geometry
and mass estimate for the BioCan pressure vessel.
Summary Specifications
Table 7-9: BioCan Geometr_ and Mass Estimate
GEOMETRY
Cylinder Diameter 5.8 m
Cylinder Radius 2.9 m
Cylinder Length 9 m
End Cap Ellipse Ratio 3:1
End Cap semi-minor axis 1 m
Total BioCan length ii m
Skin Thickness 0.002 m
MASS ESTIMATE
Material
Mass of Internal
Structures
Basic Structure Mass
Airlock & Hatch
A1 lowance
Joints & Fittings
Total BioCan
Structural Mass
Total BioCan Mass
(full)
Aluminum I
6669 kg l
1245 kgI
800 kg
35%
2760 k_
9429 kg
7.3.1.6 PLM Stage Specifications Summary
Table 7-10 summarizes the information provided in this section on the PLM structure.
Table 7-10: PLM S[)ecifications S.mmar_cr
GEOMETRY
Ground Clearance 2.00 m
Propulsion Section Height 5.53 m
Cargo Bay Height 2.50 m
Biocan Height ii.00 m
Total PLM Height w/out legs 19.03 m
Total PLM Height w/legs 21.03 m
MASS ESTIMATES
Primary Hull
Landing Gear Mass
Support Leg Mass
Propulsion Section Mass
weight)
Biocan Mass (unfurnished)
Total PLM Structural Mass
(dry
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7.3.2 Propulsion
7.3.2.1 Primary_ Propulsion System
The primary propulsion system of LBM stage is shown in Figure 7-28. It consists of
three RL10A-4 engines rated at 92,518 N nominal thrust and operating each at a 5.5:1
mixture ratio of oxidizer to fuel. The net positive suction head (NPSH) required by the
engine turbopumps is provided by pressurizing the vehicle propellant tanks with helium gas
at 272 atm. Propellants are delivered to the main engine turbopumps through feed ducts
from the vehicle propellant tanks. The feed ducts contain flex joints to accomodate engine
gimbaling and are overwrapped with a three-layer, double aluminized Kapton radiation
shield.
The primary propulsion engines run on a bipropellant combination of liquid oxigen oxidizer
and liquid hydrogen fuel. There are four spherical propellant tanks; two of them store the
oxidizer and two of them store the fuel. The tanks are constructed of a thin steel core
overwrapped with pre-stressed graphite composite fibers and a 20 cm layer of aluminized
Kapton insulation. The diameters of the oxidizer and fuel tanks are a 1.76 m and 2.78 m,
respectively.
Pneumatically actuated prevalves located at the propellant tank outlets provide series
redundant backup for the engine inlet shuttof valves. A parallel set of pyro valves and
solenoid valves upstream of the pneumatic actuation control solenoid valves provides two-
failure tolerance against inadvertent opening of the engine inlet shutoff valves. The pyro
valves will be fired open after the LBM stage is deployed a safe distance from the PTLI
stage. The system also has manual fill and drain valves to load propellant and pressurant
gas into the system, as well as additional manual valves for system leak checking on both
sides of the pyro-isolation valves and regulators. Check valves insure that the fuel and
oxidizer can never mix anywhere in the system, except in the engine. Finally, pressure
transducers, filters, temperature sensors, and line and component heaters are provided to
ensure proper subsystem operation. A mass distribution of the entire propulsion system is
given in table Table 7-11.
The fuel tanks carry significantly more propellant than is necessary for landing. Well over
half of the propellant is for the SLURPP fuel cells that provide power during the lunar
night. Because these fuel cells will be stationed on the Moon for a long period before the
piloted mission arrives, there is a thick layer of passive insulation around the tanks to
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minimize cryogenic fuel boil-off. The cryogenic propellant boil-off is also avoided by
using the SLURPP reliquifaction units.
I
I
I
I
I
t
I
FILL AND
VENT
ASSEMBLY
l|
27.58 MPa
PRESSURANT
TANK
ASSEMBLY
PRESSURANT
CONTROL
ASSEMBLY
PROPELLANT
TANK
ASSEMBLY
PROPELLANT
SUPPLY
ASSEMBLY
ENGINE
ASSEMBLY
Figure 7-28
PLM Primary Propulsion System
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7.3.2.2 Reaction Control System
The reaction control system of the PLM stage consists of two redundant subsystems
configured as shown in Figure 7-29. Each subsystem consists of 8 R-4D thrusters
operating on a 1.65 mixture ratio of oxidizer to fuel and fed by two propellant tanks. The
thrusters are divided into quadruple clusters which are placed along the periphery of the
spacecraft, making a total of 16 thrusters and four propellant tanks for the complete system.
The system utilizes a bipropellant combination of nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer and
monometylhydrazine fuel. The propellants are stored in separate spherical tanks of
identical size; each tank is 0.76 m in diameter. Both tanks are constructed of a thin steel
core overwrapped with prestrssed graphite composite fibers; no thermal insulation material
is required. Propellants are equipped with a Teflon diaphragm positive expulsion device
which insures eficient tank evacuation.
A pressurant tank stores helium at about 272 atm, and a quad redundant regulator --
coupled with a burst disk and relief valve-- regulates flow. Together, they insure a 15 atm
feed pressure to the propellant tanks, even after any single regulator failure. There are
burst disks and pyrotechnically actuated squib valves to isolate propellants from the engine
(and high pressure gas from the propellant tanks) until the system is ready for operation.
This system also has manual fill and drain valves to load propellant and pressurant gas into
the system, as well as additional manual valves for system leak checking on both sides of
the pyro-isolation valves and regulators. Check valves insure that the fuel and oxidizer can
never mix anywhere in the system, except in the engine. Finally, pressure transducers,
filters, temperature sensors, and line and component heaters are provided to ensure proper
subsystem operation. A mass distribution of reaction control system components is given
in Table 7-12.
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PROPELLANT
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PRESSURANT
CONTROL
ASSEMBLY
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1.52 MPa
PROPELLANT
N204 TANK
1.52 MPa ASSEMBLY
T
1.5 MPa
_ PROPELLANTSUPPLY
ASSEMBLY
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ENGINE
ASSEMBLY
PRIMARY CLUSTER SECONDARY CLUSTER
Figure 7.29
PLM Secondary Propulsion System
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Table 7-11: Mass Distribution of PLM Primary Propulsion System
COMPONENT
Empty Fuel Tank
Fuel Mass
Empty Oxidizer Tanks
Oxidizer Mass
Empty Helium Tanks
Helium Mass
Monitoring equipment
Propellant lines
Valves
Engine mass (3 RL10A-4 engines)
TOTAL FUELED WEIGHT
MASS [kg]
334
549
106
3,032
109
102
20 (estimated)
26 (estimated)
39
504
4,821 kg
Table 7-12: Mass Distribution of the PLM Secondary Propulsion System
COMPONENT
Empty Fuel Tanks
Fuel Mass
Empty Oxidizer Tanks
Oxidizer Mass
Empty Helium Tanks
Helium Mass
Monitoring equipment
PropeUant lines
Valves
Engine mass (16 R4-D engines)
TOTAL FUELED WEIGHT
MASS [kg]
20
192
20
317
6
2
20 (estimated)
26 (estimated)
62
6O
725 kg
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7,_.2.3 Deployment Engines
The Deployment Package consists of
landing.
solid rockets for tip-over and liquid rockets for a soft
Three Star 48/TE-M-236 Solid Rocket motors were chosen to tip the precursor lander. The
engines are used for SARV retrograde, but also work well for this task. The engines will
be tailored down from a rated 7.5 second burn to a 6.5 second burn. This reduction still
allows a large margin so that the lander will definitely tip, but it will still have a slow
angular velocity. The engines are affixed to the nose of the habitat, pointing away from the
top of the primary alrlock. The engines are split into a pair and a single so their thrust does
not encounter an R4-D engine nozzle. The engines are also angled slightly away from the
communications antennae so their exhaust is not detrimental. These considerations
diminish performance and add small torques to the system, but these effects are minimal.
The Star48/TE-M-236 motors are 18.3kg each. Tailoring the engines down to a 6.5
second bum time will trim the engine masses down to about 16kg. The motors are 0.324m
long, and provide an average thrust of 5600N in vacuum for their bum duration.
Two XLR- 132 Liquid Engines provide a controlled descent of the free end of the lander.
The computers control the descent using data from a small radar pointed at the wound
giving orientation and angular velocity data. Each XLR-132 is 54kg. Each provides up to
16680N of thrust in vacuum. The engine measures 1.2m long and the nozzle expands to a
maximum diameter of 0.6m. It achieves an Isp of 340 seconds combining monomethyl
hydrazine with nitrogen tetroxide.
7.3.3 Power and Thermal Control
Almost all of the SLURPP system is completely configured and operational at launch. The
fuel ceils, propellant tanks, Hydrogen dryer, reliquifaction units, water bladder, and
power conversion equipment is all configured inside the PLM. To complete setup of the
SLURPP system, the astronauts must remove the PV arrays and their associated structure,
motors, cabling, etc. and integrate them, Before the main PV arrays are deployed,
SLURPP runs off of two auxiliary PV arrays that deploy from the side of the PLM.
7.3.3.1 PLM Power SuDolv
The PLM is the primary power supply stage of the upper stages of the precursor vehicle.
As mentioned before, it will make use of some of the SLURPP fuel cells which it carries
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for providingpowerto thePLM stageitselfandto theLBM. ThePLM wasestimatedto
require1100W for 5days. Thispowerisprovidedby adding30.4kg of reactantmassto
thePLM-SLURPPreactantanks,andbyusing15kgof theSLURPPfuel cells.
Furthermore,thePLM mustsupplypowerto theLBM. Altogether,for inflight stage
powerof thePLM andLBM, thetanksof thePLM musthold51.84kg of reactants.The
SLURPPfuel cells,designedfor 35000W,canstill easilytakecareof the inflight power
needs.The inflight powerreactantsbreakdownas46.07kg 02 and5.8kg H2,or as0.04
m3of O2and0.08m3of H2.
7.3.3.2 PLM Thermal Insulation
Insulation for the PLM stage is designed to allow 0.083% fuel mass boiloff over a period
of 30 days.
There are two tanks for both oxidizer and fuel, making a total of four;, the radius of each
spherical hydrogen tank is 1.535 m, while that of each oxygen tank is 1.101 m. These
tanks contain all fuel for this stage, including that necessary for power systems.
Two hundred and twenty-seven layers of aluminized mylar are required to insulate the
hydrogen tank, representing a total thickness of 16.29 cm, while the oxygen tank requires
only 131 layers totalling 9.40 cm thickness. The total mass of the insulation is 673.34
kilograms for all four tanks.
7.3.4 Guidance and Navigation System
7.3.4.1 Inertial Measurement Unit
The inertial measurement unit, located in the PLM of the precursor mission, will be the
same as that discussed in Volume I1, Chapter 5. However, because this aspect of the
mission needs two levels of redundancy, five of the six gyros and accelerometers may be
used. Using five components gives ten possible combinations. The five gyros that are
used should be from the list of six component orientations. The IMU should be aligned
with the spacecraft coordinates.
7.3.4.2 Star and Sun Sensors
The PLM has four star trackers and one sensor in an arrangement similar to that on the
ERM, discussed in Volume III, Section 5.3.4.
I I
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7.3.4.3 Data Processin_
The data processing of the IMU and sensor outputs should be done onboard during
powered flight, such as midcourse corrections and lunar landing. During unpowered
flight, i.e. trans-lunar orbit, mission control should monitor the position and orientation of
the spacecraft. The process shown and discussed in Volume II, Chapter 5 will be used for
attitude and navigation.
7.3.4,4 Radar Altimeter8
The PLM has three radar altimeters and one sensor in an arrangement similar to that on the
ERM, discussed in Volume III, Section 5.3.4.
7.3.4.5 Antenna Beacons
The PLM has two antenna beacons and one sensor in an arrangement similar to that on the
ERM, discussed in Volume III, Section 5.3.4.
7.3.4.6 GPS
The PLM has two GPS systems. These systems are placed near the communicaition
equipment. It takes accurate readings to within 4m in LEO every second. These readings
are used to update the INS which is the primary mode of navigation. The GPS system is
used in both rendezvous operations as well as earth low Earth reentry operatoins.
7.3.5 Communications and Control System
7.3.5.1 Communication Antennae
The PLM carries the high gain antennae in its Nose Section. The rest of the
communications system such as the computers and data storage resides inside the habitat.
These antennae are located on the PLM so that bags of regolith on top of the habitat will not
interfere with the pointing system. A detailed discussion of the communications system
appears in Volume II sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.4.
7.3.5.2 Communication Antennae Deployment
The communication antennae are folded on the front of the PLM/Habitat. Once the launch
nose cone is shedded in orbit, the antennae can deploy. The main boom the antennae are
mounted to lies flat on the top of the PLM/Habitat cylinder. After the nose cone is
removed, the boom rotates 180 ° to hang over the edge of the cylinder. Next, the antenna
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armsfold from flushagainstheboomto perpendicularto it. Oncethestructureis open,
theantennaeopenup in anumbrellaconfiguration.Theseantennaearethenoriented
properlyfor communications.Figure7-31showstheantennaes'connectionto theendof
thehabitat.Their deploymentis shownin Figure7-30.
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Figure 7-30
Antennae Deployment
Periodically, the spacecraft will alter its orientation with respect to the Earth. At these
points, the antennae will rotate to provide the maximum cross-section. One of these times
is during deployment. Since the solid tip-over rockets aim in the general direction of the
antennae, care must be taken to insure their integrity. The dishes temporarily tilt to avoid
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the rocket exhaust. Once the precursor lander is horizontal, the antennae reorient toward
Earth.
7.3.6 Status Monitoring
7.3.7 Subsystem Interfaces
Computer Crew
i
I I , I IsYstem 
Figure 7-31
PLM and Habitat Interfaces
7.3.7.1 Mechanical Interfaces
The mechanic interfaces consists of airlocks that connect the habitat to the PLM on one end
and on the other end provides a exit to the lunar surface.
7.3.7.2 Data Interfaces
The data interfaces consists of fiber optics that transmit and monitor the status of the power
subsystem in the PLM to the main computers in the habitat. The data interface also
provides the link between the C3 subsystems and crew systems to the computer for
monitoring and maintaining the habitat.
7.3.7.3 Power Interfaces
The power interface provides power from the fuel cells in the PLM to all other subsystems.
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8. Surface Payloads Description
Surface Payloads include all the hardware delivered to the Moon surface by the Payload
Landing Module. The following sections describe the BioCan - the habitat module for the
astronauts, the Rover - a multipurpose surface transportation vehicle, the Regolith Collector
- a street-sweeper type of vehicle for collecting regolith for protecting the habitat against
solar flares, the Conveyer - a segmente_:l conveyer belt used primarily for implementing the
radiation protection.
8.1 Habitat Module
8.1.1 Habitat Module Requirements
8.1.1.1 Set-up Requirements
The ECS in the habitat will be fully functional when the piloted mission arrives. The ECS
includes the following systems: 1) thermal control, 2) atmosphere supply and control, 3)
atmosphere purification, and 4) humidity control. Operation of the ECS in the habitat
before the arrival of the crew will allow Mission Control to determine the functionality of
the ECS. The communications and control systems in the habitat will also be fully
functional before the arrival of the crew.
The crew will arrive on the moon in soft suits. With the ECS in the habitat functioning
when the crew arrives, the crew will be able to remove their suits when they get inside the
habitat. The remainder of the crew systems in the habitat will require less than eight hours
to set-up (three crew members working). This will allow the crew to begin work on the
power system and radiation protection soon after arrival.
8,1.1.2 Survivability Requirements
The design life requirement of the habitat module is 12 years. This will allow development
of a lunar base during the lifetime of the habitat module. The habitat systems will be
modular to allow replacement and upgrading of components.
8.1.1.3 Functional Reouirements
The habitat module must provide the following functions: 1) ECLSS (crew systems), 2)
communications and control, 3) EVA storage (hard and soft suits), 4) laboratory / system
maintenance facility, 5) crew quarters, 6) personal hygiene, 7) galley, 8) dining / recreation
/ exercise, 9) health maintenance, 10) laundry, 11) circulation (the crew must be able to
II
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moveaboutthehabitatmodulein hardsuitsduringanemergency,and12)protection
againstmoderatesolarflare.
8.1.1.4 Abort Requirements
In the event of abort from the habitat, if possible, the habitat should be left in such a way
that it can be brought back to functioning ability with as little excess repair payload as
posssible. This consideration is mitigated by the time frame within which the abort must
take place. Unless the habitat is about to combust, abort from the habitat will not be a split
second process. The astronauts face a three day return trip, so any failure without a three
day margin (failure not occuring to the habitat, rover or other surface implements), should
be dealt with in situ. There are provisions for making repairs for many failures, and these,
of course, are not considered abort situations.
If abort occurs because of external dangers, such as increasing radiation levels or
developing problems with the crew capsule or ERM, all efforts should be made to follow
the standard shut-down procedure for the habitat. If the problem is with the habitat, the
offending components should be disabled and if necessary isolated so as to prevent
contamination of the rest of the habitat. If possible, the crew should compile a complete
checklist of the damage, why it occured, and the necessary parts for repair. This will allow
the next crew to begin repair with a minimum of excess material.
In the case of problems with the propulsion systems, it may be necessary to send a rescue
mission to the moon. Again, the astronauts would need to survive a minimum of three
days without outside support. It is unlikely that there will be another craft ready to launch
at just that moment, so a more extended stay may be necessary.
Abort from the habitat is just like shortening the mission. The return of the original capsule
and crew cannot occur with a propulsion malfunction. A lunar rescue atttempt by a second
craft and crew is the only way to deal with an uncompensated propulsion failure.
8.1.1.5 Modular Requirem¢nts
Modularity of the habitat module is important to allow expansion of the lunar base.
Additional modules can be connected to the habitat module at the secondary airlock. See 8-
1. Passageways between modules would be made using inflatable structures. Using this
method of connection, there are always two exit paths from each module.
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Initial module
End with primary airlock
Secondary airlock
Flexible pa
Additional module
I
!
Figure 8-I.
S tat ty
8.1.1.6 Expansibili _tyRequirements (Re-supply)
Recurring missions must carry the additional supplies for the refurbishment of the habitat.
Basically, these supplies are the crew provisions (Subsection 8.1.3.1). However,
additional tanks must be provided in the crew module in order to carry the extra needed
oxygen, nitrogen, and water to the lunar surface. Table 8-1 contains the mass and volume
requirements of the refurbishment supplies for the habitat. Thus, the recurring budget for
the crew module is the original budget for the crew module (Chapter 6) plus the
refurbishment budget given in Table 8-1. This recurring budget is important when
considering future missions and the expansibility of the crew module.
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Table 8-1: Refurbishment
Recurring
Clothing
Shoes
Totals
Dress/3 weeks)
Food (dry weight)
;0, xygen
Daily Supply
Cabin Atmosphere - three
EVA
Nitrogen
Daily Supply
Cabin Atmosphere
Tanks
Oxygen - three
Nitrogen - three
Water- six
Water
Drinking water
Wash water
Water for oxygen reclamation
Toiletries
Bud_t For The Habitat
Mass Ikg) Volume Im3)
1409.69 4.43
- 0.8
4
55.2
102 0.83
50.93
255.6
70.34
100.8
126
48 1.59
95.7 0.81
109.02 0.34
282.2
80.5
23.4
6 0.06
_,I.2 Structural Design
9.1.2.1 BigCan L_naz H_bitat-Extemal Structure
Load Criteria
The structure for the BioCan lunar habitat is expected to endure a 35000 Pa internal
atmospheric pressure. It is also expected to endure the axial loads and lateral accelerations
of launch on its walls and internal structures. It is not expected to experience the bending
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stresses present after deployment to the horizontal position, since most of these forces are
taken by the PLM Primary Hull. A certain degree of thermal protection is needed in order
to protect the habitat from the extremes of the lunar environment.
Configuration
11m ..-
mJ_,q___D,,.Tin"-" 9m lm
r
01
3
BioCan Lunar Habitat
• 35,000 Pa cylindrical pressure vessel
• Aluminum
• 3:1 elliptical endcaps
• dual airlocks
• vacuum cavity insulated
Figure 8-2
BioCan Configuration
A configuration having at least two exit hatches is necessary in case of fire or other
emergency. The cylindrical payload area of the launch vehicle puts constraints on the shape
and size of the structure. A cylindrical configuration was chosen for the habitat section of
the PLM stage (Figure 8-2). The cylinder body has a radius of 2.9 m and attaches to the
inside of the frames of the Primary Hull. The BioCan itself is primarily an aluminum
pressure vessel with wall thickness of 2ram. The elliptical endcaps have a 3:1 ratio, and
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extendanothermeteroneachsidepasttheninemetercylindricalbody.Fromtheendof
eachendcap,thetotal lengthof theBioCanis 11meters.A rectangularairlockexistson
eachside,situatedin theendcaps.Table8-2attheendof thissectionshowsthegeometry
andmassestimatefor theBioCanpressurevessel.SeeSection7.2.1,PLM Configuration
for more information about the cargo bay, support legs, and other structures related to the
BioCan. Volume II, Section 2.2.5, Precursor Mission Structures contains information
about the structural analysis of the lunar habitat.
Summa_ Specifications
Table 8-2 : BioCan Geometr_ and Mass Estimate
GEOMETRY MASS ESTIMATE
Cylinder Diameter 5.8 m Material Aluminum
Cylinder Radius 2.9 m Mass of Internal Structures 6669 kg
Cylinder Length 9 m Basic Structure Mass 1245 kg
End Cap Ellipse Ratio 3:1 Airlock & Hatch Allowance 800 kg
End Cap semi-minor axis 1 m Joints & Fittings 35%
Total BioCan 2760 kg
Structural Mash
T_tal BioCan length ii m Total BioCan Mass (full) 9429 kg
Skin Thickness 0.002 m
8.1.2.2 Intomal Strucmr_ and Layout
The pressure hull of the habitat is a cylindrical structure with a diameter of 5.8 meters and a
length of 11 meters. The pressure hull has elliptical ends with the ratio of the semi-major
axis to the semi-minor axis equal to 3:1. See 8-3.
4
I
5.8 m.
I
kl J
llm.
_ tIull (top view)
The habitat module has two types of floor levels. The crew quarters section of the habitat
module consists of two levels. The lower level has a floor to ceiling height of 2.0 meters
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andtheupperlevelhasafloor to ceilingheightof 1.3meters.Thewidth of thefloor on the
lower level is5.08meters,andthewidth of thefloor on theupperlevel is 5.67meters.See
Figure 8-4.
Upl_r level tf__,__ 1.0 m.m"
_'_ ---- 1.34.38 m.
{74 5.67 m. "-i 2.0m.
//_ 5.08 m. 5 1.5 m.
Lower level
5.8 m.
Figure 8-4
Floor Levels of Crew
The remaining sections of the habitat module utilizes a single level floor. In this area the
floor to ceiling height is 2.8 meters. The width of the floor at this level is 5.51 meters. See
Figure 8-5.
_ 1.0 m.
2.8m.
[.,, 5.51 m. ,.._1
level//_'x, / 2.0 m.Floor
Figure 8_5
Main _d_tat Floor Level
5.8 m.
The length of the crew quarters section of the habitat module is 3.4 meters. The two floor
levels are connected with two .25 meter steps. See Figure 8-6.
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/ Ceiling
_ Floors IjL II
I I
I-" 3.4 m. 7.6 m. I
Crew quarters Main habitat area
Figure 84_
Floor Levels of Habitat Module (side view)
The habitat module has an airlock at either end. The circulation paths inside provide
adequate space for the crew to move through the module while wearing hard suits. The
habitat module is divided into several functional areas. See figure 8-7.
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EVA storage
2.6 m.
Communications/control
Storage/work Personal hygiene
1.6 m. 2.1 m. 1.3 m.
k_ "'_1
2.8 m. 1.0 m. 3.8 m. 3.4 m.
Exercise area Galley Crew quarters
EVA storage
Primary airlock
Figure 8-7
Functional Layout of Biocan (top view)
8.1.2.2.1 EVA Storage
The EVA storage area is located next to the primary airlock. It contains sufficient space to
store five EVA hard suits and four soft suits. The hard suits will be stored in the habitat
module during the pre-piloted mission. The crew will arrive and transfer to the habitat
module in their soft suits. The EVA storage area contains a vacuuming system to clean the
lunar dust off of the suits.
The hard suits will be hung during storage in the EVA storage area. Each suit requires a
volume 2 meter tall, lmeter deep, and .8 meters wide. The four soft suits can be folded
into a volume 2 meters high, 1 meter deep, and .6 meters wide. See figure 8-8. There will
be hooks in the open area just inside the airlock to hang the hard suits while they are being
vacuumed.
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EVA vacuum
Airlock
Hardsuits(5)
F_gure _8
EVA Storage
8.1.2.2.2 Storage and Work Area
This area consists of a rack containing any required maintenance and scientific equipment.
The rack has a desk area where work can be done. There will be four chairs in the work,
galley, and control and communications areas. These chairs can be placed in the area as
they are needed.
8.12.2.3 Control and Communication
This area will contain all of the communications and control equipment for the habitat
module. The communications equipment will include systems to talk with earth and the
rover and a intercom system to be used internal to the habitat module. The Control and
Communications area will also contain computers for control of the habitat module and for
data processing.
8.1.2.2.4 Galley
The galley contains all the necessary systems and storage areas for food preparation. There
is space for bulk food storage where food stores are wrapped individually in plastic wrap.
The galley also contains ambient storage where plates, utensils, and commonly used
cooking items are kept. A microwave oven and dishwasher system which could also be
used as a clothes washer will also be installed in the galley. The galley will also contain a
water dispenser and deployable counter. Trash will be handled with a trash compactor and
a small storage area.
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A table1.5meterslongand.82 meters wide will be stowed in the section of the galley
nearest the exercise area. This table will pull out and unfold. The table will be used for
both working and eating, and it will be strong enough to support a man so it can be used as
an examination table in a medical emergency.
8.1.2.2.5 Personal Hygiene
This will be a closed compartment containing a toilet, sink, shower, and toiletry storage
racks.
8.1.2.2.6 Crew Ouarters
The crew quarters will be a common four person area. The lower level will provide a small
desk for each crew member, storage space for clothing, and a small sitting and reading
area. The desk and personal storage space will be located along both walls. Each two
person desk will be .5 meter wide and 1.8 meters long. Shelves will be placed above the
desk for person storage. The open area of the lower level will be used for reading and
relaxing. The dimensions of this area are 1.8 meters by 4.0 meters. This area will provide
adequate room for two crew members to do personal work or relax.
The upper level will contain the bedding for the four crew members. The dimensions of
the upper level are 5.08 meters wide by 2.6 meters long. The upper level is longer than the
lower level because it extends over the top of the airlock into the elliptical endcap of the
pressure hull. The upper level will contain four beds that are each 2 meter long and 1 meter
wide. A light partition will separate each of the beds on the second level.
8.1.2.2.7 Exercise Area
The main pieces of equipment in the exercise area are a treadmill and an ergometer. The
treadmill will be stowed vertically against the pressure hull while it is not in use. The
ergometer will be secured to the floor during the flight to the moon. When the crew
arrives, the ergometer will be moved to a hanging stowed position just above the exercise
area.
8.1.2.2.8 Tank Storage
All of the oxygen, nitrogen, and water tanks will be stored under the floor of the single
level section of the habitat module. There is adequate room under the floor of this section
to place the following spherical tanks: 1) three oxygen tanks (r = .72 meters), 2) three
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nitrogentanks(r = .57meters),and3) sixwatertanks(r = .43meters).In additionto the
tanks,thewashwaterrecoverysystemwouldalsobeplacedunderthefloor.
Thehumiditycontrolandatmosphericpurificationsystemswill beplacedabovetheceiling.
Eachof thesesystemswill beattacheddirectlyto thepressurehull. All pipingfor
atmosphericsupplyandcontrolandwatermanagementwill berununderthefloor and
abovetheceiling.
8.1.2.2.9 EVA Airlock
The following specifications are scaled down from a design for a space station airlock
The largest part of the structure is the EVA airlock itself. In the Bio-Can, this structure will
occupy approximately 4.2 m3 and will require a mass of about 450 kg. to cover the walls
of the structure, equipment attachments, lights, and gas recovery system.
Mass and volume allotments of 25 kg. and 0.028 m3 must be made in order to accomodate
the hyperbaric equipment. This apparatus, located under the equipment alrlock, allows for
the treatment of rapid decompression illness by subjecting the occupant to pressures as high
as 5 atm for a period of time. It is these high pressures that require the large mass in wall
structure previously mentioned.
The third component of the airlock assembly is the equipment airlock. In the Bio-Can, this
will occupy a space of 0.6 m3 and require 82 kg of mass to account for its walls, lighting,
and gas recovery system. The structure is provided to mimimize consumables and the time
required to pass items between the habitat and EVA crew. It is also used to deliver
medicine and food to astronauts undergoing pressure treatment in the EVA airlock.
Both the primary and secondary airlocks are of the same design and dimensions. The total
mass requirement for the airlocks is 1100 kg.
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8.1.2.3 Overall Specifications
Table 8-3: Mass and Power Budgets
System
Structure
pressure vessel
internal structure
storage racks
Crew Systems
general
exercise
commode
housecleaning
airlock
Mass (kilograms)
2760
1500
1000
3853
C 3 316
Thermal Control 200
Lighting 90
Scientific Equipment 250
total 9969.0
Power (kWH / 24 hr)
92.8
9.7
.3
.3
8.0
53.3
24.0
7.0
24.0
219.4
Table 8-3 gives the mass and power breakdown for the habitat. The mass figure includes
the composite pressure hull for the habitat but it does not include any mass for the outer
shell which covers the entire surface payload or the stringers which support the pressure
hull. The power figure is given as total power used during a 24 hour period. 219.4 kWH
per 24 hours equates to an average continuous power of 9.14 kW. The power system is
being designed to support a continuous load of 9.14 kW with peak power at 15 kW.
8.1.3 Crew Systems
The habitat has the primary goal of providing a livable environment for the astronauts. The
crew systems requirements include a 99% reliability. This reliability will be achieved by
having systems with this 99% reliability already or by providing three levels of redundancy
in the systems that do not. [Shea, 1992]. Systems that require redundancy basically have a
95% reliability and when three systems are connected in parallel then the net reliability will
be the desired 99%. Crew systems has also established a factor of safety of 1.5 for all
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consumables.Thesetwo aspects,reliabilityandsafetyfactor,affectcrewsystems'
drivers. Thedriversaremass,volume,andpowerrequirements.
Crewsystemsincludescrewprovisions,environmentalcontrol,andother equipment with
regards to mass, volume, and power budgets. The totals for the precursor mission are
given in Table 8-4. Each system is broken down completely in this section and further
budget elaborations are given.
Table 8-4 : Crew Systems Habitat Total Budget
System
Crew Habitat Provisions
Habitat Environmental Control
Habitat Bioinstrumentation
EVA Equipment
Other Habitat Equipment
TOTALS
Mass(kg) Volume(m3) Power(watts)
1332.89 42.95 0
1311.12 11.37 3838.5
318.2 2.35 4832
413 10.25 0
160 1.77 1506.3
3535.21 68.69 10176.8
8.1.3.1 Crew Provisions
The analysis for the required crew provisions for the habitat follows the same methods as
the crew module. Refer to Subchapter 7.1 of Volume II for the methods used to obtain the
mass, volume, and power budgets. However, there are differences between the crew
module and the habitat. The habitat supplies were based on provisions for twenty-eight
days with a factor of safety of 1.5. Thus, the supply of clothing, food, oxygen, nitrogen,
drinking water, wash water, and toiletries are based on twenty-eight days. Other things to
note are the medical kit [Pearson, 1971], additional clothing, and water for oxygen
reclamation (Subsection 7.2.1.4 of Volume II). Also, the pressurized volume of the
habitat is 200m3, this is used in determining the mass of cabin oxygen and nitrogen needed
(Section 7.7.1 of Volume II).
Table 8-5 provides the consumables for a four person mission for twenty-eight days with
a factor of safety of 1.5 built-in. This factor of safety and the three extra cabin atmosphere
supplies (in case of depressurization) provide more consumables than required for a four
person - twenty-eight day mission if everything goes as planned. The oxygen and nitrogen
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provide enough for 94.5 days due to the extra supplies in reserve for repressurization
atmosphere. However, the drinking water only lasts forty-two days since it only has a
factor of safety of 1.5 and no reserve supplies.
Table 8-5: Crew Habitat Provisions
Crew Provisions total
Crew of four 40
Clothing
Shoes
Dress (3 weeks)
Sleepers
Food (dry weight)
Medical kit
Oxygen
Daily Supply
Cabin Atmosphere - three
EVA
Nitrogen
Daily Supply
Cabin Atmosphere
Drinking water
Wash water
Water for oxygen reclamation
Toiletries
Mass (kg) Volume (m3)
1332.89 42.95
55.2
0.8
32 1.2
102 0.83
42 0.06
152.85
255.6
70.34
100.8
126
282.2
80.5
23.4
6 0.06
8.1.3.2 Environmental Control
The habitat crew environment is engineered to provide the most comfortable conditions for
the astronauts. The environmental factors include atmosphere, water, and waste. The
habitat will utilize a semi-regenerative system as described in Subchapter 7.2 of Volume II.
The system is regenerative in oxygen (Subsection 7.2.1.4 of Volume II) and wash water
recycling (Subsecton 7.2.2.1 of Volume II).
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Figure 8-9 is a diagram of the habitat's environmental control and waste management
system. Table 8-6 contains the total budgets for the system. This system is based on the
trade and selection analysis given in Subchapter 7.2 of Volume II and is described in full in
the following sections.
Waste Products
Vented
Oxygen
Sieve
I l
/__ Mass Spectrometer
--1__
_--'_ Habitat
Filtered
Water
LiOHBackup [
I
4
Wash Water
Recovery
System
Waste
Products
Commode
Oxygen
(y
Oxygen
Figure 8-9
Habitat Environmental Control and Waste Management System
I
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Table 8-6: Habitat Environmental Control Total Budget
ronmental Control
Total
Tanks
Oxygen - three
Nitrogen - three
Water - six
Waste Management
Commode
Water Management
Humidity control
Wash water recovery system - 3
Tanks
Piping, etc.
Atmosphere Purification
LiOH system
Molecular sieve - 2
Thermal Control System
Atmosphere Supply + Control
Mass spectrometer
Breadboard 2-gas control
Lockheed electrolysis
Sabatier/Toxin Burner
Tubing, etc.
Fire Suppression and Detection
Mass Volu me Power
1311.12 11.37 3838.5
48 1.59
95.7 0.81
109.02 0.34
46 0.24 340
115 0.76 725.2
68.1 0.18 240.9
36.4 0.11 -
25 2 -
60 0.7 80
284 0.85 900
109 1.03 1000.7
18.2 0.1 100
22.7 0.2 100
129.5 0.28 287.5
77.3 0.28 10.2
30 1.8 -
37.2 0.1 54
The power levels given in Table 8-6 are just the required level for each component. The
total given is just a sum of these levels. Subsection 8.1.3.2.4 contains a power prof'de for
crew systems' part of the habitat.
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8.1.3.2.1 Atmosphere
The general composition of the habitat atmosphere is identical to the atmosphere of the crew
module. Section 7.2.1 of Volume II contains the engineering of the atmosphere and the
reasons for choosing the following characteristics.
Total Pressure = 0.34 atm
Nominal Partial Pressures =
Oxygen ---0.218 atm
Nitrogen = 0.122 atm
Carbon Dioxide < 0.0102 am
Water Vapor = 0.0082 atm to 0.0184 atm
Temperature = 17.8" to 27.2 * C
Mixture (by volume) = 64% oxygen and 36% nitrogen
Table 8-6 shows the other atmosphere necessities. For atmospheric purification, a
molecular sieve will be used to remove carbon dioxide as described in the oxygen
reclamation section (Subsection 7.2.1.4 of Volume II). For redundancy, an extra
molecular sieve and a LiOH system {(adsorbs carbon dioxide from the air), Subsection
6.3.2.1 of Volume II} will be provided for the habitat. The habitat also includes a thermal
control system, atmospheric supply and control equipment, humidity control system, and
f'u'e suppression and detection equipment. Table 8-6 contains all the mass, volume, and
power budgets for these systems [Pearson, 1971] and [Shewfelt, 1992].
8.1.3.2.2 Water
The habitat will recycle wash water (Subsection 7.2.2.1 of Volume II). This is shown in
Figure 8-9. The recycling of the wash water provides a mass savings of 75.6 kg in the
second mission while costing only an additional 28.9 kg in the first mission (Subsection
7.2.2.1 of Volume II).
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8.1.3.2.3 Waste
The Columbiad lunar habitat will include one Allied-Signal commode unit for the disposal
of human waste, wipes, and potentially other soft disposable items (see Vol. II section
7.2.3 for details). In addition to this unit, the habitat will have a central garbage storage bin
for such materials as food packaging remmants, uneaten food, used personal hygiene items
(dental floss, tissue paper, etc.), spillage containment bags, and any other garbage
gathered. The bin will enable crewmembers to manually crank a piston in order to compact
accumulated. The compacted trash will be occasionally be placed in sealable bags for
storage or lunar surface burial. Garbage storage areas will be connected to an air
circulation conduit and filter/freshener to eliminate cabin odor. Several waste baskets will
also be supplied to place at various locations about the habitat for temporary, convenient
non-toxic trash disposal.
As on the Crew Module, the there will be an extensive effort placed on minimizing
disposable food packaging in the lunar habitat. This packaging accumulation is a much
more critical factor on the habitat where the astronauts will be consuming three meals per
day for 28 days. Freeze dried foods will be wrapped in celophane and eaten on reusable,
multi-compartment plastic trays. The celophane is very compactable and will contribute
very little to garbage volume. Beverage powders will be stored in large, permanent
cylinders with tumspouts to eliminate packaging, and cups will be reusable.
The waste management equipment will also include a handheld vaccum capable of intaking
small liquid and solid spills. Vacuum containment bags will be highly resistant to volatile
contents to prevent releakage. Hence, full bags can be placed inside the central garbage
storage bin for storage or burial.
The Crew Module Environmental Control System includes an air filter system to reduce
atmosphere particulate count to healthy levels. The system also includes a Mass
Spectrometer which will be able to detect trace levels of predetermined expected toxins
which will be periodicaUy monitored by crew and mission control.
,_.1.3.2.4 Power
Table 8-6 provided the power levels for the various components of the environmental
control system for the habitat. However, these are just values and do not provide a power
profile. All of these systems run continuously except for the commode and the EVA hard
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suit rechargesystem. Thetotalpowerthatthesesystemsrequireis 3868.5watts. The
commoderunsanaverageof 14timesperdayfor thefour-personcrew.Thecommode
requires340wattsof powerfor adurationof 20secondseachtimeit is in operation
[Shewfelt]. TheEVA hardsuit rechargesystem(Section7.7of VolumeII) requires500
wattsfor aperiodof tenminutesfour timesaday. Anotheraspectof crewsystemsis
bioinstrumentationandexerciseequipment(Subsection8.1.3.4).In termsof power,the
bioinstrumentationandexerciseequipmentrequire4832wattsof powerfor atwo hour
periodduringa typicalday. Thisallowsfor thirty minutesof exercisefor eachastronaut.
A final aspectof crewsystemsis housekeeping(Subsection8.1.3.5). This requiresa
power levelof 556.3wattsfor 30minuteseachday. Figure8-10showscrewsystems
daily powerprofile for thehabitat.Thecommode'spoweris shownasspikes,theEVA
charge'spowerasslightlywider spikes,thehousekeeping'spowerasa solidjump, and
theexerciseperiod'spowerasahugeincrease.Theprofile is in termsof a 24-hour
period,however,"hour zero"is notnecessarilyequalto 12:00a.m.Thefigure providesa
typical powerprofile with therequiredcontinuouspowerandtheadditionalspikesin
poweralongwith their durations.
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Figure 8-10
Crew Systems Daily Power Profile For The Habitat
8.1.3.2.5 Fire Detection and Suppression
Fire is a grave danger is space. Possible causes are overheating of electronic equipment and
astronaut error. The system implemented in the habitat is very similar to the Space
Shuttle's current system and the proposed system for Space Station Freedom. The
technology is based on work done at AiResearch [Shewfelt, 1992]. The habitat contains
twenty-eight smoke detectors, five fire detectors, and twelve fire extinguishers (five of
which is built into the system, seven of which are portable). The system mass is 37.2 kg
and volume is 0.1 m 3 (Table 8-6).
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8.1.3.3 Crew Garments and EVA Suit
8.1.3,3.1 Shirtsleeve and Undergarments
Columbiad crewmembers sha//wear a variety of undergarments to remain comfortable both
within the EVA spacesuit as well as during non-critical phases of lunar habitat occupation.
This includes a set of Capellene underwear to provide warmth and a layer against outer suit
friction irritation. For long term EVA suit wear, the crew will also don a Fecal Collection
System similar to those worn on Apollo missions. During habitat occupation,
crewmembers will don Shuttle multi-pocketed pants and flight jackets which provide
comfort, warmth, and are highly functional, as well as lightweight tennis shoes.
8.1.3.3.2 EVA Suit
The spacesuit to be included on Columbiad for lunar EVA will be based on the suits
currently being researched by NASA for use in Space Station EVA. At Ames Research
Center at Moffett Field, California, two suits are under scrutiny. These are the AX-5 (see
Figure 8-11) and Mark 3. Each suit will provides the necessary protection against the
thermal, chemical, and radiation environments of space. In addition, both incorporate a
high level of protection against micrometeoroid impact, a likely event during long periods
of Space Station construction in LEO. This armor-like quality is equally necessary on the
lunar surface not only for micrometeroids and flying impact debris, but also will resist
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Figm_ 8-11
Ames AX-5 Hardsult
tearing and puncture over the many hours of EVA expected over the mission. What is
more, both suits have been designed with constant volume joints to significantly reduce
resistance of motion over Apollo suits. With such ease of motion, the astronauts may be
able to work up to eight hours per excursion, increasing mission productivity. Both suits
are capable of operating under 0.56 atm as opposed to the 0.29 atm of the current Space
Shuttle suits. Though all crew inhabited volumes will include an atmosphere of only 0.34
atm, this extra pressure capability will eliminate pre-breathing procedures before EVA.
This factor is crucial to a mission which may include frequent egress and ingress each
working day. The decision has been made to include a suit for each crewmember plus a
spare suit to replace an irreparably damaged suit.
Though both suits have been designed for the same task, the AX-5 and Mark 3 vary
considerably. The AX-5 is an entirely solid design, comprised of a double hull aluminum
and stainless steel body. Having an entirely solid design makes suit fabrication much more
predictable and reliable than fabric suits. Furthermore, the AX-5 has only 15 major parts,
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makingmaintenancesimple. Finally,differentlyproportionedastronautsareaccomodated
throughtheuseof sizingringsatvariousjoints. TheMark3 combineshardandsoft
componentswhichenhancesflexibility. Thetorsoisof analuminumconstruction,and
includesajoint at thewaistwhichallowsthewearerto bendforward. Thissectionalso
includessizingringsfor personalizedfit. Thelegs,arms,andbootsof theMark 3 areof
fabric construction.BothdesignsincludehelmetsmuchlargerthancurrentSpaceShuttle
helmets,allowing for muchgreatervisibility, areof rearentryconfiguration,and
incorporateintegralportablelife supportsystems(PLSS).
Theexactdesignfor theColumbiadlunarEVA suitswill mostlikely includeacombination
of featuresfrom theAX-5 andMark 3suits,pluswill havefeaturesspecificallydesigned
for theMoonratherthanfor SpaceStationconstruction.Forexample,thejoints in the
Amessuitshavebeenconfiguredundertheassumptionthattheastronautwouldbe floating
in space,ratherthanstandingin a 1/6Earthgravityenvironment.TheAX-5 forcesthe
wearer'slegsapartfor acomfortablefloatingposition.Thispositionisdisadvantageous
for extensivewalking. ThecurrentmodelAX-5 doesnot includeawaistjoint, which isa
necessaryelementfor lunarapplications.Thoughthesuit'sPLSSis permanentlyattached
to thesuit,Columbiadrequiresthattheintegralbackpackbealternatelysuppliedby
umbilical. Duringrover transportation,it is desirableto supplytheastronautswith a life
supportsystemstowedpermanentlyon therover. Thiswill allow for maximumEVA
enduranceat theworksiteandenablestheastronautsto feedoff of areservesupplyon the
rover if therovermalfunctions.Anotherissuewhichmustbeaddressedis thatof theeffect
of lunardustonthesolidjoints of theAmessuits. Presumablythesejoints canbe
protectedagainstintrusionof particlesandresultingjoint degradationor failure. Finally,
thesuitshouldincludehardpointsfor lunar tool stowage.Despitetheobviousdifferences
betweentheexistingsuitsandtheprobablefinal design,theAmesprototypesbestrepresent
themostmodernin spacesuittechnology.Additionally,theSpaceStationsuit researchis
sufficientlyfar alongasto giveamuchhigherprobabilityfor meetingprojectdeadlines.
TheEVA PLSSunit suppliesthespacesuitwith a 100%oxygensupplyat0.34atm. It will
provide8 hoursof nominaloxygensupplyaswell as1/2hourworthof emergency
oxygen. Exhaledair is processedthroughaminiaturemolecularsieveto separatecarbon
dioxidefrom breathableair. Carbondioxideisradiatedto space.In addition,thePLSSis
integratedwith a liquid coolinggarmentoprovideacomfortabletemperaturefor the
workingastronaut Theworkingfluid is transportedto thepack,andsublimated,releasing
theheatto aradiatorandouterspace.Finally,theEVA PLSSsuppliesanamountof
I
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drinkingwaterto a strawlocatedin thehelmetfor astronautconsumptionduringEVA. A
batterypackwill supplyall systemswith power12hours(reflectingaFOSof 1.5).
8.1.3.4 Bioinstrumentation
Biomedical monitoring of crew members in the lunar habitat and during surface EVA will
be performed to assure crew safety and to acquire more extensive data on the physiological
effects of microgravity (one-sixth-g).
Exercise Capacity and Metabolic Analysis. Biomedical monitoring will be
performed during daily exercise on a treadmill and bicycle ergometer throughout the 28-day
lunar habitation. Data on oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production, lung volume
and respiratory exchange will be collected with a metabolic analyzer and studied to detect
decreases in exercise capacity. (see Volume II: Section 7.6.1)
Exercise Equipment. Resistive forces encountered in the EVA spacesuit during surface
activities necessitates the use of equipment for maintaining musculoskeletal strength and
endurance. Trunk and leg muscle atrophy will be decreased by walking or running on an
angled treadmill under gravitational loading for at least 30 minutes per day (see Volume II:
Section 7.6.2). MK-I exercisers transported from the capsule will be used on the lunar
habitat to maintain arm strength (see Volume 1I: Section 7.5.2).
Medical Kit. In order to accommodate the longer duration of lunar habitation, the first
aid kit supplied in Biocan has a larger supply of medication than the kit on the crew
capsule. (see Volume II: Section 7.6.3) In addition, blood and urine analysis chemistries
will be provided in this kit to chemically detect chronic musculoskeletal atrophy.
Table 8-7 summarizes the bioinstrurnentation which will be supplied on the lunar habitat.
Biobelt Assembly. The biobelt assembly underneath the EVA suit provides a critical
link between the astronaut and Mission Control during lunar surface activites. Monitors
within this assembly provide indicators of potential health hazards such as overheating and
overwork. The biobelt assembly is composed of three identically sized signal conditioners
(5.84 cm x 3.81 cm x 1.04 cm) which derive power from a self-contained 10 V DC to DC
Converter. The Electrocardiogram Signal Conditioner develops a signal wave ranging
between 0 and 5 volts peak-to-peak which is representative of a crew member's ECG
activity. The Impedance Pneumograph Signal Conditioner develops signals
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correspondingto respirationrateoverawidedynamicrangeof respiratoryactivity.
Concurrently,theBody Temperature System outputs a voltage in the range of 0 to 5 VDC
corresponding to sensed temperatures of 303 to 319 K (see Volume II: Subsection
7.3.2.2.2)
Table 8-7: Bioinstrumentation on the Lunar Habitat
Parameter
Number Supplied on
Habitat
Dimensions
Height (m)
Depth (m)
Length (m)
Volume (m 3)
Mark I
Exerciser
(2 from
Capsule)
0.20
0.52
0.20
0.02
ECG
S_,stem
1
0.11
0.39
0.46
0.02
Treadmill
0.14
0.82
2.10
0.24
Ergometer
1.12
0.50
2.85
1.60
Metabolic
Analyzer
1
1.00
0.55
0.79
0.43
Mass Per Item (k_)
Power Per Item (W)
Cost Per Item ($)
Suppler
5.49
75.00
NASA
8.60
100
5000
Siemens-
Burdick
163.60
4160
5000
Siemens-
Burdick
50.00
72
3600
Siemens-
Burdick
90.00
5OO
15000
Wilkin
Collins
First Aid
Kit
1
0.64
0.22
0.40
0.06
6.00
150.00
Zee
Medical
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8,1.3.5 Other Equipment
Section 7.7 of Volume II provided trades and selection on the necessary additional crew
system equipment for the habitat. Table 8-8 contains the budgets for this additional
equipment.
Table 8-8: Crew System Additional Equipment For The Habitat
Other Equipment TOTAL
Hardsuit Recharge System
Lighting
Tools, cleaning equipment
Housekeeping.
I Mass (kg) Volume (m31 Power (wattsI160 1.77 1506.3
50 1.5 500
10 0.1 450
100 0.17
556.3
8.1.4 Radiation Protection
8.1.4.1 Regolith Support Structure
8.1.4.1.1 Side Ramps
Load Criteria
The Regolith Support Structure is base framework for the lunar regolith, or dirt, which
covers the BioCan lunar habitat and protects it from radiation. The density of lunar regolith
is approximately 1200 kg/m3, and an 80 cm layer is to be deposited. In addition, the load
of any machinery that must climb onto the shield during the construction process must be
taken into account. A conveyor belt machine has been chosen as the primary construction
vehicle, and its load on the shield is assumed not to exceed 800 kg/m2 in the following
calculations. The structure is also loaded by its own weight, which for this case, turns out
to be minimal compared to the other loads.
Configuration
The latitude of the landing site dictates the path of the sun as seen by the lunar habitat
during the 28-day stay. The BioCan will be positioned with the ends of the cylinder
pointing perpendicular to the morning sun. At an equatorial landing site, the sun would
pass directly overhead, and the radiation shield would only need to cover the sides of the
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BioCancylinder.However,athigherlatitudes,theSun'sarcis inclined,andsome
protectionmustbeaffordedtheendof theBioCanfacingtheSunathighnoon.
J
Figure 8-12
Regolith Support Structure Configuration
A configuration was chosen which consists of side ramps which lean against the side of the
habitat, and a conical-shaped canopy with covers the end of the BioCan (Figure 8-12). This
arrangement provides excellent coverage for most latitudes. A landing site at the pole,
however, would see a sun which travels all the 360 ° around the habitat, making total
coverage necessary. For this case, additional shielding would need to be designed which is
not included in this report.
Easy setup and compact packaging were also desirable, so a configuration was chosen
which consists of many smaller sections which are disassembled and stacked in the cargo
bay during the journey. Assembly and installation will take place upon arrival of the crew.
Each panel section is assembled as shown in Figure 8-12. There are 5 sections in each of
the two side ramps, and 9 sections in the canopy. Each of these sections consists of three
plates stacked end to end vertically. A hollow cylindrical beam fits through a slot on each
vertical side of the plates, such that two of these beams connect all three plates together.
Crossbars are built into the plates and help support the skin laterally. A locking mechanism
is present of the side of each plate. This lock is engaged after the beam is inserted into the
plate slot to insure that it does not slip in the slot.
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Each panel section of the Regolith Support Structure is basically a skin suspended on a
beam frame. At design time, specifications were not available on the material properties of
cloth mesh materials, such as those of graphite or nylon fibers. Aluminum was chosen as
the skin material in this design. However, a design utilizing a mesh skin would probably
result in weight savings over the aluminum skin implementation. The poles are constructed
of graphite/epoxy composite 101HTS.
8.1.4.1.2 Canoo_v
The canopy section of the Regolith Support Structure is very similar in construction to the
side ramps. All sections are designed with the same cross-section for beams and thickness
for skin, but the dimensions are slightly different to account for the curving attachment
surface on the elliptical end cap. The method of attachment is the same for the canopy
panels as the side panels--an attachment bar runs along the face of the endcap, and the
hooked ends of the panels slide in from the top. The middle section of the canopy has open
space for an accessway. Above this accessway is a small lip which keeps the regolith above
from sliding down over the opening.
8.1.4.1.3 Summa_ Specifications
Table 8-9. Regolith Support Structure Geometry and Mass Estimates
MASS RSTIMATE GEOMRTRY
Single Support Beam mass 19.9 kg ramp angle
Crossmember mass 4.7 kg height of ramp
beam mass per panel 58.5 kg length of ramp
I
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Beam subtotal 1111.7 kg
Skin mass per panel 88.7 kg
skin subtotal 1684 kg
regolith support subtotal 2796.2 kg
Joints & Fittings 10%
regollth support 3075.8
structure mass kg
mass per panel 161.9 kg
number :" sections per side 5.00
number of sections in canopy 9.00
total number of sections 19.00
number of beams per section 2
number of crossmembers per 4
section
panel length 2.30 m
panel width 2.00 m
panel thickness 0.0035 m
beam type cylindrica
1
beam outer radius 0.030 m
beam i_ner radius 0.020 m
1t,1.5 Thermal CQntrol
The issues involved with the habitat thermal control deal with the instrumentation cooling
in the biocan and maintaining a comfortable and steady atmosphere temperature in the
biocan when the astronauts arrive. The temperature requirements for the biocan are
different when it is uninhabited because the instruments can be stored at lower
temperatures.
.8..1.5.1.Instrumentation Cooling
The location of the instruments in the crew capsule and in the biocan allows the use of cold
plates to dispose of excess heat. Most of the instruments are secured on shelves with free
space above and beneath the instruments. Cold plates secured to the bottom of the
instruments could be installed into the shelves. This would remove the excess heat from
the instruments and transfer it to the cabin atmosphere where the cabin atmospheric
conditioning unit could remove the excess heat from the cabin. The material chosen for the
cold plates is aluminum with wax for the phase-change material.
.8.1.5.2 Biocan Cooling
Prior to astronaut arrival there will be no thermal insulation on the exterior of the spacecraft
except for the protective paint on the outer skin. This means that 10% of the solar radiation
will be absorbed into the outer wall of the spacecraft. Because of the pressure vessel
design of the biocan walls, very little of the solar neat will reach the inside of the biocan.
An air-conditioning system was chosen to control the internal temperature of the biocan.
After the arrival of the astronauts, the exterior surface of the spacecraft will be covered by
bags of lunar soil. The internal heat sources for the biocan will be the excess heat from the
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instrumentsandtheexcessheatfrom thefuel ceils. Thebiocantemperaturerange
requirementswhile it isvacantis -55°F. Whilethebiocanisoccupied,thetemperature
needsto staybetween60°Fand80°F.
Thedesignof theair-conditioningsystemisverybasic.Air is ventedfrom thebiocanat
theendwith theemergencyexit throughpipeswhereit will bepassedthroughtwo
blowers. Fromtheblowerstheair ispassedthroughto aheatexchangerwheretheair can
eitherbeheatedorcooleddependingon theinformationthatwill befedbackfrom the
thermostatspositionedinsidethebiocanto theheatexchanger.Oncetheair passesthrough
theheatexchangerit is sentbackto thebiocanwhereit is split by aventscreenandblown
backin. Theheatexchangerwill usewaterfor theworkingfluid andwill requireone
pumpto movethewateraroundthecycle. Themassestimatesfor thissystemaregivenin
Table8-10andFigure8-14showsadiagramof theair-conditioningsystem.
Table 8-10 : Mass Estimates for BioCan Thermal Control Equipment
Component Mass (k_)
Pipe 9.6
2 Blowers 10
1 Pump 10
Total 29.6
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Diagram of _nditioning System
8.1.6 Lunar Base Command. Control and Communications
The communications system on the habitat includes a direct rink with the Earth, with the
Crew Module and with the lunar rover. This system is described in detail in Volume II
sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.4.
8.1,7 Status of Habitat
The habitat has two important phases of monitoring. The f'trst is before the astronauts
arrive. During that time, it is necessary to do a complete checkout of the habitat and its
systems to ensure that all is in order for the astronauts to arrive. If substantial damage has
been done to the habitat during transport, it may be necessary to alter the mission, by
shortening the stay on the moon. It will definitely be necessary for the astronaunts to send
back data on the damage so it can be avoided in the future.The second phases in monitoring
while the astronauts are in situ. During this time, damage prediction and prevention are the
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criticalfactors.Detectingleaksandrepairabledamagecansubstatiallyincreasethelife of
thehabitat.
8.1.7.1 Pre-Piloted Check-Out
During the mission and after deployment of the habitat, it is necessary to stay up to date
with the status of the habitat. The most urgent piece of information to be determined is the
integrity of the habitat structure and various tanks. After that, the communications and
GNC systems will be examined. After the intial checkout, some systems will be
continually monitoring and sending back to earth.
Continuously Monitored Systems
- cabin pressure
- tank pressure
- cabin temperature
- power levels
- incident radiation
- composition of atmosphere
These will be monitored inflight and throughout the mission.
The next class of monitoring deals directly with what happens after impact on the lunar
surface. The deployment of the habitat will occur before the astronauts arrive. This
process has potential to damage the habitat. Using strain gauges on the legs, mercury
levels, and contact pads, the habitat will be leveled on the lunar surface and an complete
system checkout will occur. (See previous structures sections to see mechanisms for
deployment and leveling.)
Deployment Monitoring
- integrity of habitat by checking pressure and strain gauges on legs
- communication system will take up contact with earth
- atmosphere system will be flushed
- GNC systems will be examined
If the system passes to the satisfaction of ground and crew, the manned mission will
commence. If not, there may be modifications made to the mission.
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8,1,7.2 Monitoring during Habitation
During habitation, the purpose of status monitoring to avoid potentially disasterous
situation and to give the crew sufficeint warning time if disaster is imminent. Many of the
environmental systems are not redundant, because they are not life threatening. However if
a problem developes with, for example, waste disposal, it must be solved. A complete
breakdown of what is in the habitat can be found in the Appendix. Particularly critical for
monitoring during habitation is the status of the atmosphere. A leak of either the habitat or
the tanks can substantially shorten the mission. The monitoring of the habitat must pay
special attention to the suits and to the potential loss of atmosphere through any airlock
connections. The habitat has a more complex environmental system than the crew capsule
and there are more repair facilities available to the astronauts. In general however,
monitoring the habitat is similar to monitoring the crew capsule.
8.2 Lunar Surface Power Plant Design
v
The power requirements for all operations on the Lunar surface comes from the following
sources :
Table &11: Power Requirements Breakdown for Surface Payloads
Sources Reqd. Power
Habitat (incl. 12 kW
scientific expts.)
Rover 7.5 kW
Regolith Collector 7.5 kW
Lunar Conveyer 6.5 kW
Outdoor Lighting 5 kW
Duration
Average continuous
8 hours/24hour cycle
8 hours/24 hour cycle
8 hour/24 hour cycle
Continuous during
Lunar Night
The total stored energy for night power requirement is 11,250 kWh. The maximum
average daytime power requirement is 30 kW.
8.2.1 Solar Lunar Power Plant (SLURPP) Design Requirements
With the above mentioned requirements as a baseline, the following parameters were used
in designing the Solar Lunar Power Plant :
•Lunar Daytime Usable Power Output of 35000W continuous
•Lunar Nighttime Power Output of 35000W continuous
•Total System Mass of approximately 10000 kg max
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•Can be assembled by a maximum of two astronauts
8.2.2 Solar Lunar Power Plant (SLURPP) System Description
8.2.2.1 SLURPP Overview
SLURPP will provide continuous usable power of 35000W through lunar day and night.
Night power will be supplied by a LOX-LH2 fuel cell system which outputs water as a
product of the cell reaction. This water will be stored and converted back to LH2 and LOX
during the following day through electrolysis. Power for the electrolysis units will be
provided by the solar an'ay which will be sized to generate 35000W of usable power for
surface operations during the day in addition to the power needed for the electrolytic
recharge of the night power system. The habitat will use about 15000W during the day,
leaving a surplus of 20000W for recharge of the lunar rover's power system as well as
other apparatus. Thus SLURPP will be a continuously self-sustaining solar power system
through lunar day and night. (See Figure 8-15.)
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Figure 8-15 : Schematic View of Solar Lunar Power Plant
8.2.2.2 Solar Panel Desiim and Descrpfion - Lunar Daytime Power Generation
8.2.2.2.1 Solar Cells and Circuit Desigtl
Solar Cell Selection
The solar cell selection criteria specified a solar cell with a high conversion efficiency, high
open circuit voltage capability and a high spectral response for a large bandwidth. These
properties would insure high performance levels from the cells and would maximize the
output of the solar arrays. Temperature coefficients were another consideration. These
coefficients give the optimal performance temperature and indicate the performance level
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dropfor incrementalchangesin operatingtemperature.Becausethelunarsurface
temperaturexperiencesa288Kchangebetweenlunarnightandday,thisperformance
leveldropneededto beinvestigated.
Solarcellsfrom Astropower,Spectrolab,Inc.andBoeingwereconsideredfor use in the
arrays. Their properties are given in Table 8-12. Most of the cells show an open circuit
voltage drop of approximately -2mV/°C. The lunar day surface temperature is 388K. The
efficiency of the cells was calculated for room temperature, or 28°C. This translates to
301K. The actual Voc for the cells, if the cells were to reach an equilibrium temperature of
388K, would be 174mV less than what is listed. This represents the worst case scenario
for the performance of the cells.
Table 8-12 : Types of Solar Cells
Company Solar Cell Efficiency
Astropower
Boeing
Spectrolab, Inc.
AP-102-104 15.7%
GaAs/GaSb 30.8%
Silicon 15.4%
K7700A
GaAs/Ge 18.3%
GaAs/GaAs 21.5%
Woc
(mV)
540 to 600
1,000
600
Temperature
Coefficient
(mVPC)
-2
1,020 -1.8
1,080 -1.8
The masses of the actual solar cells are minimal, therefore, it is not necessary to consider
their relative masses for the final selection of the solar cell. The temperature coefficients do
not vary considerably for any of the different cells. The only solar cell that shows any
advantage to the rest is the GaAs/GaSb tandem cell from Boeing. This is the cell that was
chosen for the solar arrays.
GaAs/GaSb Solar Cell
The GaAs/GaSb solar cell by Boeing is a tandem solar cell. This means that it uses two
different dopant materials in the gallium matrix to increase the efficiency of the cell over all.
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Thedopantelements,ArsenideandSubdenum,respondto differentwavelengthsof the
spectrum.Usingbothelementsincreasestheefficiencyof thecell becausethegallium-
subdinumcell absorbspartof theenergythatthetop-layer,gallium-arsenidecell cannot
absorb.This increasestheoverallbandwidththatthetandemcell canrespondto and
convertintoelectricity.
Thegallium-arsenidecell is stackedon topof thegaUium-subdenumcell. Thegallium-
arsenidecell doesnotabsorbwell in theinfraredrangeof thespectrum.In orderto allow
theenergyin theinfraredrangetopassthroughto thegallium-subdinumcell located
beneaththegallium-arsenidecell,thetraditionalsolidmetalcontactbackingfor thegallium-
arsenidecell hasbeenreplacedby afinewiremesh.Spreadersareusedto dissipatethe
heatawayfrom thesolarcellsto theceramicheatspreaders.Theelectricalconnectionis
madeona ceramicwiringcardlocatedbetweenthetwocells. Thestackingsequencefor
thetandemsolarcellsis shownin Figure8-16.
The 1V opencircuit voltageis achievedusingatripletwiringscheme.Separately,the
gallium-arsenidesolarcell hasamaximumvoltagecapabilityof only approximately
370mV. In orderto matchthevoltagecapabilityof thegaUium-arsenidesolarcell, a triplet
wiring schemeisused.Thetripletwiring schemeusesthreeof theGaAs/GaSbtandem
solar cells arranged such that the three top gallium-arsenide cells are wired in parallel and
the three lower, gallium-subdinum cells are wired in series. This wiring scheme is shown
in Figure 8-17.
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Figure 8-16
Stacking Sequence for T_rul_m Cells
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Figure 8-17
Wiring Scheme for MaW_Jted Triplet
For each triplet the voltage should remain at 1V even if two of the top gallium-arsenide cells
are not functioning, given that the remaining gallium-arsenide ce//has not been damaged.
The three gallium-subdenum cells are arranged such that if any one of the cells were to not
function, the remaining two cells would still be connected to produce a voltage of 740mV.
Similarly, if two of the cells were to quit, the resultant voltage would be 370mV from the
lower layer of cells. This wiring scheme makes it difficult for an entire triplet to
malfunction. Even though the damaging of one cell would cause a decrease in the
efficiency of the triplet, the entire triplet would not cease generating power.
8.2.2.2.2 Solar Array Design
Two different array designs were considered for use with the Solar Lunar Power Plant.
The first design that was looked at used Fresnel lenses to concentrate the incoming sunlight
and focus it onto the solar cells. The Fresnel lenses refract any light which passes parallel
to the solar cell that strikes the curved potion of the lens and redirects it onto the active
section of the solar cell. The Fresnel lenses would also provide protection for the cells
from solar proton flares [U. Washington, 1990]. The lenses would be supported by a
honeycomb housing structure. The diagram for the support structure and the lenses is
shown in Figure 8-18
Table 8-13 : Solar Array Estimates - Design I
Array Material Thickness Mass/Area % Total Mass
(mm) (k_/m 3 )Component
Lens glass 0.15 0.49 20
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LensPrisms
Honeycomb
Cell
(assembled)
Radiator
Radiator
Coating
Miscellaneous
Total
silicon 0.15 0.19 7.8
aluminum 0.15 0.91 37.3
- 0.46 0.05 2.0
aluminum 0.20 0.55 22.5
alumina 0.01 0.08 3.3
0.17
2.44
7.0
Fresnel Lenses
Honeycomb
Housing
J
Solar Cells and
Radiator/backing
Figure 8-18
Support Slructure
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Themassandthicknessvaluesfor thisarraydesignaregiveninTable8-13. The
honeycombstructureandthelensestakeupmorethanhalf of theweightallowancefor this
structure.Thisdesigndoesincreasetheexpectedlifetimeof theactualsolarcellsbecause
theFresnelensesactto protectthesolarcellsfrom solarprotonflaresandfrom
micrometeoriteimpacts.
This arraydesignrequiresthattheassembledpanelswith thehoneycombstructureand
lensesbetransportedflat sincethepanelsarefairly rigid andcannotberolledor bent. The
desiredvoltageoutputfor eacharrayis 32V. Usingafactorof 1.1for design
considerationsthedesignvoltageis 35V. Thearrayareadimensionis 2mx 10m.This
meansthateacharraymusthold 105solarcellson20m2 of backing. Fivesolarcellswill
bealignedalongthewidth of thearraywith 21solarcellsalongthelength. Thissetupis
shownin Figure4. Thethicknessof eacharraypanelwill beslightly over4 cm.
A secondarraydesignwasinvestigatedthatdid notusetheprotectiveFresnellenses.The
solarceilswill beclose-packedonthearraybackingto makeupfor thesunlight
concentrationfrom thelenses.Thesolarcells,fully-assembled,occupyanareaof
approximately4cm2. Theareafor onetripletleavinga lcm gapbetweeneachcell, is then
2cmx 9cmor 18cm2. Thiswouldallow6500matchedtripletspereachsolararray. This
setupis shownin Figure8-20. Thetripletswill bewired in seriesto produceapotentialof
35V. Therewill be 185of thesesetsof tripletswired in parallel.
Massandthicknessestimatesfor thisdesignaregiveninTable8-14 Themassof the array
hasbeenreduceddramaticallywith thisdesign.Becausethisdesigndoesnotemployany
methodof defendingthesolarcellsfrommicrometeoriteimpactsor solarprotonflares,the
lifetime of eacharraywill begreatlyreduced.Thisdesigndoesallow for amuchmore
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Lenses
andHIusing
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Figure 8,19
Setup for First Solar Array Design
I
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Figure 8-20
Setup for Second Solar Array Design
flexible panel that is much easier to assemble and replace than the previous design. The
storage of these arrays is also a much simpler process. Since these panels are much thinner
and more flexible, they can be rolled up for storage and transport.
Table 8-14 :Solar Array Estimates - Design 2
Array Material Thickness
Com_)onent (mm)
Cell - 0.46
(assembled)
Radiator aluminum 0.2
Radiator Paint Polyethane 0.01
Miscellaneous - -
Total
Mass/Area % Total Mass
(k_m 2)
0.08 9.0
0.55 61.8
0.03 3.4
0.23 25.8
0.89
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Theseconddesign that does not use the protective Fresnel lenses was chosen for
application in the Solar Lunar Power Plant. Volume constraints for storage and shipment
of the lunar surface became the limiting factors in the choice between the two designs.
Other considerations were the relative simplicity for setup and replacement of the panels in
the second design and the mass savings from the second design. In order to compensate
for the increased reliability and lifetime of the first design, the number of solar cells per
each array was increased dramatically. Anticipation of the need to replace panels from
either design also favored the use of the second design for the arrays because of the ease in
storage and replacemen
Array sizing and configuration
Total array area is determined by the power requirement, including compensation for all
efficiencies and degradation factors, and by the efficiency of the solar cells. Minimum
requirement set by the payloads is 19 kW for average daytime usable power and 27 kW
nighttime power. For reasons mentioned earlier, our design parameters are set at 35 kW
daytime usable pow'clNer and 35 kW nighttime power. Taking into account system losses,
the total energy required from the array per one day is calculated by adding the energy
required for 1 day's use plus energy for 1 night's use divided by the storage efficiency
_[night:
Earray = Eday + Enight / Xlnight (8-1)
Since energy equals power times time:
Parray (t day) = Pday (t day) + (t night) Pnight / _lnight (8-2)
and since the length of the daytime equals the length of the night: (t day = t night)
Parray = Pday + Pnight / '_lnight (8-3)
where Parray is the total power required from the array, Pday and Pnight are the day and
night power requirements of the user, and _night is the fuel cell storage (electrolytic
recharge) efficiency. Thus, the total power required from the array is 79.547 kW.
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Given thattheincidentsolarradiationis 1,360W/m2,arrayefficiencyis 23.5%,and
Columbiadwill havesun-la'ackingarrays(normalincidenceatall times),therequiredarray
collectionareacanbedeterminedby
AC= Parray/ (S ('_larray)) (8-4)
where AC is the total collection area, zlarray is the array efficiency, and S is the solar
constant. This gives a total array area of 249 m 2. For redundancy, we will take an
additional 50 m 2 of array, bringing the total to 300 m 2.
Panel Sizing and Set up
Individual panel dimensions are determined by structural limitations and ease of handling,
primarily during set up and also during maintenance. For ideal power production,
possibilitiy of panels shadowing each other should be minimized, preferably eliminiated.
For best performance set up will be a 26 m long linear array. The array width is set to be
2 m. Each panel length will be 10 m for better structural weight and packaging. The panels
are rotated about a central axis and mounted on legs, 1 m above the ground (Figure 8-21).
This gives the total number of arrays to be 15 (13 on line and 2 in reserve) and the number
of legs required to mount them is 30. The estimated mass of the panel support structure,
including the legs, is 140 kg.
Two schemes for panel tracking have been considered. One is to simply lay the panels flat
on the ground, with no tracking. The advantage of this scheme is that this eliminates the
need of motors and support structures and setiing up is trivial. However, the scheme
requires twice the array area to obtain a given power output and since the power output is
directly related to the sun angle, this would provide a unsteady power supply. Also, laying
the panels on the surface would be associated with problems of lunar dust. Hence the
untracked array set up is rejected.
Given the 5° tilt of the lunar axis, a single-axis system is sufficient to correctly position the
panel. For better precision, the height of the mounting legs can be differentially varied.
During the lunar day, the panels will be rotated 180 ° about the central axis along the lunar
meridian. Considering an average 336 hour long lunar day, the sun only moves 0.54 O/hr,
making a continous tracking unnecessary. For optimum performance, the panels should
maintain direcitonal accuracy to within 0.5 o, thus a DC stepper motor is used to rotate the
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panels in 0.54 o increments, one step every hour. These calculations may slightly vary
depending on the landing site.
The motor are regulated by an open loop system; i.e. sun sensors are not included in the
control loop. The motor, gears and controller will be encased in an insulated, tightly sealed
housing to prevent from damage due to lunar dust. Each motor weighs roughly 5 kg, so for
12 motors the total weight is 60 kg.
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Figure 8-21
Panel dimentions and Set Up
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8.2.2.3 Fuel Cell System Desi_ and Description - Lunar Night Power Generation
8.2.2.3.1 Fuel Cell and Electrolysis Qoeration
Fuel cells generate electrical power by chemically combining two reactants, H2 and 02. A
fuel cell operates in a fashion analogous to sealed battery cells except that a fuel cell's
operation is constant and does not discharge as long as the reactants are continually
resupplied and the products continually removed. H2 and 02 are fed into the fuel cell
where they react, releasing electrical power and producing water which must be removed
for continued operation.
The conversion of chemical energy to electrical energy proceeds in the following process:
the hydrogen and oxygen flow through the cell, separated by an electrode layer. Oxygen
ions pass through the electrode layer to the hydrogen side where a reaction occurs to
produce an excess of electrons. These electrons are released to the anode of the cell, and so
an electrical potential is established between the cathode and the anode. This potential is
tapped by connecting an electrical load across the terminals, thus allowing current to flow.
The above process is performed during the night when sunlight is unavailable, to generate
power for surface operations from the stored reactants. At the end of the night, most of the
reactants will have been converted to water, and must be converted back to hydrogen and
oxygen to provide power for the next lunar night. This is done in a process called
electrolysis, which is basically the fuel cell reaction running in reverse. Instead of releasing
energy from the cell, electrical energy is fed into the cell to dissociate the water back into its
diatomic components. As previously mentioned, since electrolysis is done during the day,
the solar array is sized to provide power for electrolysis (plus water vapor removal and
liquefaction) in addition to the set requirement of 35000W continuous power.
8.2.2 3,2 Comparison of Two Fuel Cells
Two types of fuel cells have been developed with electrolysis capabilities or along with
electrolysis units to create regenerative fuel cell systems. An alkaline fuel cell with an
electrolysis subsystem has been developed by United Technologies Corporation, and a
monolithic solid oxide fuel cell (MSOFC) with electrolysis capability has been developed
by the Allied Signal AiResearch Division.
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A comparisonof theperformanceparametersof thetwo fuelcellswasdoneto choosethe
typeof fuel cell to beusedin SLURPP.(Seetable6-3)
Table 8-15: Fuel Cell Characteristics Comparison
specific power (W/kg)
volumetric power density (kw/l)
operating temperature (K)
discharge efficiency
electrolysis efficiency
stage of development
MSOFC A_aiine
8 .147
4 .118
1273 330
60% 70%
66% 78.75%
experimental in use
The MSOFC cell is superior in terms of specific power and volumetric power density.
However, the fuel cell hardware mass and volume is really quite small compared to the
reactant mass and volume, so those parameters are actually not of relative importance. The
cell which cuts down on reactant mass and necesssary solar array mass will actually be
superior. Since the alkaline cell has a higher discharge efficiency, it requires less reactant
mass to be processed for the same amount of energy output, so the alkaline saves
substantial reactant mass. Furthermore, since the electrolysis efficiency is higher, it
requires that less power during the day be diverted to the electrolysis units, so the arrays
can be smaller in conjunction with the alkaline fuel cell and still meet the day power
requirement. Next, the operating temperature of the alkaline cell is much lower than that of
the MSOFC cell, so the thermal control problem of the fuel cells should be lessened in
using the alkaline cell. Last, the alkaline fuel cell is currently used on board the space
shuttle orbiter and has never experienced a serious in-flight failure, while the MSOFC is
still much closer to the experimental stage. For all the above reasons, it was deemed
sensible to include the alkaline fuel cell in the design of SLURPP (and in all other power
applications of Project Columbiad which call for fuel cells.)
8.2.2.3.3 Fuel Cell Ap_oaratus Design
The alkaline fuel cell system consists of a stack of layered cells, each layer holding a
potential difference from the top surface to the bottom sturface by virtue of the internal
chemical reaction. The typical voltage for one of these layers is approximately one volt, so
it is possible to build up to design voltages by stacking the layers in series. For extended
life of the cell, it can be run at a low-level current density of .323 A/sq.cm as compared to a
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maximumof 2.15A/sq.cm. Thisextendedlife is desirablefor SLURPP,sothelow
currentdesignis chosen.Thisdesigngivesavolumetricpowerdensityof 118000W/cu.m
anda specificpowerof 147W/kg. Fora baseareaof 29cmX 29cm,astackof cells
wouldcarry273 A. To buildup to thesurfacehardwarecommonbusvoltageof 32Vdc,
onewouldstack32cells in series,sothepoweroutputfrom a singlestackwouldbe
8750W. Foursuch32Vstacksin parallelwill givethenightpowercontinuousoutputof
35000Watavoltageof 32voltsdc. Anothersuchstackwith slightlymorebaseareawill
supplythebackuppowerof 10000Wasrequestedby SurfacePayloads.Thetotal
SLURPPfuel cell systemwill occupyavolumeof 0.381cu.m(29cmX 145cmX 88cm)
andhaveadry massof 306kg.
8.2.2.3.4 Cryogenic Reactant Storage/Liqu__action
By supercooling a reactant gas down to the liquid phase, and maintaining refrigeration of
the fluid, one can cut down tremendously the mass of the storage tanks as opposed to the
massive tanks which are required to hold the gaseous phase at high pressure, as was
demonstrated in the University of Washington Solar Plant report. It has been determined
that the rocket propellants in all of the propulsion stages of Project Columbiad will be
stored cryogenically. To cut down on the number of cryogenic systems which must be
designed, it was decided that the reactant tanks of SLURPP will be integrated with the
propellant tanks of the PLM, the stage which carries SLURPP to the lunar surface. Since
both the RL-10 engines and the fuel cells use LOX-LH2, it was a clear choice to combine
the tanks into one pair of tanks. This decision also makes use of the PLM structure and
tanks, which would otherwise be a useless monument after the Precursor landed on the
moon.
The only difficulty of integrating the propellant tanks with the fuel cell reactant tanks in the
PLM is that the RL-10 engines would like their LOX and LH2 fed to them at about 340000
Pa, while the fuel cells require a minimum input pressure of 689285 Pa, a much higher
pressure. To make up for this difference, a technique called static heating is implemented
to raise the reactant pressure up from the engine's desired propellant pressure to the fuel
cell's desired reactant pressure. Thus the PLM tanks stay at their low pressure, lower mass
design.
Static heating is a technique used on board the space shuttle. This process takes a cryo
fluid flow and raises the flow pressure in the following way: A portion of the flow is
diverted through a heater and vaporized to higher pressure, and then returned to the main
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flow. A high-pressureboundarylayerof vaporformsontheoutsidesof theflow and
drivestheinternalliquid pressureup. Thisschemesafelyleavesmostof thecryofluid in
thedesiredliquid phase,andallowsthefluid pressureto beadjustedasafunctionof the
amountof heatinjectedinto theflow. A typicalstaticheaterusesabout1000Wof power.
Thecryogenicsystemof the PLM-SLURPP may differ from that of the other stages in that
while the other stages are simply passive tanks, the PLM-SLURPP tanks may be fitted
with active refrigeration so that while the tanks are used and reused as a part of SLURPP
on the lunar surface, they will be able to refrigerate and store their reactants for the
extended time of the lunar day. The more feasible and likely option is to design the
cryogenic tanks passively like the other stages' tanks, which means that one will expect a
.175% boiloff of the original mass of reactants per month. Since the reactants are
cryogenically stored in the tanks only half of the time, this translates to a loss of 10.5% of
the reactants after ten years of power plant operation. After ten years, the night continuous
power level would be reduced by 10.5% to about 31325W, or else a vehicle could be sent
from the earth to replenish the lost reactants. This will probably be deemed to be an
acceptable loss rate in light of the passive system simplicity it affords.
Two final concerns for the fuel cell reactant storage system are those of reactant drying and
liquefaction. During the day, as previously mentioned, the electrolysis units will be
"recharging" the night power storage system by dissociating the water down to diatomic
oxygen and hydrogen. As these gases leave the electrolysis units, they may still contain a
small amount of water vapor which was not dissociated. As they are on their way to the
liquefaction unit and ultimately to the cryo-storage tanks, these gases must be dried out or
else the water vapor will freeze and lead to blockage problems. A drier unit must be
included in the design to remove the vapor. A typical such drier which can handle a 35 kW
unit will use .3 kW continuous during the entire day and weighs in at 28 kg.
After the gases are dried, they must be liquefied before placement in the cryogenic storage
tanks. A typical H2 liquefaction unit which can handle a 35 kW unit requires 3.88 kW
continuous day power, and has a mass of 428 kg. A typical 02 unit requires 1.84 kW
continuous day power and weighs in at 136 kg.
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8.2.2.3.5 Water Storage
During night operation, the fuel cells will be producing water which must be stored for
electrolytic reprocessing. This water will be held in an expandable bladder tank on board
the PLM-SLURPP module and will be warmed during the lunar night with heat from the
discharging fuel cells, hence the water is not expected to freeze.
8,2.2.4 SLURRP Thermal Control Considerations
Energy that is absorbed by the solar cells that is not converted into electrical energy is
dissipated as heat. It is desirable to maintain the solar cells at low temperatures to keep
them operating at higher efficiencies. It is therefore, necessary to dispose of the excess
heat that is generated. When investigating a thermal control system for the solar panels, the
physical characteristics and the location of the solar panels must be taken into
consideration. The panels occupy a very large area. This means there is a very large
surface area available for cooling. The panels are also located on the surface of the Moon
which means that the surface area could be used to radiate the heat directly into deep space.
Thermal control issues for the fuel cells are similar to those of the solar panels, but the
physical characteristics and location of the cells is quite different for the fuel cells. The fuel
cells are very compact. There is a limited amount of surface area available to conduct heat
away from the fuel cells. All of the fuel cells will be stored within the walls of the
spacecraft at all times. This means that it will be necessary to transport the heat away from
the fuel cells and out of the spacecraft. The fuel cells are also more sensitive to any
fluctuation in temperature so this system must be more accurate.
The overall concerns of the design of the thermal control systems was to try and keep them
simple and reliable. Passive systems were preferred to more complex ones that would
require excessive instrumentation or materials.
822.4.1 Radiator Design for Solar Cells
The solar array panels provide enough surface area that the actual backing of the solar cells
could be used as a radiator. This would effectively utilize the area of the arrays. The
radiator would act as the backing support for the solar cells, and it would still remain
relatively thin. This design is very simple. The cooling system is passive and there is no
need to worry about transferring the heat away from the cells to an external radiator so there
is no need to investigate any coolants.
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Materialneededto chosenfor theradiatorbacking. In orderto selectheappropriate
materialfor theradiator,therequiredmaterialcharacteristicswerefirst compiled.The
materialneededto beagoodconductorof heatto insurethatthecoolingisrapidandeven
alongtheentireexpanseof thepanelsothematerialdoesnotwarp. Anotherconsideration
is thatthematerialhavearelativelylow densityandareasonablylow cost. Dueto thelarge
fluctuationof thetemperatureon thesurfaceof themoon,it isnecessarythatthematerial
haveahighheatcapacityandhighmeltingpoint. Thematerialshouldbemalleablesothat
it canberolledwithoutbreakingorcrackingandsothatthethinsheetscanbemanufactured
withoutmucheffort. Theradiatormaterialshouldnotreactnaturallywith anyof the
materialin the lunarsoil.
Threecommonlyusedconductormaterialswereconsideredfor usein theradiatorbacking.
Theywerealuminum,copperandsilver. Theirrelevantpropertiesarelistedin Table8-16
Silverandcopperbothhavemuchhigherthermalconductivitiescomparedto aluminum,
but theyalsohavemuchhigherdensities.Thelowestmeltingpointtemperatureis still
muchhigherthanthedaytimetemperatureof themoon.All of thematerialscanbe
manufacturedwith areasonableductility. Thecoefficientsof thermalexpansionfor the
materialsshownareall verycloseandnoneof thematerialspresentsadistinctadvantage
overtheothers.Thecostof thesilveris onehundredtimesthatof eitherthecopperor the
aluminum.
Table 8-16: Material Properties
Material Thermal Density Ductility Melting Thermal Cost
Conductivity (kg/m 3) Point Expansion ($/torme)
(W/cm.K) (K) (MK- 1 )
Aluminum 2.36 2,650 0.1-0.5 933 24 1180
Copper 4.01 8,960 0.5-0.9 1356 17 1330
Silver 4.28 10,500 0.6 1235 19 130,000
Aluminum was chosen for the radiator backing because it presented a better conuctivity to
mass ratio than the copper or aluminum and because using copper or silver would only
slightly increase the performance capability of the radiator. The equilibrium temperature of
the aluminum radiator can be found using equation 8-5 The total radiated energy in this
case would be 76.5% of the incoming solar radiation (1358W/m 2 ). The emissivity of
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uncoatedaluminumis 0.05. Thisyieldsan operatingtemperatureof 778K. This is too
high. In orderto increasetheemissivityof thebackof theradiatorpanel,thealuminum
will becoatedwith athin layerof blackpaint. Thiswill increasetheemissivityto 0.874.
IaQs_
Te= L-_--J' (8-5)
With thisemissivitytheequilibriumtemperatureisreducedto 370K. Thenecessary
thicknessof thealuminumradiatoris foundusingequation8-6 Sincetheequilibrium
temperatureis so low, therequiredaluminumthicknessis minimal. Thethicknesschosen
for theradiatorwas0.2mm.
q = k____{Te- 2)
Ax (8-6)
The resultant radiator mass for one array is 11 kg. The breakdown and total mass for one
2m x 10m array is given in Table 8-17. The total mass for one array does not include the
support structure mass. This is the total mass for the actual solar array sheet.
Table 8-17: Array Mass Breakdown
Arra_, Component Mass (k_)
Cell (assembled) 1.5
Radiator 11
Radiator Paint 0.5
Miscellaneous 4.5
Total 17.5
8.2.2.4.2 Fuel Cell Thermal Control
The fuel ceils are contained within the walls of the spacecraft. There is a three step process
involved with the removal of excess heat from the fuel cells. A path should be provided o
conduct the heat away from the fuel cells to the outer wall of their encasement. This excess
heat needs to be removed from the outer wall of the encasement to the outer wall of the
spacecraft. A radiator needs to be setup to take the excess heat from the outer wall of the
spacecraft and radiate it out into deep space.
To remove the excess heat from the actual fuel cells, an aluminum casing can be made to
contain the fuel cells and conduct the excess heat from discharging away from the cells. In
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ordertodo this,analuminumcasingcanbemanufacturedtofit thefuel cellssuchthateach
fuel cell basewill bein contactwith theflat baseof thecasing.Thefuelcellsoperateat
330K with apoweroutputof 20kWandwith a30%loss. Thepowerthatis lost asheatis
9kW. Thethicknessof thebaseplateof thealuminumcasingis 2.0mm.
To cool downtheouterwail of thebaseplate,acoolantcanrunpasttheouter wail. For
simplicity, water was chosen as the coolant. It has a relatively high specific heat and
problems with viscosity and flow will be minimized. The needed mass rate for the water
can be found using equation 8-7. The mass flow rate for the water is 72g/s, or 72cm 3/s.
The cooling of the base plate will require a very thin film of water to be run across the
bottom side of the casing. The water will need to be pumped through a cycle that runs it
across the bottom of the base plate for the fuel ceils up to the outer wall of the spacecraft,
through a radiator, back through the wall of the spacecraft to the fuel cell casing. This
would require 5m of pipe for the transfer of the water. In order to insure that the heat being
removed from the cells is deposited outside of the spacecraft, the pipes also need to be
insulated. The pipes can be coated lightly with a thermoplastic for insulation.
Q = riaCAT (8-7)
The external radiator can be an extension of the pipes to the outside of the spacecraft. The
exposed length of pipes should be coated with black paint to give it a higher emissivity.
Mass estimates for this cooling system are given in Table 8-18.
Table 8-18 : Coolin_ S_tem Mass Estimates
Component Mass (k[_)
Casing 5
Pipe 2.3
Water 0.1
Water Pum_ 10
Total 17.4
8.2.2.5 Mini-SLURPP Design
As a special consideration for the time profile of the Project Columbiad Mission, a smail
autonomous solar power plant needed to be designed to supply the surface hardware with
power during the interim between the Precursor vehicle landing and the Piloted vehicle
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landing. This timeperiodcouldlastupto oneyear,andpowerwouldnot otherwisebe
availablebecausetheSLURPPsolararraysmustbesetupbyastronauts.Powerneeds
includesensors,communications,andinteriorthermalcontrol,andtheseneedsmustbe
minimizedduringthis"hibernation"periodof waitingfor theastronauts'arrival.
As oneoptionfor supplyingpower,theSLURPPfuel cell systemcouldbeslowly
discharged uring theyear,offerringapproximately3 kW of powercontinuously.
However,whentheastronautsarrivedjust beforenightfall(asisplanned),thefuel cell
systemwouldbecompletelydischarged,andcouldnotberechargeduntil thefollowing
lunarday. Evenslightly lessthanfull nightpowerisunacceptablebecausethefirst night
will bethetimeof the largestconstructioneffort,of buryingtheBioCanwith regolithand
otherpower-consumingactivities.To preservethenightpowercapability,anothersource
of energyneededto befoundfor supplyingthehibernationperiod.
Anothersourceof energyduringthehibernationperiodis thesun,sotheprovisionhas
beenmadefor apair of solarpanelsto autonomouslyunfold,in "accordian"style,from the
sidesof thepowersectionof thePLM, andpartiallytrackthesunusinga simplified
articulatedpair of hingejoints. Eachof thesepanelsis 2mX 10m, andtogetherthey
outputanaverageof 5.28kW of power. Of this,2.5kWmustgo to electrolyticrechargeof
aportionof theSLURPPfuel cellsfor nightpower,sothenetcontinuoususablepower
outputis approximately2.5kW continuousfor thissystem,apowersupplywhichcan
easilyhandlesensorandcommunicationeedsaswell asthermallymaintainthe
environmentof theBioCan.
8.2.3 SLURPP Complete System Description and Mass Volume Breakdown
Table 6-4 lists all the salient parameters of the Solar Lunar Power Plant, and gives an
overview of all the hardware components.
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Table 8-19: SLURPP Salient Parameters
Day power: 79547W
Day Usable Power: 35000W
Night Power: 35000W
Solar Cell Effic.: 23.5%
Total Solar Array Area: 249 sq. m
Mass/Area of Array: 1.1 kg/sq.m
Total Array Mass: 273.8 kg
Alkaline fuel cell discharge efficiency: 70%
electrolysis efficiency: 78.57%
specific power: 147 W/kg
volumetric power density: 118000 W/cu. m
Night Storage: reactant mass: 5030.7 kg
fuel cell hardware mass: 238 kg
Water vapor removal unit: 28 kg
Liquefaction units: H2:428 kg; 02:136 kg
Backup Power: 10000W for 366 hours
backup fuel cell mass: 68kg
backup reactant mass: 1438kg
Total SLURPP Regenerative Fuel Cell System Mass: 6774 kg
Total Fuel Cell Hardware Volume: 0.381 cu. m
Total Fuel Cell System Volume (reactants + cells, night storage + backup): 15.54 cu. m
System Mass Subtotal (Array, Night Storage F.C. System, Backup Power): 7048 kg
Cryogenic Storage System: (Night Storage plus Backup Power)
mass of O2:5749 kg; cryo density 02:1140 kg/cu.m; vol. of 02:5.04 cu. m
mass of H2: 718.7 kg cryodensityH2:71kg/cu, rn; vol. ofH2: 10.12cu. m
Required LH2 Purity for fuel cells: 0.99990; Required LOX Purity: 0.99989
H20 volume when totally discharged: 6.47 cu. m
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8.3 Rover
8,3,1 Requirements
The Lunar Rover is required for surface transportation of personnel and payload on the
Moon. The required range of the rover is 100 km. The maximum limit on the distance
from the habitat is set by the walkback capability of the astronauts. The vehicle has to carry
two personnel nominal mission and with provision for carrying the other two astronauts
during emergency. Including the astronauts, the rover should be able to carry a minimum
of 500 kg of payload. Various other surface operations equipment is dependent on the
rover for their mobility and operation, hence proper attachment mechanisms have to
designed. The vehicle should be able to be remotely driven, at least within line of sight.
Since there is no redundant vehicle, the rover system, - particularly its drive mechanism,
has to highly reliable.
8.3.2 Design
Due to superior performance shown by the Apollo LRV, the Rover is designed using the
LRV as a baseline. It is a six-wheel driven, four-wheel steered vehicle. The entire base
divided into four sections. The last section being a four-wheeled, detachable Wagon trailer.
The fully deployed rover is 5.5 m long and 2.5 m wide. The height of the vehicle is 2 m,
excluding its antenna. The vehicle is powered for 150 kms, nominal mission range being
120 km at an maximum velocity of 20 km/hour. To ensure the walkback capability of the
astronauts, all missions are limited within a 50 km radius of the habitat. The maximum
mission duration is 8 hours. The vehicle is unpresserized, but the astronauts can hook up
their EVA suits to the PLSS packs on-board the rover. The astronauts' PLSS backpacks
are held in reserve for off-the-vehicle activities and for emergency procedures.
8,3.2.1 Structural Design
There are two primary structural concerns with the Rover. The first, is the volume
constraints of the vehicle. The rover must be contained with the payload bay of the PLM
module. To allow the vehicle to be of acceptable size, it is necessary to fold the vehicle in a
collapsed state. Once on the Moon surface, the vehicle will be expanded to its final a rigid
state. The vehicle is designed to only unfold once. There is no requirement for multiple
breakdowns and assemblies.
The second concern is weight. Since payload capacity is severely limited, and with the
requirement to carry additional crew provision and stores, mass optimization is critical. The
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designpresentedbelowis of onlypreliminaryefforts.Theamountof iterationanddetailed
designthatis desiredfor suchacriticalcomponentof themissionhasnotbeenperformed
dueto thetimeconstraintsof thepreliminarydesignphaseof theproject.Thedesignof the
lunarvehicleis anareathatmeritsconsiderableattentionduringcriticaldesign.
Thefollowing constantsareusedin thedesignof thelunarRover.SeeTable8-20
Table 8-20 : Constants for Lunar Rover Vehicle Mass Calculation
Constants
Pi
Composite Density
Aluminum Density
Steel Density
Semi-monocoque C oef]icient
3.1416
1490 kg/mA3
2700 kg/mA3
7600 kg/m^3
60%
The lunar Rover is broken into four major components. The base plate, which forms the
structural heart of the vehicle since all other components are mated to it. The base plate was
design using the semi-monocoque coefficient described in Vol. II 2.1. The wheels, are
obviously hollow, and their design has been adopted from the Apollo mission. They are
steel wire meshes with circular springs built into the rim. The third component, is the
folding mechanism, which consists of the devices that allow the vehicle to be furled up,
and then deploy once on the moon. This is assumed to be a percentage of the base plate
weight. The final and fourth component is the drive wain mechanism. This consists of the
axle mechanisms and the gear boxes that allow the electric motors to drive the wheels. In
addition, this includes the steering mechanism. It is assumed to function as a function of
the total wheel weight.
The design procedure is very straightforward, and most of the values in Table 8--21 are self
explanatory. The total weight of the structural mass of the lunar vehicle is 291kg.
The wagon, which is used as a utility hauling vehicle, and also to move regolith from the
Collector to the Conveyer, is designed according to the parameters shown in Table 8-22.
Their is a trailer-type hitcl_ between the lunar vehicle and the wagon. The actual joint is
shown in Figure 8-22. This joint has full three degree-of-freedom motion. This should
ease and travel over the rough lunar terrain.
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Table 8-21 : Lunar Rover Design Parameters
Lunar Excursion Vehicle
Width of Vehicle
Length of Vehicle
Base Plate Equivalent Thickness
Base Plate Mass
Folch'ng Mechanism Ratio
Folding Mechanism Mass
Number of LEV Wheels
LEV Wheel Diameter
LEV Wheel Width
LEV Wheel Equivalent Thickness
LEV Wheel Solidity Ratio
LEV Wheel Mass
Total LEV Wheel Mass
LEV Drive Train Mechanism Ratio
LEV Drive Train Mechanism Mass
iLunar Rover Mass
2m
4m
0.01 m
129.6 kg
15%
19.44
4
0.6
0.25
0.005
5O%
20
79
80%
63
291
kg
m
m
m
kg
kg
kg
kg
I I
I I
orl' )
II
Figure 8-22
Lunar Rover Joint
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TheWagonhasnearlythesamecomponentsasthelunarrover.Thereis however,one
difference.It requiresadumpingmechanismon thebottomof thevehiclethatwill allow the
regolithdirt to bedumpedon to aconveyorbeltto bedepositedon thehabitat.This is
assumedto bea percentageof thetotalwall mass.
Table 8-22 : Wagon Vehicle Design Parameters
Wagon Design
Wagon Volume 1 m^3
Wagon Length 1 m
Wagon Width 2 m
Wagon Height 0.5 m
Wagon Container Area 5 m^2
Equivalent Wall Thickness 0.01 m
Container Mass 81 kg
Dumping Mechanism Ratio
Dumping Mechanism Weight
10%
8.1 kg
Number of Wagon Wheels 4
Wagon Wheel Diameter 0.6 m
Wagon Wheel Width 0.25 m
Wagon Wheel Equivalent Thickness 0.005 m
Wagon Wheel Solidity Ratio 50%
Wagon Wheel Mass 20 kg
Total Wagon Wheel Mass 79 kg
Wagon Drive Train Mechanism Ratio 80%
Wagon Drive Train Mechanism Mass 63 kg
Wagon Mass 231 kg
The total mass of the Wagon structure is 231kg.
EZ22_.t,a.v_o.m
Figures 8-23 and 8-24 show the top and side schematic view of the Rover. The vehicle is
divided into four sections. The last section is the four-wheeled Wagon. This section is
detachable from the rest of the vehicle. The front section carries the most of the
communication, navigation equipment, the camera, video recording equipment, the
headlights, some batteries and as with all other driven wheels, the front wheels have their
drive mechanisms next to them. The next is the crew section. This portion of the vehicle
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includestwochairsin tandemwith aninstrumentpanelin frontof them.TheRovercanbe
drivenfrom sittingin eitherof thechairs.A joystick,on thecommonarmpadbetweenthe
chairsis usedfor steeringthevehicle.The on-board PLSS packs, along with the equipment
for recharging the PLSS packs on the astronauts' suits are located under each chair. The
third section carries the batteries, some of the drive mechanism, tools and accessories and
the antennas. In addition to that, a part of this section can be used as storage space for
payload. This space will be used particularly in long trips when pulling the Wagon can
reduce the efficiency of the Rover.
Antennas
Wagon
f
Instrument Panel
I_.
Seat and Life
Support System
5.5 m
Figure 8-23
Lunar Rover - aide view
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GNC, Communications Driving Interface
Equipment and Batteries
\ Seats w/LSS
Insmament Panel
4.5 m _[
L
I
Additional Equipment
and Payloads
Figure 8-24
Lunar Rover- top view (without the Wagon)
Figure 8-25 shows the stowed configuration of the Rover including the Wagon. Since
storage space in the cargo bay of the PLM is limited, the stowed volume of the Rover is
kept around 10 cubic meters. Folded once from the joint between the second and the third
sections, the entire Rover can be packed into a 3.25 m x 2 m base, with a height of 1.6
meters. The wheels are folded inwards, above and below the Rover. The stowed Rover
will be provided with four strolling wheels. Upon reaching the Moon, during deployment
it is rolled out through the cargo bay hatch, along a ramp, on these wheels. The top fold
flips out and deploys as the first two sections of the Rover. After the front wheels fold out
and lock in position, they touch the surface and support the Rover. The rest of the wheels
along with the chairs, instrument panels and Wagon legs etc. deploy after that. Next, the
antenna boom is stretched out and the antenna dishes are folded out to complete the Rover
deployment.
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Stowed Wheels
1.6 m
Stroller Wheels
3.25 m
Figure 8-25
Lunar Rover- stowed configuration
8.3.2.3 Equipment
8.3.2.3.1 Power and Thermal Control
The power requirements of the rover is distributed as follows"
Drive Motors 5 kW
Instrumentation 1 kW
C3 0.5 kW
Crew Systems 0.5 kW
GNC 0.5 kW
TOTAL 7,_ kW
The lunar rover has a unique set of power system requirements. Similar to the requirements
of Apollo's LRV power units, the Columbiad rover power plant should output high power
and store large amounts of energy for lowest possible weight, and should be of the sealed
cell type to avoid the complexities of cryo, plumbing, etc. of fuel cell systems. Moreover,
unlike Apollo's LRV, the Columbiad rover batteries must also be rechargeable so the rover
is reusable for an extended life. The Na-S sealed cell, still in its developmental stage,
meets all the above requirements with rechargeability, at the highest specific energy (210
Whrs/kg) available for any sealed system.
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TheColumbiadrovercallsfor apowercapabilityof 7.5kW for 8 hrs,or a total energy of
60 kWh. With a safety factor of 1.1, the total on-board capacity is 66 kWh.The sodium
sulfur battery packs have a total mass of 316 kg and a total volume of approximately .058
m 3. The total stored energy is distrbuted in smaller banks and placed in different locations
on the vehicle. Within the banks, smaller units are connected in parallel such that in case a
failure, one small pack can handle the peak load.
Thermal control concerns on the rover will be accomodated passively through the
placement of radiative heat sink fins on thermal hot spots, such as the drive motors and
battery packs.
8.3.2.3.2 Crew Systems
For the sake of modularity, the PLSS units on the rover will be comprised of virtually
identical components to those on the primary lunar EVA PLSS. These will supply 8 hours
of oxygen at 0.34 atm. Unlike the Ames PLSS, the rover units will not include the 1/2 hour
emergency oxygen, as the primary supply serves doubly as en-route- and emergency
breakdown-oxygen. Astronauts will simply engage an umbilical from the rover system to
his suit PLSS, which then automatically disengages the suit PLSS. Like the suit PLSS,
thermal circulation, water supply, and battery power is also supplied, bypassing the suit
unit when attached via umbilical. Another feature which varies from the EVA suit PLSS is
the detachability of the oxygen and water supply tanks which can be filled inside the lunar
habitat using the PLSS recharge system and a tank adapter.
The f'mal rover PLSS feature which varies significantly from the EVA suit PLSS is the
ability for astronauts to transfer oxygen from the rover tanks to the EVA suit tanks. In the
event of irreparable damage or malfunctions which would take longer than oxygen supplies
would last, the astronauts would be forced to walk back to the habitat. The extra oxygen
present in the rover tanks could become essential if the breakdown occurred far from the
habitat. Therefore, along with the rover PLSS there exists a compressor system which
enables an astronaut to transfer oxygen to his own PLSS from the rover.
8.32.3.3 Communications
The lunar rover will have a line of sight communication link with the habitat and a direct
link with the Earth. Details of the communications system found on the lunar rover are
discussed in Volume II sections 4.2.6 and 4.3.4.
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In caseof anemergencywalk-backfrom therovermalfunctionsiteto thehabitat,therewill
benocommunicationlink betweentheastronautsandtheEarth.Theastronautswill beable
tocommunicatewitheachotherthroughtheirspacesuitsandoncewithin the line-of-sight
rangeof thehabitattheywill beableto reestablishtheircommunicationlink with the
habitat.
8.3.2.3.4 Navigation
Since a significant portion of the rover's opreatio,_ will take place beyond the line-of-sight
of the BioCan, the rover needs to have on-board navigation equipment. The easiest form of
navigation possible is inertial navigation. Using the rover's computer and a INS, it is
possible to integraate INS output in real-time to establish its position. This information can
then be displayed on a screen in the instrument panel. In order to zero-out the drift rate
error of the INS gyros, the rover has to stop at certain intervals and take zero-velocity
readings.
Within 1 km range of the habitat, the rover will switch to a active transponder beacon
guidance. The beacon signal allows the rover to determine its bearing and range precisely.
In the unlikely event of a major rover malfunction, the astronauts will have to walk back to
the habitat. For this reason, the computer and the INS package can be unplugged from the
rover and carried by the astronauts. Including a battery pack, the portable system has a
mass of only 25 kg.
8.3.2.3.5 Tools and Accessories
All additional equipment is divided into two catagories : (i) General Scientific Equipment
and (ii) Basic Repair Tools and Spare parts
Table _23: Tools and Accessories for the Rover
General Scientific Equipment
Surface Sample Collection Tongs, Hammers, Scoop,
Equipment Rake, Drill, Core Tubes,
Sample Bags etc
95 kg
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RecordingEquipment 50kgFilm Cameras,Video
Cameras,Films,Video
Cassattes,Portable
Spotli_;htsetc.
(Volume 0.65cu.meters)TOTAL 145kg
SpareParts
BasicRepairToolsandSpareParts
Wheel(2), Lights,Fenders,
Jointsandattachmentsietc.
100kg
RepairTools Wrenchs,Hydralicjacks, 50kg
screwdriversetc.
TOTAL (Volume 1.1cu.meters) 150kg
Totalmassof thetoolsandaccessoriesi 285kg andit takesup roughly1.75cubicmeters
of volume.All theseequipmentis stowedbehindtheastronauts'eats,in thethird section
of therover.
8.3.2.4 Overall Specifications
Performance Characteristics Maximum Range
Nominal Range
Maximum Radius
Maimum Mission Duration
Maximum Speed
150 km
120 krn
50 km
8 hours
20 km/hour
Mass Estimates
Structure 522 kg
Diving Motors 80 kg
Communication equipment 98 kg
Batteries 316 kg
Crew Systems 65 kg
Additional Equipment 295 kg
TOTAL 1376 kg
8,3.3 Operations
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8.3.3.1 Issues in Drivin_
The Apollo data on lunar surface has concluded that the lunar soil has a constant bearing
strength. Thus it can be assumed that the Rover's mobility will not be hindered by the
presence of unusually soft soil. The principal barriers that are expected are steep slopes and
boulder fields at the rims of fresh craters, portions of the walls of rills, and parts of fault
scraps. To minimize long circuitous maneuvers to avoid obstacles, it is assumed that all
traverses whether for science, resource exploration, or base logistical support will be
preplanned to some extent. Initially, traverses will have to be planned and practiced with
the thoroughness of Apollo mission traverses, including a lot of ground support. Once the
operating characteristics of the vehicle are well known, planning can be limited to a detailed
traverse route and an overall timeline. The maximum driving speed will probably be more
of a function of the terrain than the performance factors of the vehicle. Due to low lunar
gravity, the Rover is likely to become alrboume for a significant time during a rough
traverse.
Illumination of the surface is also a major issue. The Rover will need a minimum
illumination of the surface ahead of it to allow time for detection and avoidance maneuvers
or stopping before running into various obstacles. On-board sensors should automatically
turn on artificial lights whenever the surrounding natural light level goes below a certain
limit. Obviously for nighttime traverses, the artificial lights become more crucial. Driving
through high angle sunlight or with back lighting also has its problems, but these factors
can be minimized by polarized filters on the crews' visors along with the use of artificial
lights.
ELL2_ a 
Due to the nature of the terrain and workload on the rover, there are bound to be some
damage to the vehicle. Generally equipment failure can be rectified by switching to
redundant systems. When this option is not available, on-site repairs may be attempted
depending on the nature and extent of the failure. Some spare parts and a repair tools kit are
provided with the rover for minor repairs. The kind of failures the astronauts will be able
to fix are limited to replacing deformed wheels, broken lights and minor structural
problems. A guideline will be set as to how the astronauts can quickly check through the
systems to ascertain whether a certain breakdown is recoverable or not. In case of a
irreparable damage it is advisable to switch on to emergency procedure, abandon the
vehicle and be head back ton foot at the earliest.
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8.4 Regolith Collector
8,4,1 Requirements
In order to provide a radiation protection layer on the habitat, the precursor mission needs
to carry along an vehicle to handle regolith. The vehicle has to have minimum mass,
volume and power requirement. The design of the vehicle should prefferably be
multipurpose, as in not specific to the habitat regolith layer.
8.4.2 Trade Studies
There are basically two ways of handling the lunar soil. One option is to dig deep into the
lunar soil, may be use explosives to first loosen up the soil and then scoop out the soil and
dump it on the regolith support structure. This would require a bulldozer type of
equipment. Our first cut mass estimate on a light bulldozer is 3000 kg and it takes up a
volume of about 25 m 3 .
The other option is to scrape up the top layer of loose lunar soil using a brush and then
either put it in bags or collect it in a container and lay it on the support structure. Mass
estimate on a bagger type equipment and a conveyer is approximately 2000 kg. Total
stowed volume is comparable to that of the bulldozer.
Other than a lower mass, the collector and conveyer combination is overall a simpler
system. The ratio of human supervision to their work hour is less than that of the bulldozer
which requires continuous manual control. Also, design a light-weight bulldozer is kind of
a wasted design because higher dry mass of such a vehicle is generally considered a
favorable factor. We believe a stronger and more massive bulldozer will be essential for
future expansion of the lunar base. Hence for the first Columbiad mission, we decided to
take a regolith collector.
The general layout of this apparatus is based on a design of a lunar regolith bagging system
created by students at the Georgia Institute of Technology in March, 1990. (See Figure 8-
26).
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shroud
3.5 m.
brush wheels
Figure 8.26
Side View of Regolith Collector
.4.3,1 Internal Structure and Layout
8.4.3.1.1 Sweeoer Mechanism
The apparatus collects soil via a rotating brush., similar to a conventional street-sweeper.
The specifications for the brush are a width of 1.6 m., a diameter of 0.6m, and a mass of
approximately 2.82 kg. In order to survive the harsh radiation conditions in space, the
material is modified from conventional polypropylene plastic to an aluminum/boron fiber
composite.
In addition, this brush is rated for 150 RPM and requires 3.76 kW of power for operation.
In order to fulfill this requirement, an electric D.C motor (2.27 kg) which supplies the
needed power at 1750 RPM is selected. An 11:1 gear reduction assembly is therefore
necessary. The motor and gear assembly is located at one end of the brush and enclosed in
a protective case to avoid atmospheric exposure.
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8.4.3.1.2 Shroud Assembly
Due to the lack of air resistance on the Moon, the trajectory of the thrown soil is easy to
calculate - the regolith is lifted at an angle of 30 degrees from the surface. With this value,
it follows that the soil would require a horizontal path of 5.6 m to lift up to the top of the
hopper (1.6m). To maintain stability, a more compact design is desireable.
In order to shorten the apparatus to a total length of 4.3 m., the trajectory of the thrown
regolith is guided by a casing. This shroud (183.00 kg) is constructed of 2.00 mm. thick
box of boron/aluminum composite to guard against penetration by small rocks and has a
interior coated with Teflon to provide a virtually frictionless path for the soil. In addition,
the shroud protects the batteries, control modules, and other components from exposure to
the high velocity soil particles.
The shroud is divided into two parts; most of its mass is attached to the brush armature
truss in order to insure maximum capture of swept soil The smaller component is attached
to the main body at two points and helps guide all stray soil into the hopper.
9,4.3.1.3 Hopper
A wedge-shaped aluminum hopper with a top cross-section of 1.1 m X 2 m. and a bottom
cross-section of 0.5 m X 2 m. (approximately 25 kg) is placed beneath the lip of the shroud
to collect up to 1.0 cubic meter of regolith. At the bottom, there are two hinged doors
which open to allow the filling of the soil transport module of the rover when it is in
position.
8.4.3.1.4 Winch Assembly
When the brush encounters compact soil or a rock, there will be great resistance to rotation.
The control system is designed to respond to corresponding fluctuations in current and to
inform the winch mechanism to raise the arm. Two thin cables, each experiencing a
maximum tensile load of 98.17 N, are attached to the lower end of the brush armature, pass
over pulleys at the front end of the main body, and are wound up on a spool located 1.0 m.
from this front end.
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8.4.3.1.5 Wheel Assemblies
The two front wheels of the regolith collector each have an assembly of two motors. One
motor is provided for forward and backward movement while the second turns the entire
wheel laterally. Masses of these motors are similar to the brush motor, i.e 4.45 kg each.
Combined with a simple on-board computer, this setup allows the vehicle to be
programmed to follow any path.
The wheels themselves have a 0.45 m. tread, 0.6 m. diameter, and are of similar
construction to those used in the Apollo rover. They are comprised of spring-steel wire
mesh carrying treads of titanium-aHoy chevrons for traction.
_,4.3.2 Support Structure
_.4.3.2.1 Design Requirements
Due to spacecraft volume limitations, the soil collector is stored in the spacecraft
unassembled and constructed on the lunar surface. In order to make this assembly easy
during EVA, a simple truss design is implemented (See Figure 8-27).
Aluminum is selected for the struts because it can be threaded at the ends and used with
screwable joints. Also, the geometry of the truss is massaged in order to reduce the
number of discrete member lengths. The members are further generalized by sizing the
cross-sectional area of each member to take the same maximum load. The result of all of
these choices is a significantly reduced assembly time.
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Figure 8-27
Main Body Truss
P
8,4.3.2.2 Analysis
In order to determine the largest strut loads, four distinct loading configurations, are
considered. The two modes of operation of the collector are sweeping soil and moving to a
new location. During the former (shown in Figure 8-28), the brush rests on the surface,
contributing a vertical force due to the weight of the armature, as well as a horizontal
friction force. The results of this analysis for both full and empty hopper cases are shown
in Appendix I1.
E
Figure 8-28
Armature Operation Mode 1-Sweeping Position
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During the second mode of operation (shown in Figure 8-29), the armature is raised to a
height of 0.5 m. above the lunar surface. This is done to allow for clearance of small
obstacles. This is the mode where the load analysis is extremely important, especially
when the hopper is empty, because the raised brush contributes a large moment on the
system and can produce instability. In fact, the previous design of the main body failed in
this case because the batteries were too far forward, causing the back end to be raised off
the ground. The results of this analysis, again for both full and empty hopper cases are
shown in Appendix II.
2.0 m.
N
Figure 8-29
Armature Operation Mode 2-Arm Raised
The results of the analysis were as follows. The maximum load occurred while the
collector was in the sweeping mode with a full hopper. The compressive load of
approximately 1063 N set the moment of inertia to 1.90e-9 m4 to prevent buckling. The
corresponding radius of a solid cross-section cylinder was 7.67 mm. Designing each of
the members to this cross-section, a structural mass of 65 kg. is determined from a total
member length of 91.72 m, including 13 - 2m cross members between side trusses.
8,4,3.3 Power System
The power requirement of the Regolith Collector is same as that of the Rover. Hence the
on-board power systems are identical in design and performance specifications.
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.c4.8.4.3.4. Overall Specifications
Table 8 -21: Overall Specifications of the Regolith Collector Design
Maximum Operating Time
Recharge Time
Power Consumption
Dry Weight
Collection Rate
8 hours
12 hours
6.5 kW
614 kg
3.5 m3 / hour
8,4,4 Operation
The following flowchart summarizes the operation of the Regolith Collector.
Rover pulls Collector as a
trailer to a desired location
--1co,,ec,re0o,,th1
Is the hopper full ?
Yes
i
I Has the brush hit an obstacle?
L. Yes IStop Collection j_..,
Lift brush
anuever to avoid obstacle
Stand-by for emptying hopper
into the wagon (rover)
Figure 8.30
_ons flowchart f_r the Regolith Collector
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8.5 Lunar Conveyer
8,5,1 Requirements
The Lunar Conveyer's primary duty is to transport regolith at different levels of the
regolith support structure on the habitat. In order to work in conjunction with the Rover
and the Regolith Collector, the Conveyer's dimensions must be compatible with the other
vehicles. The Conveyer should be flexible to transport payload over different inclines. The
flexible segments should have the provision of maintaining a rigid shape, in case the
payload needs to be delivered across a trench.The mass and stowed volume of the entire
system should be as low as possible.
8,5,2 Design
8,5,2.1 Description
Side View
6,0 m
Structure
Top View pq
0.5 m.
Figure 8_31
Genemd View of Conveyor System
The conveyor system (Figure 8-31) consists of four segments connected together by pins
to give the apparatus the flexibility to move up inclines, over ground obstacles, etc. This
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flexibility alsoallowstheconveyorsystemtofold up for compactin-flight storage.
Torsionalclampscanbeaddedattheseconnectionpointswhenperformingmaneuversthat
requirerigidity, i.e. bridginga hole. Eachsegmentis 4.0m. long, 1.4m. wide (including
tire treads),and0.5m. high.
4.0 m. ...{
drive motors external (system) belt
internal (segment) belt
m.
-- segment connector/
torsional clamp
_ steerable wheels
Figure 8-32
Diagram of Conveyor Segment
The segment design is illustrated in Figure 8-32. The segment belt system consists of two
drive motors, one at each end, and three free-spinning shafts at the 1.0 m., 2.0 m., and 3.0
m. marks along the length of the segment. Each shaft has a radius of 0.08 m. The friction
between the segment and system belts, insures maximum efficiency of each segment's
drive motors.
Like the regolith collector, the wheels, located at the 1.0 m. and 3.0 m. points, are
composed of spring-steel wire mesh carrying treads of titanium-alloy chevrons for traction.
Each wheel has a 0.20 m. tread and a radius of 0.20 m. The former is necessary to support
the worst case design loads (described in the next section). The latter is essential to give
the conveyor belt enough clearance so that it will not touch the ground when the belt sags
during maneuvers in a bent configuration.
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Theconveyorhas6-wheeldrive: thefront twowheelsof thefirst segmentandall four
wheelsof thewheelbasearemotorized.In addition,thefront twowheelsof thefirst
segmentaresteerableto allowlateralmotionalongthelengthof thehabitat.
8.5.2.2 Structure
A sketch of the truss one of the conveyor's four segments is shown in Figure 8-33. The
segment consists primarily of two 3.7m X 0.2 m. box trusses held together by 1.0 m.
horizontal crossmembers. The weight of the regolith is transferred from the drive motors
and free-spinning shafts down through the truss to the wheels.
L.. 4.00 m. ..J
.q
LI
Loading Key:
LI = 1600 N; weight of other three soil-laden segments on 60 degree
slope.
L2 = 75 N; distributed weight of 0.38 cu. m. of regolith on segment.
L3 = 20 N; distributed weight of the controls of wheel base.
Figure 8-33
Segment Truss - Worst Load Case
In order to find the structural mass of this truss, the worst possible load case must be
considered. This would be encountered when the wheel base segment is horizontal,
experiencing the full weight of the loaded regolith, operator, batteries, and controls, while
being loaded at the front by the first three segments resting on a 60 degree slope. A robust
design is obtained by sizing all members to the cross-section corresponding to the
maximum loaded member. In this case, the maximum load is roughly 3,034 N in
compression in a 0.925 m. member. The corresponding radius of a solid aluminum
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cylinderis 9.02ram. Thetotadstructuralmassfor theconveyor(8 2-D trussesand44
cross-members)isestimatedat 120kg.
At eachendof the segment, there is a rod which pins adjacent segments together while
allowing them to rotate freely around the axis of the rod. This setup gives the conveyor
the flexibility to deliver its payload up inclines and over obstacles, as well as the ability to
be folded for compact storage. Enough clearance between flywheels (0.14m) has been
provided to allow for the attachment of torsional clamps at these pins to hold the conveyor
in a rigid configuration. This is useful when the conveyor needs to bridge gaps.
A wheel radius of 20 cm is necessary to give the conveyor belt enough clearance so that it
will not touch the ground when the belt sags during manuevers in a bent configuration.
Like the regolith collector, the conveyor's wheels will be made of spring-steel wire mesh
with treads of titanium-alloy chevrons for traction and will require a tread of 0.20m in
in order to handle the weight of the regolith.
8.5.2.3 Power
The Lunar conveyer requires 5 kW for running the conveyer, plus another 1.5 kW for
running the vehicle itself. So for 8 hours of continuous operation it will need roughly 50
kWh or energy. Since the Lunar Conveyer is expected to work very close to the habitat, at
least in this mission, it is not provided with on-board power supply. Instead, it is
connected to SlurPP through a power umbilical directly. The option of carrying batteries
and having the conveyer work on remote site remains in the design.
8.5.3 Operation
The Lunar Conveyer is driven up the 45 ° incline, on the regolith support structure. All the
drive wheels are locked in position. The Rover wagon brings loose regolith from the
CoUecter and drives over the base of the Conveyer. The bottom of the wagon opens up and
feeds regolith onto the conveyer. The conveyer carries the regolith to the top of the habitat
and dumps it there. In order to control the accumulation of the regolith on any particular
position on the habitat, the feed rate is varied. The maneuverability of the conveyer can also
be used for some control. The conveyer can be moved to a different location, while
maintaining a same height along the side of the habitat, by using the four-wheel drive
capability of the vehicle.
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GROUP
Crew Systems
Apparatus
Water Electrolysis System(2)
Sabatier Apparatus
Crew Cabin
Drinking Water Supply
Tank(6)
Wash Water Supply
Tanks(3)
Wash Water Filter
Water Purity Indicator(4)
Air Quality Indicator(4)
Particulate Filter
System(5)
Commode
TEMP
same as cabin
same as cabin
68F<T<81 F
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
PRESSURE
same as cabin
same as cabin
5 psi
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
SPECIAL
Built In;Continuous
Has Oxygen Backup
Needs Continuous VOIL
Needs Continuous Vol
Used Only When Dra_
Capsule & Habitat ha_,
Toxin Content checke_
2 in capsule;3 in I"
1 in hab & caps;check
Bio-lnstrumentation(120)
Radiation Detectors(6)
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
Hab and Caps eac
4 in Hab;2 in
Rad Level< 25 RE
EVA Suit(5)
Bio-lnst for EVA Suit(20-80)
IVA Suit(4)
ECG(Multichannel)
Biobelt Assembly per EVA Suit
75 F
75F
.34 atm
°
.34atm
Interior Temp ; BI=
Oxygen Level;ide
Suit Location Relati
Checked Continuou_
Interior Temp;BI
Oxygen Level;i_
Heart Electrical Acti
Heart Rate/Lung Volu
C3
HP GaAs Computer(3)
RH32 Data Processor
MDM-16 MUX/DEMUX
Odectics Tape OHSR
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same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
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Fairchild Solid State
Univeral Demodulator(2)
High Data Rate Modem(2)
Antenna Pointing System
High gain antenna(2)
Low gain antenna(2)
Receiver(4)
Transmitter(4)
Power Supply HP
same as
same as
same as
same as
same as
same as
same as
same as
same as
cabin
cabin
cabin
cabin
cabin
cabin
cabin
cabin
cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
EN3 Fiber Optice Gyroscope
accelerometer
sunsensors (2)
earthsensors(2)
GPS receivers (2)
Lunar landing Radars
altimeters
doppler
displays
docking system
lunar beacons
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
same as cabin
output-are starts in r
output-is earth in rig
output
PTC Fuel Cells
Transformers
yes
yes
yes
yes
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APPENDIX II
Table I : Main Body Truss Analysis
Sweeping Mode /FuIi Hopper
Load Case 1A
External F's
Joint Name
A
C
E
N
O
Q
R
Totals
Horizontal Vertical H moment V moment
arm arm
Force (in N) Force (in N) (in m.) (in m.)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-52.70 -33.80 2.00 -1.70
0.00 -500.00 2.50 0.00
0.00 -500.00 3.00 0.00
0.00 -200.00 1.00 0.00
0.00 -200.00 2.00 0.00
-52.70 -1433.80
Moment
(in N-re.)
0.00
0.00
21.99
-1250.00
-1500.00
-200.00
-400.00
-3328.01
Reaction F's
Joint Name
S
T
Horizontal Vertical
Force (in N) Force (in N)
52.70 482.94
0.00 950.86
Member F's
Member Name Force (in N)
AB -236.25
AI -472.40
AJ 528.18 RD
BC -472.50
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Member
Name
R3
FN
Force (in N) Member
Name
-475.54 MR
450.86 IkO
-504.10 O:_
HP
Force (in N)
173.64
701.02
475.54
0.00
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BJ
BK
(I)
CK
CL
DE
DL
DM
EF
EM
EN
-472.40 (]D
528.18 EP
-600.82 (3-1
-256.58 IJ
286.88 IS
-729.1 4 JK
-256.58 KL
286.88 I,_
-701.02 KR
-82.94 LM
54.94 MN
950.86
-1063.14
-0.01
0.00
-472.40
236.25
419.80
189.46
58.92
548.12
676.44
CR
CS
PT
Checks
HP
-52.70
-53.74
-950.86
0.00
-0.01
Max. Force = -1063.14 NinmemberGP
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Table 2 : Main Body Truss Analysis
Sweeping Mode / Empty Hopper
Load Case 1B
External F's
Joint Name Horizontal
Force (in N)
A 0.00
C 0.00
E -52.70
N 0.00
O 0.00
Q 0.00
R 0.00
Totals - 52.70
Vertical H moment V moment
arm arm
Force (in N) (in m.) (in m.)
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
-33.80 2.00 -1.70
-10.00 2.50 0.00
-10.00 3.00 0.00
-200.00 1.00 0.00
-200.00 2.00 0.00
-453.80
Moment
(in N-re.)
0.00
0.00
21.99
-25.00
-30.00
-200.00
-4O0.00
-633.01
Reaction F's
Joint Name Horizontal
Force (in N)
S 52.70
T 0.00
Vertical
Force (in N)
272.94
180.86
Member F's
Member Name Force (in N)
AB -131.23
AI -262.40
AJ 293.38
BE; -262.46
BJ -262.40 (]D
BK 293.38 GP
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Member
Name
R3
FN
RD
Force (in N)
-90.46
170.86
-191.04
Member
Name
MR
N3
CP
HP
180.86 EFI
-202.22 CB
Force (in N)
173.64
175.90
90.46
0.00
-52.70
-53.74
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CD
CK
CL
DE
DL
DM
EF
EM
EN
-285.75 (3-1
-46.58 IJ
52.09 IS
-309.05 JK
-46.58 KL
52.09 N3
-175.90 KR
127.06 LM
-179.85 MN
-0.01 PT
0.00
-262.40 Checks
131.23 HP
209.76 (M
189.46
58.92
233.05
256.35
-180.86
0.00
-0.01
Max. Force = -309.05 N in Member DE
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Table 3 : Main Body Truss Analysis
Arm Raised / Full Hopper
Load Case 2A
External F's
Joint Name
A
C
E
N
O
Q
R
Totals
Horizontal Vertical H moment
arm
Force (in N) Force (in N) (in m.)
0.00 -98.1 7 0.00
-98.1 7 0.00 0.00
-53.78 -16.33 2.00
0.00 -500.00 2.50
0.00 -500.00 3.00
0.00 -200.00 1.00
0.00 -200.00 2.00
-151.95 -1514.50
V moment Moment
arm
(in m.) (in N-m.)
0.00 0
-1.70 166
-1.70 58
0.00 -1250
0.00 -1500
0.00 -200
0.00 -400
-3124
00
89
77
00
00
00
00
35
Reaction F's
Joint Name
S
T
Horizontal Vertical
Force (in N) Force (in N)
151.95 621.83
0.00 892.67
Member F's
Member Name Force (in N)
AB -246.69
AI -591.44
AJ 551.52
BE; -493.38
BJ -493.27
BK 551.52
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Member
Name
FN
(D
EP
Force (in N)
-446.45
392.67
-439.04
892.67
-998.08
Member Force (in N)
Name
MR 124.01
N3 642.82
CP 446.45
HP 0.00
CR -151.95
CS -154.96
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CD
CK
CL
DE
DL
DM
EF
EM
EN
-51 9.07 (3-1
-247.67 IJ
276.91 IS
-642.93 JK
-247.67 KL
276.91 N_
-642.82 KR
-1 23.66 LM
120.00 MN
-0.02 PT
0.00
-591.44 Checks
246.69 HP
341.43 (3-1
169.61
169.89
465.29
589.15
-892.67
0.00
-0.02
Max. Force = -998.08 NinMemberGP
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Table 4 : Main Body Truss Analysis
Arm Raised / Empty Hopper
Load Case 2B
External F's
Joint Name Horizontal
Force (in N)
A 0.00
C -98.17
E -53.78
N 0.00
O 0.00
Q 0.00
R 0.00
Totals - 151.95
Vertical H moment V moment
arm arm
Force (in N) (in m.) (in m.)
-98.17 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 -1.70
-16.33 2.00 -1.70
-10.00 2.50 0.00
-10.00 3.00 0.00
-200.00 1.00 0.00
-200.00 2.00 0.00
-534.50
Moment
(in N-m.)
0.00
166.89
58.77
-25.00
-30.00
-200.00
-400.00
-429.35
Reaction F's
Joint Name Horizontal
Force (in N)
S 151.95
T 0.00
Vertical
Force (in N)
411.83
122.67
Member F's
Member Name Force (in N)
AB -141.67
AI -381.44
AJ 316.72
BC -283.33
BJ -283.27 GD
BK 316.72 GP
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Member
Name
FG
FN
Force (in N)
-61.36
112.67
-125.97
122.67
-137.16
Member
Name
MR
bO
HP
CR
CS
Force (in N)
124.01
117.71
61.36
0.00
-151.95
-154.96
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CD
CK
CL
DE
DL
DM
EF
EM
I_i
-2O4.00 (3-1
-37.67 IJ
42.12 IS
-222.84 JK
-37.67 KL
42.12 1_3
-117.71 KR
86.34 LM
-114.79 MN
-0.02 PT
0.00
-381.44 Checks
141.67 HP
131.38 (3-1
169.61
169.89
150.22
169.06
-122.67
0.00
-0.02
Max. Force = -381.44 NinMemberAI
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1 Program Plan - Philosonhv
This chapter will address the detailed philosophies behind the Columbiad Program Plan.
Items discussed will include the purpose and phases of the program, the content and design
process for the program, and descriptions of the proposed management, technical,
procurement, and resources approaches for the program.
The Columbiad Program will consist of a collection of staffed and unstaffed elements to be
developed in an integrated program. The following definitions have been established for
the Columbiad Program. (A more detailed Columbiad Program lexicon will be prepared at
a later date. When approved, it will be a controlled document and will contain all
appropriate Columbiad definitions).
Colornbiad Pro m'am: The collection of manned and unmanned projects to be developed as
an integrated program leading to the return of a human presence on the Moon by the year
2000. The Program includes the reasearch, development, testing, and evaluation (RDT&E)
period as well as the operation of the five year campaign.
Columbiad Campaima: The five year opertional fight time for the program. The Columbiad
Campaign will begin with the first operational flight, projected for the year 2000. The
campaign will include all flight missions with all necessary support and management
operations.
Piloted Mission: Any mission in which a human crew is launched from the Earth with the
intent of landing on the lunar surface. This mission includes the crew, the Crew Module
(CM), the Earth Return Module (ERM), the Lunar Braking Module (LBM), and the
Primary Trans-Lunar Injection stage (PTLI). Two launches of the National Launch System
(NLS) are required to place these modules and stages into low Earth orbit (LEO).
Precursor Mission: Any mission in which material and equipment is launched as a payload
from the Earth with the intent of being landed and deployed on the lunar surface. The first
of these missions will precede the first piloted missions. Subsequent precursor missions
will be launched as scheduled and/or needed. This mission includes the payload, the
Payload Landing Module (PLM), the LBM, the PTLI, and two NLS vehicles. Two
launches are required to place the payload and modules into LEO.
Module: An attachable/detachable Columbiad element that provides a unique or common
function for a mission.
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1,1 Purpose of Plan
The purpose of this Program Plan is to describe the overall technical, management, and
procurement approaches for the Columbiad Program. The plan is structured so that it
summarizes the activities entailed in implementing the program. It also describes the
technical and management plans, procurement strategy, schedules, and resources required
for implementation. The primary emphasis at this time is on the definition and preliminary
design phase and the planning and definition of issues associated with progressing into the
program development phase. As the Columbiad Program matures, this document will be
revised to provide greater detail on program development and follow-on phases of the
program.
1,2 Program Phases
The top-level planning schedule for Project Columbiad is shown in Figure 1-1. All
planning activities are geared towards an initial operational capability (IOC) by the year
2000. The schedule includes activities to support the five year campaign that follows the
IOC. Details are discussed in Chapter 3 of this volume
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Columbiad Program Overall Top-Level Schedule
1,2,1 Definition Phase
Because Project Columbiad is a long-term effort, it is essential that corporate memory be
retained within a single entity. Thus, Hunsaker Aerospace Corporation (HAC) has
performed the systems integration and engineering tasks in-house for this preliminary
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design;andit is beingtransferredatthis timeto NASA (structurefor NASA's management
isdiscussedin a latersection).
Theprogramdefinitionphase,includingthepreliminarydesign,hasbeenconductedandis
presentedin thebodyof thisreport.Thisdefinitionphaseprovidesthepreliminarydesign
for an IOCby theyear2000aswell asthedesignfor thefive yearoperationalcampaign.
Throughthedefinitionphase,HAC hasdefinedtheprogrammission,definedthe
operationsandsystemsrequirements,performedtradestudies,designedsupportsystems,
developedapreliminarysystemdesign,definedsysteminterfaces,developedcostand
scheduleestimates,andpreparedetailedplansfor thedevelopmentphase.Manyof these
accomplishmentshavealreadybeenpresentedin thisreport. Itemsconcerningcost,
scheduling,anddevelopmentphaseplanswill bediscussedin thisvolume.
1.2.2 Development Phase
The purpose of the development phase is to design, manufacture, integrate, verify, test,
and deliver the elements of the Columbiad Program with an IOC by the year 2000. The
initiation of the development phase is scheduled to begin as soon as the review of this
preliminary design is complete. The major divisions in this phase, as shown in Figure 1-1
above, include final program design, systems development, testing, and evaluation (D, T &
E), module production, flight testing, and the five year campaign (starting with the first
mission in the year 2000).
1.3 Program Goals and Obiectives
_ v
The overall goals and objectives of the Columbiad Program have been presented in detail in
Volume I of this report. They are summarized here to support the design and management
approaches that will be proposed later in this volume.
The following Primary_ Prom-am Ob_iectives compose the foundation of the Columbiad
Program:
• Transport a minimum of four people to the Moon and back.
• Land at any latitude
• Mission duration of 14 to 28 days
• Establish a foundation for a lunar base.
Secondary Pro_am Obiectives include the following:
• The establishment of a stepping stone for a piloted mission to Mars.
• Provide scientific research and exploration on the Moon.
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• The establishment of international cooperation for space exploration.
• A boosting of national confidence in the arena of space flight and space operations.
An overall goal of the Columbiad Program is to meet the program objectives in the most
efficient manner with respect to cost and scheduling.
1.4 Preliminary Design Process
This section covers the design process from the formation of the Columbiad Program team
to the definition of mission requirements which need to be met by every subsystem group.
The purpose is to provide an efficient corporate and communications framework so that
mission goals can be accomplished in the limited period. First, a brief description of the
corporate architecture is outlined, followed by the work breakdown structure (WBS) of
each group. Then, a requirements tree tracing the top-level requirements to every mission
stage requirement is described. Finally, reliability requirements are set for every level of
the mission.
1,4,1 Corporate Architecture
The vast scope of the Columbiad Program required a detailed top-down corporate structure
to provide an efficient and traceable communications link between all groups. Even
though the small size of The Hunsacker Corporation allowed an informal flow of ideas
from every level of the team from the advisory board to the subsystems groups, a
hierarchical responsibilities network needed to be established.
The Corporation Structure (see Figure 1-2) is divided up into the advisory board, the
planning and organizing groups, the project groups, and the subsystems groups. The
purpose and tasks of each group is expanded in the WBS section below. For purposes of
communication traceability, however, a slightly different slructure was needed. The
Communication Structure (see Figure 1-3) is again divided in a hierarchical fashion, but
this time levels indicate the amount of integration which is needed for the project. For
example, even though Status is a subsystems group, their work is directly affected by any
integration necessary in the projects groups, therefore, this group needs to be on the same
communications level. The solid lines indicate the vertical communication levels while the
dotted lines trace the horizontal communications.
1,4,2 Work Breakdown Structure
Every level of the team has responsibilities important for the completion of this project.
Starting from the planning and organizational groups to the subsystems groups, work
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breakdownstructures(WBS)areestablishedtoensurethatall levelsof theColumbiad
Programarecovered,fromtechnicaldesignsandinterfaceintegrationtoprogramplanning
andcostanalyses.
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Figure 1-2
Corporation Sfructure
1.4.2.1 Planning and Organizational Groups
Systems Engineering and Program Planning are established to plan and organize the design
process and the program process, respectively. Systems' responsibilities include
performing mode studies and trajectory analyses to determine a detailed mission profile,
developing quantitative system specifications and defining trade studies for each of the
mission stages and project subsystems, and defining the surface mission. Other
administrative tasks to promote traceability from overall system to subsystem specifications
by developing a work breakdown structure, requirements tree, communications tree and
reliability tree were also the responsibility of Systems.
Program Planning was activated during the second half of the design process to develop
detailed cost analyses, develop the overall program philosophy and schedule, define the
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qualificationandacceptancet stprograms,andto estimatereliabilityand maintainability of
the every subsystem.
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Commnnications Structure
1,4,2,2 Project Groups
Project groups were established to oversee and integrate all the subsystem components in
each phase of the mission, from Launch Vehicles and Propulsion Stages to Crew Capsules
and Surface Payloads. Launch Vehicles are responsible for considering the spectrum of
possible vehicles, defining launch site capabilities, and designing any launch site changes.
Propulsion Stages' main task is developing staging configurations for the mission.
This includes developing and maintaining budgets and margins for weight, propellant,
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power,guidanceandnavigation,control,andcommunicationsaswell asintegratingall
thesefactorsintodetailedInterfaceControlDocuments(ICD).
Crew Capsulesareinvolvedwith thedevelopmentof all the components pertaining to
the Crew Module. This group determines where all subsystem components fit into the
CM, develops and maintains budget and margins on weight, power, computer and
communications resources, and design ICDs.
Surface Payloads are responsible for the design of the habitat, rover(s), and landing
configuration. This group also integrates all the power, communications, and structures
for the surface mission. A major design responsibility is to insure that astronauts are
protected from radiation and certain levels of solar flares.
1.4.2.3 Subsystem Groups
Subsystem groups are responsible for the actual detailed designs for the project. These are
divided up into seven groups: crew systems, guidance and navigation control, power and
thermal control, command communications and control, structures and thermal protection,
propulsion, and status. All groups are required to minimize cost, mass, and power in their
subsystem components.
Crew Systems (CS) design all human life support equipment for the capsule and the
surface mission. This group must define acceptable environmental conditions for the
astronauts, incorporate appropriate consumables and recycling/disposal systems into the
habitat, and consider health effects due to zero and one-sixth earth g gravity.
Guidance and Navigation Control (GNC) is responsible for the guidance and
navigation of the spacecraft in its flight to the moon and back. These include systems that
provide redundancy, midcourse corrections, and the capability for anytime abort. Landing,
displays, rendezvous, pre-deployed navigation aids are factors that need to be considered.
Power and Thermal Control (PTC) provides primary and secondary power for all
stages and the surface mission. Power is required for all life support in the capsule and
habitat to provide thermal control during all phases of the mission, and to operate all GNC
and communications systems.
Command, Communications and Control (C3) is responsible for all voice, data,
and video communication links between the earth and spacecraft, earth and surface
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operations,andall componentsof thesurfacepayload.Designsincludeon-board
computersfor datastorageof statusinformationtocrewandearth,andfor running
guidancecodes.
Structures and Thermal Protection (STP) designs the structural shell for all
propulsion stages and the crew capsule. Not only does this group consider the loading
forces encountered by the spacecraft during all phases of the mission, it also must account
for thermal stresses.
Propulsion (prop) is responsible for the primary and reaction control propulsion
systems. Given the high survivability requirement, this group also considers all the abort
systems in the mission.
Status is responsible for the testing and evaluation qualifications for the spacecraft in its
development and production phases as well as the vehicle health during the mission. This
group provides the means to monitor vehicle and crew health during the mission, devises
the conditions for which abort is necessary, and determines the manpower needed to handle
ground operations.
1,$ proposed Management Approach
This section describes the program management structure, participants and their
responsibities, and the program control system. Procedures for direction, review and
reporting, documentation, and information management are also included. This section
looks beyond the HAC structure and philosophy that guided this preliminary design and
proposes the management methods needed by NASA to carry this program to successful
completion.
1,5,1 Program Partic(oation
The Columbiad Program will be a national commitment; one that will involve NASA, other
US government agencies and departments, and private commercial contractors. A
concerted effort must be made in the conclusion of the def'mition phase to identify these
participants and to define their degree of involvement. The following paragraphs
summarize potential participation in the Columbiad Program.
1,_i. 1.1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
NASA is the responsible government agency for managing and directing all aspects of the
Columbiad Program, including the definition of requirements, the program definition,
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designanddevelopment,andoperations.NASA will workdirectly with thevariousUS
governmentagenciesanddepartmentsin definingtheirrespectiveinvolvementsand/or
requirements.As appropriate,memorandaof understandingandinteragencyagreements
will bedevelopedwith participantsto defineroles,responsibilities,financialarrangements,
andmanagementrelationships.
1.5.1.2 Department of Defense CDOD_
Because the Columbiad Program is a n_tional program, all government agencies will be
permitted a degree of involvement, including the DOD. Any involvement by any agency
will be at the discretion of NASA. At present, the DOD has identified no requirements for
militray personnel or equipment for the Columbiad Program. Therefore, the program is
being structured on the basis of civil requirments. It is conceivable, however, that in the
future there may be DOD involvement with either the piloted missions or the precursor
missions, or both.
1.5,1.3 Other Government A_,encies
Other government agencies may be involved in the Columbiad Program. Discussions will
be held with interested agencies to define their potential involvement in the program.
1.5.2 Program Management
This section discusses possible management structures for the Columbiad Program.
1,_,2,1 NASA Headquarters
NASA will serve as the headquarters for the management of the Columbiad Program. It
will house the Columbiad Program Office (the first level of management) and oversee its
relationship with the NASA Field Centers (the next level of management). In order to
establish agreed upon roles and responsibilites and distribution of funds between the
Headquarters and the Field Centers, formal agreements will have to be met. These will be
in the form of program and project initiation agreements established at the various
management levels.
1.5.2.1.1 Columbiad Program Office (Level A)
The Columbiad Program Office will be established at NASA Headquarters and will be
responsible for establishing program policy, budget and schedule guidlines, and for
coordinating and interfacing with all external elements. This office will also be responsible
for providing program direction and management, program requirements definition,
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control,utilizationandoperationsplanningandimplementation,programmaticplanning
andcontrol,andadvancedprogramplanning.
Duetothedesireto streamlinethemanagementprocessandpromoteefficiencythroughout
theentireprogram,only thissingleLevelA managementapproachwill beutilized. Thus,
activitiesusuallyundertakenby aLevelB managementcenterwill beassumedby divisions
of theColumbiadProgramOffice(LevelA). Theseincludethefollowing:
Systems En_neering and Inte_m'ation: Establish and manage the technical content of the
Columbiad Program, in response to the established system requirements.
Business Management: Manage the program resources to the budget and schedule
guidelines provided by the program directors.
Ope_rations Integration: Assure that the Columbiad Program operations considerations are
properly incorporated in the derivation of requirements and design of the system.
Selt-Support of Level A: Provide overall support for Level A activities during budget and
schedule formulation, establishment of system requirements, and other aspects of program
direction.
1.5.2.1.2 Additional NASA Offices
vv
The following additional offices will be involved in the development and operation of the
Columbiad Program. An exact def'mition of their degree and level of involvement is to be
determined.
The Office of Space Flight (OSF) will be involved with the NLS and other lanuch
systems, if any, used for the flight test program. OSF will also have some involvement in
other aspects of each mission, since space flight plays a major role. OSF will interface
with the Columbiad Program Office on all transportation requirements for the program.
The Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) will be responsible for the
establishment of science and application requirements for the program. OSSA will also be
responsible for the definition, design, and development of science and application payloads
for each mission throughout the five year campaign.
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TheOffice of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) will be responsible for the
management and execution of generic technology and supporting studies applicable to the
Columbiad Program. It is important that any focused technology tasks undertaken by
OAST and any advanced development tasks initiated by the Columbiad Program Office be
closely coordinated and integrated.
The Office of Space Tracking and Data Systems (OSTDS) will be responsible for planning,
defining, and budgeting for communication tracking and data acquisition systems and
networks. OSTDS will interface with the Columbiad Program Office in these areas.
1.6 Proaosed Technical Annroach
This section describes the overall technical approach and activities for conducting NASA
Headquarters (Level A) tasks. These activities include the top level approaches for
research, design, development, and integration of all elements of the Columbiad Program.
Additionally, approaches for testing, ground support, and maintenance will be discussed.
1,6,1 Research and Development Philosophy
The activites related to the technical research and development of the Columbiad Program
will be discussed in this section.
1,6,1,1 Engineering Activities
These activities include unique mission considerations, the systems engineering and
integration function, and hardware commonality.
1.6.1,1,1 Unique Considerations
The Crew Module (CM) is designed to be the only reusable and refurbishable module of
the Columbiad Program. This makes it unique in research, development, and design
approach; there will be expenses related to the refurbishment process. However, the
reusability of the CM makes it attractive for the long term planning of the Columbiad
Campaign.
The requirements for launch to any point on the lunar surface and the need for continuous
abort possibilities are also unique considerations to be taken into account in the research,
design, and development of the program.
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1.6.1.1.2 Systems Engineering and Integration (SE&I_
The SE&I efforts consist of tasks required to define and analyze elements, systems, and
subsystems of the Columbiad Program. The Columbiad Program Office will be
responsible for establishing and implementing an in-house SE&I capability.
The SE&I function is ultimately responsible for systems engineering and integration,
programmatic activites, and products. For this preliminary design certain activities in this
range have already been performed, but will need to be re-evaluated by the Columbiad
Program Office for program continuity. These activities include system analysis, system
trades, definition synthesis, configuration analysis, systems requirements, requirements
integration, and Interface Control Documents (ICDs). Tasks not undertaken for this
preliminary design that will be under the direction of the SE&I function include
maintainablity, technical management, and logistics plans, as well as the development of
detailed specifications.
1,6,1,I,3 Hardware Commonali_
The Columbiad Program will incorporate hardware commonality to the maximum possible
extent. The desired effect will be to minimize cost through significant cost avoidance, to
simplify integration, maintenance, and spare requirements, and to provide compatibility
among all elements. It is also desirable to have a specified degree of modularity,
particulary for command, control, and communications and guidance & navigation
subsystems, to lower cost and simplify mission and module integration.
1.6.1.2 Advanced Technolgy Development
The feaseablity of an IOC for the Columbiad Program by the year 2000 is largely based on
the use of existing technologies. However, there are a few aspects of the program that can
be considered "advanced technology" and will undergo a period of research and testing
before applications to the program can be utilized. These aspects of the program include
the large scale production of a manocoque structure, the aerodynamic performance of the
biconic capsule design, and certain portions of the crew systems and the command,
control, and communications subsystems.
The advanced technology required for the development and production of the NLS is not
considered in the program plan for this preliminary design. It is assumed that this will be
developed independently and purchased as a launch system to be utilized for this program.
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Theapproachto thisadvancedtechnologydevelopmentinvolvesthreeelements:focused
technology,prototypetechnology,andtestbeds.Thefocusedtechnologyactiviteswill be
directedto insuredevelopmentof thetechnologyandits directapplicationto theColumbiad
Program.It is necessarythatadvocacyandfundingbemadeavailableto continuefocused
technologydevelopmentthroughdemonstrationatthelaboratorylevel. Theprototype
technolgyactivitywill continuethedevelopmentprocessintoprototypecomponents.These
will thenbetransferedto testbedsandintegratedwith thenecessaryminimal subsystemsto
allowdirecttestsof theadvancedtechnology.This testbedapproachcanincludeboth
groundandflight testingwith specificrequirementsto bedetermined.NASA Centerswill
implementandoperatetestsbedsandwill assuretheiravailabilityandusein thetestingand
evaluationof theseadvancedtechnologies.However,integratedgroundandflight testing
of completesubsystemsandmoduleswill behandledat aprogram-widelevelandtheir
managementwill bedirectedbytheColumbiadProgramOffice.
1.6.1.3 Safety. Reliability. and Ouality Assurance (SR&OA)
The Columbiad Program is designed to be safe and reliable and is expected to be
developed, produced, and operated with these factors enforced through a rigorous quality
assurance program. It is imperative that the design, development, production, and
operational requirements be met. It will be the responsibility of the Project Columbiad
Program Office to direct the management of SR&QA activities.
The SR&QA approach for the Columbiad Program will be in conformance with NASA
management instructions. Since one of the goals of the program is to reduce cost and
promote efficiency in the design, development, production, and operation of space systems
it is imperative that a complete SR&QA program be implemented. This will include the
application of Total Quality Management (TQM) principles and the continuation or
confirmation or various system and subsystem trade studies. A planned SR&QA Program
would include:
A _f.e.ly..l_.9._am implemented to assure that hazards inherent in the space operations of
the Columbiad Program and its ground systems are identified. This program will establish
controls to eliminate the hazards or minimize them by incorporating safety factors, safety
devices, caution and warning devices, redundancy, backup systems, and/or abort and
emergency procedures. Much of the preliminary design work in most of these areas has
been completed for this report and can be found in their various sections.
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A Reliabili _tyPrgm'am implemented to assure through various management, engineering,
and test activities that all Columbiad Program hardware designs meet the program's
objectives and performance requirements.
A Ouali _tyAssurance Program implemented to validate the acceptability and performance
characteristics of materials, components, subsystems, systems, and modules. This will
assure the detection and correction of all departures from the design and performance
specifications during the design, development, production, and operation of the Columbiad
Program. This QA Program, as well as all other aspects of the entire Columbiad Program,
must be managed with TQM principles to insure immediate testing, evaluation, and
correction of all specification deviations and support a unified, NASA and nation wide,
approach towards the total quality of the program.
1,(_, 1,4 Environmental Impact Assessment
In order to comply with all Federal and International regulations and well as environmental
common sense it will be necesary for NASA to completely assess the potential
environmental impact of the implementation of the Columbiad Program in all of its phases.
This could be done within NASA or by an outside agency, with the restriction that this
activity, like all others, remains under the central management of the Columbiad Program
Office at NASA Headquarters.
1.6.2 Testing and Evaluation Philosophy: From Design To IOC
The success of the Columbiad Program depends on the success of the systems and
subsystems that compose the modules as well as the overall successful operation of all
equipment. Throughout the design and development (including production) phases, up to
the time of IOC, testing and evaluation will be conducted to support the SR&QA programs
identified above. Management of the testing and evaluations programs will be directed by
TQM principles and will be the responsiblility of the Columbiad Program Office.
1.6.2.1 Testing Consi_l¢rigi.ons and Drivers
The testing considerations that drive the Columbiad Program are derived from the top level
mission requirements discussed in Volume I of this report. The system reliability is 99.9%
for human survival, requiring three levels of redundancy in related subsystems. The
reliability for mission success is set at 95%, requiting two levels of redundancy in related
systems and subsystems. These requirements must be considered in the design of specific
tests and test programs (not covered in this preliminary design).
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Trickling downtheserequirementstothesubsystemlevelsidentifiesthedesigndriving
considerations.Crewsystemsis designedwith afactorof safety(FOS)of 1.5. The
propulsionsystemsaredesignedwith aFOSof 1.1. TheFOSfor bothstructureand
thermalprotectionsubsystemsare1.4. Thefoundationsfor theseconsiderationsarefound
in VolumeI of thisreport. Thetestingproceduresto confirmthemeetingof thesedesign
specificationsareto bedesignedandcardedoutbothonsiteatthecontractor'sfacility and
atthesubsystemintegrationfacility underthedirectionof theColumbiadProgramOffice.
1,6,2.2 Ground Testing Phases
This section discusses the phases of testing performed on the ground in support of the
testing and SR&QA philosophies of the Columbiad Program. These are testing phases for
the production aspects of the program, prior to the IOC. The prototype testing for new
technologies is expected to be done under the direction of the advanced technology
development program identified in section 1.6.1.2 of this volume. This section also
describes the composition of current tests that could be utilized for this phase.
1,6,2.2.1 Component Oualification Testing
Before individual components are received from the supplier/contractor it is expected that
test articles will have been previously evaluated with reference to the design specifications.
These tests and evaluations shall consist of tests done at specified mission loads and
separate tests performed at 1.5 times the mission loadings. These loadings can be
categorized as static, dynamic, and thermal loadings.
The static load series will include inertia, applied and pressure loads. The dynamic loads
series will include vibrational, acoustic loads, shock, and impact tests. The thermal
loadings tests will be used to prove the flight worthiness of the component, subsystem, and
module thermal protection system or thermal resistance (radiation shielding testing is
included in this category).
All these tests will be performed on-site in adherence to standards enacted by the
Columbiad Program Office. The testing results will be incorporated immediately into
design alterations as necessary.
True and final component qualification testing will occur at the subsystem integration
facility. This facility and program will be entirely controlled by the Columbiad Program
Office. This program will test the components at the mission load levels before subsystem
integration occurs. Verification of the 1.5 times mission loading tests must be obtained
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from thesupplier/contractorbeforecomponentqualificationtestingandintegrationcan
begin.
1,0.2.2.2 Subsystem lntergration Testing
This testing will occur at a NASA-controlled facility, as identified above. It will occur at
various stages of subsystem integration, as identified by the Columbiad Program Office or
its appointees. The final integration testing will occur after the entire subsystem, with its
support systems, is integrated. The degree of testing beyond or in addition to mission
loadings and specifications is to be determined. If integration of a subsystem requires
partial or complete integration of a module, then these activities can be allowed to proceed
simultaneously if the facility can support such activities. It thus is recommended that the
module integration facilities contain subsystem integration facilities as well.
1,6,2.2.3 Module Assembly and Testing
The facilities for module assembly and testing will be NASA-controlled and administered
by the Columbiad Program Office. As noted above, they may contain subsystem
integration and testing facilities. Testing will be designed to determine that module design
specifications have been met. Mock-ups for testing up to failure loads and for maximum
environmental conditions testing will be provided for the facility as required and deemed
necessary. Following module qualification it will undergo a final check out and then be
prepared for mission intergration.
1,6.2.2,4 Mission Integration Testing
The modules for each mission, including pre-IOC flight test missions, will be re-qualified
individually before integration. They will then be integrated into the mission configuration
and tested. This will be done at the launch site in a payload/mission integration facility.
This testing phase will also include the complete mission testing that will commence once
the mission payload is mated with the NLS launch vehicle. This will be done at the VAB at
the launch site. This testing phase will continue while the vehicle and payload are on the
launch pad, up until the time of launch. The preliminary design of these testing procedures
has been completed by the status subsystem for this report and can be found in Volume II,
Chapter 8.
1.6.2.3 Flight Test Pro m'am
This section will outline a proposed flight test program to qualify each module and major
system for flight and an IOC by the year 2000. The scheduling and cost of this program is
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dealtwith in subsequentchapters.Thissectionwill dealwith thetestingpurposeand
methodology.Theprogramoutlinedisveryambitious,butnot impossibleto complete.
This testprogramis basedona"sucessfultest"philosophy.It is ambitiousandits
completionrequiresnocatestrophicfailures.TQM proceduresandtheSR&QA programs
usedduringdesignanddevelopmentshouldresultin aproductthatcanmeetthese
ambitiousqualificationandtestingplans.
1.6.2.3.1 Approach and Landing Tests
Multiple (6-8) approach and landing tests (ALT) will be conducted, releasing an un-piloted
(at firs0 crew module (CM) test article from a NASA 747 or B-52 aircraft. It is
recommended that two CM test articles be constructed for these tests, so different
subsystems can be evaluated during separate tests. This also allows for one or two of these
tests to be piloted. The location for these tests should be the proposed mission landing
sites or reasonable substitutes.
The purpose of the ALTs would be to determine the low speed handling and performance
characteristics of the CM and test the recovery system and the navigation and landing aids.
The automated landing capability of the CM would also be verified, as well as the piloted
capability in later ALTs. The possibilities for water landings and ditchings can also be
evaluated during this phase.
1.6.2.3.2 Automated Docking Test
A modified lunar braking module (LBM) will be launched into LEO by an Atlas/Centaur
vehicle to conduct an automated docking manuever with the Space Shuttle. The Shuttle
will already be in orbit due to a previously scheduled flight whose primary mission is not
the LBM docking (this will reduce cost). A simple docking ring set up in the cargo bay or
on the manipulator ann would be the target for the LBM. This test will verify the
hardware/software developed for the automated docking maneuvers needed in the
Columbiad Program.
1.6.2.3.3 First Launch: PTLI Stage
The Primary Trans-Lunar Injection stage will be launched into LEO by an NLS vehicle.
The PTLI will maintain orbit and automatically rendezvous and dock with the second
launch. The PTLI will then place the payload on the lunar trajectory.
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This launchwill verify thespacecraft/launchvehicleinterfacesandperformance.It will
providefor anin-flight testof thePTLIpropulsionsystemandwill verify cryogenic
storability. Automateddockingandtrans-lunarboostability will alsobedemonstrated.
1.6.2.3.4 Second Launch: Un-Piloted CM/ERM/LBM Conjuration
An un-piloted CM/ERM/LBM configuration will be launched into LEO by an NLS vehicle.
The stack will rendezvous and dock with the PTLI stage already in orbit from the first
launch. It will travel to the moon and perform the lunar braking maneuver. The LBM will
separate and the ERM will fire for placement into an Earth return trajectory. Completing
this, the ERM will separate and the CM will reenter the atmosphere and land.
This launch will demonstrate the rapid turnaround and launch capabilites of Launch
Complex 39, which will be used for the actual missions as well. Spacecraft/launch vehicle
interfaces and performance will be tested and verified. It also allows for in-flight testing of
the LBM and ERM propulsion systems. Additionally, the characteristics of the high-speed
reentry of the CM will be measured and evaluated. This launch will verify all the
subsystems and major systems of each module in a simulated mission environment.
At this point in time the flight test program is concluded and IOC will be achieved with the
next two launches (the precursor mission). The unlikely failure of that mission would
cause the testing and operational plan of the Columbiad Program to be re-evaluated.
1.6.3 Launch and Ground Support Philosophy
Once the mission payload stack has been integrated and is ready for launch it is imperative
that all connected systems and modules be thoroughly tested to insure their correct
operation. It will be necessary for NASA to assign a separate Status Group to control and
direct the necessary testing and monitoring that occurs during this phase of a mission (up to
and including launch). There are three probable types of tests that will form the basis of the
launch and ground support philosophies for the Columbiad Program. These are pre-launch
testing, the countdown demonstration test, and the integrated launch system test. On-the-
pad testing and monitoring for an actual launch will also play a role in this philosophy.
Details on these topics have been discussed in Volume II, Chapter 8 of this report.
The remainder of this section will include a discussion of managing and improving launch
and launch support efficiency, along with a discussion of mission specifics that may affect
these activities.
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1.6.3.1 Improvement of Launch Ope_rations Efficiency
One of the major objectives of the Columbiad Program is to achieve the program goals
while minimizing costs. This is to be done through the utilization of existing technologies,
quality management techniques, and the promotion of efficiency at all program levels. This
efficiency is defined in terms of labor costs, labor productivity, and adherence to mission
schedule.
The Columbiad Program is intended to provide a foothold for a permanent Lunar presence
and the possible further exploration of space. Therefore, the true success of the program
will be identified in its flexibility in being able to meet future demands. This flexibility
must also be mated with reliability, adherence to scheduling, and cost accountability, as
well as acceptable performance. This requires a launch operations efficiency philosophy,
which is presented in the remainder of this section.
1,6,3,2 L_uneh Operations Management
The Columbiad Program will strive to increase efficiency at all program levels. This can be
accomplished through the implementation of several common sense management
techniques based on TQM principles.
A schedule that is based upon common procedures must be initially constructed.
Regardless of the mission, there are certain tasks which must always be performed. There
has to be an allotment of time for tasks such as routine inspections, scheduled repairs, and
typical payload loading processing, as well as pre-launch activities.
Additionally, advanced computing power must be utilized to accomplish standard
operations and maintenance procedures. This would also provide a database that could
quicken the decision making process of various functions by providing necessary
information at a moments notice.
An integrated checkout system would help alleviate unnecessary and repetitive pre-flight
operations and personnel, especially those that are not critical to mission success. This is
an important part of reducing extra expenditures due to over-staffing and unnecessary
redundancy.
It is recommended that NASA implement operations management philosophies along the
guidelines presented here, in order to streamline the management process, reduce
manpower, and promote general program efficiency.
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1,6,3,3 Mission Specific Effects
The efficiency of the launch operations will be influenced by the nature of each specific
mission in the Columbiad Program. The best way to avod mission specific effects is to
include a complete ground support plan in the planning documents of a mission. Such a
plan for the support of a mission should be in place at least four years prior to the first
launch. This will ensure that all of the support requirements are met. Sufficient
preparation in this area will reduce the operational delay effects of specialized missions.
The goal is to ensure the most efficient operation that is possible. Any changes or
modifications to the ground support plan should be documented in detail. The support
schedule and its addendum should be subject to a preliminary review at least one year prior
to launch while a final review is made six months later. The approved flight support plan
should include a detailed description of the campaign profile, vehicle development, and the
standard maintenance requirements. The addendum to the support plan will in all
likelihood detail mission specific challenges to the flight operations. This could include the
design of flight specific software or unusual payload configurations.
1,6.4 Maintenance and CM Refurbishment
The maintenance of testing and launch facilities will be the responsibility of NASA and the
centers and units directly in control of such facilities. The Columbiad Program Office will
provide input and guidelines for the management of the facility maintenance. An approach
for efficient facility and equipment maintenance is proposed in this section.
1,6,4,1 EffiCient Maintenance Approach
Launch operations can be significantly improved with the use of a revised maintenance
program which is based upon standard airline operation techniques. This reliability
centered procedure works on the premise that hardware failure is usually the result of cycle
use, environmental exposure, or accidents. Whatever the cause, hardware is redesigned
until its performance is acceptable. This technique, in conjunction with space vehicle
processing activities, can be used to improve both the reliability and maintainability of
hardware at reasonable costs. Furthermore, this method allows for the analysis of failure
modes. With this knowledge, schedules can be modified to include provisions for
expected maintenance based on a historical data base.
Another facet of efficient maintenance handling is the procurement and inventory of spare
parts. Ideally, a parts procurement program would determine a need versus current
inventory status of various parts. The STS incorporates such a program in the Shuttle
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InventoryManagementSystem(SIMS)whichcontrolstheacquisitionof spareparts.
Sparesmanagementis usuallyhandledby thevehicledesigncenters.At KennedySpace
Center(KSC),theproposedlaunchsiteof Columbiad,theupkeepof linereplaceableunits
(LRU) is handledin thefacilities'shopsandlabs. TheColumbiadProgrammust
incorporateacomparableprogramin orderto follow anefficientmaintenancephilosophy.
1.6.4.2 Definitions
Spare parts refers to any material that is needed or will be needed to replace any assembly,
subassembly, component, etc. during the operation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul of a
piece of equipment.
The Spare Parts Selection List (SPSL) lists all spare parts and the price of their
procurement or fabrication.
The Priced Spare Parts List (PSPL) is the final and approved version of the SPSL. It
includes total quantities and firm unit and total prices.
_refers to the partial disassembly,modification,and test of various components or
spares. It typically includes day-to-day maintenance that is performed at the test or launch
site.
Overhaul will usually be performed at the manufacturing facilities of the vehicle. It
involves the total disassembly and maintenance of components which have deteriorated or
worn out.
Mgdification occurs when a component is physically altered in an effort to change its
performance.
1,6,4,3 Maintenance Pro m'am Content
The development of an SPSL is the first major step of the maintenance program. It is
essential that all procurements are based upon the guideline of providing required support at
the lowest possible inventory level. This will minimize the potential for obsolescence that
may be caused by design or engineering changes. Furthermore, the driver for determining
inventory levels should be the anticipated utilization. Any shipment which surpasses this
level should only be made if it is clearly in the best interest of the program.
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Inventorycostsmustbeminimized.Thiscanbeaccomplishedby stockingtherelatively
low costitems(repair/overhaulandmodificationkits) insteadof therelativelyhighcost
items(assembliesandmodules).In addition,theeconomicaluseof repairandmodification
practicescanalsolower thethestocklevel. Additionally,existingassetscanbedraftedinto
service.Someof theseincludetestcomponentsorequipmenthatmaynolongerbein use.
Launchmaintenancefficiencycouldbemarkedlyimprovedthroughtheuseof a"critical-
to-launch"sparepartslist. Suchalist woulddetailtheavailabilityandquantitiesof launch
critical replacementcomponentsduringthe30-dayperiodprior to ascheduledlaunch.
In additionto this,a sparepartsmodificationprogram(SPMP)couldprovidetheflexibility
thatis requiredof asuccessfulmaintenanceprogram.Suchaprogramwould assurethe
continuedcompatibilityof thesparesdesignprogramwith thecontinuallychanginglaunch
configuration.
Oneof thesimplestmeansof improvingoperationsefficiencyis throughthetrainingand
retrainingof flight personnel. Thiscanallow tasksthatarehandledby professionalsor
engineersto bedonebytechniciansata lowercost.
1.6.4.4 CM Refurbishment
The CM is the only module that is reusable and will be refurbished after each mission.
This procedure has yet to be identified or detailed. Preliminary plans call for a similar
procedure as that for the Space Transportation System (STS). It will include a complete
post-flight check-out followed by repairs/refurbishment as necessary to achieve operational
readiness. The CM will then undergo standard module testing prior to mission integration
for the next flight. This turnaround time has yet to be estimated. Assuming a similar
procedure and facilities as the STS, the time should be comparable.
1.7 Pronosed Procurement Annroach
NASA will procure hardware for the Columbiad Program in a manner designed to
accomplish agency-wide goals. The acquisition policy that is eventually adopted should be
keyed to the policy of NASA performing the SE&I in-house, as previously discussed.
Recognizing that the Columbiad Program will be constrained by the availability of budget
authority, the program should be based on a design to cost approach.
1,7,1 Initial Procurement
The initial procurement for a program such as Columbiad would involve conceptual
definition and a preliminary design. However, much of this definition phase work has
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alreadybeendonebyHAC andpresentedin thisreport. It wouldof coursebeadvisableto
havethispreliminarydesignreviewedandrevisedby potentialsystemcontractorsand
NASA. To do this it is recommendedthatNASA releasea singleRequestfor Proposal
(RFP)for thefollowing modulepairs: CM andERM,HabitatandPLM, andPTLI and
LBM. Thesepairsaregroupedbecauseof theircommonalityand/ordesigndependence.
Fixed-pricedefinitioncontractswouldthenbeawardedfor theworkpackagesdefinedin
theRFPs.Contract selectionswill bemadeby theprogramadministrator.Management
will bethe responsibliltyof theColumbiadProgramOffice.
It is imperativethatNASAcarefullyoverseeall definitionphasecontractualwork. This is
necessarybecausecostmustbeminimizedby limiting theamountof re-workdoneon
designsalreadycompletedfor thisreport. Additionally,theseparatecontractsfor module
pairsmakescommunicationbetweencompaniesandmodulepairsdifficult. Aslong as
NASA managescarefully,potentialproblemswith themultiplemodulepair systemcanbe
avoided.It is desirableto havethesemuliplecontractsin orderto spreadtheworkloadand
contractingprofit throughoutheaerospaceindustry.
1,7,2 Dcvelolpment Procurement
Competition for the development phase contracts should be limited to those involved in the
definition phase, unless it is in the best interest of the program to alter this approach. It is
recommended that the RFPs be constructed in a similar manner as for the initial
procurement, unless a change is needed and recommended. Contractor selections will be
made by the program administrator. Management will be the responsibility of the
Columbiad Program Office.
1.8 Proposed Resources Approach
This section describes a possible resource management approach for the Columbiad
Program. It consists of descriptions of the budget process, the budget itself, facilities, and
manpower.
1,8,1 R¢$ource Management
An approach needs to be developed for the Columbiad Program which ensures that
program implementation is consistent with established cost restraints. Lessons learned
from other programs need to be reviewed to ensure that maximum benefit is gained from
the past experiences of NASA. An approach utilizing Program Definition Reviews, such
as those originally designed for the Space Station Program, is recommended.
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ProgramDefinition Reviewswill beheldprior to theinclusionof theColumbiadProgram
implementationrequirementsin theNASA budgetrequest.Thesewill insurethatall
elementsof theColumbiadProgramarewell definedandunderstood.Thisapproachwill
allowknowledgeableindividualswith novestedinterestin theColumbiadProgramto
critically reviewandevaluatetheproposedprogramandplansandrecommendappropriate
changesbeforemajorNASA commitments.
1,8,2 B_dget Process
A budget process needs to be developed for the Columbiad Program that utilizes new and
innovative as well as proven cost management techniques to achieve the best program
available within cost constraints. Reporting, management control and visibility, and cost
assessments need to be incorporated into a comprehensive information system.
1,8,2,1 Budget Formulation
The Columbiad Program Director will establish budget guidelines including reserves for
program cost growth and changes. These can be based on the cost estimates provided by
this preliminary design in the next chapter. Each division of the Columbiad Program Office
will develop their own program budgets and submit them to the Director for each annual
NASA budget submission. Due to uncertainties concerning budget lead time, it is
recommended that all parties involved in the budgeting process provide appropriate
reserves for contingencies.
The budget will be evolutionary in its formulation. Initial estimates will be provided in the
preliminary design, as they are in this report. These estimates will include both research
and development costs as well as production costs and the program campaign. As the
program matures and development contracts are awarded, the budget will be formulated on
detailed engineering build-up estimates. The budget will also be modified where required
by results or program independent assessments performed by the Columbiad Program
Office.
1.8.2.2 Budget Allocation
Upon the approval of the budget operating plan by the Columbiad Program Director, the
program managers within the Columbiad Program Office will implement the budget
allocations.
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1.8.2.3 Bud_,et Statusin_
A state-of-the-art resources information system needs to be developed by the Columbiad
Program Office to provide current status of program costs to managers at all program
levels. This system (to be developed or procured) must emphasize timeliness,
completeness, and accuracy. It must also be smactured to emphasize abnormalities that
would require special management attention. Periodic Program Review Meetings, internal
to NASA, should be held at a schedule to be determined by the Director. At these meetings
cost variances and total projected costs would be reported by the program managers to the
Columbiad Program Director.
1.8.3 Budget and Cost Approach
In general, program funding profile and schedule need to follow a disciplined technical and
management approach to insure that the transition from development to production is
smooth and to assure the proper overlap of development and early production funding.
Figure 1-4 illustrates the cost curve which is desired.
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Figure 1-4
General Desired Cost Curve with Undesired Design Gap
This figure shows the desired cost profile and the typical cost profile for a general case, not
specific to the Columbiad Program. Specific profiles have not been developed within this
preliminary design, although direct costs are discussed in Chapter Two of this volume. It
is desired that the design gap encompass as little area as possible so that spending can be
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smoothly distributed throughout the program. This gap can be lessened by making
performance and cost trade-offs before commiting to a design approach, and making sure
that a production plan and production cost estimates are reasonable.
1.8.4 Facilities
The Columbiad Program may require some funding for the design and construction of new
facilities. This may be especially true for some of the subsystem integration needs of the
program as well as the module integration needs. Maximum use will be made of existing
or modified existing facilities. The following activities and functions will require
specialized facilities: technology development, subsystem development, manufacturing,
testing, design verification, gaining, checkout, servicing, integration, launch, and mission
support. The exact level of modification needed to existing facilities to meet these needs
has not been determined for this preliminary design. It is anticipated that the number of
new facilities will not be great, due to the extensive use of existing technology within the
design of the Columbiad Program.
A long-range facility plan would have to be designed by the Columbiad Program Office and
reviewed by the Director as soon as possible following the final preliminary design. This
plan should be reviewed regularly and modified annually as necessary.
1.8.5 Manpower and Training
The resource of manpower will be an integral part of the Columbiad Program. Civil
service, military, and contracted personnel will be represented in all phases of the program.
There will be a need for a division of the Columbiad Program Office to handle employment
and training of these employees for the specific aspects of the program that they are
responsible for. A specific plan for this has not been determined for this preliminary
design. Contractors will be responsible for specific training of their employees for work
they have been awarded contracts to complete.
The training of the crew and operational support teams for launch will be the responsibility
of NASA and its various components. Astronaut selection will be structured around the
current STS system. Training will involve general space training as with current astronauts
as well as mission-specific training using simulators to be developed by the module
contractors. An exact training plan has not been developed at this time. Launch support
team training will be a modification of existing programs, since the planned launch facilities
and activities closely follow the existing STS program.
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2 Cost Estimation and Analysis
Cost is an important design variable for the Columbiad Program, behind only crew safety
in design criteria. This drives the design philosophy which dictates that component and
system commonality, and low-risk technology are to be used in the design whenever
possible to cut down on development and integration costs as well as technological
uncertainty factors. The life-cycle costing of this project is broken down into several
levels. In the technical and engineering level, cost is divided into six areas:
• Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation (RTD&E)
• Production
• Transportation
• Mission Support and Operations
• Maintenance and Refurbishment
• Training of Astronauts
In the administration and systems integration level, additional costs are considered in two
areas:
• General and Administrative
• Profit
Cost is broken down into three general types: nonrecurring, recurring, and operations.
Nonrecurring costs include the RTD&E, the training of astronauts and other personnel, and
the general accounting and profit associated with such costs. Recurring costs refer to the
production of mission stages and launch vehicles. Here, learning curve effects are
considered where appropriate. Operations costs are those related with mission support,
crew module maintenance and refurbishment, and administrative factors associated with
such support.
2.1 Cost Descriotions
This analysis assumes a program horizon of eight years RDT&E and production time, and
five years of campaign in which five precursors and fifteen piloted flights are operated. All
costs are estimated in 1992 dollars. Cost estimation is calculated from both analogous and
bottom-up approach, where analyses down to the subsystem level is done to better define
the cost estimates. The decision to use analogous and bottom-up estimation seems more
reasonable than using parametric estimation since most components are chosen for their
high technological certainty and availability, and prices can be readily obtained from
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suppliersor technicalpapers.Thissectionwill definethecoststakeninto accountin this
analysis,andthenextsectionwill describetheactualprocessbywhich the computation is
made, with the actual numbers assumed in this process. Then, cost estimation results for
each module is summarized. Detailed cost assumptions for each subsystem is given in the
Appendix.
2.1.1 Research, Development. Testing and Evaluation
Research, Development, Testing, and Evaluation (RDT&E) Cost encompasses all costs
prior to the actual production. This includes engineering design, construction of
operational prototypes for test integration, and improvement on the design. Such
considerations as government test and contractor support must be taken into account. As a
first-cut analysis to be used as a sanity check, each stage or module is estimate to cost
between 0.5 billion and 2 billion depending on the mass, size, and complexity of the stage.
The "stages" are divided such that every phase of the mission is considered separately:
• Crew Module
• Earth Return Module (ERM)
• Lunar Braking Module (LBM)
• Primary Trans-Lunar Injection (PTLI) Stage
• Surface Payloads
• Payload Landing Module (PLM)
• Launch Vehicle
Within each module, subsystems costs are compiled.
Technology readiness of every subsystem component is taken into account in the RDT&E
of each module. Five levels of Technological Readiness are defined in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Technology Readiness Definitions
Technolo_,q¢ Level
1
2
3
4
5
Definition
Out on the market and available from supplier
Tested and ready for production
Prototype has been developed for testing
Technolo_ available but RDT&E needed
Hunsaker Aerospace Corporation (HAC) design or proposal
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Mostof thehardwarechosenfor ProjectColumbiadareLevel 1andcostiscalculated
accordingto thepricesquotedfrom suppliers.Fortheseproducts,RTD&E costis
assumedto becoveredbytheprice,andonly handlingor storagefacility costsare
additionallyconsidered.Technologylevelsof 3 to 5obviouslyrequiremorethanthecost
of production.ThesearetakenintoaccounthroughRDT&Eestimations.
RDT&E costsarecategoricallynon-recurring.Theonlyphaseof themissionwhich
requiredtheuseof RDT&E costmorethanonceis theSurfacePayloads.Thesamesurface
equipmentis notsentupwith eachprecursormission,soadditionalRDT&E mustbe
consideredfor these.
2.1.2 Production
Production cost (Prod) is the cost associated with the manufacturing and delivery of the
system and subsystems in the quantity specified. This cost is highly dependent on the
quantity which is produced since a "Learning Curve Factor" is applied to account for
productivity improvements. The total production cost for N units is modelled as:
Production Cost = TFU x L
L= N B
B= l-In (100% / S}
in2
where TFU:
L:
S:
B:
the theoretical first unit cost
the learning curve factor
the learning curve slope in percent
factor set by S
Because of the complexity and uncertainty of applying such a systems cost estimation to
each individual subsystem component, this approach is only applied to the module level.
All costs associated with a particular module are calculated and compiled before the
Learning Curve Factor is used for the entire system in calculating the campaign cost.
2.1.3 Transportation
Transportation cost (Trans) is the cost to transport the entire precursor and piloted mission
from the launch pad to Low Earth Orbit (LEO). This is divided up into three sections: the
launch vehicle production, the launch operations and the support cost. The transportation
cost will not include any operations and support costs associated with transit from LEO to
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theMoon, thelunarstay,nor thetransitbackto theEarth. Thesecostsareincludedin the
missionsupportandoperationsdescribedbelow.Fuelcostwill notbeconsideredin great
detailherenor in themissionafterlaunchsinceit is notexpectedto influencethecostof the
transportationby agreatamount.
2.1.4 Mission Support and O_verationli
Mission Support and Operations (S&O) include the operations and ground support for the
entire one-month mission. This is determined mainly by the amount of support which the
status group considers essential for monitoring the mission.
2.1.5 Maintenance and Rc_furbishmcnt
Maintenance and Refurbishment (M&R) is a very important consideration since the crew
capsule is designed to be reusable. This cost must account for the maintenance and
possible replacement of certain subsystems in the capsule.
2.1.6 General and Administrativ¢
General and Administrative (G&A) Costs are those administration and management costs
associated with the system integration, quality, and compatibility. The factor which is used
in this analysis is taken to be 12% of the entire RTD&E and production costs.
2.1.7 Pro_fit
Commercial contractors will be involved in this program, and profit is a basic
consideration. This is usually taken to be anywhere from 10-15% of the entire cost of their
project, including RTD&E, production, and G&A where applicable. In this analysis, a
15% factor will be used.
2.1.8 Training and Simulation
The lunanauts will require additional simulation equipment than those previously provided
for space missions. A one-time cost of the modelling and development of a simulator as
well as the general training of the astronauts must be calculated.
2.2 Cost Assumotions and Comnutation
Several levels of nesting is required for the cost analysis. Figure 2-1 shows the cost
analysis process which went into calculating the cost of each module.
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Figure 2-1
General Cost Breakdown for One Module
The two most important components of cost are the RDT&E and the actual production cost
of the module. The actual production cost is a compilation of all subsystems costs in the
module. This section describes the cost assumptions and computations on a module
system level. The subsystems assumptions and costs are presented in Appendix 4-1.
Engineering and prototype production are included in the Development, Testing, and
Evaluation (DT&E) costs. The Research and Design (R&D) Engineer is then divided up
into the system, project, and subsystem sections. The subsystem section will be further
divided into the applicable groups for each module. Per engineer cost per year are assumed
to be $60 thousand dollars to take into account both the engineer's salary and benefits. An
overhead of 125% is added for additional support costs like administration and computer
support. According to resources the number of engineers who are involved in
a particular subsystem in a module falls anywhere between 12 and 30 depending on the
complexity and involvement of the subsystem in that module.
Under prototype production falls both the cost of materials and of manufacturing. Here,
distinction is made between level 1 components and components with other Technological
Uncertainty factors. Level 1 hardware requires only the addition of 10% its original price
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to account for the handling and storage requirements. For this report, the assumption has
been made that Level 2 components will also fall under this category, although a theoretical
first unit cost will take the place of an actual quoted price. For the Level 3 to 5
components, not only is the expected materials cost increased by 10% for the proper
handling and storage, but a manufacturing cost is also taken into account. For
manufacturing a wage of $20 per hour per worker is assumed. Then, on top of the worker
production costs, a 120% overhead is included for the general facility costs.
A general and administrative cost of 12% is a reasonable addition for most management and
administrative factors. Finally, assuming that each module is distributed to a commercial
contractor, a fractional factor of the entire cost is included to account for profit.
The total cost for the first launch is calculated from the combination of all RTD&E and
production costs for each module. The breakdown is presented in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2
Total Cost Breakdown for First Mission
After the completion of each module, management costs of 12% is again added on top of
total module costs to account for the integration of all stages, including flight tests and
ground tests. These costs could be thought of as the top level management costs associated
with the integration authority NASA. Finally, launch operations and ground support is
added.
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The first mission includes both a precursor mission and a piloted mission, but additional
missions use only a piloted mission. Right now, a precursor mission is scheduled for each
year with three piloted missions a year. The entire Columbiad campaign is expected to
continue for five years. Figure 2-3 demonstrate the campaign cost breakdown for the first
two years. The third to fifth years follow an identical outline.
Total campaign cost is calculated from this. RDT&E cost is a one-time cost for each stage
except for the surface payloads, where five distinct developments are assumed for the five
different precursor payloads to be placed on the moon. The production cost is factored
with a learning curve, where a 95% learning curve (refer to equations in section 2.1.2 for
L =95% ) is used for those modules which are produced under a total of ten times. For
more than ten units of production, a 90% learning curve is used. The total program cost is
thus calculated to be $46.4 Billion without any margins applied.
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Figure 2.3
Campaign Cost Breakdown
2,2.1 Crew Module
The crew module involves the cooperation between crew systems, structures and thermal
protection, power and thermal control, and the avionics groups. Several assumptions
about the involvements of engineers and manufacturing workers are made. Figure 2-4
gives a quick summary of the assumptions for the RDT&E costs.
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Figure 2-4
Crew Module Cost Breakdown
The numbers which fall below each of the engineering categories indicate the number of
engineers which are predicted to be necessary for each subsystem. Each of these engineers
are expected to contribute an average of five years to see the project develop from the
design phase through to the end of the evaluations except for the additional engineers which
are needed for the conduction of tests. These engineers are expected to contribute only
around three years to the development and testing portion of the RDT&E.
Table 2-2 on the next page shows the major costs associated with the Crew Module. All
costs are in millions and include the handling and overhead factors. The RTD&E cost
includes the manufacturing of three prototypes, and the salary for the 220 engineers who
are expected to design and evaluate the module. The breakdown of production costs
include a separation between the set manufacture's prices and the production costs of a
theoretical first unit. The ejection seat, reaction control propulsion system, and portions of
the equipment required by the crew have already been developed and can be obtained from
suppliers. The other components all need to be developed further and, therefore,
theoretical unit prices are much higher. Total production cost for the entire module is
$105 Million, and the total expected RDT&E cost is $685 Million.
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Table 2-2: CM Costs
Subsystem
Component
Set Prices TheoreticalFirst Unit Price
Ejection Seat 3.30
R4-D engine 1.76
Crew Systems 6.58 35.49
Structures 18.70
Heat Shield 3.74
Wing& Deploy 3.30
Landing Gear 1.10
Paraglide 1.32
GNC 8.86
C3 11.94
Batteries 4.51
Software 4.41
Prod Cost 11.64 93.36
Production
Cost
105.00
RTD&E
Cost
426.73
RTD&E
with G&A
595.53
Total RTD&E
Cost
with Profit
684.86
2.2.2 Earth Return Module
The Earth Return Module involves the cooperation between the propulsion, structures,
power and thermal protection, and the avionics groups. Only 12 engineers are needed for
one year in the propulsion subsystem group since the propulsion system has basically been
chosen, and these engineers just need to help incorporate the system into the module. More
engineers are required for the development of structures and power since both subsystems
involve relatively new technology. Figure 2-5 summarizes the assumptions for RDT&E.
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Figure 2-5
Earth Return Module Cost Breakdown
Table 2-3 shows the RDT&E and production costs for the ERM. Only the two propulsion
engines, RL10A-4 and R4-D, are available from suppliers. Everything else requires
further development and testing.
Table 2-3: ERM Costs
Subsystem Set Prices Theoretical
Component First Unit Price
Casing 19.25
Truss 4.46
Tanks 13.42
RL10A-4 (3) 6.60
R4-D (16) 3.52
GNC 7.24
C3 5.32
Power 18.86
Miscellaneous 5.28
Prod Cost 10.12 73.82
Production
Cost
83.94
RTD&E
Cost
313.36
RTD&E
with G&A
444.98
Total RTD&E
Cost
with Profit
511.73
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2.2.3 Lunar Braking Module
The Lunar Braking Module also involve the same subsystem groups: propulsion,
structures, power and thermal protection, and avionics.
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Figure 2-6
Lunar Braking Module Cost Breakdown
Table 2-4: LBM Costs
Subsystem
Component
Casing
Set Prices TheoreticalFirst Unit Price
19.58
Truss 4.46
Tanks 13.75
RL10A-4 (3) 6.60
R4-D (0) 0.00
GNC 6.72
C3 4.40
Power 13.20
Miscellaneous 4.40
Prod Cost 6.60 66.51
Production
Cost
73.11
RTD&E
Cost
296.84
RTD&E
with G&A
414.34
Total RTD&E
Cost
with Profit
476.49
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2.2.4 Primary Trans-Lunar Iniection Stage
The propulsion, structures, power and thermal protection, and avionics groups are also
involved in this propulsion stage.
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Primary Trans-Lunar Injection Stage Cost Breakdown
Table 2-5: PTLI Costs
Subsystem Set Prices IThe°retical
Component First Unit Price
Casing 20.27
Truss 5.06
Tanks 20.90
RL10A-4 (5) 11.00
R4-D (16) 3.52
GNC 9.17
C3 6.91
Power 18.86
Miscellaneous 3.96
Prod Cost 14.52 85.13
Production
Cost
99.65
RTD&E
Cost
357.11
RTD&E
with G&A
511.58
Total RTD&E
Cost
with Profit
588.31
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2.2.5 Surface Payloads
Surface Payloads are designed by the crew systems, structures, power and thermal
protection, guidance, and communications groups. Since lunar modules have never been
seriously developed and tested, many engineers are anticipated to participate in the design.
I
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] i SaylUrf_oa_lsl I factManu_ngI [ Materials I
20
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10
30 20 20
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SmTnce Payloads Cost Breakdown
This fact also carries over to the development and manufacturing costs.
Table 2-6: Surface Payloads Costs
Subsystem
Component
BioCan
Set Prices TheoreticalFirst Unit Price
46.20
Power Bay 9.30
Rover 14.30
Bagger 14.30
Crew Systems 18.49 73.27
GNC 10.88
C3 12.02
Power 118.10
Production
Cost
318.71
RTD&E
Cost
893.41
Prod Cost 18.49 298.37
RTD&E
with G&A
1355.50
Total RTD&E
Cost
with Profit
1558.82
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2.2.6. Payload Landing Module
The Payload Landing Module will again involve the participation of the propulsion,
structures, power, and avionics groups. From these assumptions, the total PLM
production cost is calculated to be $67 Million, and total RTD&E cost is $446 Million.
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Figure 2-9
Payload Landing Module Cost Breakdown
Table 2-7: PLM Costs
Subsystem
Component
Set Prices TheoreticalFirst Unit Price
Structure 20.90
Landing Gear 5.94
RL10A-4 (3) 6.60
R4-D (16) 3.52
C3 6.60
Power 19.80
Miscellaneous 3.96
Prod Cost 10.12 57.20
Production
Cost
67.32
RTD&E
Cost
279.19
RTD&E
with G&A
388.09
Total RTD&E
Cost
with Profit
446.31
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2.2.7 Launch Vehicle
The National Launch System is expected to be developed for other missions, and therefore
the Columbiad Program does not expect to use its funds to support the RDT&E costs for
such a launch system. A first order cost estimate for the production cost of the NLS is
calculated with the following numbers.
Table 2-8: Launch Vehicle Costs
Component Name
Number Per Total Cost of
TFU Cost Launch Component
RSRM 38 4 152
STME 60 4 240
NLS Core 54 1 54
Nose Cone 5 1 5
Payload Adapter 5 1 5
Total for Precursor
Total for Piloted
456
451
The Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor (RSRM) is currently used for the Space Shuttle and
has been priced at $38 Million. The Space Transportation Main Engine (STME) is an
engine which is derived from the Space Shuttle and is currently being developed by
Rocketdyne, Pratt and Whitney, and Aerojet. The production cost is expected to be slightly
higher than the $45 Million dollars for the Space Shuttle engine. The core estimation is
also multiplied by a factor, resulting in $54 Million. Finally, the nose cone and payload
adapter is estimated to cost $5 Million each. The nose cone is only needed for the
precursor mission to cover the tip-over propulsion system. This gives a launch vehicle cost
of $456 Million for one launch of the precursor and $451 Million for one launch of the
piloted vehicle. For simplicity, an average of these two numbers is used in the calculation
of the entire mission.
2.2.8 Total Cost of First Mission
The total cost for the first mission is calculated to be $12.8 Billion. This includes the
RDT&E cost and production cost of both the precursor mission and the piloted mission,
launch vehicle production and operations cost, status monitoring, astronaut training and
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simulatordevelopment,flight tests,andgeneralandaccountingcosts.Table2-9
summarizeseach.
Table 2-_. Total First Mission Cost
Piloted Mission RDT&E and Prod Costs 2623.09
Precursor RDT&E and Production Costs 2563.91
Launch Vehicle Prod Costs (4 launches) 1814.00
Launch Operations Cost (4 launches)
Training and Simulator Development
Status Monitoring for One Month
Flight Tests
General and Accountin_
Total Cost of First Flight
100.00
900.00
23.60
4168.70
622.44
12815.74
Launch Operations Cost is assumed to be $25 Million per launch and the as_onaut training
and simulator developments is assumed to be $900 Million. Status monitoring costs
assume that one-tenths of the activities are EVA and nine-tenths are IVA. EVA unit cost is
assumed to be $84,237/hour and IVA is $29,483/hour. Both of the S&O costs are quite
low compared with recent estimations because Columbiad's goal of decreasing the number
of people in status monitoring was taken into account.
The total flight tests cost is calculated to be $4.2 Billion. This follows the flight test
philosophy of Chapter 1 where the total modules and factors are considered: 2 CMs, 2
NLSs, 2 modified LBMs, 1 ERM, 1 Atlas, and 1 PTLI. It does not include any shuttle
operations costs.
Finally, taking into account learning curve factors as well as maintenance and
refurbishment costs, the following first year cost and the cost for the five year campaign is
computed. Again, all costs in Table 2-10 are in $Millions.
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Table 2-10:. Total Campaign Cost
Piloted Flights
Precursor Flights
Launch Vehicle (8 launches)
Launch Operations
Trainin_ and Simulator
Status Monitodn_
Flisht Tests
Total General & Accountin_
Maintenance/Refurbishment
Total Cost
Total First Year
Campaign Cost
3076.35
Total Five Year
Campaign Cost
5102.99
2563.91 10720.65
3628.00 18140.00
200.00 1000.00
1350.00 4500.00
94.40 472.00
4168.70 4168.70
709.25 1498.31
150.00 750.00
15940.61 46352.65
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The schedule of Project Columbiad is very ambitious. The driving factor is the goal to
return humans to the Moon by the year 2000. In order to achieve this, the United States
must dedicate the necessary resources for the development program during the next eight
years. High levels of industry and government involvment in the project are necessary to
its success and timely accomplishment.
In the interest of low cost and the shortest possible development time, all designs have
utilized as many existing and proven components as possible. This has helped to keep
component and subsystem development time to a minimum, leaving more time for
developing the modules as a whole. For instance, the propulsion systems on all of the
propulsive modules use technology that is very well established. The RL-10A engines first
fired in 1959, and cryogenic storage techniques have been used in many previous rocket
programs.
3.1 Pro_,ram Schedule
The Columbiad Program spans over a decade of activity. The development of the
propulsive modules, the Crew Module, and the BioCan all occur in the first eight years.
The five-year campaign of lunar surface activity begins in 2000. During this time,
development of additional laboratory or scientific hardware for lunar exploration may
occur. The schedules presented here do not encompass the development time for this
additional hardware.
A large part of the concept development for Project Columbiad is outlined in this report. In
addition, preliminary designs of each module and subsystem are presented. As soon as
funding and approval of the design come through, the detailed design process can begin.
This design process will continue until mid 1995. The development, testing, and
evaluation process will take approximately three years, from 1995 until 1998. The
production of the final components is scheduled for 1997 until 2000. The first precursor
launch is scheduled for June, 2000, and the first staffed mission is set for July, 2000. The
five year campaign continues until 2005. See Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1
Top Level Schedule
3,1,1 Prqgram Hardware Development
The hardware development schedule for Project Columbiad is shown in Figure 3-2. The
hardware development program starts in 1992 with the detailed design programs of the
Crew Module and the BioCan. The Crew Module and the BioCan will take the longest to
develop, since they are the most complex modules. The design programs for the
propulsive modules start in 1994. By delaying the start of the program, the cost of the
development will be kept as low as possible.
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3.1.2 Flight Test Schedule
The flight test program for Project Columbiad is designed to test all of the essential
hardware before they fly with a crew. Some of the hardware that does not carry humans
(such as the PLM) is not flight tested before the initial mission. The first flight tests of the
program are designed to test the re-entry and landing capability of the Crew Module. These
will occur in 1999. In the latter half of 1999, there will be an orbital test of automated
docking techniques and technologies. In January, 2000, a full unpiloted test of the piloted
mission is scheduled. There will be two launches of the NLS, within hours of each other.
In the first will be the PTLI stage. In the second will be the LBM/ERM/CM stack. They
will dock in LEO, and then travel to the moon. Instead of landing on the moon, the vehicle
will circle back and the CM will reenter the Earth's atmosphere and land by automatic
control The next test will be the precursor mission. This will test the PTLI, LBM, and
PLM stages. At this point all of the propulsive stages will have been flight tested twice
except the ERM and PLM. The similarity of the propulsive stages, particularly the LBM,
ERM, and PLM, jusitifies declaring operational capability after only one test each of the
PLM and ERM. See Figure 3-3 for the detailed schedule of the flight test program.
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Flight Test Program Schedule
3.1.3 Campaign Schedule
The mission campaign of Project Columbiad is a five-year campaign of lunar exploration
and scientific experimentation. Each piloted mission to the lunar surface will last one
month, during which four crew members will live on the lunar surface. The precursor
missions to the lunar surface are for the purpose of depositing larger payloads than the
ERM and the CM have the capacity to carry. The goal for Project Columbiad is to
accomplish three piloted and one precursor mission per year. It is assumed that the launch
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padsfrom whichtheNLS will launchhavealaunchturn-aroundtimeof one month. There
will be two launch pads from which to launch the NLS to accomodate the two separate
launches for each mission. Ideally, these launches will occur within hours of each other.
In case of a problem with one of the launches, the FILl stage has the capability of
remaining in LEO for up to forty days before boil-off of the cryogenic fuel leaves
insufficient fuel to accomplish the mission. However, since some of the missions occur
within a month of each other, the schedule may slip due to failed previous launches. See
Chapter 4 for a more detailed discussion of the campaign and a preliminary schedule.
3.2 Module Develooment Schedules
The development schedules for each module include the design, testing, and integration
time for each major subsystem. In addition, integration and testing time for the entire
module is included. The subsystem integration time is kept to a minimum due to the
advanced level of technology available in most subsystem areas. This keeps the module
development times and costs to a minimum.
3.2.1 CM Development Schedule
The biconic design of the Crew Module and the use of a paraglider to slow and control the
descent are two of the least developed of all the components in the project. For this reason,
the development and testing program of this module is critical to the program schedule.
The detailed design of the CM will begin in mid-1992. The subsystem requiring the most
development and testing time is the structure. The other subsystems are based on expertise
gained in the Apollo, Skylab, and Shuttle programs. Testing of the structure will begin in
1995 and continue until 1997, when production of the final design will begin. Final
qualifying flight tests will occur in 1999 and early 2000. See Figure 3-4 for the detailed
development schedule.
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Project Columbiad
Crew Module Development Schedule
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3.2.2 BioCan Development Schedule
The size and the complexity of the BioCan necessitate a longer development time for this
module than for the propulsive modules. There are several complicated systems in the
BioCan. The communications system, the structure, the computer system with its
software, and the landing system will take the longest development time. The life support
systems are all based on SpaceLab and Space Shuttle technology, so that, while
complicated, the systems are well-developed. Design of the various systems will continue
until about 1994. Subsystem testing and integration testing will continue through 1996,
when production will begin. The BioCan will be ready for delivery to the Moon in 2000.
The schedule of the development is outlined in Figure 3-5.
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Project Columbiad
BioCan Schedule
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3,2.3 PTLI Development Schedule
The development schedules of all the propulsive stages are very similar. They start in 1994
with a period of detailed designing. In 1996 the testing and evaluating process begins, and
in 1998 the final production begins. The PTLI has a more developed GNC system than the
other stages because of its solitary time in LEO. For the same reason, it is the only
propulsive stage with its own power system. The PTLI will have two flight tests before
qualifying as operational: the unpiloted test around the moon, and the first precursor
mission. See Figure 3-6.
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PTLI Schedule
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PTLI Development _ule
3.2.4 LBM Development Schedule
The LBM development schedule is very similar to that of the PTLI. The largest and most
important systems of the two, the structure and the propulsion systems, are nearly
identical. In addition, the LBM has no computer or power systems. These functions are
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fulfilled by eithertheCM or theprecursormissionpayload.Thedetaileddesignprocess
beginsin 1994,thetestingin 1996,andproductionin 1998. TheLBM will alsobetested
twicebeforequalifyingasoperational.SeeFigure3-7.
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3.2.5 ERM Development Schedule,
The ERM is similar to the LBM with the addition of landing gear, throttlable engines, fuel
cells, and a payload storage capacity. The development schedule, therefore, follows
closely that of the LBM. There will be only one test before it is declared operationally
qualified. See Figure 3-8.
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3,2,6 PLM Development Schedule
The PLM, meant to land on the moon and not lift off again, is the smallest of the propulsive
stages. The propulsive system, however, is almost exactly that of the ERM. For this
reason, and because the PLM will not be used for piloted missions, no test flights will
occur before the first precursor mission in 2000. See Figure 3-9.
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3.2.7 Surface Hardware Development Schedule
The surface hardware for Project Columbiad (excluding the BioCan) includes the rover, the
bagger, and the Solar Lunar Power Plant. There development schedules are shown in
Figure 3-10.
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4 Camnai_n Strategy
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Why we need a clear strategy
Successful completion of Project Columbiad involves important engineering goals
(demonstrating a renewed manned lunar capability, extended stay time, unrestricted landing
zone, etc.); however, to ensure fiscal viability for the program, these goals must be
balanced against additional scientific goals which will most certainly be raised by the
scientific/academic community upon presentation of a $30-50 billion program to Congress.
Project Columbiad's exploration/campaign philosophy is an attempt to balance these two
(sometimes) competing forces.
Additionally, any program planning for Project Columbiad must be based on the
assumption that no additional funding for hardware beyond that specified in the initial
proposal will be readily forthcoming. As graphically demonstrated in various NASA
programs (most notably, Apollo), expenditures for follow-on capabilities, even those
acquired at a relatively modest cost, are rarely agreed to. Funding for programs which
have already been approved or are in production or operation are more probable.
Therefore, should Project Columbiad be funded it is imperative that all critical program
goals be met using the initially allocated hardware.
4.1.2 Why go to the Moon
"WHY GO TO THE MOON? In one sense, this question is unanswerable, for the more
astringent philosophers have found no completely convincing reason for any human
activity, including breathing. But once it is admitted that life is worth living and that it was
not all a dreadful mistake to have left those cozy Pleistocene caves, the question takes
another form. We will obviously, because we are men, go to the moon as soon as it is
technically and economically feasible." - Dr. Arthur C. Clarke, in Foreword of Neil
Ruzic's "the case for going to the moon".
From an evolutionary point of view, the settlement and development of the Moon are
inevitable in the process of human expansion. The process, anthropologists tell us, began
somewhere in Africa less than a quarter billion years ago. Since the continental glaciers
retreated about 12,000 years ago, human expansion over the Earth's surface has been well
marked. The process continued through the discovery of the New Worlds, settlements in
Australia and then in the first half of this century with the continuous occupation of
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Antarctica.TheMoonis theNewWorldof ourgeneration.Thirty yearsago,when
PresidentKennedychallengedthenationto landamanon thesurfaceof theMoon bythe
endof thatdecade,andreturnhimsafelyto Earth,thepredominantmotivationmighthave
beenademonstrationof politicalandtechnologicalsupremacy.But todaywhenweplanto
gobackto theMoon,in orderto buildabasefor permanentpresenceon theLunarsurface,
ourreasonisprimarily intellectual.TheMoonis theplacefor humanbeingsto live and
work in the21stcentury.
Achievinghigherlevelsof engineeringprowessisof coursestill one of the main reasons
for going to the Moon. Building superior spacecrafts, increasing the capabilities of the
propulsion systems, exploring high-efficiency energy resources, developing new
technologies for long-term human survival in hostile environment, advancing the state-of-
art in space robotics for autonomous operations - all of the above leads to a multi-
dimentional development of the state of technology on Earth. But besides that there are
several scientific reasons to go to the Moon as well.
The Moon is a special museum where the early history of the Solar System is preserved. It
is the key to understanding how all terrestrial planets were formed, the crust of the Moon
has been differentiated by volcanism and the bombardment of meteorites and surface has
preserved a record of all these activities since the fh'st few million years of the Solar System
history. The principal assessment of the nature and evolution of the Moon that exists
today is mostly the product of four years of active Apollo exploration, supplemented by
Soviet data. The analysis of the crater formation on the Moon led to the deduction of a
massive bombardment of the inner Solar System. There are not enough data to tell how
long this terminal cataclysm lasted. Future sample analysis may resolve this central
question in understanding the formation of the planets.
Moreover, the surface of the Moon has remained so quiet that solar wind elements have
accumulates undisturbed for eons, thus maintaining a record of the Sun's activity. Evidence
of periodic variation has been found in the solar wind deposits on the lunar surface.Further
investigation of the lunar rocks and dirt may lead to a reappraisal of our ideas about solar
evolution.
The selenological and selenophysical explorations will also create an inventory of the lunar
resources. Of particular importance are abundance of oxygen, metals, hydrogen (probably
in the form of primordial ice or from solar wind deposits), and helium-3. This data will be
very valuable not only for development of a self-sufficient Lunar base but for various
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benefitsto Earthaswell. Helium-3is knownasapotentialsourceof cleanenergywhen
burnedasfuelwith deuteriumin athermonuclearfusionreaction.Theisotopeisrareon
Earth( severalhundredkilograms)whereas,theestimatedmassof helium-3accumulated
onthelunarsurfacefor billionsof yearsasfallout fromthesolarwind is onemillion tons.
As comparedto fusionwith tritium,thedeuterium-helium-3reactionis muchcleanerand
moreefficient. It simplifiesthesafety-relatedesignfeaturesof thefusionreactor.
Extensiveradioactivewastehandlingfacilitiesarealsoeliminated.Usinghelium-3asour
primarysourceof energyfor terrestrialneedsisexpectedto beeconomicalaswell, the
estimatedyield from helium-3fusionis 250timesmorethanthecostof energyto minethe
isotopeon theMoon,processit, andtransportit to Earth.Thesameprocessof extracting
helium-3from regolithis likely to producenitrogen,hydrogenandotherelements.This
hydrogenandoxygen,extractedfrom ilmeniteandanorthite,in additionto lunarbaseuses,
canalsobeusedfor fuelling futurespacecrafts.In fact,helium-3canalsobeusedas
astrofuelfor nuclearpoweredspacecrafts.
Theeffectivenessof the Moon as a site for astronomical observations comes from various
reasons, which include : the existence of a vacuum on the Moon along with a dark sky; the
size and stability of the lunar surface for large baseline instrumentation; partial cosmic ray
protection; a near-cryogenic temperature, particularly at the bottom of the craters in the
lunar poles; slow rotation rate; and distance from Earth, and its electromagnetic
environment. For these reasons, astronomers have dreamt for a long time, about lunar
based astronomical observatories for long-term, multi-spectral coverage of space. Lunar
poles and the far-side of the Moon present the best opportunities as a highly desirable
location for placing major observatories in the future.
It is obvious that Project Columbiad's goals do not include achieving the above mentioned
state of industrialization and development on the Moon. It is the job for a fully equipped
and appropriately capable lunar base that is beyond the scope of this Project. However, it is
necessary to keep this goals in the perspective, because they determine the nature of the
Projects scientific experiments and exploration missions. This in turn will dictate the type
of hardware we should be prepared to transport to the Moon in the future. Hopefully, with
the positive results from the experiments conducted by Columbiad astronauts, we will be
ready to begin industrialize the lunar base as our next step.
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4.2 Landing site Selection
4.2.1 Selection Criterion
Project Columbiad's design conceivably allows for a choice of landing site at any longitude
or latitude on the surface of the moon. Naturally, however, a significant portion of the
lunar surface area must be excluded because of terrain features (craters, boulders, steep
slopes, rilles, etc.) which prevent the safe landing of the spacecraft. Additionally, other
operational constraints, including lighting, navigation, fuel consumption, etc., influence the
desirability of certain landing sites over others. Finally, the scientific interests of the
professional academic community (most importantly, the planetary science field) weigh in
the decision over which landing site becomes the most desirable.
4.2.2 Apollo Example
Table 4-1 lists the landing sites which were recommended for exploration during the Apollo
program (beginning with the second lunar landing, however, as the first lunar landing
[Apollo 11] was less than two months away; that mission was planned to land in the safest
and most boring location available, to fulfill the primary goal of Apollo as swiftly as
possible). These sites were chosen to meet operational considerations (i.e., adequately
smooth terrain for approach and landing, accessible to Apollo from a launch trajectory
standpoint) and to satisfy certain scientfic criteria (mainly geological in nature). Only two
of these sites were actually visited by Apollo astronauts; the remaining four Apollo landing
sites were selected from alternate locations suggested later in 1969 and 1970. The Apollo
12 mission, for instance, was programmed to land in Oceanus Procellarum to rendezvous
with the Surveyor III unmanned probe. The purpose of this selection was twofold: first, it
allowed for the demonstration of a precision landing capability for the Lunar Module;
second, the astronauts were able to bring back parts from the Surveyor for post-mission
analysis (to determine what effects, if any, accompanied a 3-year exposure to the lunar
environment). Later missions (Apollo 14-17) focused on visiting specific geologic
formations of interest to scientists.
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Table 4-1: Lunar Landing Sites Recommended for Consideration by the
Apollo Site Selection board Meeting of June 3, 1969
Site Latitude Longitude
Censorinus 0°17' S 32039 ' E
Rima Littrow 21025 ' N 28056 ' E
Abulfeda 14°50' S 14000 ' E
Rima Hyginus 7052 ' N 607' E
Tycho 41°8' S 11°35' W
Copernicus Peak 9o36 . N 19°53 ' W
Copernicus Wall 10°22 ' N 19°59 ' W
SchrSter's Valley 24o36 ' N 4903 ' W
Marius F 15°10' N 56031 ' W
Fra Mauro 3045 ' S 17°36 ' W
MOsting C 1°55' S 803 ' W
Hipparchus 4°36' S 3040 ' E
Prinz 25o57 ' N 43040 ' W
Gassendi 17°50 ' S 40020 ' W
Dionysius 2°31 ' N 17049 ' E
Alexander 37046 ' N 14°6 ' E
Alphonsus 13°35' S 4°11' W
Rima Bode II 12°47 ' N 3049 ' W
Copernicus CD 6032 ' N 14°58 ' W
Tobias Mayer P 13018 ' N 31011 ' W
Aristarchus 24024 , N 47050 ' W
*Reproduced from NASA History Series SP-4214, p. 161.
Note: Fra Mauro was visited by the Apollo 14 astronauts in February 1971,
and Littrow by Apollo 17 in December 1972.
4.2.3 Probable Sites
From these historical precedents, it is possible to suggest an exploration scheme for Project
Columbiad. The choice of landing sites should reflect the following considerations:
• Early demonstration of precision landing capability for Project Columbiad hardware
• Demonstration of global landing capability
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• Recoveryof Apollo-erahardwarefor Earthsideexamination(30+yr. lunarexposuretime)
• Visitationof interestinggeologicalsitesassuggestedby Apollo/LunarResourcesOrbiter
dataandscientific
Basedon theaboveconsiderations,wehavecomeupwithatentativelist of sitesfor
ProjectColumbiadLunarCampaign.Thedetailsarediscussedin thefollowing section.
4.3 Proposed Campaign Plan
There are two basic approaches that can be taken towards lunar exploration under the
Columbiad Lunar Campaign plan. One approach is to go to a different location in each of
the five years. This means that at the end of the fifth year there will be five lunar outposts,
almost identical in their capability. Each of these outposts will have been built up from the
hardware of one precursor mission followed by three piloted missions. In order to
maximize the exploration area, the outpost sites will be located around the lunar surface in
varied selenological regions.
An alternative approach would be to dedicate the entire Columbiad campaign to initially set
up one outpost in the most suitable site and then with each mission expand the capabilities
of the outpost into a permanently occupied Lunar base. All the exploration will originate at
this location and utilize improved second-generation surface vehicles. Remote sites can be
visited during long excursions.
However, for Project Columbiad, a combined approach is more preferable. For the first
three years, the first approach can be followed. This means three different sites will be
visited each year and local features will be explored. At the end of the third year, one of the
three sites will be chosen for expansion and revisited over the next two years. The fourth
and fifth precursor will take different kind of hardware which will include a nuclear power
plant, a pressurized heavy-duty surface vehicle and inflatable structures for habitat
expansion. Thus experience gained over the first three years can be fed back into the
campaign plan.
As a suggestion for the first site, we have selected the Lunar South Pole region. Detailed
coordinates of the site, however, are unavailable at this time; the lunar polar regions have
not yet been mapped in great enough detail. A Lunar Polar Orbiter Satellite is thus assumed
to have been launched a few years prior to the beginning of Columbiad. The justification
for going to the South Pole is that a site there can provide an unobstructed, continuous
view of the center of our galaxy. In addition, all the reasons for going to the lunar poles
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mentionedin theprevioussectionapplyaswell. Oneprecursorfollowedby onepiloted
missionwill setuptheinitial outpostandbeginexplorationof thearea.Thenextpiloted
missionwill continuewith theexplorationandbeginotherscientificmissions.A significant
portionof thesecondmissionis likely to bedevotedto astronomicalexperimentsor setting
upasmallscaleobservatory.
Thenextprecursorwill besentto thecenterof thelunardiscfacingtheearth.Thisoutpost
will revisitApollo 15or theSurveyor6 site.Oneof themain tasksfor thefirst piloted
missionwill beto analyzetheeffectof exposurefromlunarenvironmenton thehardware
left behindthirty yearsago.If theHadley-Apennine(Apollo 15site)is visited,one
interestingaspectof themissioncouldbetorevivetheLunarRovingVehicleandperhaps
evenuseit for additionaltransportation.
Thethirdsitecouldpossiblybeonthefarsideof theMoon.Thefeasibilityof settingupan
outposton thefarsidedependsonaLunarCommunicationSatellitesystem,whichpossibly
canbedeployed,onesatelliteatatime,by all thepreviousmissions.CraterTsiolkovskyis
a likely choice.Similarto theothertwo outposts,thissitewill alsobevisitedby one
precursorfollowed by twopilotedmissions.
In thefourthyear, thesecondphaseof thecampaignwill begin.A precursormission
carryinga heavy-dutyvehiclewill besent.Thevehicle(yettobedesigned)shouldbeable
to combinethetasksof abulldozerandatrailer-truck.It will haveapressurizedhabitat
wailerequippedfor atwo-personcrewfor up to sevendays.Theexpectedrangeof sucha
vehicleis approximately1500kilometers.Thepilotedmissionfollowingtheprecursorwill
extensivelyusethisvehiclefor explorationawayfromthebase.Thenextprecursorwill
carryanuclearreactorandtheinflatablestructures.Thevehiclewill assistin installingthese
equipments.Therestof thepilotedmissionswill expandthebaseandtheirmissiontimes
arealsolikely to extendup to sixtydays.Thelasttwo pilotedmissionswouldprobably
overlaptheirlunarstayto fully utilizetheexpandedfacilitiesof thefirst Lunarbase.
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Table @2: Schedule for Five-year Campaign
YEAR MISSION SITE
2001 Precursor 1 South Polar region
Piloted 1 and 2
2002
2003
2004
Precursor 2
Piloted 3 and 4
Precursor 3
Piloted 5 and 6
Precursor 4
Piloted 7
Precursor 5
Piloted 8 and 9
Sinus Medii 0.5 ° S, 1.4 ° W
or Hadley-Apennine
26.1 ° N, 3.7 ° E
Tsiolkovsky (?)
Tsiolkovsky
Selected site for Lunar Base
Lunar Base
2005 Piloted 10, 11, 12 Lunar Base
4,4 Beyond Columbiad
What lies beyond 2005? If Columbiad goes as per plan, then by that year humankind
should have their first home beyond their home planet. Soon after, Helium-3 production
and transportation to Earth will probably start paying off the investment of building the
base. The experience of building a permanently occupied, self-supporting Lunar base
would be very valuable in planning a Mars expedition in the next ten years. Between 2005
and 2019, the Lunar base will probably be sufficiently industrialized to be a major resource
for fuelling Mars-bound spacecraft. Moreover, the Lunar terrain would probably be used
for field testing all the hardware designed for the Mars campaign. The human imagination
will be f'llled with the anticipation of visiting new regions of space where no one has gone
before. We surely believe that is where the future of humankind is leading towards. Ad
Astra.
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APPENDIX I - Subsystem Cost Estimations
All costs in $MiUions
Piloted (CM)
name cost
IVA overboots 0.05
IVA ovgarmen
IVA suit
5
shoes 0
uniforms 0.0015
sleepers 0.0005
food 0.0005
med kit 0.00008
LOX tank 0.01
N2 tank 0.01
drink H20 tk 0.01
commode 0.2
Hum Control 1
piping
LiOH system
Heat Control
Mass Spectro
Gas Control
tubing
smoke detectq
0.1
0.5
included
0.1
0.0012
area sm deteci 0.0035
flame detec 0.00875
ighting
tool & clean
0.005
0.003
multichan ECG 0.005
Exerciser 0.00015
TOT COST
Set Costs
Prod Costs
Crew Module
no. tot cost TU
4 0.2 2.5
4 20 4
4 4 204
4 0 1
1 0.0015 1
4 0.002 1
1 0,0005 1
1 0.00008 1
3 0.03 2
3 0.03 2
2 0.02 1
1 0.2 1
1 1 lo2
1 0.1 2
1 2 1
1 2 1
1 0.5 1
1 0 1
1 0.1 1
3 0.0036 1
3 0.0105 1
3 0.02625 1
1 0.005 1
1 0.003 1
1 0.005 1
1 0.00015 1
30.24
5.98
24.26
Precursor
name cost
vacuum 0.01
EVA test stat 10
EVA hardsuit 8
shoes 0
uniforms 0.0045
sleepers 0.0005
food 0.00204
med kit 0.00015
LOX tk 0.01
LN2 0.01
drink H20 tk 0.01
commode 0.2
Hum Control 1
H20 recovery 1.5
recovery tk 0.01
piping 0.6
LiOH sys 2
molec sieve 1.5
heat contol 2
mass spectro 3
gas control included
electrolysis included
sabatier burn included
tubing
smoke detect(
area sm detec
flame detecto
lighting
tools & clean
Treadmill&bik
Metabolic anal
TOT COST
Set Costs
Prod Costs
0.6
0.0081
0.0094
0.0146
0.011
0.01
0.0236
0.015
no. tot cost
1 0.01
1 10
5 40
4 0
1 0.0045 _
4 0.002
1 0.00204
1 0.00015
3 0.03
3 0.03
6 0.06
1 0.2
1 1
3 4.5
1 0.01
1 0.6
1 2
2 3
1 2
1 3
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0.6
20 0.162
8 0.0752
5 0.073
1 0.011
1 0.01
1 0.0236
1 0.015
67.42
16.81
50.61
TU
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
lo2
lo2
lo2
2
1
1
1
1
1
lo2
lo2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Communications
SET MANUFACTURER'S PRICE
Component Cost Number Total Coal
RH32 Data Processor 0.01 7 0.07
Fairchild Solid State 0.001 5 0.005
Universal Demodulator 0.001 1 4 0.014
High Data Rate Modem 0.001 8 0.008
Antenna Pointing Syste,
High Gain Antenna
0.01
0.002
0.03
0.012
LOW Gain Antenna 0.002 1 6 0.032
Receiver 0.005 3 0 0.15
Transmitter 0.004 1 4 0.056
Power Supply HP
Inter-Comm System
Telephone System
Video Camera
i Microphone
2-Way Multiplexer
Amplifier
0.015 0.045
0.004 1 0.004
0.004 1 0.004
0.001
0.0002
150.00025
Cable/Fiber Optics Line
0.002
0.0004
0.00375
0.002 14 0.028
0.0005 22 0.011
Stub Tuner 0.00025 22 0.0055
Switch/MUX 0.0001 7 0.0007
Data Bus (Software)
DSN Use 0_
2
TOTAL SET COST 2.481 35
PRODUCTION COST
Component TFU Cost Number RDTE Coat
Computer 0.9 6 2.7
MDM-16 MUX/DEMUX 0.204 2 0.612
Odetics Tape OHSR 0.101 2 0.303
TOTAL PROD COST 3.615
MODULE BREAKDOWN
Crew Module 2.852
Earth Return Module 0.032
Habitat 2.862
0.286PTLI Stage
Rover 0.069
TU
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
TU
• 2.5
2.5
2
Total Prod. Coat
5.4
0.408
0.202
6.01
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Guidance and Navigation
SET PRICES
Name Cost Number Total Cost
Sun Sensor 0.1 3 0.3
Earth Sensor 0.1 2 0.2
Star Tracker 0.5 6 3
GPS Receiver
Liq Cryst Disl:
Joysticks
Radar AIt.
0.004 0.024
0.05
0.004 3 0.012
0.002 2 0.004
6 0.3
Rubid. Clock 0.125 1 0.125
Ant. Beacons 0.015 2 0.03
TOTAL SET COST 3.995
PRODUCTION COSTS
Number Total
0.01 6 0.06
0.01
TU
Component TFU
INS
Dock Vid Cam
Las Dock Rad=
TOTALS
Cost TU
0.01
0.1 1 0.1
0.17
MODULE BREAKDOWN
PTLI 0.333
LBM 0.11
1.78;=;L_
CM 0.054
Precursor 1.888
RDTE
0.032.5
2
3.5
0.03
0.4
0.46
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Power
Production Costs , millions)
w/ 6 prototypes
Component
Fuel Cells
Electrolysis Cells
Radiators
Solar Array
Oxygen ,Tanks
Oxygen Tank Lining
Hydrogen Tanks
Hydrogen Tank Linin
Water Tank
Integration
Li battery pack
Cryogenics&coating
cost
13.4
18.4
15.9
11.6
19.9
number Total Cost
13.4
18.4
MODULE BREAKDOWN
Surface Payloads
15.9
11.6
19.9
0.4 1 0.4
30.9 1 30.9
0.4 0.4
3.6 1 3.6
3.6 1 3.6
0.1
118.1
6 1
Crew Module 0.1
18.86
12
6
18.86
ERM
PLM
LBM
PTLI
0.1
TU
J
II III
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